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For many communities, drinking water comes from surface water sources, or source 
water, such as rivers and creeks. Within the city of Grants Pass, Oregon, this is the case. The 
Rogue River, which spans 215 miles, beginning near Crater Lake and emptying into the ocean at 
Gold Beach, is Grants Pass’ drinking water source. While the capacity of the Rogue River, in 
relation to drinking water, is rarely an issue for the City of Grants Pass’ Public Works 
Department, the potential contaminant sources (PCS) from the urban, commercial, and industrial 
geographical areas of Grants Pass is a concern. In order to deploy treatment processes that are 
capable of targeting these PCS, it is important to have an idea of where and how these PCS are 
reaching the storm drains, creeks, and eventually the Rogue River. The purpose of this study was 
to identify area-specific risk components and how those components spatially aligned with PCS 
and their locations. Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis and a risk matrix were used 
to rank the PCS according to risk in relation to Grants Pass’ source water intake. PCS ranked as 
high priority, or exuding the highest risk to drinking water quality, were followed up with on-
the-ground surveys. After surveying the high priority PCS, best management practices (BMP) 
recommendations were made to the City of Grants Pass to better protect the drinking water 
quality. Branching off of this initial project work came similar studies in many other Rogue 
Basin communities. With this continued work, improvements were made to streamline the 
processes, such as recording survey observations. Overall, this project work has led to many 






When one of my graduate advisors, Eugene Foster approached me with information 
about a group focused on drinking water quality in the Rogue Basin back in December 2017, I 
certainly was intrigued, but was unsure of what I could offer to the group. My interests were in 
stormwater quality and macroinvertebrate studies. How could this knowledge be of use within 
the drinking water realm? Despite my concerns, this was an opportunity I could not pass up. To 
earn my Master’s degree through the completion of a project within my hometown of Grants 
Pass, Oregon, now that is a dream come true. 
I quickly learned, after my first meeting with the newly-formed Rogue Drinking Water 
Partnership (RDWP), that stormwater and drinking water are absolutely related, especially when 
stormwater issues directly impact the amount of treatment required to supply clean drinking 
water to residents. Through the guidance of the Rogue River Watershed Council (RRWC), the 
City of Grants Pass, and the Medford Water Commission (MWC), a project focused on 
identifying and prioritizing urban and commercial stormwater concerns was not only created, but 
successfully completed. 
The pilot project was so successful that, to my surprise, the RDWP advocated that the 
risk matrix, windshield survey, and best management practices (BMP) recommendation 
processes be applied within other Rogue Basin communities. Not only was I able to be a part of 
the process to help my hometown and the City of Grants Pass identify PCS, I was also involved 
in this process for the cities of Cave Junction, Eagle Point, Gold Hill, Rogue River, Shady Cove, 
and White City, as well as a private drinking water provider (DWP), Country View Mobile 
Home Estates in Trail. 
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As a graduate student, I feel fulfilled and content with the work that I have been able to 
accomplish, which I could not have done without guidance from my advisors, Eugene Foster and 
Yangdong Pan, John Speece of the RRWC, Jason Canady and Wade Elliott of the City of Grants 
Pass, Craig Harper of the MWC, Jacquie Fern of the Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ), Greg Stabach of the Rogue Valley Council of Governments (RVCOG), my stepfather, 
who drove me around for the windshield surveys, my mother-in-law and father for encouraging 
me, sometimes sternly, to finish my Master’s degree, and Eric Siedlecki, my husband and biggest 
supporter, who provided quality screenshots to use as figures in this report and gave me the 
intellectual space that I needed on Sunday mornings. Thank you all so much for encouraging me 
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 
 
ACWA:  Association of Clean Water Administrators 
BLM:   Bureau of Land Management 
BMP:   Best Management Practices 
CRWP:  Clackamas River Water Providers 
DEQ:   Department of Environmental Quality 
DSLR:  Digital Single-Lens Reflex (type of camera) 
DWP:  Drinking Water Providers 
DWPA:  Drinking Water Protection Area 
DWSA:  Drinking Water Source Area 
EPA:   Environmental Protection Agency 
ESRI:  Environmental Systems Research Institute 
EWEB:  Eugene Water and Electric Board 
FEMA:  Federal Emergency Management Agency 
GIS:   Geographic Information System 
JSWCD:  Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District 
MOA:  Memorandum of Agreement 
MWC:  Medford Water Commission 
NRCS:  Natural Resources Conservation Service 
NRDC:  Natural Resources Defense Council 
NWQI:  National Water Quality Initiative 
OHA:   Oregon Health Authority 
OWEB:  Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board 
PAH:   Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon  
PCS:   Potential Contaminant Source 
PFAS:  Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances 
PPB:   Parts Per Billion 
PWS:   Public Water Supplier 
RDWP:  Rogue Drinking Water Partnership 
RRWC:  Rogue River Watershed Council 
RVCOG:  Rogue Valley Council of Governments 
RVSS:  Rogue Valley Sewer Services 
SVOC:  Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds 
SW:   Surface Water 
SWA:   Source Water Assessment 
SWP:   Source Water Protection 
TOC:   Total Organic Carbon 
TOT:   Time-Of-Travel 
TP:   Total Phosphorus 
UGB:   Urban Growth Boundary 
UST:   Underground Storage Tank 
USWA:  Updated Source Water Assessment 






1.1 Overview: Source Water Protection 
 
Amongst those in the profession of drinking water treatment, source water is surface 
and/or groundwater that serves as a source of drinking water. Drinking water providers, either 
public or private and in the form of water utilities, community governments, or a combination of 
both, utilize source water assessments (SWA) to help identify threats to drinking water quality. 
SWAs are provided by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the Oregon 
Health Authority (OHA) for the state of Oregon, and include important information tailored to 
each drinking water provider, or public water supplier (PWS), and its drinking water protection 
area (DWPA), or source area. Figure 1a. shows the Rogue Basin boundary, many of the cities 
within the basin, the river and stream corridors, the 8-hour time-of-travel (TOT), or the distance 
that potential contaminant sources (PCS) can travel within 8 hours in relation to surface water 
intakes (indicated with green circles), and a submap with the location of Grants Pass in relation 
to Portland. The studies and reports included within the SWAs pertain to PCS from certain 
activities, such as concentrated animal feeding operations, logging and mining sites, and 
industrial processing, as well as automobile repair shops, fueling stations, high-density housing, 
shopping malls, heavily-used roads, and others, which appear more densely-populated within 
urban centers (such as in Grants Pass, Figure 1b., with symbols described in Figure 1c.). These 
PCS and others have been identified as potential threats to drinking water treatment processes 
and the health and safety of residents within the DWPA, not to mention the impacts to aquatic 





Figure 1a. Rogue Basin with Surface Water Intakes and 8-Hour TOT 
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Figure 1b. City of Grants Pass Source Water Area, 8-Hour TOT, and PCS 
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Figure 1c. Legend of Map Symbols from the Updated SWA 
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The updated SWA for the City of Grants Pass (March 2018; Appendix A.), begins with 
an opening letter from DEQ and OHA, followed by maps, and text, tables, and spreadsheets 
detailing the DWPA itself and PCS identified within the DWPA. Maps are included that display 
the following data: the delineated area of the entire Rogue Basin and the locations of surface 
water intakes (where the source water is collected for treatment), and erosion and soil surface 
disturbance potential, landslide hazards, landslide ownership and use related to anthropogenic 
sources and transportation corridors, all of which include the 8-hour TOT. The text, tables, and 
spreadsheets provide a DWPA summary (land use/ownership percentages, potential pollutants, 
water quality monitoring data, and treatment methods), additional resources for drinking water 
providers, and detailed information for each identified PCS. 
The Clackamas River Water Providers (CRWP), which is a coalition of municipal water 
providers that source their drinking water from the Clackamas River, located just outside of the 
Portland metropolitan area, have utilized the information from their SWAs to develop a drinking 
water protection plan aimed at providing long-term source water protection strategies. The 
primary goals of this 2010 plan include identifying, preventing, minimizing, and mitigating the 
impacts of PCS and promoting public awareness and stewardship of a healthy Clackamas River 
watershed. Within their drinking water protection plan, the CRWP includes resources on BMPs 
that private citizens can adopt to help protect drinking water quality. These BMPs are relatively 
easy to put into practice and include keeping leaves, grass clippings, dirt, pet waste, and litter out 
of storm drains, planting ground cover, such as shrubs, on bare ground to hold soil in place and 
prevent erosion, and using non-toxic or less toxic pesticides and herbicides.  
More recently, the City of Yachats, located on the central Oregon coast, presented a draft 
drinking water protection plan at a public meeting in April 2021. The draft plan includes 
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information from the SWAs for Yachats regarding risks to drinking water quality and PCS. 
According to the meeting notes and presentation, the City of Yachats planned to submit a final 
drinking water protection plan to DEQ and OHA in June 2021.  
The SWAs provide drinking water providers an opportunity to establish or build upon 
source water protection (SWP). Generally, SWP addresses the concerns associated with PCS by 
implementing behavioral and/or structural BMPs to protect drinking water quality. For example, 
the Eugene Water & Electric Board (EWEB) has implemented several BMPs to protect source 
water, such as continuous monitoring equipment and wetland enhancements to treat stormwater 
runoff. In relation to both SWP and the aftermath of the Holiday Farm Fire of September 2020, 
EWEB also rallied collaborative erosion control efforts by Pure Water Partners, a program that 
encourages stewardship of healthy riparian forest areas and provides incentives to landowners to 
protect and/or restore riparian forests, and landowners, including hydroseeding, check dams, 
wattles, silt fencing, jute mats, and mulching. These BMPs have proven to aid in SWP. 
Efforts to implement SWP measures and BMPs were identified as highly important 
within Grants Pass. This was due to the upstream locations of several industrial PCS in relation 
to the surface water intake, which will be discussed in detail within later sections. 
 
1.2 National Drinking Water Issues 
 
According to the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), more than 100 million 
Americans are being exposed to per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in their drinking 
water. PFAS are a class of “forever” chemicals which have been found at levels above the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) “health advisory” (2019). In order to better protect 
the health and safety of, first and foremost, our most vulnerable populations of people (i.e. 
pregnant and nursing mothers, infants, and children), major revisions to the EPA’s Safe Drinking 
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Water Act are required, with special attention to setting enforceable drinking water standards for 
PFAS.  
Additionally, there are approximately 10.5 million lead service lines delivering drinking 
water into peoples’ homes (2019). Lead contamination of drinking water has predominantly been 
displayed in Flint, Michigan. During the mid-20th century, Flint experienced great economic 
success, attributed to the automotive industry. However, the 1980s saw rising oil prices and an 
increase in imported cars. The economy in Flint began to plummet, as shown by 45% of its 
population living below the poverty line. Flint fell under state control once a $25 million deficit 
was reached, and officials felt the pressure to cut costs to make up for the deficit. 
In 2013, City of Flint officials decided to switch water providers from the Detroit Water 
and Sewerage Department, which utilizes Detroit River as its source, in favor of building a 
pipeline that would connect to the Karegnondi Water Authority and Lake Huron water, which 
would save the region $200 million over 25 years (NPR, 2016). However, until the pipeline 
could be finished, the City of Flint decided to pipe treated Flint River water to its residents. Over 
the years, the Flint River has served as a waste disposal and raw sewage dumping site, and also 
receives agricultural and urban runoff and toxics leaching from landfills. As a highly corrosive 
drinking water source, lead began to leach away from the piping system and enter residents’ 
homes. 
Residents protested that the water was unsafe, which sparked Virginia Tech to conduct a 
study on the water. According to the study, nearly 17% of the samples collected by residents 
registered above the federal “action level” of 15 parts per billion (ppb) of lead, the level at which 
corrective action should be taken. Additionally, 40% of samples tested at 5 ppb of lead, which 
indicates a very serious problem (NRDC, 2018). Lead contamination is especially harmful to 
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infants and children, who were exposed for 18 months.   
Lead exposure wasn’t the only outcome of the switch in water sources. The third-largest 
outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease, which is a severe form of pneumonia, in the U.S. also 
occurred. City workers found elevated levels of fecal coliform bacteria, and overcorrected that 
issue by using more chlorine as a disinfectant. However, too much chlorine led to elevated levels 
of total trihalomethanes, cancer-causing chemicals that are a byproduct of the chlorination of 
water. 
After much court time, city and state officials were ordered to provide bottled water for 
its residents, as well as replace the lead and galvanized steel piping throughout Flint. As of 
October 2018, a little over 7,500 pipes have been upgraded, and lead levels within the water 
remain below the federal action level (NRDC, 2018). While this is good news, the pace at which 
pipes are being replaced is very slow, which has given the NRDC the opportunity to work with 
Flint residents to ensure a faster timeline in achieving safe, clean drinking water. 
 
1.3 Local Drinking Water Concerns: Almeda and South Obenchain Fires 
 
On September 8th, 2020, two fires were ignited within the Rogue Valley: the human-
caused Almeda Fire, and the South Obenchain Wildfire. The Almeda Fire started in a dry brush 
field in Ashland along Almeda Drive behind the City of Ashland’s Wastewater Treatment Plant, 
and the South Obenchain Wildfire broke out five miles east of Eagle Point. Due to high winds of 
more than 40 miles per hour, dry and hot weather conditions, and an abundance of fuel, 
specifically large colonies of Himalayan Blackberry, the Almeda Fire spread quickly within the 
Bear Creek Corridor, burning an estimated 3,000 acres and destroying approximately 2,800 
structures. From the onset of the South Obenchain Wildfire until the end of September, 32,671 
acres were burned.  
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Potential drinking water quality concerns related to these local fires are elevated levels of 
aluminum (Al), perfluorinated compounds (PFAS; used for fire suppression), total phosphorus 
(TP), total organic carbon (TOC), turbidity, and volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds 
(VOC and SVOC). In the absence of healthy root systems to keep soils in place, these 
contaminants wash into waterways adjacent to burn areas. It is likely that Al, phosphorus, and 
TOC are linked to turbidity, in that these materials are bonded and are adhered to soil particles. 
While natural sources and levels of Al, phosphorus, and TOC exist in soils, current water 
samples indicate concentrations that have the potential to lead to major losses of 
macroinvertebrates and fish, as well as harmful algal blooms. As far as human impacts are 
concerned, the presence of these contaminants requires drinking water treatment facilities to 
increase their use of coagulants, chlorine, and/or chloramine. 
Additional constituents of concern that have been identified following other wildfires, 
such as the 2015 Butte and Valley Wildfires, the 2017 Tubbs Fire, and the 2018 Camp Fire in 
Central and Northern California, include: bacteria (E. coli), ammonium and nitrates, metals 
(antimony, arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, mercury, and zinc), pesticides and herbicides, 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH; dioxins and furans), asbestos, polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB), and disinfection by-products, which are formed when water treatments, like 
chlorination, react with dissolved organic matter (EOS, 2020). It is important to note that 
harmful pollutants can also arise within drinking water distribution networks, rather than the 
source water itself, following urban fire events. For example, following the Tubbs Fire and the 
Camp Fire, benzene, a known carcinogen, was found in the distribution network, caused by the 




Following these two fires, many organizations and groups within the Rogue Valley, such 
as the City of Grants Pass, Jackson County Parks, Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District 
(JSWCD), the Medford Water Commission (MWC), the Rogue River Watershed Council 
(RRWC), Rogue Riverkeeper, Rogue Valley Council of Governments (RVCOG), Rogue Valley 
Sewer Services (RVSS), and many others mobilized to protect water quality. To address erosion 
and sediment concerns, community volunteers and students were solicited to help these 
organizations spread seed mixes, including clover and barley, and straw within the riparian zones 
of the burn areas. Additionally, both in-stream and stormwater outfall water quality monitoring 
within the burn areas was carried out during rain events. As a result of the successful, 
collaborative work of these organizations, the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) 
announced its support of a funding application to continue post-fire water quality monitoring 
within the burn scar of the Almeda Fire. With an increased capacity to monitor water quality 
within Bear Creek, which flows into the Rogue River, drinking water, especially for the 
communities of Gold Hill, Rogue River, and Grants Pass, may be better protected for its water 
users. 
 
1.4 Statement of the Problem: City of Grants Pass 
 
Since 1888, the primary drinking water source for residents within Grants Pass, Oregon 
has been surface water drawn from the Rogue River. The Rogue River also provides drinking 
water for other communities within the Rogue Valley, habitat for fish and wildlife, and 
recreational opportunities for thousands of people. The Rogue River spans 215 miles, beginning 
near Crater Lake and emptying into the ocean at Gold Beach. As such, the Rogue River traverses 
through varying landscapes, both “wild” (i.e. Western Cascades, Klamath Mountains, and the 
Kalmiopsis Wilderness) and “domesticated” (i.e. residential, urban, commercial, industrial, and 
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agricultural). In regard to the “wild” landscapes, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) forest 
lands, State forests, and other State lands account for 34% of the drinking water source area 
(DWSA). As far as the “domesticated” landscapes are concerned, private rural and private urban 
areas account for 41%, private industrial forests amount to 16%, and agricultural lands make up 
9% of the DWSA. As the Rogue River travels downstream through forested lands, the water 
quality is most often described as pristine. Once the Rogue River begins to wind through 
farmlands, towns and cities, and commercial and industrial areas, the water quality is impacted 
by PCS and is no longer described as a pristine drinking water source. 
For information related to climate, see Table 1. Climate, specifically precipitation events 
(rainfall and snowfall), can lead to a more rapid movement of PCS to storm drains, creeks, and 
the Rogue River.  
Table 1. City of Grants Pass: Climate Information in Comparison to United States Average 
*Information from BestPlaces.net* 
Geographic Area Grants Pass, Oregon United States (Average) 
Rainfall (inches/centimeters) 29.8/75.692 38.1/96.774 
Snowfall (inches/centimeters) 2.6/6.604 27.8/70.612 
Precipitation (days) 104.4 106.2 
Sunny (days) 196 205 
Average July High 
Temperature. (℉/C) 
90.7/32.61111 85.8/29.88889 
Average January Low 
Temperature (℉/C) 
33.9/1.055556 21.7/-5.722222 
Elevation (feet/meters) 942/287.122 2443/744.6264 
 
Of concern within the urban, commercial, and industrial landscapes of Grants Pass are 
PCS. The major urban, commercial, and industrial centers of Grants Pass are located in the 








of Highway 199 for Skunk Creek; Figure 5.). PCS found within these parts of the city include 
junk, scrap, and salvage yards, metal plating, finishing, and fabrication shops, wood, paper, and 
pulp processing facilities, and others capable of negatively impacting the City of Grants Pass’ 
public drinking water system and drinking water quality. These impacts come in the form of 
increased maintenance and operations costs (i.e., clogged filters in need of frequent filter 
backwashes and/or replacement, expanded uses of chlorine and/or chloramine for treatment, and 
additional staff time allocated for these procedures), and a higher rate of dissatisfaction among 
customers associated with the elevated concentrations of disinfectants (i.e., taste and smell). 
For example, the City of Grants Pass occasionally receives complaints during certain 
periods of the year when additional disinfectants need to be used to treat the drinking water (i.e., 
high turbidity during heavy rainfall events, irrigation season, drought and low water levels, etc.). 
Some PCS may even pass through filters untreated, posing immediate health threats through 
consumption of the drinking water. Pairing these issues with that of a water treatment plant “well 
past its designed life cycle… becoming increasingly difficult and expensive to maintain” (City of 
Grants Pass: Public Works, 2021), addressing concerns with PCS before they reach the plant is 
of utmost importance for the City of Grants Pass. To paint a clearer picture of the water 
treatment plant and its challenges, the City of Grants Pass continues to operate within a plant 
originally built in 1931. To meet the needs of the continuously-growing city, the plant was 
expanded in the 50s, 60s, and 80s. Infrastructure failure and subsequent repairs have plagued the 
plant over the decades. However, in 2017, the Grant Pass City Council identified the replacement 
of the plant as their number one priority, with construction expected to begin in 2023. 
To address the specific issue surrounding PCS, RRWC partnered with the City of Grants 
Pass and MWC under the Rogue Drinking Water Partnership (RDWP) to expand source water 
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protection efforts to other PWS areas, as well as to grow the partnership, which will be discussed 
further in the following section. 
 
1.5 Rogue Drinking Water Partnership 
 
The Rogue Drinking Water Partnership (RDWP) is a collaborative partnership of 
municipal and private Rogue Basin drinking water providers (DWP) and other organizations, 
such as RRWC, that seeks to preserve, protect, and enhance drinking water quality from both 
surface and groundwater sources. The work of the RDWP, funded largely by Drinking Water 
Source Protection grants from OHA, looks to leverage the interests of many stakeholders to 
maximize the effectiveness of SWP and to support clean water throughout the Rogue Basin. 
Actions that prevent, minimize, and mitigate activities that may cause harmful impacts to 
drinking water quality include implementing BMPs, promoting public awareness and 
stewardship of drinking water sources, and developing resources and financial support to put in 
place an action plan, which is the current work of the RDWP. Presently, the RDWP meets 
quarterly to share project outcomes, improvements, and further actions that need to occur on the 
drinking water front. For additional information on the RDWP and its Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA), refer to Appendix B. 
Beginning in 2017, the RDWP initiated multiple efforts to protect drinking water quality 
and combat activities that may harm it, such as PCS associated with urban, commercial, and 
industrial stormwater, agricultural areas, and forested lands. First, the partnership requested 
SWAs from DEQ to help identify potential problem areas within the Rogue Basin. Starting in 
2018, the RDWP received updated SWAs for the following Rogue Basin communities: the cities 
of Ashland, Cave Junction, Gold Hill, Grants Pass, and Rogue River, and the municipal and 
private DWPs, including Anglers Cove/Shady Cove Heights Water Company (Shady Cove, 
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Oregon), Country View Mobile Home Estates (Trail, Oregon), Hiland Water Company (Shady 
Cove, Oregon), and MWC (Medford, Oregon and neighboring communities). For its relevance to 
this report, refer to Appendix A. for the City of Grants Pass’ updated SWA. 
As one of the main applicants for the grants from OHA, the City of Grants Pass, with 
guidance from RRWC, was responsible for developing a pilot project to move the overall efforts 
of the RDWP forward. Due to my interests in urban, commercial, and industrial stormwater, 
paired with source water quality concerns related to Grants Pass’ industrial area and its location 
directly upstream of the surface water intake, the following goals, objectives, and tasks and 
deliverables were developed for the surveys that began in December 2018.  
 




1. Identify and prioritize the risks of PCS within the urban, commercial, and industrial 
geographic areas of the DWPA for the City of Grants Pass.  
2. Determine the site-specific BMPs that can be implemented to potentially reduce those 
risks, such as secondary containment, catch basin media inserts, emergency spillways, 




1. Address and limit the impacts of chemicals and other pollutants on drinking water 
quality. 
2. Establish protocols for identifying and ranking PCS to be used by municipalities, DWPs, 
and conservation organizations, utilizing readily-available resources. 
3. Create a list of BMPs associated with specific PCS. 
 
Tasks and Deliverables 
 
1. Produce a ranking system using available data, Geographic Information System (GIS) 
analysis, local recommendations, and the updated SWAs to determine the risks (low, 
moderate, and high) of each PCS. 
2. Establish a replicable field strategy for locating and surveying the impacts of urban and 
commercial PCS that threaten DWPs and treatment processes. 
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3. Create an interactive database of implementable BMPs addressing erosion and pollution 
prevention, and runoff and sediment controls, to protect drinking water quality. 
4. Enhance the protocols (field strategy, ranking system, and BMP database) developed for 















































2.1 Study Area 
 
As mentioned in the overview, each DWP is responsible for maintaining the health and 
safety of its DWPA. For the City of Grants Pass, this area extends in a northeastern direction, or 
upstream, past both the city limits and the urban growth boundary (UGB; Figure 2.). In addition 
to this DWPA, the City of Grants Pass must also take into account the 8-hour TOT, or the 
distance that PCS can travel within 8 hours in relation to surface water intakes (Figure 3.) in 
order to respond quickly to spills and other emergencies related to drinking water quality. 
 
 
Figure 2. City of Grants Pass: DWPA 
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• Surface Water Intake 
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Figure 3. City of Grants Pass: 8-Hour TOT 
 
With its stormwater utility in mind, which manages runoff to avoid flooding, water 
pollution, and streambank erosion, the City of Grants Pass has organized its stormwater 
infrastructure (i.e. systems of drains, pipes, culverts, ravines, and creeks) into stormwater basins. 
There are seven stormwater basins within or surrounding the UGB (shown as a red line; Figure 
4.). Runoff that enters a storm drain within the Gilbert Creek stormwater basin, for example, will 
empty into Gilbert Creek, and eventually the mainstem Rogue River.     
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Figure 4. City of Grants Pass: Stormwater Basins and UGB 
 
The Fruitdale, Jones, and Skunk Creek stormwater basins were prioritized for PCS 
identification, and encompassed the study area due to their proximity and locations directly 
upstream of the drinking water intake, which is shown as the green circle (Figure 5.). Within the 
study area, commercial and industrial PCS were identified and evaluated to determine the 
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Figure 5. City of Grants Pass: High Priority Stormwater Basins and PCS 
 
Expanding on the prioritization process, if a PCS (fuel, gasoline, or diesel from a major 
spill, for example) enters one of these three stormwater basins and the drinking water treatment 
plant is notified, plant operators and other responders may shut down the surface water intake 
and utilize emergency response strategies to protect the source water. Understanding the close 
proximity of the three creek inlets in relation to the intake, those responding to a spill or other 
pollutants must act in haste to avoid drawing in contaminated source water. As for creek inlets 
farther upstream and/or downstream of the intake, the threat is not as immediate, although 
response is still required to protect the source water. This is an emerging topic within the Rogue 
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The highest priority PCS (yellow circles) are all located in the Fruitdale, Jones, and 
Skunk Creek stormwater basins and within the UGB (red line; Figure 5.). These high priority 
PCS were determined through the development of a risk matrix containing multiple components 
and associated scoring, which will be discussed in detail within the following section. 
 
2.2 Study Approach 
 
The framework for this study was developed from both the available information in the 
SWAs and the updated source water assessments (USWA; January 2018) and recommendations 
from the City of Grants Pass. The framework aimed to identify the total number of PCS within 
Grants Pass through the creation of a risk scoring matrix. The risk matrix helped to identify 
highest priority urban and commercial PCS after being applied within a pre-screen and 
prioritization of sites using GIS. Following the results of the GIS analyses, windshield surveys to 
verify priority PCS occurrence and locations were conducted. Conducting windshield surveys, or 
visual surveys, is an easily utilized strategy. These surveys do not necessarily require the 
surveyor to leave the seat of their field vehicle to record information. Instead, the only 
information that is documented is what they can determine when viewing that area from inside 
the vehicle, or outside from a distance. Additionally, pollutant risks to PWS intake were 
calculated and BMPs and actions to address those risks were identified (to be discussed in detail 
within the following paragraphs). All of this information was communicated to the City of 





Figure 6. Flow Chart of Study Design 
 
 
2.3 Total Number of PCS within the Source Water Area 
 
Utilizing and narrowing down the information from the USWA and a supplementary 
Excel file with all PCS for several cities within Oregon provided by DEQ, it was determined that 
a total of 214 PCS can be found within Grants Pass. However, it is important to note that one 
location can be categorized as having multiple PCS. For example, Fruitdale Elementary School 
is categorized as 1. C20 - Parking Lots/Malls >50 Spaces, 2. M28 - Underground Storage Tank 
(UST) - Status Unknown, and, of course, 3. R15 - Schools. To simplify later procedures, each 
location was noted for having multiple PCS types and duplicate locations were deleted from the 
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2.4 Risk Matrix 
 
As mentioned above, using both the available information in the USWA and 
recommendations from the City of Grants Pass, a risk matrix was developed for numeric ranking 
of priority PCS within the City of Grants Pass’ source water area. The following sections share 
details related to the inspiration for and the development of the risk matrix.  
In May of 2018, the RDWP invited Karl Morgenstern from EWEB to discuss risk 
assessment and contingency planning during a quarterly meeting. Morgenstern presented on 
EWEB’s “scoring system for magnitude criteria” from a 1995 Environmental Risk Assessment 
of the McKenzie Watershed, which aimed at identifying risks to Eugene’s sole source of 
drinking water. This scoring system provides a ranking, general description, and an example for 
each category from a series of five, as seen in Table 2. We used this scoring system as an 
example to develop a risk matrix to apply within Grants Pass. This risk matrix included 
components known to pose risks to drinking water quality, along with associated scoring, to help 





















Table 2. EWEB’s Scoring System for Magnitude Criteria 
 
 
Using data from the City Utility Systems and Area Hazards interactive maps from the 
City of Grants Pass, recommendations from the Public Works Department, and the updated 
SWA from DEQ, the following risk components were included in the risk matrix (Appendix C.) 
to identify the highest priority PCS to address: 
1. Stormwater basin (City Utility Systems), 
2. Proximity to waterway* (recommendations from the Public Works Department), 
3. Surface water risk (updated SWA), 
4. Flood hazard (Area Hazards), and 
5. Jurisdiction (City Utility Systems). 
 
*With the assumption that PCS located closer to waterways pose a higher risk than those located farther from 
waterways, “proximity to waterway” was included in the risk matrix. 
 
Each risk component is associated with a set of scoring and descriptions (seen in 
Appendix C.). For example, Table 3. depicts the stormwater basin risk component. To receive a 
score of 0, the PCS must have been located within the Allen, Gilbert, or Sand Creek stormwater 
basins. PCS within the Allen, Gilbert, and Sand Creek stormwater basins are downstream of the 
drinking water intake and do not pose a threat to the City of Grants Pass’ drinking water quality. 
SCORING SYSTEM .FOR MAGNITUDE CRITERIA 
Ranking General Description Exa•s 
1 Inactive sites or small volwres and/or Markets, motel$, docomissioned service statiorn, 
low toxicities masonary business 
2 SmaD to IIX)derate volwres and/or Schools, animal clinics, reed stores, welding, sman 
moderate toxicities auto repair, small manufacturing, logging and 
cosntruction corq>anies 
3 Moderate to large volwres and/or Auto repair, nedium siz.ed manufucturing, active 
toxicitrs service stations, powerhouses 
4 Large volwres and/or m:,derate high Storm sewer outfalls, cleaners, furestry activities 
toxicitrs 
5 Large to very .large voh.u'res and/or Hazmat truck accidents, large manufacturing plants, 
high toxicities fish harcreries 
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On the other hand, PCS within the Fruitdale and Skunk Creek stormwater basins are directly 
upstream of the drinking water intake, and therefore pose a greater risk (score of 4). 
   
Table 3. Stormwater Basin Risk Component, Scoring, and Descriptions 
    
 
Applying the five risk matrix components and associated scoring, as well as the PCS 
location data from the updated SWA to GIS, each PCS received a total score. The overall risk 
matrix scoring ranges for low (L), moderate (M), and high (H) risk PCS are 1-4, 5-8, and 9-13, 
respectively. 
 
2.5 GIS Analysis 
 
GIS analyses were used to pre-screen and prioritize sites for the windshield surveys. 
Available data and the appropriate GIS analysis was used to reduce the PCS count to complete 
the surveys in the timeframe for this project. To complete the analyses, data, including the 
USWA Excel file with PCS information and GIS layers, was downloaded and added to ArcMap: 
1. Stormwater Basin: 
Smre. General Description 
0 Gilbert/ Allen/Sand creeks are downstream of the 
drinking water intake 
1 "Needs Basin ID" is upstream of the drinking water 
intake, but does not cover any urban or industrial 
areas 
2 Jones Creek is farther upstream from the city center, 
but does cover industrial areas 
3 Skunk/Fruitdale creeks cover the city center, 
industrial areas, and are both mostly upstream of the 
drinking water intake 
Stormwater Basin Data from the Interactive Maps, City of Grants Pass. 
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● Stormwater basin layer from the City of Grants Pass, 
● Ditches and waterlines layer, 
● USWA Excel file with PCS information, including surface water (SW) risk ratings (H, 
M, and L), 
● Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain layer (including the 
categories “floodway,” “100-year flood,” “500-year flood,” and beyond), and 
● UGB layer. 
 
An “area of interest” polygon was created using the Editor tool. This area of interest 
captured both the city limits and the UGB for Grants Pass. Data was clipped to this area and 
scores/rankings were added for each of the data files for use in the prioritization. 
For example, a high (H) risk PCS within 0 – 500’ of a waterway, in the 100-year flood 
zone, and inside of the UGB would have scores 2, 3, 2, and 2, respectively. Associated scores 
were manually added to the attribute table, which was then exported to Excel to calculate total 
scores. The example PCS above receives a score of 9, which categorizes it as a high risk PCS. 
All high risk PCS sites were visited in Grants Pass, unless they were located outside of the UGB. 
Full instructions for applying the risk matrices to GIS are available in Appendix D. 
 
2.6 Windshield Surveys 
 
The windshield surveys were conducted to verify, in the field, the highest priority PCS. 
Windshield survey site visits were identified based on the scoring results of the PCS using the 
risk matrix. As mentioned in the previous section, PCS that received an overall score of between 
9 and 13, except those that landed outside of the UGB of Grants Pass, were surveyed. For 
example, a location with a score of 9, but lying outside of the UGB, was not surveyed. This 
decision was made based on the City of Grants Pass’ position to offer BMP suggestions to 
property owners and/or businesses, as well as their authority to issue violation notices in the case 
of illicit discharges or improper behaviors in relation to PCS following several warnings.  
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With the paired down list of PCS locations (highest priority PCS within the UGB), these 
locations were then listed in a geographical order or route that created a logical starting point and 
ending point (Appendix E.). This document guided the windshield surveys and allowed for note-
taking (e.g. business is closed, subdivision is developed/no longer requires attention, etc.). In 
addition to this document, a 5-page inspection worksheet (Figure 7.), adapted from a 
collaborative RVSS and MWC document, was filled out for each location. The full inspection 
worksheet is available to view in Appendix F. 
 
 
Figure 7. First Two Pages of the Inspection Worksheet 
 
Site information collected included the name, address, and phone number of the business, 
date and time of inspection, name of inspector, stormwater basin (Fruitdale Creek, Jones Creek, 
or Skunk Creek), and activity at the site. Questions pertaining to visual sheen, ground 
disturbance, oil, gas, and chemical storage, erosion prevention and sediment control, stormwater 
BMPs, and others were asked throughout the worksheet regarding the appearance at each of the 
sites. Information obtained through completing the worksheets was transferred to a windshield 
Graots Pass Stormwaler Project: 
Source Water Protection Inspection Work.sheet 
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survey database (Excel spreadsheet) for ease of viewing, sorting, and filtering the data. Overall, 
reviewing the inspection worksheet data and the pictures that were captured at each location 
using a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera (examples below in Figures 8a., 8b., 8c., and 
8d.), paired with the information included in the BMP Database (to be discussed in the following 




Figure 8a. Closed Business   Figure 8b. New Construction 
 
    
Figure 8c. Wood Manufacturing  Figure 8d. General Contractor 
 
 
2.7 Public Water Supply Intake Risk 
 
To best protect source water, PWS are usually most concerned with PCS that are 
categorized as posing the highest risk to surface water, which is information found within the 
USWA. Table 4. lists some of the more common PCS types found within Grants Pass that pose 
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the most concern in relation to surface water quality, and usually require immediate BMP 
implementation to protect source water.  
Table 4. PCS Types in Grants Pass with a High SW Risk 
PCS Code PCS Type Surface Water 
Risk 
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing H 
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H 
C15 Machine Shops H 
C20 Parking Lots/Malls >50 Spaces H 
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H 
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H 
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H 
  
 




A BMP Database was created to assist DWPs and others with determining site-specific 
BMPs (Appendix G.). The BMP Database includes a variety of management strategies (e.g., 
proper fluids handling) and/or products (e.g., hydrodynamic separators) that can be implemented 
to protect drinking water quality. The BMP Database is organized in three tabs within an Excel 
spreadsheet: 
1. BMP Inventory, 
2. Assigned BMP, and 
3. Master Lists. 
 
● Within the BMP Inventory tab, the user will find designated BMP codes, names, 
descriptions, types, and sources for each BMP. The codes are only applicable within the 
BMP Database and do not have any secondary meaning. BMPs are categorized under the 
following types: erosion prevention, pollution prevention, runoff controls, and sediment 
controls. Sources, such as the Association of Clean Water Administrators (ACWA), are 










● The Assigned BMP tab includes PCS codes, “Activity at Site” descriptions, the surface 
water risk rating (low, L; moderate, M; high, H), and designated BMP codes and names. 
Each PCS code and “Activity at Site” may have multiple BMP options. For example, 
Wells – Abandoned (M61) is associated with multiple potential BMPs to implement, 
such as: Equipment Maintenance (BMP34), Secondary Containment (BMP49), and Site 
Stabilization (BMP52). DWPs and other organizations may choose to implement just one 
of the BMPs or all three, depending on the costs linked to each of the BMPs. 
● Lastly, the Master Lists tab includes all of the “Activity at Site'' descriptions for PCS 
found within the City of Grants Pass, according to the SWA. Also, the BMP types are 




In order to use the BMP Database, DWPs and other organizations will need to have the 
PCS codes for their locations of interest, or the USWA Excel file with PCS information 
(Appendix H.) that was utilized for GIS mapping and analyses. This spreadsheet includes PCS 
information for several cities within Oregon. To determine the PCS codes associated with a 
particular location:  
● Hold down Ctrl + F and enter the business name and/or address. Depending on the 
location, there may be multiple entries with the same information, but each entry may 
have a different PCS code. 
  
● Record the relevant PCS codes, close the Excel spreadsheet, and open the BMP Database. 
 
● Once the BMP Database is open, navigate to the Assigned BMP tab and either scroll 
down to find the PCS code associated with the location of interest, or hold down Ctrl + F 
to search for the PCS code. Depending on the PCS code, there may be several potential 
BMPs to implement at that particular location. Additional information for the BMPs can 
be found on the BMP Inventory tab. DWPs and other organizations may choose to 
















3.1 Applying the Risk Matrix to GIS 
 
The risk matrix components (stormwater basin, proximity to waterway, surface water 
risk, flood hazard, and jurisdiction) and scoring (Appendix C.) were analyzed in ArcMap to 
prioritize and target the highest priority PCS among the 214 total PCS recorded within the SWA 
for Grants Pass (Figure 5.). Detailed procedures for the application of the risk matrix and PCS 
information to GIS are provided in Appendix D. The attribute table from this initial narrowing 
down of the PCS was exported to an Excel spreadsheet and then examined for duplicate PCS, of 
which there were several. Duplicate entries from multiple SWAs (from 2005, 2008, 2013, 2015, 
2016, 2017, and 2018) were combined and PCS known to no longer exist, based on information 
from Google Maps and local knowledge, were removed. 
Further narrowing down of the PCS list using GIS analyses brought the total number of 
locations to survey to nearly 50 PCS. Within the final list of 50 PCS sites, 22 were categorized 
by PCS code and those that posed the highest risk for surface water include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 
● C04 - Auto/Repair Shops (4/22 PCS, ~18%; gasoline, oil, coolant, and other automotive 
chemicals), 
● C07 - Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage (10/22 PCS, ~45%; variety of chemicals), 
● C14 - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards (1/22 PCS, ~5%; gasoline, oil, coolant, and other 
automotive chemicals), 
● C15 - Machine Shops (1/22 PCS, ~5%; variety of chemicals), 
● C20 - Parking Lots/Malls >50 Spaces (1/22 PCS, ~5%; stormwater), 
● C26 - Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills (2/22 PCS, ~9%; variety of chemicals), and 
● M26 - Underground Storage Tank (UST) - Confirmed Leaking but listed NFA (3/22 PCS, 
~14%; heating oil, gasoline, and other types of stored chemicals). 
 
The final list included 39 high priority PCS, 22 of which were categorized by PCS code, 
to survey within Grants Pass (a subset of high priority PCS and scores are included in Table 5., 
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Figure 5. shows the locations of the high priority PCS, and a complete list of the PCS surveyed 
is available in Appendix E.). 
Table 5. Subset of High Priority PCS Sites Surveyed 






Hz Jurisd Total 
Clovercrest Service 
Center Cloverlawn Dr. and Crestview Loop 3 3 1 0 2 9 
Construction - 
Panoramic View 
Estates Panoramic Loop 3 3 2 0 2 10 
City of Grants Pass 2202 SE HAVILAND DR 3 3 2 0 2 10 
Willow Development 
Consultants, LLC 2221 HAVILAND DR 3 2 2 0 2 9 
High Density Housing 
- South of School 
SOUTH OF SCHOOL ON WEST SIDE OF 
HAMILTON LANE 3 3 1 0 2 9 
Parkdale Subdivision 
AT SOUTH END OF PARKDALE/WELL 
ON WEST SIDE OF ROAD 3 3 1 0 2 9 
High Density Housing 
- East of School 
EAST OF SCHOOL/EAST SIDE OF 
HAMILTON LANE 3 3 1 0 2 9 
Fruitdale Elementary 
School 1560 HAMILTON LANE 3 3 2 0 2 10 
Heating Oil Tank 1560 HAMILTON LN 3 3 0 1 2 9 
 
 
3.2 Windshield Survey Findings 
 
After recording the inspection worksheet findings into the windshield survey database (a 
subset shown in Table 6. and the complete database in Appendix I.) and revisiting the survey 
data and photos, it was determined that 22 of the 39 high priority PCS within Grants Pass 











Table 6. Subset of Entries and Survey Responses Included in the Windshield Survey Database 
Facility Name BMPs Functioning? Stormwater Controls Observed Photo # 
Automania Car Sales 
(Moved) No N/A N/A 4488 
Big Sam's Auto Repair 
(Closed) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Brakes Plus No N/A 
Catch Basin and Dumpster/Equipment 
Cover 4489, 4490 
Caveman RV No N/A N/A 4505, 4506, 4507 
Clovercrest Service 
Center (now NAPA Auto) No N/A 
Dumpster/Equipment Cover and 
Drum/Container Containment 4492, 4493 
Fruitdale Elementary 
School Yes Yes 
Oil/Water Separator, 
Dumpster/Equipment Cover, and 
Vegetated Buffer Zone 4491 
Grants Pass Irrigation 
District (GPID) Easement No N/A Vegetated Buffer Zone 4494, 4495, 4497 
Heating Oil Tank N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 
 
3.3 Using the BMP Database 
 
Utilizing information from the USWA Excel file (Appendix H.), specifically PCS codes 
associated with “Activity at Site” descriptors, each PCS was assigned site-specific BMPs with 
the goal of protecting drinking water quality. For example, Brakes Plus (Figures 9a. and 9b.), an 
auto repair shop in the Fruitdale Creek stormwater basin, was assigned several BMPs. These 
BMPs are prescribed for PCS codes C04 (Auto - Repair Shops) and C07 (Chemical/Petroleum 
Processing/Storage) and include, but are not limited to, the following runoff controls and 














Table 7. BMPs Associated with PCS Code C04 
PCS 




Code BMP Name 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP34 Equipment Maintenance 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP36 Housekeeping 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP38 Vehicle Owner Education 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP49 Secondary Containment 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP13 Emergency Spillway 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 




























Table 8. BMPs Associated with PCS Code C07 
PCS 




Code BMP Name 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 
Processing/Storage H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 








Processing/Storage H BMP23 
Catch Basin Media Inserts 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 
Processing/Storage H BMP30 
Spill and Leak Prevention 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 




Processing/Storage H BMP32 
Proper Fluids Handling 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 








Processing/Storage H BMP37 
Proper Wash Water Disposal 
C07 
Chemical/Petroleum 




Processing/Storage H BMP41 












BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand 
 
These BMPs were assigned based on observations of an overabundance of materials on-
site (specifically tires), oil sheens from leaking vehicles and/or storage containers, and an 
overfilled dumpster with trash overflowing onto the site. In addition to Brakes Plus, the 
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remainder of the 21 high priority PCS sites were also assigned site-specific BMPs, and these 
BMP recommendations were forwarded to the City of Grants Pass’ Public Works Department. 
 
     
Figures 9a. and 9b. Brakes Plus 
 
 
3.4 Communication of Results to the City of Grants Pass 
 
Results of the project were shared with the City of Grants Pass. The risk matrix, the 
inspection worksheet, the results of the surveys, methodology for the surveys, and two maps 
showing both the elements of the risk matrix and the high priority PCS in Grants Pass were 
shared. These results were presented at an RDWP meeting. Lastly, the BMP Database and “how-
to” guide were shared with the City of Grants Pass. Overall, as a result of these deliverables, the 
impacts of chemicals and other pollutants on drinking water quality can be addressed and 


















In an ideal situation, all 22 of the high priority PCS sites would be addressed by follow-
up surveys and, potentially, discussions between business and property owners and the City of 
Grants Pass. However, considering the amount of time required and the expense of visiting these 
22 PCS sites, in addition to daily departmental tasks, it is likely that Public Works employees 
reviewed the windshield survey database (Appendix I.) and narrowed down the list of sites to 
include only those that they felt most concerned with and needed to follow up on. Further, Public 
Works is also well-aware of many of these PCS sites, some of which have a history of causing 
concern related to source water. Having these 22 PCS sites flagged is the first step in long-term 
monitoring to ensure that source water for residents within Grants Pass can be protected. 
As expected, these 22 high priority sites house chemicals on-site, both known and 
unknown, provide storage of items with the potential of leakage, such as USTs, and can 
contribute large quantities of stormwater runoff during high rain events. Understanding where 
these PCS are located in relation to the drinking water intake, surveying the sites, and 
determining site-specific BMPs to protect the drinking water were all tasks accomplished within 
Grants Pass. As with EWEB’s environmental risk assessment of the McKenzie Watershed and 
actions to take to protect that drinking water source, the City of Grants Pass now has a solid 
foundation for protecting the drinking water source for its residents. The momentum initiated by 
EWEB and continued by the City of Grants Pass has resulted in further work within the Rogue 
Basin. 
While this process for identifying and responding to high priority PCS is replicable, there 
are limitations that may exclude DWPs, municipalities, and conservation organizations from 
using it. For example, in order to apply the risk matrix to GIS, the user will need to have access 
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to and knowledge of ArcMap or a similar GIS program. Unfortunately, licenses for ArcGIS 
begin at $800/year for the Desktop Basic program, and although many organizations can afford 
that expense, some smaller, private DWPs may not be able to justify the cost. Not only can the 
cost be a barrier, but the DWP will also need to know how to use the many tools within GIS 
programming. With online resources, training, courses, and peer-to-peer instruction, these 
programs can be learned. However, in order to have an in-depth understanding of the programs, 
much time will need to be allocated to this learning. 
In addition to time allocated for learning GIS programs, depending on the size of the 
DWPA, a large amount of time may be required to complete the windshield surveys. This time 
includes compiling the list of PCS sites, placing them in geographical order, visiting each PCS 
and completing an inspection worksheet, and recording the survey data into the windshield 
survey database. For DWPs with a small staff, this amount of time may impact their routine tasks 
that need to be accomplished, and these DWPs may instead choose to contract out this type of 
work. 
Lastly, although the current BMP Database includes over 50 recommended BMPs 
categorized as erosion prevention, pollution prevention, runoff controls, and/or sediment 
controls, there are likely many more BMPs that have not yet been identified and listed within the 
database. In the following section, resolutions to these limitations that were implemented within 
the Rogue Basin will be discussed, as well as other future plans. 
While not all of the above limitations can be easily resolved, the incompleteness of the 
current BMP Database can be addressed through an adaptation into an open-source document. 
By simply moving away from a traditional Excel spreadsheet to a format as simple as a Google 
Sheets document shared between DWPs, municipalities, and conservation organizations, the 
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BMP Database can be added to, edited, and shared with others as a living document, or one that 
is constantly being updated and improved upon. 
Upon finding the December 2018 pilot project within the City of Grants Pass to be 
successful, the RDWP felt that applying this process within other Rogue Basin communities 
would be significantly helpful in identifying high priority PCS. Beginning in the summer of 
2019, the following communities were surveyed: 
● Shady Cove, Anglers Cove/Hiland Water Company/Shady Cove Heights Water 
Company - July 26th, 2019, 
● City of Rogue River - August 1st, 2019, 
● City of Gold Hill - August 7th, 2019, 
● Trail, Country View Mobile Home Estates - August 15th, 2019, 
● City of Cave Junction - August 21st, 2019, 
● Eagle Point, MWC - January 14th and 15th, 2020, and 
● White City, MWC - late February to late March, 2020. 
 
Further, to simplify the survey process, the hard-copy inspection worksheet was scrapped 
and instead modified for the ArcGIS Survey 1-2-3 application. Rather than completing these 
surveys with paper and pencil, the Survey 1-2-3 application allowed for real-time data to be 
entered into an online form using a smartphone. Once the data is uploaded, it is compiled into an 
online database that shows the results for each question or prompt from all of the surveys. 
Utilizing this tool eliminated the need to scan physical paper copy inspection worksheets and 
record the data into the inspection worksheet database, which saves a great amount of time. 
Additionally, each survey entry is georeferenced and shows up as a point in an ArcGIS data 
layer. Overall, moving from paper copies to the Survey 1-2-3 application proved to save time 
and add a new technological element to the project. 
Not only have many high priority PCS been identified within many of the Rogue Basin 
communities using a more technologically-advanced process, but other opportunities have 
surfaced from this initial work. Currently, reporting for a National Water Quality Initiative 
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(NWQI) program funded by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) targeting 
Upper and Middle Rogue subwatersheds is underway. This NWQI reporting will provide the 
NRCS and other conservation organizations a basis for approaching private, agricultural 
landowners with solutions and, potentially, funding for implementing BMPs to protect water 
quality. 
Other projects that are underway include a spill response planning effort, a multi-
jurisdictional post-fire monitoring project, and one that has grown from the initial PCS survey 
work completed within Eagle Point and White City, a Source Water Patrol project by RVCOG 
and funded by the MWC. Full details for this project are still being determined, but the overall 
goals are to conduct visual surveys of high priority PCS within the White City industrial area. 
Upon finding seemingly undesirable water quality conditions adjacent to these PCS, MWC has 
requested the use of Survey 1-2-3 to record and data, and if deemed necessary, collect water 
samples for chemical analyses. 
In the following section, drinking water quality studies as a surrogate for stormwater 
quality and other environmental studies, as well as recommendations for continued work within 

















5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
As the drinking water source for residents of Grants Pass and other communities 
downstream, the Rogue River requires heightened attention in regard to PCS. Through the 
guidance of the RDWP, the risk matrix, windshield survey, and BMP recommendation process 
will likely continue to evolve and be applied within additional communities, perhaps even 
outside of the Rogue Basin, to protect drinking water. 
However, to make the best use of these processes, I will share a few recommendations: 
● Keep the risk matrix as concise as possible and do not include risk components that will 
add too much complexity during the transition to ArcGIS. For example, most of the risk 
matrices following the pilot project only included these risk components: surface water 
risk, proximity to waterway, flood hazard, and jurisdiction. The only risk matrix that 
included additional factors was the one created for White City, and these additions were 
specifically requested by the MWC, 
● If the DWPs, municipalities, and conservation organizations are able to obtain an 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) license, utilizing ArcGIS Online and 
Survey 1-2-3 will speed up the windshield survey process, 
● Examine the BMP Database and add information that is currently missing, and 
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Department of Environmental Quality 
  Agency Headquarters 
  700 NE Multnomah Street, Suite 600 
 Kate Brown, Governor Portland, OR  97232 
  (503) 229-5696 
  FAX (503) 229-6124 
  TTY 711 
 
March 20, 2018           
 
City of Grants Pass 
Jason Canady, Public Works Director  
Craig Kuhnert, Water Treatment Plant Supervisor  
101 NW A Street   
Grants Pass, OR 97526   
 
Re:  Updated Source Water Assessment for PWS # 4100342 
 
Dear Mr. Canady and Mr. Kuhnert, 
 
On behalf of the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) is pleased to provide your community with important information in this Updated Source Water 
Assessment. The updated assessment is intended to provide information and resources to assist you and 
your community to implement local drinking water protection efforts. Since the first source water 
assessments were completed in 2005, state agencies have significantly expanded analytical capabilities, 
including more detailed data for analyzing natural characteristics and potential pollutant sources. DEQ is 
currently completing the updated assessments for surface water systems and OHA is updating the 
groundwater system assessments.  
 
As you know, assuring safe drinking water depends on public water suppliers implementing multiple 
successful practices. First, protect the drinking water source. Second, practice effective water 
treatment. Third, conduct regular monitoring for contaminants to assure safety. Fourth, protect the 
distribution system piping and finished water storage from recontamination. Finally, practice competent 
water system operation, maintenance, and construction. These practices are collectively called “multiple 
barrier public health protection”. Source water protection is an important first step because starting 
with the best possible quality source water helps assure that water treatment can be effective at all 
times.  
 
Source water protection is accomplished by effective state public health programs, environmental 
protection, land use policies, pro-active land stewardship, and by implementation of local drinking water 
protection efforts. The susceptibility of the public drinking water system source depends on both the 
natural conditions in the watershed as well as the anthropogenic activities in the watershed.  
 
This letter, with attached figures and technical information, constitutes your Updated Source Water 
Assessment. It supplements your original Source Water Assessment (link here:  
http://www.deq.state.or.us/wq/dwp/swrpts.asp ). One of the most important assets a public water 
system can have is accurate source water area mapping and visual resources to share with the 
community citizens and officials. The figures include a new regional map view of your watershed, 
topographic or aerial photograph basemap with the source area delineated, and maps with natural 
characteristics, anthropogenic land uses, potential sources of pollutants, 8-hour time-of-travel zone for 
the surface water intake, and historic landslides. Information on anthropogenic land uses in a drinking 
Oregon 
water source area is important for evaluating potential pollutant sources and working with stakeholders 
upstream. Tables are provided that include a summary of the types of potential pollutant sources 
present in your drinking water source area.  
 
There are also a variety of resources included in this document to assist you with drinking water source 
protection efforts. Appendix #1 provides a summary of how to use the information provided in the 
assessment to move forward to develop and implement source water protection. Appendix #3 lists 
websites and resources available to public water systems and community members seeking technical 
assistance for work on watershed protection. Appendix #4 provides brief descriptions and contact 
information for grants and loans to fund both drinking water infrastructure and source protection 
projects. Appendix #5 contains details on potential sources of pollution identified in readily accessible 
state and federal databases and GIS layers. 
 
For watersheds with more than one intake such as the Rogue Subbasin, all protection areas for intakes 
upstream of the water system's intake are included in their drinking water source area. Activities and 
impacts in upstream drinking water protection area also have the potential to impact downstream 
water users. We encourage public water suppliers to work with other water providers within the vicinity 
or subbasin as they develop protection strategies.  State agency resources are also available to help you 
with mapping and information needs. Larger sizes of the source area maps and more details of landslide 
potential and other natural characteristics are available for you upon request (contact Julie Harvey at 
503-229-5664). A Surface Water Resource Guide with more extensive information to assist public water 
systems in protecting their source waters is available at 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/programs/Pages/dwp.aspx.  Please check it out and let us know if 
would like assistance with implementation.   
 
For direct assistance and/or additional information regarding watershed protection, call Sheree Stewart 
at DEQ (503-229-5413). For more information on drinking water policies and procedures, call Casey Lyon 




Sheree Stewart, Drinking Water Protection Coordinator 
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water)
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R ogue R iver Basin
R ivers (1:250,000)
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This data analysis was conducted for strategic planning purposes in drinking water protection. If other uses are
considered for the data, please contact DEQ ’s Drinking W ater P rotection P rogram for details on how this query
was performed. It is important to understand the limitations and qualifications of queries to ensure appropriate
interpretation of this data.  No warranty ex pressed or implied is made regarding the accuracy or utility. This
disclaimer applies both to individual use of the data and aggregate use with other data.
Oregon Dept of Environmental Q uality/Environmental Solutions Division/W ater Q uality P rogram Drinking
W ater P rotection P rogram/GIS.  P rojection: Oregon Lambert (Lambert Conformal Conic)
GCS_North_American_1983, Datum: D_North_American_1983 File:\\deqhq1\dwp\SW A R eports &
P lan\U pdate SW A SW  2016\!Templates\U SW A_Fig1_SW TemplateV icinityMap_LargeScale.mx d
P repared by: jds15MAY 2017
1:900,000
Figure 1. Rogue Basin Public Water Systems (PWSs)
Drinking Water Source Areas and Adjacent Source Areas
Note on Base Layer: The hilshade color effect shown here is the result of additional processing of digital elevation models (DEM - 30 meter
grid) data from 1:24000 topographic maps.  A "hilshade” was produced first and then color adjusted. The original DEM files were developed by
the O R  Dept. of Forestry. Additional processing of the hilshade data with R ed, Green, Blue (R GB) color scheme resulted in the "orshade.sid"
Note: W atershed areas for
intakes upstream of each
P W S's intake are included in
its drinking water source
area. Activities and impacts
in the source area for
upstream water users also
have the potential to impact
downstream water users.
W ater systems in the same
subbasin are encouraged to
work together as they move
forward with developing
protection strategies.
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Figure 2a. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342) Drinking Water Source Areas with
Erosion Potential for Management Activities with Soil Surface Disturbance
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
T his product is for inform ational purposes and m ay not have been prepared for, or be suitable for legal, engineering or
surveying purposes. Users of this inform ation should review and consult the prim ary data and inform ation sources to
ascertain the usability of the inform ation. DEQ’s Drink ing W ater Protection Program can provide inform ation on how
the queries were perform ed.  It is im portant to understand the lim itations and qualifications of queries to ensure
appropriate interpretation of this data.  No warranty expressed or im plied is m ade regarding the accuracy or utility.
T his disclaim er applies both to individual use of the data and aggregate use with other data.
Notes on Im agery_ Mosaic2011 base m ap:
- T he Im agery Mosaic is from  the 2011 National Agriculture Im agery S ervice (NAIS ), 1 m eter color aerial
im agery from  Farm  S ervice Agency (FS A)/U.S . Dept. of Agriculture (US DA). T he im agery, collected during
the sum m er of 2005, 2009, and 2011, can be viewed or downloaded from  Oregon Im agery Explorer.
- Oregon Dept of Environm ental Quality/Environm ental S olutions Division/W ater Quality Program  Drink ing
W ater Protection Program /GIS . Projection: Oregon Lam bert (Lam bert Conform al Conic)
GCS _ North_ Am erican_ 1983, Datum : D_ North_ Am erican_ 1983 File:\\deqhq1\dwp\S W AReports &
Plan\Update S W A S W  2016\PW S Reports\41003342_ GrantsPassUS W A






















































































































































S ource: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES /Airbus DS ,
US DA, US GS , AEX , Getm apping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS
User Com m unity
For this assessm ent, DEQ used three m ethods for
evaluating soil erosion potential depending on the
overall slope of the land surface, extent of soil
disturbance and data availability. S tream s and
lak es/reservoirs that have m oderate to very severe
soil erosion haz ard potential within 300 feet of
surface water are m apped to provide an estim ate of
areas where land m anagem ent activities m ay im pact
stream s.  Erosion control m easures (BMPs) m ay be
necessary in these areas. Maps and data of soil
qualities without the 300-foot stream  buffer in local
areas can be provided to public water system s and
com m unities if additional detail or scale is needed for
place based planning. S ee Appendix 2, Note 4 for
additional inform ation.
1:550,000
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City of Grants Pass drink ing water source area (including upstream  areas)
Nearby drink ing water source areas
S tream s near soils with significant erosion potential. Erosion control m easures
(BMPs) m ay be necessary for land m anagem ent activites that disturb or leave bare
soils in these areas.
S tream s & Lak es (NHD) with significant erosion potential from  intensive (>75%) soil
surface disturbance (i.e.tilled or bare soils) (NRCS -RUS LE2/ODA-EVI; see
Appendix 2 Note 4a).
S tream s & Lak es (NHD) with significant erosion potential from  substantial (50-75%)
soil surface disturbance (NRCS  off-road/off-trail ratings; see Appendix 2, Note 4b).
S tream s (NHD) with significant erosion potential (slope>30% using US FS  S RI data,
NRCS  S S URGO data not avaliable; see Appendix 2 Note 4c).




Figure 2b. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342) Drinking Water Source Areas (8-hr
Time-of-Travel) with Erosion Potential for Management Activities with Soil
Surface Disturbance (See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
T his product is for inform ational purposes and m ay not have been prepared for, or be suitable for legal, engineering or
surveying purposes. Users of this inform ation should review and consult the prim ary data and inform ation sources to
ascertain the usability of the inform ation. DEQ’s Drink ing W ater Protection Program can provide inform ation on how
the queries were perform ed.  It is im portant to understand the lim itations and qualifications of queries to ensure
appropriate interpretation of this data.  No warranty expressed or im plied is m ade regarding the accuracy or utility.





























































































































































































































S ource: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES /Airbus DS ,
US DA, US GS , AEX , Getm apping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS
User Com m unity
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T he 8-hour tim e of travel area is provided as a
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or discharge points to the stream. Focus m ay
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Notes on Im agery_ Mosaic2011 base m ap:
- T he Im agery Mosaic is from  the 2011 National Agriculture Im agery S ervice (NAIS ), 1 m eter color aerial
im agery from  Farm  S ervice Agency (FS A)/U.S . Dept. of Agriculture (US DA). T he im agery, collected during
the sum m er of 2005, 2009, and 2011, can be viewed or downloaded from  Oregon Im agery Explorer.
- Oregon Dept of Environm ental Quality/Environm ental S olutions Division/W ater Quality Program  Drink ing
W ater Protection Program /GIS . Projection: Oregon Lam bert (Lam bert Conform al Conic)
GCS _ North_ Am erican_ 1983, Datum : _ North_ Am erican_ 1983 File:\\deqhq1\dwp\S W A Reports &
Plan\Update
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Figure 3a. City of Grants Pass (PWS #00342)
Drinking Water Source Area Landslide Hazards Map
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
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Notes on DOGAMI L iDAR or DEM Hillsha de b a se la yer: Digita l Elevation  Model (DEM 10 m eter) data from L ight Detection a n d Ra n gin g (L iDAR) studies
or, if n o L iDAR da ta  is ava ila b le, U S GS  1:24000 DEM da ta  was con verted to hillsha de b y OR Dept. of Forestry (2008-12-23). T he L iDAR da ta set is
ava ila b le at the web site n oted in the Key to Figures & T a b les.
Oregon  Departm en t of En viron m en ta l Qua lity/En viron m en ta l S olutions Division/Wa ter Qua lity Progra m /Drin kin g Wa ter Protection Progra m /GIS Projec tion:
Oregon  L a m b ert (L a m b ert Con form a l Con ic ), GCS _ North_ Am eric a n _ 1983, Da tum : D_ North_ Am eric a n _ 1983. File: \deqhq1\dwp\S WA Reports &
Pla n \U pdate S WA S W2016\PWS Reports\4100342_ Gra n tsPa ss\U S WA_ Fig3a _ Gra n tsPass_ L a n dslideS usc eptib ility.m xd




































































































































































































































Figure 3b. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342)
8-hour Time-of-Travel Landslide Hazards Map
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
®
Legend
po City of Gra n ts Pass In ta ke
!. S urfa c e Water In ta ke
City of Gra n ts Pass: 8hr T im e of
Tra vel to in ta ke (12.7m iBuffer)
City of Gra n ts Pass drin kin g
wa ter sourc e a rea  (in c ludin g
upstrea m  a rea s)
Nea rb y drin kin g water sourc e
a rea s
S trea m s
L a n dslide Deposits (n on -roc k
m a teria l, in c ludes earth a n d
deb ris slides, flows, slum ps, fa lls
a n d com plex) (DOGAMI
S L IDO3.2)
S c a rp Fla n ks (DOGAMI S L IDO-
3.2)
S c a rps (DOGAMI S L IDO-3.2)
DOGAMI L a n dslide In form a tion
1:170,000
T his produc t is for in form a tion a l purposes a n d m a y n ot ha ve b een  prepared for, or b e suita b le for lega l, en gin eerin g or
surveyin g purposes. U sers of this in form ation  should review a n d c on sult the prim ary data  a n d in form a tion  sourc es to asc erta in
the usa b ility of the in form a tion . DEQ’s Drin kin g Wa ter Protec tion  Progra m  c a n  provide in form a tion  on  how the queries were
perform ed. It is im porta n t to un dersta n d the lim ita tion s a n d qua lific a tion s of queries to en sure a ppropria te in terpreta tion
of this da ta. No warra n ty expressed or im plied is m a de regardin g the a c c ura c y or utility. T his disc la im er a pplies b oth to in dividua l
use of the da ta  a n d a ggrega te use with other da ta .
Notes on  DOGAMI L iDAR or DEM Hillsha de b ase la yer: Digita l Elevation  Model (DEM 10 m eter) da ta from  L ight Detection  a n d Ra n gin g (L iDAR)) studies
or, if n o L iDAR data  is a va ila b le, U S GS  1:24000 DEM data  was c on verted to hillsha de b y OR Dept. of Forestry (2008-12-23).  T he L iDAR dataset is
a va ila b le at the web site n oted in  the Key to Figures & Ta b les.
Oregon  Departm en t of En viron m en ta l Qua lity/En viron m en ta l S olution s Division /Water Qua lity Progra m /Drin kin g Water Protection  Progra m /GIS Projection :
Oregon  L a m b ert (L a m b ert Con form a l Con ic), GCS _ North_ Am eric a n _ 1983, Datum : D_ North_ Am eric a n _ 1983. File: \deqhq1\dwp\S WA Reports &
Pla n \U pdate S WA S W2016\PWS Reports\4100342_ Gra n tsPass\U S WA_ Fig3b _ Gra n tsPa ss8hr_ L a n dslideS usc eptib ility.m xd
Prepared b y: jkh 03JAN2018
0 1 2 3 4 50.5
Miles
T he data set is pub lished b y DOGAMI to im prove the un dersta n din g of la n dslide ha zards in  Oregon  a n d to provide a  statewide b ase level of la n dslide
data . T his product is for in form a tion a l purposes a n d m a y n ot ha ve b een  prepa red for or b e suita b le for lega l, en gin eerin g, or surveyin g purposes. U sers of
this in form ation  should review or c on sult the prim ary data a n d in form ation  sourc es to a sc erta in  the usa b ility of the in form ation . T his pub lic a tion  c a n n ot
sub stitute for site-spec ific  in vestigation s b y qua lified pra c tition ers. S ite-spec ific  data m a y give results that differ from  the results shown  in  the pub lic a tion .
For more in form ation  see: htp:/www.oregon geology.org/sub /slido/ OR DEQ's Water Qua lity Progra m  is c urren tly workin g with DOGAMI to develop a n d
provide a  m ore deta iled la n dslide poten tia l a n a lysis for pub lic  water system s. Con ta c t Oregon  DEQ's En viron m en ta l S olution s Division /Water Qua lity
Progra m  for further in form a tion  on  the a n a lysis. If data is a va ila b le for the spec ific  a rea , DEQ will provide the m ore deta iled la n dslide a n a lysis to the PWS .
T he 8-hour tim e of tra vel area is provided as a  pla n n in g tool for spills or releases at crossin gs or disc harge poin ts to the strea m . Foc us m a y n eed to












































































































































































This product is for inform ational purpose s and m ay not have  be e n pre pare d for, or be suitable for le gal, e ngine e ring or
surve ying purpose s. Use rs of this inform ation should revie w and c onsult the  prim ary data and inform ation sourc e s to
asc e rtain the  usability of the inform ation. DEQ’s Drinking Wate r P rote c tion P rogram  can provide  inform ation on how
the  q ue rie s we re pe rform e d.  It is im portant to understand the  lim itations and q ualific ations of q ue rie s to e nsure
appropriate  interpre tation of this data.  No warranty e xpre sse d or im plie d is m ade  re garding the  ac c urac y or utility.
This disc laim e r applie s both to individual use  of the  data and aggre gate  use with othe r data.
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po City of Grants P ass Intake
!. Surfac e  Wate r Intake
City of Grants P ass: 8hr Tim e  of Trave l to intake
(11.8m i Buffe r)
City of Grants P ass drinking wate r sourc e  are a
(inc luding upstre am  are as)
Ne arby drinking wate r sourc e  are as
Rogue  Rive r Basin
Stre am s
Figure 4a. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342)
Drinking Water Source Area with Land Ownership/Use
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
Se e  Figure  4b & 4c .
Due  to lim itations for loc ational data, som e  m appe d
fe ature s will ne e d additional ve rific ation.
Detailed legend provided in Appendix 2.
Ore gon De pt of Environm e ntal Quality/Environm e ntal Solutions Division/Wate r Quality P rogram
Drinking Wate r P rote c tion P rogram /GIS. P roje c tion: Ore gon Lam be rt (Lam be rt Conform al Conic )
GCS_North_ Am e ric an_ 1983, Datum : D_ North_Am e ric an_ 1983
File :\\de q hq 1\dwp\SWA Re ports & P lan\Update  SWA SW
2016\P WSRe ports\4100342_ GrantsP ass\USWA_ Fig4a_ GrantsP ass_ LandUSe .m xd
P re pare d by: jkh 03JAN2018
C!II!.1 
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Figure 4b. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342)
8 Hour Time of Travel -
Potential Anthropogenic Sources and Land Ownership/Use
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
Oreg on Dept of Envir onm enta l Qua lity/Environm enta l Solutions Division/W ater Qua lity P rog ra m
Drinking  W a ter P rotection P rog ra m /GIS. P rojection: Oreg on La m bert (La m bert Confor m a l Conic)
GCS_North_ Am er ica n_ 1983, Datum : D_ North_Am erica n_ 1983
File:\d eqhq1\d wp\SW A Reports & P la n\Upd a te SW A SW
2016\P W SReports\4100342_ Gra ntsP a ss\USW A_ Fig 4b_ Gra ntsP a ss8hr_ P CSs.m xd
P repa red  by: jkh 03JAN2018
This prod uct is for inform a tiona l purposes a nd  m ay not ha ve been prepa red for, or be suitable for leg a l, eng ineering  or
surveying  purposes. Users of this inform a tion should review and  consult the prim a ry d a ta  a nd  inform a tion sources to
ascerta in the usability of the inform a tion. DEQ’s Drinking  W a ter P rotection P rog ra m  ca n provid e inform ation on how
the queries were perform ed .  It is im porta nt to und erstand  the lim itations and  qualifica tions of queries to ensure
appropria te interpreta tion of this d ata .  No wa rra nty expressed or im plied is m a d e reg a rd ing  the a ccuracy or utility.
This d iscla im er a pplies both to ind ivid ua l use of the d a ta  a nd  a g g reg a te use with other d ata .
µ
0 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.50.75
Miles
1:150,000
Note: Ad d itiona l d eta iled  m a ps
ca n be provid ed  for a rea s where a
hig h d ensity of potentia l
conta m ina nt sources a re present.
po City of Gra nts P a ss Inta ke
!. Surfa ce W ater Inta ke
City of Gra nts P a ss: 8hr Tim e of
Tra vel to inta ke (11.8m i Buffer)
City of Gra nts P a ss d rinking
water source a rea (includ ing
upstrea m  a rea s)
Nea rby d rinking  wa ter source
a reas
Strea m s
Due to lim ita tions for loca tiona l
d a ta, som e m a pped  fea tures will
need  a d d itiona l verification.





































































































































































































































This product is for inform a tiona l purpose s a nd  m ay not ha ve  be e n pre pa re d  for, or be suitable for le g a l, e ng ine e ring  or
surve ying  purpose s. Use rs of this inform a tion should revie w and  consult the  prim a ry d a ta  a nd  inform a tion source s to
asce rta in the  usability of the inform a tion. DEQ’s Drinking  W a te r P rote ction P rog ra m  ca n provid e  inform ation on how
the  que rie s we re pe rform e d .  It is im porta nt to und e rstand  the  lim itations and  qualifica tions of que ries to e nsure
a ppropria te  inte rpre ta tion of this d ata .  No wa rra nty e xpre sse d  or im plie d  is m a d e  re g a rd ing  the  a ccuracy or utility.
This d iscla im e r a pplies both to ind ivid ua l use  of the  d a ta  a nd  a g g r e g a te  use with othe r d ata .
µ
0 1 2 3 4 50.5
Miles
1:150,000
Note : Ad d itiona l d e ta ile d  m a ps ca n be
provid e d  for a re a s whe re  a hig h d e nsity of
pote ntia l conta m ina nt source s a re prese nt.
Figure 4c. City of Grants Pass (PWS 00342)
8 Hour Time of Travel -
Transportation Corridors and Land Ownership/Use
(See Appendix 2 for Key to map details and metadata)
Due  to lim ita tions for locationa l d ata , som e  m a ppe d
fe a ture s will ne e d  a d d itiona l ve rification.
Detailed legend provided in Appendix 2.
Ore g on Dept of Environm e nta l Qua lity/Environm e nta l Solutions Division/W ate r Qua lity P rog ra m
Drinking  W a te r P rote ction P rog ra m /GIS. P rojection: Or e g on La m be rt (La m be rt Confor m a l Conic)
GCS_North_ Am e r ica n_ 1983, Datum : D_ North_Am e rica n_ 1983
File :\d e qhq1\d wp\SW A Re ports & P la n\Upd a te  SW A SW
2016\P W SReports\4100342_ Gra ntsP a ss\USW A_ Fig 4c_ Gr a ntsP a ss8hr_ Tra nsport.m xd
P re pa re d  by: jkh 03JAN2018
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!. Surfa ce  W a te r Inta ke
City of Gra nts P a ss: 8hr Tim e  of Tra ve l to
intake  (11.8m i Buffe r)
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a r e a  (includ ing  upstre a m  a re a s)
Ne a rby d rinking  wate r source  a re a s
Stre a m s
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11.46 9% 343.47 14%
21.69 16% 415.95 17%
3.21 2% 47.56 2%
51.79 39% 388.99 16%
0.00 0% 2.00 <1%
0.12 <1% 1.69 <1%
0.73 <1% 1.48 <1%
45.39 34% 435.16 18%
0.00 0% 709.24 29%
0 0% 111.25 5%
0 0% 0 0%
0 0% 0 0%
Notes
More details on shallow landslide 
susceptibility may be available. 
Contact DEQ Drinking Water 
Protection for additional information. 
Includes earth and debris slides, 
flows, slumps, falls and complex 
landslide types. Does not include 
rock material landslide deposits. 
Table 1.  Public Drinking Water System Land Use and Susceptibility Analysis 
Summary (See Appendix 2 for Key to Tables and Notes)





 areas throughout 
watershed - see note
85%
Erosion control measures ("best 
management practices") may be 
necessary for land management 
activities that disturb or leave bare 
soils in these areas. Maps and data 
of soil qualities without the 300-foot 
stream buffer in local areas can be 
provided to public water systems 
and communities if additional detail 
or scale is needed for place-based 
planning. See Note 4 in Appendix 2. 
Landslide Deposits (5) 
(DOGAMI - SLIDO 3.2) 
areas throughout 
watershed - see note
see note
Stream Miles in Erodible 
Soils (4)
1,102 11,229
High Soil Erosion Potential 
Percent (4)
(% stream mi w/ high erosion 
located w/in 300' of the stream)
Potential 
Pollutants 



















The data on land uses is only 
approximate due to limitations within 
the GIS layers. Public water 
systems and communities could use 
tax lot data available from the 
counties or other datasets to further 








8-hr time-of-travel Full SW Source Area 
(including upstream areas) 
The 8-hour time of travel area is 
provided as a planning tool for spills 
or releases at crossings or 
discharge points to the stream. 
Focus may need to extend further 
upstream for contaminants that are 
contributed to the stream over long 
time periods or recur frequently. See 
Note 1, Appendix 2.
Subbasin Rogue Rogue
Drinking Water Source Area (DWSA) Size(1)
134.39 sq mi. 2456.80 sq mi.
Stream Miles (NHD) in 
DWSA 1,125 miles 13,134 miles
County Served
Other Federal Lands
Public Water System Name
PWS ID
Population (includes wholesale buyers) (2)
Number of Public Water Systems Served (2) 
Drinking Water Source Name








Oregon Drinking Water Protection Program page 2 of 2 3/20/2018
Alerts for Bromodichloromethans (1) Chloroform (1), TTHM (15) 
and HAA5 (11). No Violations
Alerts for Total Coliform (4). No Violations
The following pesticides and typical wastewater constituents 
were detected at low levels in drinking water source monitoring 
in the Rogue River at the Grants Pass intake location: DEET, 
Diuron, Sulfamethoxazole, Cholesterol, Coprostanol, beta-
Sitosterol, Stigmastanol, Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (2010).  
These constituents were detected at low concentrations that are 
well below EPA maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for 
drinking water or health based screening levels (where 
established).  The presence indicates a source and a pathway 
and results can be used by public water systems to prioritize 
protection activities.  
Note that  DEET, Atrazine, Diuron, Carbaryl, Fluometron, 
Sulfamethoxazole, Butylbenzylphthalate, Carbamazepine, 
Diphenhydramine, Cholesterol, Coprostanol, Bis(2-
ethylhexyl)phthalate and Aluminum (>SMCL) (2008) were also 
detected at low levels in samples from the Rogue River at the 
City of Gold Hill drinking water source intake (upstream of 
Grants Pass).
Additional raw water quality monitoring data for the drinking water source may be available from other sources including 
USGS, DEQ's LASAR database, individual water providers, local partners (i.e. soil and water conservation districts or 
watershed councils) or local volunteer monitoring.
Rogue River (surface water)
Rapid sand
MCL Violations and Significant Detections 
(2005-2017)(6)
none
Safe Drinking Water Information System Results (6)
Regulated volatile organic chemicals, synthetic organic 









(Total Trihalomethanes (TTHM), 
Haloacetic acids (five) (HAA5), bromate, and chlorite)
Bacteria (Ecoli and TCR=Total Coliform Rule)
DEQ/OHA Source Water Monitoring 
project test data (7)
ND = All parameters not detected
NA = source water not analyzed
Count Count
CAFO SWMS
Large Concentrated -  1 1109 Industrial - Wood - Terminated 1
Small Confined -  2 1185 Industrial - SW Treatment - Terminated 1
State CAFO - Dairy 1 1198 Industrial - Wood - Closure 1
DOGAMI 1417 Waste Tire - Carrier - Active 1
Closed -  3 UST
Permitted - rock 1 Sites with tanks with unknown status 0
ECSI Sites with Decommissioned Tanks 8
Inactive site with further action needed 6 Sites with Upgraded Tanks 6
No further action required 4 WQ-SIS
Site active in Cleanup Program 2 GEN04 - INDUSTRIAL 1
ECSI NFA GEN12C - STORMWATER 3
No further action required 34 GEN12CA - STORMWATER 1
HW GEN12Z - STORMWATER 5
Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) 7 GEN15A - INDUSTRIAL 1
LUST GEN17A - INDUSTRIAL 1
CLEANUP_STARTED 4 GEN2401 - DOMESTIC 1
REPORTED NPDES-DOM-Da - DOMESTIC 1
LUST NFA WPCF-DOM-Da - DOMESTIC 1
CLEANUP_COMPLETED 19 WPCFOS-Bii - DOMESTIC 3
OSMB WPCFOS-Biii - DOMESTIC 1
Boating access site 4 WPCFOS-BiiiRGF> - DOMESTIC 4
Transportation WQ - WWTP
Stream crossing 33 DOMESTIC - NPDES-DOM-Da 1
Highway 2 WQ - Outfalls
Railway 2 Outfalls 1
Schools 9 WQ 303(d) list (number of categories and constituents)
SFM-HSIS-AST Birdseye Creek 1
Aboveground storage tank(s) on site 29 Evans Creek 26
UIC Fruitdale Creek 3
2-Industrial/Commercial (Minor-HW) / Abandoned 1 Jones Creek 12
OnSite system / Info request 1 Rogue River 13
OnSite system / Registered w/permit 4 Savage Creek 1
OnSite system / Revoked 1 Ward Creek 2
Table 2: Summary of Potential Sources of Pollution identified in the 8-hour time-of-travel
as identified in readily accessible state and federal databases and GIS layers Updated Source Water 
Assessment
see Appendix 2 for Key to Tables for Notes and Descriptions of Acronyms
See Appendix 5 for detailed list of potential sources
PWS Name: City of Grants Pass
PWS Number: 00342
Summary of Regulatory Database Results - State and Federal - see Appendix 5 for detailed list
Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
 - This summary only includes potential sources of pollution within the estimated 8-hour time of travel area which is provided as a 
planning tool since eight hours should provide adequate response time to protect the integrity of the public water system intake after a 
spill or release at any crossing or discharge point to the stream. It is recommended the water system and community considers 
increased protection within this 8-hour travel time from the intake for spills and other acute risks.  Focus may need to extend further 
upstream for contaminants that are contributed to the stream over long time periods or recur frequently.
 - This information supplements the Original Source Water Assessment Inventory dated between 2000 and 2005 and should be used in 
conjunction with the original inventory to provide a more detailed analysis of potential sources of pollution.  
 - Note that due to state database limitations, some sites will require further research to verify presence and location.
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 1 of 3  prepared 1/4/2018
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Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
SFM
All Other Automotive Repair & Maint 1 Other Commercial & Ind Machinery & Eqp 1
All Other Plastics Product Mfg 1 Other Gasoline Stations 2
All Other Specialty Trade Contractors 1 Other General Gov Support 7
Automotive Body, Paint, & Interior Repair 2 Other Telecommunications 1
Automotive Exhaust System Repair 2 Outdoor Power Eqp Stores 1
Automotive Parts & Accessories Stores 1 Paint & Wallpaper Stores 1
Automotive Transmission Repair 1 Petroleum & Petroleum Products Whsle 1
Bolt, Nut, Screw, Rivet, & Washer Mfg 1 Pipeline Trans Of Natural Gas 1
Ceramic Wall & Floor Tile Mfg 1 Plastics Material & Resin Mfg 1
Const, Mining, & Forestry Machinery & Eqp 1 Plumbing & Heating Eqp & Supplies 1
Cut Stone & Stone Product Mfg 1 Ready-Mix Concrete Mfg 1
Elementary & Secondary Schools 2 Recreational Vehicle Dealers 1
Exterminating & Pest Control Svcs 1 Recyclable Material Whsle 1
Fire Protection 1 Refrigerated Warehousing & Storage 1
Gasoline Stations With Convenience Store 2 School & Employee Bus Trans 1
General Automotive Repair 6 Site Preparation Contractors 2
Hardware Stores 1 Softwood Veneer & Plywood Mfg 1
Hardwood Veneer & Plywood Mfg 1 Supermarkets & Other Grocery 1
Highway, Street, & Bridge Const 1 Timber Tract Operations 1
Hydroelectric Power Generation 1 Wired Telecommunications Carriers 1
Motor Vehicle Towing 1 Wood Kitchen Cabinet & Countertop Mfg 1
Ornamental & Architectural Mtl Work Mfg 1 Wood Window & Door Mfg 2
Other Bldg Material Dealers 1
DWP-PCS 451
A04 Type; A - Crops - Irrigated (inc. orchards, 
vineyards, nurseries, greenhouses)
2 C08 Type; P - Dry Cleaners 4
A05 Type; A - Crops - Nonirrigated (inc. Christmas 
trees, grains, grass seed, pasture)
2 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing 9
A07 Type; A - Grazing Animals (> 5 large animals or 
equivalent/acre)
2 C10 Type; P - Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals 3
A11 Type; A - Managed Forest Land - Clearcut 
Harvest (< 35 yrs.)
1 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores 10
A14 Type; P - Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, 
Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas - Exterminators
1 C14 Type; P - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards 4
A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond 11 C15 Type; P - Machine Shops 2
C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops 14 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices 16
C02 Type; P - Automobiles - Car Washes 4 C17 Type; P - Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication 6
C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas Stations 11 C20 Type;  Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 Spaces) 9
C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair Shops 60 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing 12
C05 Type; P - Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing 2 C22 Type; Plastics/Synthetics Producer 2
C06 Type; P - Cement/Concrete Plants 1 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage 5
C07 Type; A - Chemical/Petroleum 
Processing/Storage
1
C26 Type; P - Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and 
Mills
4
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 2 of 3  prepared 1/4/2018
Count Count
Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
Program and type of facility
- see Appendix 2 for Key to Acronyms
DWP-PCS (continued)
C61 Type; P - Maintenance Shop/Equipment 
Storage - Transportation Related - Highway Division 
Grants Pass
1 M50 Type; A - Other - City of Rogue River 1
C65 Type; Miscellaneous Manufacturing 2 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation 9
M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage Tanks - 
Excluding Water and Residential ASTs
6
M56 Type; A - Transportation Corridors - High Use 
Roads/Streets
2
M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - Historic 9
M60 Type; A - Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - 
Class V UICs
1
M07 Type; P - Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills 1 M61 Type; P - Wells - Abandoned 4
M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems 
(< 1/acre)
10
M62 Type; A - Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - 
Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
1
M14 Type; A - River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. 
campgrounds)
1 R02 Type; A - Apartments and Condominiums 2
M17 Type; A - Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways 2 R03 Type; A - Campgrounds/RV Parks 2
M18 Type; A - Transportation - Freeways/State 
Highways
18 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 5
M19 Type; A - Transportation - Railroads 7 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment Plants 6
M22 Type; Transportation - Stream Crossing - 
Perennial
5 R06 Type; P - Fire Station 5
M24 Type; A - UST - Decommissioned/Inactive 3
R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 1 
House/0.5 acres)
31
M24 Type; P - UST - Decommissioned/Inactive 17 R11 Type; A - Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas 2
M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as 
NFA - DEQ LUST List
14 R13 Type; Parks 5
M27 Type; A - UST - Upgraded/Registered - Active 1 R15 Type; P - Schools 17
M27 Type; P - UST - Upgraded/Registered - Active 14
R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High Density ( > 1 
system/acre)
6
M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown 7
R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to 
PWS
15
M29 Type; P - Upstream Reservoirs/Dams 1
R18 Type; P - Utility Stations/Powerplants - 
Maintenance/Transformer Storage
2
M31 Type; Large Capacity Septic Systems (serves > 
20 people) - Class V UICs
8
R20 Type; P - Wastewater Treatment 
Plants/Collection Stations
1
M32 Type; Construction/Demolition Areas 9
DWP - USWA (2016/17) Additional PCSs identified 3
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Developing Strategies 
For Drinking Water Protection 
Many1  public water systems in Oregon will 
receive an Updated Source Water 
Assessment (USWA) developed by the 
Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) and the Oregon Health 
Authority (OHA) drinking water protection 
team by 2017. USWAs provide the water 
systems and communities more detailed 
information on the watershed or recharge 
area that supplies their well, spring or intake 
(the “drinking water source area”). Public 
water systems and local communities can 
use the information in the assessments to 
voluntarily develop and implement drinking 
water protection strategies. 
Requirements for water quality monitoring 
of public water systems in Oregon provide 
some degree of assurance of safe drinking 
water; however, all systems are vulnerable 
to potential contamination. One of the best 
ways to ensure safe drinking water and 
minimize future treatment costs is to 
develop local strategies designed to 
protect against potential contamination. 
Not only will this add a margin of safety; it 
will also raise local community awareness of 
drinking water contamination risks and 
provide information about how communities 
and local landowners can help protect their 
drinking water sources.   
 
Using Place-Based Planning to Develop 
Protection Strategies 
The drinking water source area for most 
communities lies partially, if not entirely, 
outside of their jurisdiction and may include 
several different governing agencies as well 
as a diverse mix of landowners, businesses 
and residents. When developing protection 
                                                 
1 All community water systems using surface 
water will receive a USWA.  Because of the 
number of water systems using groundwater in 
Oregon, the Oregon Health Authority has 
prioritized completing assessments for new 
Community and Non-Transient Non-Community 
water systems and systems that have added a 
new water source since their original source 
water assessment was completed. 
strategies, DEQ and OHA highly 
recommend that the water system and 
community involve potentially affected 
stakeholders early in the process to foster 
stakeholder awareness and trust in the 
resulting strategies. 
Oregon adopted an “Integrated Water 
Resources Strategy (IWRS)” in 2012 that 
provides recommendations for how to do a 
place-based and integrated approach to 
water resources planning. This approach 
helps communities achieve the level of 
coordination and collaboration to 
successfully address local water quality and 
water quantity challenges, such as 
developing and implementing strategies to 
protect their drinking water sources. The 
IWRS Place-Based Planning guidelines 
describe elements to consider for building a 
collaborative process, characterizing water-
related issues, quantifying existing and 
future water needs, developing a suite of 
solutions, and adopting and implementing 
the plan. More information about the 
process can be found in this Water 




Strategies to Achieve Risk Reduction 
The primary goal of the drinking water 
protection strategies should be to reduce or 
minimize the risks of pollution in the source 
water. It is highly improbable that one can 
eliminate risks in any area, but by applying 
one or more protection strategies, a 
community will be able to reduce the 
likelihood of pollutants affecting the water 
supply in the future. Potential strategies 
include both general management practices 
such as conservation or efficiency measures 
that will apply to the entire drinking water 
protection area and management practices 
that can be applied most appropriately by 
land-use category (commercial/industrial, 
agricultural/rural, forestry, 
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residential/municipal, and miscellaneous).  
The following list provides some of the most  
common management options as an example 




Example Strategies for Drinking Water Protection 
Non-Regulatory Options 
Notify and Educate the Public:  Contact property owners within the protection area so they are aware of the 
need for protection measures. Let them know this is voluntary. Focus educational efforts on basic information 
about the source water and the relationship between surface activities and the water quality; familiarity with the 
location of the protected area; basic information on sources of contamination; and effective strategies for safe 
management of all potential contaminants. Public education/notification can be accomplished using local news 
outlets, letters to residents, letters to land owners/operators, and bill stuffers/customer mailings. Information 
signs could be placed adjacent to roadways entering the protection area. Include on the sign the name of the 
water system/jurisdiction and a phone number where callers can obtain more information or report releases.   
Use Technical Assistance Resources:  Work with local or state providers of technical assistance (e.g., 
DEQ’s regional offices, Soil and Water Conservation Districts, OSU Extension) to encourage the use of best 
management practices for pollution prevention and waste reduction.  Apply for grants or funding to provide 
financial incentives such as pollution prevention tax credits, low-interest loans or direct subsidies/cost 
sharing. Provide recognition for environmental friendly businesses and operations (e.g., green awards, 
plaques/door signs).   
Sponsor Hazardous Waste/Unused Chemical Collection:  Establishing a permanent location or holding 
one-day events to collect hazardous wastes from community residents (including households and small 
businesses) is an effective way to reduce risks posed by storing hazardous wastes or other chemicals within 
the protection area. Hold an amnesty (free-disposal) event for unused business or agricultural chemicals 
stored in the protection area.  Set up a local materials exchange program (or publicize existing programs). 
Develop Spill Response Plans:  Encourage and assist your local fire department and transportation 
department with spill response planning.  Jurisdictions within protection areas could develop specific spill 
response procedures to allow quicker response and notifications should a hazardous material spill or release 
occur.  These can be integrated into your county’s Emergency Management Plan.  Contact the Oregon 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) for state highways. 
Acquire Land or Rights to Development:  Community ownership of as much as possible of the critical 
land areas within the protection area and managed for water quality protection provides some of the best 
assurance of long-term protection of the public water supply.  Protection could be provided by ownership 
accomplished through methods such as capital or bond fund programs, or through easements and deed 
restrictions.  Private non-profit land conservation organizations or local land trusts in your area can assist you 
in acquiring land within your protection area by conveyance to a trust, seeking donations, or direct land 
purchases for conservation. 
Local Regulatory Options 
Existing Regulations and Permits:  Take advantage of opportunities to provide public comment and input 
when existing regulatory programs are reviewing permits or programs which affect the siting, design, 
construction, operation or closure of facilities within your protection area. Ensure you are included on 
regulatory agency contact lists so that you receive announcements for public involvement opportunities. 
Consider participating in advisory group meetings for specific topics of interest.  Ensure that the regulatory 
programs are aware of your protection area and request that compliance inspections or technical assistance is 
prioritized in critical areas. 
Land Use Controls (Zoning/Health Ordinances):  There are many different types of zoning tools.  Your 
community can identify the protection area with an overlay map and enact specific requirements for land 
uses and development within these boundaries in order to protect public health. Ordinances applying to sites 
that pose a risk to water quality within the overlay area may include prohibition of various land uses (such as 
landfills or underground fuel storage tanks); subdivision controls (such as limiting density or requiring larger 
lot sizes); special permitting or siting requirements (i.e. placing limitations on the use of toxic and hazardous 
materials, pesticides, salts); and performance standards (i.e. requiring secondary containment for petroleum 
or chemical storage over a certain volume).  
    
How do communities use the Updated 
Source Water Assessments? 
The Updated Source Water Assessment 
(USWA) provides the information for 
developing local protection strategies. 
The USWAs include details 
characterizing the source area and 
potential source water risks. It also 
provides key information that will allow 
the community to focus limited resources 
on higher-risk areas within the watershed 
or recharge zones for wells. The USWA 
information should be supplemented with 
local knowledge of the water system and 
community. The water system and 
community can refine the delineation of 
sensitive areas and identification of 
potential contamination sources through 
further research, local input and 
coordination with state agencies.  
The USWA source area characterization 
should be reviewed to clarify the 
presence, location, operational practices, 
and actual risks of the identified facilities 
and land-use activities. Additional 
potential contaminant sources or sensitive 
areas may also be added based on local 
knowledge or additional research. 
Potential sources with low or no risk 
(such as landowners who have already 
incorporated best management practices 
into their operations to protect your 
source of drinking water) can be screened 
out or selected for low priority outreach 
or technical assistance. Local and state 
resources can then be directed to the 
highest priority potential problems in the 
drinking water source area.  
Another way to use the information in the 
USWA is in developing the water 
system’s contingency plan. Contingency 
planning focuses on potential threats to 
the drinking water supply (such as 
mechanical problems, chemical 
detections in the source water, chemical 
spills in the source area, or natural 
disasters) and the development of 
procedures to be followed should these 
events occur. Guidance for preparing a 
contingency plan and examples are 
available from OHA. Many contingency 
plan elements may have already been 
completed by public water systems as 
part of their required Emergency 
Response Plan.  Additional elements can 
be added as drinking water source 
protection strategies are developed.     
Public water systems may also find it 
necessary, as a result of either existing or 
projected increased demand, to explore 
the development of additional sources for 
drinking water. Drinking water source 
protection provides a mechanism that can 
be used to help select the best site and 
identify areas that should be protected 
now so they will provide quality drinking 
water in the future. Additionally, 
development of a new groundwater 
source in the vicinity of existing sources 
may modify the movement of 
groundwater in the subsurface, perhaps 
changing the shape and orientation of 
existing drinking water source areas. 
Evaluation of the significance of those 
changes should be addressed in the 
protection planning process to ensure that 
the management strategy in place will 
continue to protect the community's 
drinking water supply. 
 
Need assistance? 
Drinking water source protection is 
already at work in Oregon. A number of 
Oregon communities are currently 
developing and implementing strategies 
to protect their drinking water source 
areas. Successful drinking water 
protection plans developed in Oregon are 
available to communities as templates or 
examples. Staff members at OHA and 
DEQ are available to provide  
assistance, and extensive written 
materials are available to local 
community groups or consultants to assist 
in developing drinking water protection 
plans or strategies.  
Detailed information about developing 
drinking water source protection 
strategies can be found on DEQ’s 
Drinking Water Protection Program 
website. The website also includes 
Updated Source Water Assessment 
methods and results, sample Drinking 
Water Protection Plans, information for  
    




The OHA – Drinking Water Program 
website includes system characteristics, 
monitoring data, contacts for all public 
water systems in Oregon, drinking water 
standards, fact sheets on contaminants, 
information on the Safe Drinking Water 
Revolving Loan Fund, Consumer 
Confidence Reports, and more: 
http://www.healthoregon.org/dwp 
Water systems or community members 
interested in the potential of developing 
drinking water protection strategies 
should contact the respective DEQ and 
OHA coordinators. Those systems using 
surface water sources should initially 
contact Sheree Stewart, Drinking Water 
Protection Program Coordinator, DEQ, 
Portland, (503) 229-5413.  Groundwater-
based water systems should initially 
contact Tom Pattee, Groundwater 
Coordinator, OHA, Springfield, (541) 
726-2587 x24. As the state moves further 
into the protection phase of the Oregon 
program, DEQ and OHA will be able to 
direct individual requests for assistance to 
specific staff trained and experienced in 
that area, both within the state agencies 
and in other partner organizations. 
Alternative formats 
Documents can be provided upon request in an 
alternate format for individuals with disabilities 
or in a language other than English for people 
with limited English skills. To request a 
document in another format or language, call 
DEQ in Portland at 503-229-5696, or toll-free in 
Oregon at 1-800-452-4011, ext. 5696; or email 
deqinfo@deq.state.or.us. 
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Potential Sources of Pollutants identified in  








 Landslide Deposits (non-rock material, includes
earth and debris slides, flows, slumps, falls and
complex) (DOGAMI SLIDO3.2)
Scarp Flanks (DOGAMI SLIDO-3.2)
Scarps (DOGAMI SLIDO-3.2)
Private Non-Industrial/Urban (includes residential,
municipal, commercial, industrial, and rural
residential land uses)
Agriculture (Ag Zoning (BLM) and NASS 2013)
Private Industrial Forests (ODF data); Lands
Managed by Private Industry (BLM)
Local Government
State Dept. of Forestry
State - Other




Bureau of Indian Affairs
Undetermined
Water
Boating access sites (OSMB as of 1/2016)
Confined Animal Feeding Operations (ODA as of
Dry Cleaner, Active (DEQ as of
Dry Cleaner, Dry Store (DEQ as of 2015)
Dry Cleaner, Closed (DEQ as of 2015)
Dry Cleaner, Inactive (DEQ as of 2015)
Dry Cleaner, Solvent Supplier (DEQ as of 2015)
Environmental cleanup site with known contamination (DEQ as of
01/2016)
Environmental cleanup site No Further Action required or otherwise
lower risk (DEQ as of 01/2016)
Hazardous Material Large Quantity Generator (DEQ - HW as of
1/02/2016)
Hazardous Material Small Quantity or Conditionally Exempt
Generator  (DEQ - HW as of 1/02/2016)
Hazardous Material Transport, Storage, and Disposal sites (DEQ -
HW as of 1/2016)
Hazardous Substance Information System (OSFM as of 2009)
Hazardous Substance Information System - AST (OSFM as of
Leaking underground storage tank - Confirmed (DEQ as of 9/2012)
(Locaton will likely need verification.)
Leaking underground storage tank with No Further Action required or
otherwise lower risk (DEQ as of 9/2015) (Location will likely need
verification.)
Mining permits (DOGAMI as of 1/16/2014)
Oil and Gas wells (permitted only) (DOGAMI as of 7/2016)
Original Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant Source -
Area-wide source (DEQ as of 2005)
Original Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant Source -
Point source (DEQ as of 2005)
)
Other Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant Source -
SWA Update (OHA/DEQ as of 2016)
School Locations OR (DHS as of 2015)
Solid Waste sites (DEQ - SW as of 1/25/2016)
#
Underground Injection Control - Non-stormwater (UIC - DEQ as of
91/12/2016)
&R
Underground Injection Control - Stormwater (UIC - DEQ as of
91/12/2016)
Underground Storage Tanks (DEQ as of 1/25/2016) (Location will
likely need verificaton.)
Water Quality domestic wastewater treatment sites (DEQ - SIS  as of
1/25/2016)
Water Quality permits (DEQ - SIS as of 1/25/2016)
Major route stream crossings and bridges (ODOT - 2013)
Water Quality effluent outfalls (DEQ -WQ as of 2009)
Water Quality Concern; lakes - Cat3 (DEQ - 2012)
Major route stream crossings & bridges (ODOT - 2013)
Water quality limited stream/lake, DEQ 303(d) list Cat 4A or 5, TMDL
approved or needed (DEQ - 2012)
Water Quality Concern stream/lake,  DEQ 303(d) Cat.3, Insufficient
Data (DEQ - 2012)
Private Urban Lands (within city limits)
Private Rural Lands (private non-industrial outside
city limits)
Agriculture (Ag Zoning (BLM) and NASS 2013)
Private Industrial Forests (ODF data); Lands
Managed by Private Industry (BLM)
Local Government
State Dept. of Forestry
State - Other




Bureau of Indian Affairs
Undetermined
Water
Confined Animal Feeding Operations (ODA as of 1/20/216)
r  leaner, Active )
r  leaner, Dry Store (DEQ as of 2015)
r  leaner, Closed (DEQ as of 2015)
Dry Cleaner, Inactive (DEQ as of 2015)
Dry Cleaner, Solvent Supplier (DEQ as of 2015)
Environmental cleanup site with known contamination (DEQ as of
01/2016)
Environmental cleanup site No Further Action required or
otherwise lower risk (DEQ as of 01/2016)
rdous aterial Large Quantity Generat r (DEQ - HW as of
1/02/2016)
rdous aterial Small Quantity or Conditionally Ex mpt
Generator  (DEQ - HW as of 1/02/2016)
rdous Material Transport, Storag , and Dispo al sites (DEQ
- HW as of 1/2016)
Hazardous Substance Information System (OSFM as of 2009)
Hazardous Substance Information System - AST (OSFM as of
2009)
Leaking underground storage tank - Confirmed (DEQ as of
9/2012) (Locaton will likely need verification.)
Leaking underground storage tank with No Further Action
required or otherwise lower risk (DEQ as of 9/2015) (Location will
likely need verification.)
Mining permits (DOGAMI as of 1/16/2014)
Oil and Gas wells (permitted only) (DOGAMI as of 7/2016)
Updated Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant
Source - Area-wide source (DEQ as of 2017)
Updated Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant
Source - Point source (DEQ as of 2017)
Original Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant Source
- Area-wide source (DEQ as of 2005)
Original Source Water Assessment Potential Contaminant Source
- Point source (DEQ as of 2005)
School Locations OR (DHS as of 2015)
Solid Waste sites (DEQ - SW as f 1/25/2016)
Underground Injection Control (DEQ as of 1/12/2016)
Underground Storage Tanks (DEQ as of 1/25/2016) (Location will
likely need verificaton.)
t r uality domestic wastewater treatment sites (DEQ - IS
as of 1/25/2016)
t r uality permits (DEQ - SIS as of 1/25/2016)
po Public water system surface water
Public water system drinking water source
!. Nearby public water system surface water






City limits (ODOT, 2013)
Urban Growth Boundary
County Boundary
Streams near soils with significant erosion potential.
Erosion control measures (BMPs) may be necessary for
land management activites that disturb or leave bare
soils in these areas.
Streams (NHD) with significant erosion potential from
intensive (>75%) soil surface disturbance (i.e.tilled or bare
soils) (NRCS-RUSLE2/ODA-EVI; see Note 4a).
Streams (NHD) with significant erosion potential from
substantial (50-75%) soil surface disturbance (NRCS off-
road/off-trail ratings; see Note 4b).
Streams (NHD) with significant erosion potential (slope>30%
using USFS SRI data, NRCS SSURGO data not avaliable;
see Note 4c).
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Notes 
(1) DWSA - drinking water source area - delineated as the 5th-field watershed upstream of the intake. Oregon’s 
surface water source areas are delineated intake to intake. For watersheds with more than one intake, the DWSA is 
the watershed segment from the PWSs intake to the next intake upstream.  All protection areas upstream of a 
specific water system’s intake are included in the drinking water source area for that water system and PWSs are 
encouraged to work with other water providers and other entities within the Subbasin as they evaluate potential 
sources and move forward with developing protection strategies.  
Time of travel to the intake (8-hour TOT estimate):  For surface water systems that encompass an area greater 
than 100 square miles DEQ has also estimated the area within an 8-hour time of travel from the intake. The 8-hour 
time of travel distance was estimated using Extended Unit Runoff Method (EROM) for the intake’s stream 
segment in the National Hydrography Dataset (NHDPlus V2). Input data for EROM includes runoff, temperature, 
precipitation and the model is calibrated using stream gage flow records.  For estimating the 8-hour time of travel 
distance, DEQ used the NHDPlus-V2 mean annual flow estimate (V0001E) attribute which provides a calculated 
stream velocity in the reach at mean flow. For purposes of this assessment, the 8-hour time of travel is calculated 
only for the intake’s reach segment and is shown as a radial ring originating at the intake which conservative 
estimate of the upstream 8-hr time of travel distance. The 8-hour time of travel area is provided as a planning tool 
for the public water system and community since eight hours should provide adequate response time to protect the 
integrity of the public water system intake after a spill or release at any crossing or discharge point to the stream. 
Although potential risks to the water supply can exist throughout the watershed, the area within an 8-hour time of 
travel from the intake is the area where contamination poses the greatest threat to the drinking water supply. It is 
recommended the water system and community considers increased protection within this 8-hour travel time from 
the intake for spills and other acute risks.  Focus may need to extend further upstream for contaminants that are 
contributed to the stream over long time periods or recur frequently. 
(2) There are independent public water systems that purchase water from the water systems listed and distribute it 
within their service areas.  The total population served listed includes these "wholesale" customers and the total 
number of PWSs using the source water is also provided.    
(3) Land Ownership/Use 
The dataset is a combination of multiple datasets and was developed by DEQ in 02/2015 and updated 03/2017.  
The primary dataset is from Bureau of Land Management BLM (OWNERSHIP_POLY.shp dated 06/20/2013) 
obtained from BLM at: http://www.blm.gov/or/gis/data-details.php?id=425.  Publication date: 20130718.  The 
dataset has been modified by grouping land owner categories in order to simplify data display on the map and 
using geospatial techniques to add additional data to capture the following land uses: 
 agricultural land using a combination of the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) data from Natural 
Resource Conservation Service (2007 “ cdl_awifs_r_or_2007.tif”) and agricultural land zoning from OR 
Dept. of Land Conservation and Development (note that public water systems may obtain more detailed 
information on potential crop types using the US Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics 
Service "CropScape-cropland data layer."  Available at https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/), 
 private industrial forests using Oregon Dept. of Forestry’s (ODF) Private_Industrial_2006_ ORLambert.shp” 
last updated in 2013,  
 local government land combined from BLM ownership, tax lot ownership information from local county tax 
lot data and “OR Map” on-line application: http://www.ormap.net/,  
 private urban lands based on private lands located within 2016 city limits, and  
 all other categories (BLM, USFS, State, etc) from BLM 06202013 data.  Note that Private urban lands may 
include residential, municipal, commercial, and industrial land uses.  Private non-urban lands typically include 
rural residential land but may also include commercial and industrial land uses. 
Because of the nature of combining multiple datasets, minor discrepancies will be seen in some maps especially at 
larger scales.  Public water systems and communities could use tax lot data available from the counties or other 
datasets to further refine the analysis if higher accuracy is needed. 
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(4)  High Soil Erosion Potential  
For this updated source water assessment, DEQ used three different soil evaluation methods for estimating soil 
erosion potential depending on the overall slope of the land surface and data availability.  These datasets are as 
follows: 
(4a) For areas with > 75% soil disturbance (such as tilled or bare soils) AND lower slopes (generally ≤30%,  
i.e. valleys and agricultural lands):  Potential erosion rates are predicted using USDA Natural Resource 
Conservation Service (NRCS) Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation -2 (RUSLE2), under conditions of exposed 
soil lacking both plant roots and conservation practices to reduce or control erosion.  The Oregon Dept. of 
Agriculture’s Erosion Vulnerability Index (EVI) utilizes the same approach and erosion rate classifications used 
are from ODA’s EVI documentation.  The NRCS-RUSLE2/ODA-EVI method utilizes the whole soil erodibility 
(Kw), rainfall erosivity (R), and length and gradient of slope (LS) factors from NRCS’s RUSLE with the soil cover 
(C) and conservation practice (P) factors set at a value of 1.  Setting soil cover and conservation practice factors to 
“1” illustrates a worst-case scenario where soil is uncovered and exposed directly to precipitation forces and where 
no conservation practices are in place. Therefore, this index reflects erosion risk from severe agricultural 
disturbance without mitigating measures in place. It does not evaluate delivery to surface waters. In the Updated 
Source Water Assessments, DEQ mapped locations where RUSLE2 values are >5 (indicating moderate to very 
high erosion vulnerability), slopes are low enough for intensive agriculture (≤30%), AND within 300 feet of 
surface water to estimate where delivery to water is possible.  Maps and data of soil qualities without the 300-foot 
stream buffer in local areas can be provided to public water systems and communities if additional detail or scale 
is needed for place-based planning. 
(4b) For management activities such as silviculture, grazing, mining, urban development, fire, firebreaks, 
etc. with < 75% soil surface disturbance  – the risk of soil loss after disturbance activities that expose the soil 
surface is based on the “off-road/off-trail erosion hazard rating”  developed by the USDA NRCS as shown in the 
Web Soil Survey online viewer (https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx) .  Surface 
erosion hazard potential for non-Forest Service lands with soil disturbance is determined by combining the effects 
of slope and the whole soil erodibility factor ("Kw-factor") using 1:24,000 Soil Survey Geographic Database 
(SSURGO) data.  The Kw-factor estimates the susceptibility of soil particles to detachment and movement by 
water including the effects of rainfall, surface runoff, and infiltration.  Soils with erosion hazard ratings of 
Moderate, Severe, and Very Severe are more sensitive to extensive ground disturbance such as uncontrolled 
grazing, forestry, heavy equipment use, fire control,  mining, and urban development.  In the Updated Source 
Water Assessments, DEQ mapped locations where erosion hazard is moderate or higher AND that are within 300 
feet of surface water to estimate where delivery to water is possible. Maps and data of soil qualities without the 
300-foot stream buffer in local areas can be provided to public water systems and communities if additional detail 
or scale is needed for place based planning. 
According to NRCS, the ratings are:  
Slight—Erosion is unlikely under ordinary climatic conditions. 
Moderate—Some erosion is likely; control measures may be needed. 
Severe—Erosion is very likely; control measures for vegetation re-establishment on bare areas and 
structural measures are advised. 
Very Severe—Significant erosion is expected; loss of soil productivity and off-site damages are likely; 
control measures are costly and generally impractical. 
Note that the off-road/off-trail erosion hazard rating assumes up to 75% of the soil surface is bare. Gully erosion, 
plowing or other disturbances that “disturb up to nearly 100 percent of the area and change the character of the 
soil”, and Histosol soils containing primarily organic materials are not adequately characterized by this method 
and effects will be underestimated. Erosion hazard from roads and trails can also be accessed using the USDA 
NRCS Web Soil Survey online viewer (https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx).  Areas 
with >75% disturbance and lower slopes are addressed using the NRCS-RUSLE2/ODA-EVI method – see info in 
4a).   
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(4c) Where NRCS SSURGO data is not available (typically National Forest lands), Soil Resource Inventory (SRI) 
information from the US Forest Service was used to determine erosion potential.  Erosion potential for soils 
represented in the SRI data is based on available representative data attributes such as sedimentation yield 
potential, sediment, or surface soil erosion potential.  Specific information on the factors used for each National 
Forest to evaluate sensitivity is available from DEQ upon request. In the Updated Source Water Assessments, 
DEQ mapped locations where soils with erosion risk is within 300 feet of surface water to estimate where delivery 
to water is possible. 
(5) Landslide Information 
OR Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) Statewide Landslide Information Database of 
Oregon Release 3.2 (SLIDO-3.2).  Includes earth and debris slides, flows, slumps, falls and complex landslide 
types. Does not include rock material landslide deposits.  The landslide data set is published to improve the 
understanding of landslide hazards in Oregon and to provide a statewide base level of landslide data. This product 
is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for or be suitable for legal, engineering, or 
surveying purposes. Users of this information should review or consult the primary data and information sources 
to ascertain the usability of the information. This publication cannot substitute for site-specific investigations by 
qualified practitioners. Site-specific data may give results that differ from the results shown in the publication. For 
more information see: http://www.oregongeology.org/sub/slido/  
OR DEQ's Water Quality Program is currently working with DOGAMI to develop and provide a more detailed 
landslide potential analysis for public water systems. Contact Oregon DEQ's Water Quality Program for further 
information on the analysis. If data is available for the specific area, DEQ will provide the more detailed landslide 
analysis to the public water system. 
(6)   Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS) data is obtained from Oregon Health Authority’s Data 
Online available at https://yourwater.oregon.gov/.   
 "Significant detections" indicate water quality tests with analytical results greater than the detection limit 
(for volatile and synthetic organic compounds (VOCs and SOCs)) or one-half of the maximum allowable 
contaminant level (for inorganic compounds (IOCs), arsenic and nitrate).  Significant detections are not 
water quality violations but may require follow-up actions by the OHA Drinking Water Program. 
Significant detections are available as “alerts” in OHAs Data Online. 
 Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) Violations indicate samples that exceed the MCL and may be 
based on an average of samples or violation of a treatment technique (i.e. lead and copper rule). 
Maximum Contaminant levels and action levels for chemicals are available OAR 333-061-0030. Does 
not include violations for late/non-reporting or treatment/distribution system deficiencies. 
 A full list of tested and regulated volatile organic chemicals, synthetic organic chemicals and inorganic 
compounds and disinfection byproducts is provided in OAR 333-061-0030 and OAR 333-061-0036.   
Only regulated chemicals are reported in SDWIS. It is important to note that public water system 
compliance data is collected after drinking water treatment, typically at the entry point to the distribution 
system.  
(7) DEQ/OHA source water monitoring project samples were collected between 2008 and 2012 and analyzed 
for several hundred compounds, including Oregon-specific herbicides, insecticides, pharmaceuticals, volatile 
organic compounds (including cleaners), fire retardants, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (organic compounds 
produced as byproducts of fuel burning) and plasticizers.  Only the contaminants that were detected are listed.  The 
concentrations of compounds listed were detected at very low levels well below existing standards and guidelines 
and are well within acceptable limits. The primary objective of this ongoing monitoring program is to identify 
priorities for drinking water protection through water quality data.  Water quality samples are taken from raw 
source waters, not treated drinking water. A comprehensive list of analytical methods, compounds, and detection 
limits is available in each Analytical Report (search DEQ database or by request) and information is summarized 
at  http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/programs/Pages/DWPAssessments.aspx 
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Inventory of Potential Sources of Pollution (Table 2 and Figures) 
 
This information is intended to supplement the original Source Water Assessment completed for the water system 
between 2000 and 2005 by DEQ and Oregon Health Authority.   This update should be used in conjunction with 
the original inventory.  DEQ can provide more information on potential impact, risk and status as the public water 
system moves into developing protection strategies.  
The inventory of potential sources of pollution is based on the readily-available state and federal regulatory 
databases listed below and general categories of land use/ownership.  The primary intent is to identify and locate 
significant potential sources of contaminants of concern.  Areas with agricultural, septic systems, or managed 
forests are generally not identified in the regulated databases but are presented in the figures as a factor of land 
ownership/use.   
It is important to remember that the sites and areas identified are only potential sources of contamination to the 
drinking water.  Water quality impacts are not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly 
and land use activities occur in such a way as to minimize erosion and contaminant releases.  
 It is highly recommended that the community “enhance” or refine the delineation of the sensitive areas and the 
identification of the potential contamination sources through further research and local input.  If there were no 
potential sources of contamination identified during the review of regulatory databases or community’s enhanced 
inventory, the water system and community should consider the potential for future development to impact the 
source water. 
 
Table 2 Header Description 
Database Identifier 
(DB_ID) 
Database Type and site name for identified potential pollutant 
Site Identifier (Site 
ID) 
Program specific identifier. This is the number or name used to look the site up in the 
programs regulatory database. 
Status Select information on the site that helps to evaluate potential risk to water quality 
Common Name, 
Address, City 
Common Name, Address and City as listed in the regulatory database. Note that some sites 
may have addresses associated with responsible party, not the physical location of the site. 
County County site is located in 
Retrieval Date 
(Ret_Date) 
Date the information was retrieved from the individual programs regulatory database 
Data Source Source for geographic information system (GIS) data 
 
State and Federal Regulatory Database Information 
CAFO 
Oregon Department of Agriculture's Confined Animal Feeding Operation database of 
livestock owners. Includes permitted, non-permitted, and applications.  Status indicates 
facility designation and animal type.  Permits typically address conditions for animal waste 
management. More information at 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/NaturalResources/Pages/CAFO.aspx 
 
DOGAMI Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries list of mining sites. Status includes 
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DEQ Dry Cleaners list 
Status indicates Facility type and information on historic and  current solvent use. Facility 
Type: 
Dry Cleaner - currently active 
Dry Store: current ‘dry store’: pickup and drop off point that does not have a dry 
cleaning machine on site.  These sites may still pose a risk as the industry has 
consolidated over past decades, so many of these used to be dry cleaners and may 
have contamination. 
Closed site:  There is no longer a dry cleaner or dry store on site, and the site has not 
opted to stay in the program as 'inactive'. Note that when a site changes ownership, 
the old Dry Cleaner ID (DCID)  may be identified as Closed and a new dry cleaner 
record may be added for the new owner resulting in the potential for on address to 
have more than one status  
Listed Inactive:  Site is no longer a dry cleaner or dry store but the property owner or 
former operator has opted to continue paying dry cleaner program fees in order to 
maintain their liability protection & cleanup coverage. 
Solvent Supplier:  This may be a chemical supply businesses or individual dry cleaner 
that imports their own solvent from out-of-state 
SolventBefore1998: true if dry cleaning solvent was used at this site prior to spill 
prevention regulations that came in around 1998. If this field is true, there’s a higher 
likelihood that there may be contamination on site. 
PercUseOngoing:   true if perchloroethylene solvent is currently used at the site. 
DWP-PCSs 





Potential sources of contamination (PCS) identified by the DEQ and Oregon Health 
Authority drinking water protection (DWP) program in the original source water 
assessments completed between 2000 and 2005.  Status includes DEQ’s potential 
contaminant source Code (i.e. M31 or R15), Source type (P= point source, A=Area wide 
source) and a description of the land use type. Note that sources classified as “Area-wide” 
were marked at a point on the map closest to the intake, well or spring.   Additional detailed 
maps can be provided upon request for source areas where DWP PCSs are not shown on 
maps to improve map clarity.   
DWP-PCS (update) 
Potential sources of contamination (PCS) identified by the OHA or DEQ  in the Source 
Water Assessment updates completed in 2016 and 2017.  May include information from 
interviews with public water system operators, field visits, aerial photograph or topographic 
map review.  A=Area wide source and P= point source as described above for DWP-PCSs. 
ECSI 
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database. Includes the U.S. EPA National 
Priorities List (NPL) and the U.S. EPA Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Information System (CERCLA) list.  Includes sites where 
further assessment or action is needed.  More information available at  
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Hazards-and-Cleanup/env-cleanup/Pages/ecsi.aspx 
ECSI-NFA 
DEQ Environmental Cleanup Site Information database site where no further action (NFA) 
is required.  Public water system may consider verifying with DEQ that standards used 
during site investigation were protective of drinking water. 
HW LQG 
 
 SQG  
  or CEG 
DEQ Hazardous Waste generators that submit an annual report to DEQ.  This list includes 
active facilities in HazWaste.NET (http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Hazards-and-
Cleanup/hw/Pages/HW-Reporting.aspx). Status includes information on generator size 
including LQG (Large Quantity Generator), SQG (Small Quantity Generator), CEG 
(Conditionally Exempt Generator), and Unknown (may be used oil or universal waste 
activities or old generators that require further assessment. 
HW/TSD 
DEQ Hazardous Waste Program registered sites that treat, store or dispose of hazardous 
waste.   Includes both active and inactive sites in the process of closing or in post-closure 
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LUST 
DEQ leaking underground storage tank (LUST) list - includes sites that have reported 
releases from petroleum-containing underground storage tanks, including residential 
heating oil tanks, regulated tanks at gas stations and other commercial facilities, and non-
regulated tanks.  
LUST-NFA 
DEQ leaking underground storage tank (LUST) list where no further action (NFA) is 
required or cleanup is completed.  PWS may consider verifying with DEQ that standards 
used during site investigation were protective of drinking water. 
Oil & Gas Wells Oil and Gas wells from OR Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. Only includes 
wells with a status of “permitted”.  
OSMB Oregon State Marine Board's Boating Access Sites.  
School  
School as identified by Department of Human Services.  Further evaluation may be needed 
to identify if school has onsite/septic system, pesticide use, chemistry lab, vehicle 
maintenance, or other potential contaminant sources.  
SFM-HSIS AST   
Aboveground storage tank(s) as identified in the State Fire Marshall Hazardous Material 
Information System (HMIS) site list.  Aboveground tanks storing gas products were not 
included since gaseous compounds rarely pose a threat to surface water or groundwater.  
Additional information on material stored and tank size is available upon request.  
SFM (HSIS) 
 
State Fire Marshall Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS) site list. Status 
indicates number of different chemicals stored on site. A full list of chemicals with 
information on storage type and a range of amounts is available on request.  Information on 
materials in a gas-form was not included in the chemical counts since gaseous compounds 
rarely pose a threat to surface water or groundwater. 
Stream 
Crossing/Bridge 
Oregon Department of Transportation structure in the “Bridge” layer for interstates, 
highways, or Oregon Routes. Does not include crossings over ODOT 2012 Roads layer.  
Includes some culverts. Name indicates water body (or other structure) crossed and the 
highway/route name. 
SW 
DEQ Active Solid Waste Disposal Permits list. Status includes permit type and activity 
(active, terminated, closure, pending).  Solid waste disposal site permits are issued for the 
following facility types: landfill, solid waste treatment, transfer station/material recovery, 
composting, incineration, conversion technology, and energy recovery. 
UIC – 
Stormwater 
DEQ Underground Injection Control (UIC) list of facilities with registered underground 




DEQ Underground Injection Control (UIC) facilities with registered underground injection 




DEQ registered underground storage tank (UST) list with details on number of tanks 
upgraded to current standards, decommissioned and with unknown status that require 
further assessment. 
WQ SIS 
DEQ Site Information System (SIS) which includes Water Pollution Control Facility 
(WPCF) permits where discharge to surface water is not allowed and National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for "point source" discharges into surface 
water. Includes both individual permits (site specific) and general permits covering a 
category of similar discharges.   
WQ SIS- 
WWTP 
Subset of water quality Site Information System (SIS) for domestic wastewater treatment 
plants that discharge to surface water 
WQ SIS  
Outfalls 
Water quality effluent outfalls - location of permitted outfall to water body. May vary from 
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WQL  Streams/ 
Lakes 




Streams and lakes identified by DEQ under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act as Water 
Quality Limited and either having (Category 4A) or needing (Category 5) a Total 
Maximum Daily Load pollutant load limit. Streams and lakes with insufficient data 
(Category 3) to make a determination are also shown.  Based on Oregon’s 2012 Integrated 







 Oregon Department of Transportation interstate, highway, road or route identified in the 
Integrated Transportation Information System database.  
Roads 
Oregon Department of Transportation 2012 Roads layer - note roads are usually mapped by 




Oregon Department of Transportation structure in the “Bridge” layer for interstates, 
highways, or Oregon Routes. Does not include crossings over ODOT 2012 Roads layer.  
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General Water Quality Information  
Handbook for Developing Watershed Plans to 
Restore and Protect Our Waters (EPA) 
https://www.epa.gov/polluted-runoff-nonpoint-source-
pollution/handbook-developing-watershed-plans-restore-and-protect 
Water Quality Model Code and Guidebook 
(DLCD) http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/pages/waterqualitygb.aspx 
DEQ Toxics Reduction Strategy http://www.oregon.gov/deq/Hazards-and-Cleanup/ToxicReduction/Pages/Reducing-Toxics.aspx 
Oregon’s Groundwater Protection Program – 
who does what? (DEQ) http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/programs/Pages/GWP-about.aspx 
Groundwater Basics for Drinking Water 
Protection (DEQ) http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/dwpGwBasics.pdf 
Protecting Oregon's Groundwater from 
Contamination (OSU) http://groundwater.orst.edu/groundwater/ 
Oregon Climate Change Research Institute  http://occri.net/ 
Climate Impacts in the Northwest (EPA) https://19january2017snapshot.epa.gov/climate-impacts/climate-impacts-northwest_.html 
Climate science, data, tools, and information 
(NOAA) http://www.noaa.gov/climate.html 
Harmful Algae Blooms (OHA) FAQs, 




Harmful Algal Blooms (DEQ) - agency 
strategy, actions to control/eliminate & 
prevention 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/Pages/Harmful-Algal-Blooms.aspx 
Residential Areas, Parks and Golf Courses 
Domestic Well Safety Program (OHA) 
Resources/ contacts for domestic/private wells 
http://public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments/DrinkingWater/Sou
rceWater/DomesticWellSafety/Pages/index.aspx 
Well Water Program (OSU)- tech. assistance 
for domestic/private wells & septic systems 
http://wellwater.oregonstate.edu/  
Oregon's Domestic Well Testing Program for 
Real Estate Transactions 
http://public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments/DrinkingWater/Sou
rceWater/DomesticWellSafety/Pages/Testing-Regulations.aspx 
Household Hazardous Waste Program website 
(DEQ)  
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Hazards-and-Cleanup/hw/Pages/hhw.aspx 
Household Hazardous Waste  - locally-
sponsored and county collection programs 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Hazards-and-Cleanup/hw/Pages/HHW-




Technical Information and Factsheets  
for Water Quality 
 
PLEASE NOTE: The Internet URL Addresses listed in this document were included as a convenience for the 
users of this document. All URL Addresses were functional at the time this publication was last updated 
(January 2018).  For active links, this list is located at http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/programs/Pages/DWP-
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Residential Areas, Parks and Golf Courses (cont.) 




Household Hazardous Wastes (EPA) https://www.epa.gov/hw/household-hazardous-waste-hhw 
Recycle Used Motor Oil Resources (EPA)  https://www.epa.gov/recycle/managing-reusing-and-recycling-used-oil 
Frequently Asked Questions About Heating Oil 
Tanks (DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/tanks/Pages/hot.aspx 
Proper Care/Maintenance of Heating Oil and 
Other Unregulated Tank Systems 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/ProperCareMaintenance.pdf  
Oregon resources for on-site septic systems 
(DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/Residential/Pages/Septic-Smart.aspx 
Oregon’s Onsite Wastewater Management 
Program (Septic Systems) (DEQ)  http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Residential/Pages/Onsite.aspx 
Local Outreach Toolkit for Septic Systems 
(EPA) https://www.epa.gov/septic/septic-systems-outreach-toolkit 
A Homeowners Guide to Septic Systems (EPA)  http://www.nesc.wvu.edu/pdf/ww/septic/epa_septic_guide.pdf 
Septic Tank Maintenance (DEQ)  http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/septictankmaintFS.pdf 
Septic Systems OSU Extension website (OSU) http://wellwater.oregonstate.edu/septic-systems-0 
Groundwater protection and your septic system 
(National Small Flows Clearinghouse) http://www.nesc.wvu.edu/pdf/ww/septic/septic_tank3.pdf 
Combating Illegal Dumping (DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/mm/Pages/Illegal-Dumping.aspx and  
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/mm/Pages/Illegal-Dumping-Clean-
Up.aspx 
Water Well Owner’s Handbook & other related 
guidance documents (WRD) http://www.oregon.gov/owrd/pages/pubs/index.aspx 
Oregon Water Resources Department http://egov.oregon.gov/OWRD/ 
Disposal of Chlorinated Water from Swimming 
Pools and Hot Tubs (DEQ)  http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/bmpchlorwaterdisp.pdf 
Source Water Protection Publications (EPA) for 
managing various including: 
Septic Systems 
Turfgrass and Garden Fertilizer 
Application 
Small-Scale Application of Pesticides 
Small Quantity Chemical Use 
Pet and Wildlife Waste 
Storm Water Runoff 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/programs/Pages/DWP-Pubs.aspx 
(see EPA Source Water Protection Practices Bulletins) 
Integrated Plant Protection Center (OSU) http://ipmnet.org/ 
National Pesticide Information Center http://npic.orst.edu/ 
Integrated Pest Management and Pesticide 
Safety for Schools (OSU) http://www.ipmnet.org/Tim/PSEP_home.htm 
Golf Course Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
tool and BMP Generator  http://www.greengolfusa.com/tiki-index.php 
EcoBiz Certified Landscapers and Auto Repair 
Shops http://ecobiz.org/find-an-ecobiz/  
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Agriculture / Forestry Land Uses 
Tips for Small Acreages in Oregon (NRCS) - 
Fact Sheets on wells, septic systems, animals, 
crops, weeds, streamside erosion protection. 
Includes specific factsheets for Eastern and 




Source Water Protection Pubs (EPA) for 
managing various activities including: 
Agricultural Fertilizer Application 
Large-Scale and Small-Scale 
Application of Pesticides 
Livestock, Poultry and Horse Waste 
Above Ground and Underground 
Storage Tanks 
Small Quantity Chemical Use 
 Turfgrass and Garden Fertilizer 
Application 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/programs/Pages/DWP-Pubs.aspx 
(see EPA Source Water Protection Practices Bulletins) 
Oregon Small Farms (OSU Extension) 
Information on Crops, Grains, Livestock, 
Pastures, and Soils (see tabs at top of page for 
multiple resources) 
http://smallfarms.oregonstate.edu/ 
Oregon Pesticide Stewardship Partnerships and 
Waste Pesticide Collection Events   
http://www.oregon.gov/oda/programs/pesticides/water/pages/pesticidest
ewardship.aspx 
Managing Waste Pesticide (DEQ)  http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/Hazards-and-Cleanup/hw/Pages/Miscellaneous-Industries.aspx 
Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) – 
resources for reducing impacts http://www.oregon.gov/oda/Pages/default.aspx 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts (OACD) 
– technical assistance for rural landowners, 
family forests and growers 
http://oacd.org/conservation-districts/directory 
Natural Resources Conservation Service, 
Oregon (NRCS) http://www.or.nrcs.usda.gov/ 
NRCS Financial Assistance Programs http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/or/programs/financial/ 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
Hatchery Information (ODFW) http://www.dfw.state.or.us/fish/hatchery/ 
Animal Care and Handling Facilities (from 
California stormwater program) 
https://www.casqa.org/sites/default/files/BMPHandbooks/BMP_IndCo
mm_Appendix_D.pdf 
Managing Small-acreage Horse Farms (OSU) https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/ec1558/viewfile 
Irrigation well use and maintenance See resources for domestic wells under Information for Residential Areas   
Oregon State University Forestry & Natural 
Resources Extension Program http://extensionweb.forestry.oregonstate.edu/ 
Oregon Department of Forestry Stewardship 
Foresters http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/Working/Pages/FindAForester.aspx 
Oregon Department of Forestry Grants and 
Incentives http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/AboutODF/Pages/GrantsIncentives.aspx 
US Department of Agriculture Forest Incentive 
Programs Available in Oregon http://www.srs.fs.usda.gov/econ/data/forestincentives/or.htm 
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Agriculture / Forestry Land Uses 
US Department of Agriculture Pacific Northwest 
Research Station http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/ 
US Forest Service State & Private Forestry–
Cooperative Forestry, Forest Health Protection, 




Water quality impacts information from US 
Forest Service - Part III: Chapter 10: Forest 
Management; Chapter 13: Pesticides and Part 
IV: Chapter 14-16 Animals 
http://www.srs.fs.fed.us/pubs/gtr/gtr_srs039/ 
 
National Management Measures to Control 
Nonpoint Source Pollution from Forestry (EPA)  
http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/forestry/forestrymgmt_index.cfm 
 




Oregon Forest Practices Act https://www.oregon.gov/ODF/Working/Pages/FPA.aspx 
Forest Practices Board Manual (Washington 
Dept. of Natural Resources) 
http://www.dnr.wa.gov/about/boards-and-councils/forest-practices-
board/rules-and-guidelines/forest-practices-board-manual 




American Tree Farm Systems (ATFS) https://www.treefarmsystem.org/ 
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) https://us.fsc.org/en-us/certification 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) http://www.oregonsfi.org/ 
Dovetail Partners, Inc. http://www.dovetailinc.org/ 
Commercial / Industrial / Municipal Land Uses 
Drinking Water Protection Strategies for 
Commercial & Industrial Land Uses (DEQ) http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/DWPStrategiesComInd.pdf 
Business and Industry tips for reducing water 
quality impacts (DEQ) http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/dwpbusindtips.pdf 
Source Water Protection Publications (EPA) for 
managing various including: 
Above Ground and Underground 
Storage Tanks 
Aircraft and Airfield Deicing 
Operations 
Highway Deicing Operations 
Vehicle Washing 
Pet and Wildlife Waste 
Small Quantity Chemical Use 
Storm Water Runoff 
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/programs/Pages/DWP-Pubs.aspx 
(see EPA Source Water Protection Practices Bulletins) 
Free Assistance from DEQ’s Toxics Use and 
Waste Reduction Assistance  http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/TABrochure.pdf 
Managing Used Computers and Other Electronic 
Equipment (DEQ)  
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/ecycles/Pages/default.aspx 
Computer and Electronic Equipment Recyclers 
(DEQ) 
http://www.deq.state.or.us/ecsearch/Default.aspx 
Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program 
(DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/wqpermits/Pages/UIC.aspx 








Commercial / Industrial / Municipal Land Uses (cont.) 
Industrial Stormwater Best Management 
Practices Manual (DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/wq/wqpermit/docs/IndBMP02141
3.pdf 
Illicit Discharge and Source Tracing Guidance 
Manual (Washington Stormwater Center) 
http://www.wastormwatercenter.org/illicit-connection-illicit-discharge 
Construction Stormwater Best Management 
Practices Manual (DEQ) 
http://www.deq.state.or.us/wq/stormwater/docs/nwr/constrbmps.pdf 
Low Impact Development O&M guidance  
(Washington Stormwater Center) 
http://www.wastormwatercenter.org/lid-mando/ 
Water quality impacts information from USFS 
- Part V: Chapter 18-20 Mining and Oil/Gas 
http://www.srs.fs.fed.us/pubs/gtr/gtr_srs039/ 
Dam Safety Publications and Resources 
FEMA website 
https://www.fema.gov/dam-safety-publications-resources 
Healthcare: Pollution Prevention & Best 
Management Practices (EPA) 
http://www3.epa.gov/region9/waste/p2/hospart.html 
Boating / Marinas / Recreation Areas 
Oregon Clean Boater Program (OSMB) http://www.oregon.gov/OSMB/boater-info/Pages/Clean-Boater.aspx 
Clean Boater Guide (OSMB) http://www.oregon.gov/OSMB/boater-
info/Documents/2015_osmb_clean_boater_guide_forweb.pdf 
Best Management Practices for Oregon’s 
Marinas (DEQ) 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/marinas.pdf 
Clean Marina Program (OSMB) http://www.oregon.gov/OSMB/boater-info/Pages/Clean-Marinas.aspx 
Clean Marina Guidebook (OSMB) http://www.oregon.gov/OSMB/forms-
library/Documents/Environmental/entire_clean_marina_guidebook.pdf 
Marine Sewage and Wastewater Disposal 
(DEQ)  
http://www.oregon.gov/OSMB/Pages/Pumpout-and-Dump-Stations.aspx 
Water quality impacts information from US 
Forest Service - Part II: Chapters 7-8: 
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Funds and Resources for 
Drinking Water Source Protection
This document provides brief descriptions and contact information for resources available to 
public water systems, including grants and loans to fund drinking water infrastructure and 
source protection projects. DEQ’s list of "Technical Information and Factsheets for Water 
Quality Protection" provides other websites and resources available to public water systems 
and community members seeking to work on watershed protection. 
Note: The Internet links listed in this document were included as a convenience for the users 
of this document. All URL Addresses were functional at the time this publication was last 
updated (January 2018).   
 
Oregon Health Authority (OHA)  
Drinking Water Services  
Phone: 971-673-0405  
Website: www.healthoregon.org/dwp  
The Oregon Health Authority (OHA) is the primacy agency for the implementation of the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SWDA) in Oregon. ORS 338.277 authorizes the OHA to 
administer the federal Safe Drinking Water Act in Oregon as the Primacy Agency in 
agreement with the federal government.  ORS 448.131 further authorizes the adoption of 
standards necessary to protect public health through insuring safe drinking water within a 
water system.  Standards in OAR 333-061 outlines requirements for systems to meet MCLs, 
submit to periodic inspections, and meet enforcement requirements as administered by OHA. 
As the primacy agency, OHA also approves drinking water treatment plans and sets 
construction standards, operator certification standards, and enforces rules to ensure safe 
drinking water. The OHA website has extensive information on drinking water treatment 
requirements: http://healthoregon.org/dwp 
In order to assist systems in complying with standards, OHA also provides technical 
assistance and oversight of grants and loans from the Safe Drinking Water Act for public 
water system operation and improvements. For those Safe Drinking Water Act loans and 
grant funds, the Oregon Health Authority partners with Oregon Infrastructure Finance 
Authority to provide the financial services (see below). 
 
Business Oregon - Infrastructure Finance Authority (IFA) 
Infrastructure Finance Authority (IFA) 
Municipal Infrastructure Funding 
Phone: (503) 986-0123 
Website: www.orinfrastructure.org 
IFA is a division of Business Oregon that provides funding for municipally owned 
infrastructure projects.  IFA manages federal infrastructure funds for agencies such as Oregon 
Health Authority and Housing and Urban Development. IFA is not a regulatory agency but 
collaborates and supports our state and federal partners with financing programs and technical 
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The list of available funding programs for drinking water infrastructure and source protection is: 
• Safe Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund (SDWRLF) 
• Drinking Water Source Protection Fund (DWSP) 
• Water/Wastewater Financing Program (WWFP) 
• Special Public Works Fund (SPWF) 
• Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG) 
• Port Revolving Loan Fund (PRLF) 
Safe Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund (SDWRLF)  
This loan program funds drinking water system improvements needed to maintain compliance with the Federal 
Safe Drinking Water Act. The Safe Drinking Water Fund is funded by annual grants from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and matched with funds from the state Water/Wastewater Financing Program. The 
program is managed by the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Drinking Water Services.  The loans are managed 
by the Oregon Infrastructure Finance Authority (IFA). 
The Safe Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund (SDWRLF) is designed for water source, treatment, distribution, 
storage and related infrastructure projects. Funding is available for all sizes of water systems, although 15 percent 
of the funds are reserved for systems serving a population of fewer than 10,000. Eligible applicants can be owners 
of water systems that provide service to at least 25 year-round residents or systems that have 15 or more 
connections (or a nonprofit with 25 or more regular users). Owners can be a nonprofit, private party or 
municipality, but systems cannot be federally owned or operated. 
To be eligible for funding, a project must solve an existing or potential health hazard or noncompliance issue 
under federal/state water quality standards. The following are the main types of eligible activities: 
• Engineering, design, upgrade, construction or installation of system improvements and equipment for 
water intake, filtration, treatment, storage, transmission 
• Acquisitions of property or easements 
• Planning, surveys, legal/technical support and environmental review 
• Investments to enhance the physical security of drinking water systems, as well as water sources 
SDWRLF loan amount: The program provides up to $6 million per project (more with additional approval) with 
the possibility of subsidized interest rate and principal forgiveness for a Disadvantaged Community.  The standard 
loan term is 20 years or the useful life of project assets, whichever is less, and may be extended up to 30 years 
under SDWRLF for a Disadvantaged Community. Interest rates are 80 percent of state/local bond index rate. 
To apply, the municipality should first submit a Letter of Interest to Oregon Health Authority where it will be 
rated and ranked. Call Oregon OHA Drinking Water Services at 971-673-0422 or go to the OHA website: 
www.healthoregon.org/srf  
Projects placed on the Project Priority List will be invited to apply through IFA for funding. Contact your IFA 
Regional Coordinator for assistance and more information. Call IFA at 503-986-0123 or 
http://www.orinfrastructure.org/  
Drinking Water Source Protection Fund (DWSP)  
From the Safe Drinking Water Act, loans and grants are also available for drinking water protection projects: low 
interest loans up to a maximum of $100,000 per project, and grant funds up to $30,000 per water system. Eligible 
systems include any public and privately-owned Community and Nonprofit Non-Community water systems with 
a completed Source Water Assessment are able to demonstrate a direct link between the proposed project and 
maintaining or improving drinking water quality.  Eligible activities include those that lead to risk reduction 
within the delineated source water area or would contribute to a reduction in contaminant concentration within the 
drinking water source.  Projects can take either a local or regional approach.  Local projects are defined as 
activities that concentrate on a public water system’s source area(s).  Regional projects are defined as activities 
that involve multiple communities and/or water systems attempting to address a common source water issue or 
group of issues. 
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The categories for eligible projects for DW Source Protection funding include the following: 
Refined Delineation OHA and DEQ have completed delineations for most drinking water source areas 
(DWSA) for the community and non-community public water systems.  DWSAs include aquifer recharge 
areas for groundwater sources and watershed areas for surface sources.  DW Source Protection funding 
can be used to complete, update, or refine DWSA delineations using new or additional site-specific 
information as part of a more comprehensive protection strategy. 
Updated Assessment 
Inventory – Projects that improve upon existing potential contaminant source inventories 
available from the DEQ database, Geographic Information System, and Assessment Reports 
prepared by OHA/DEQ.  A project could involve expanding or updating the inventory of land 
uses or existing and potential point and non-point contaminant sources. 
Evaluation – Projects establishing a water quality monitoring project to evaluate existing and 
potential threats to water quality.  This could include evaluating and prioritizing potential threats 
(or protection activities) based upon new or more detailed information. 
 Source Protection Planning 
Projects designed to identify appropriate protection measures, including development of a comprehensive 
DW Source Protection plan, educational projects, projects to identify and ensure implementation of Best 
Management Practices (BMPs), development of local DW Source Protection ordinances, development of 
restoration or conservation plans for the source area for future easement or land acquisition. 
Implementation 
Funds can be used to implement many types of protection strategies in drinking water source areas.  This 
can include implementation of any eligible activities that will reduce risks within the source water area 
or would contribute to a reduction of contaminant concentration within the drinking water source(s). 
Examples of the types of projects that can be funded include: 
• Implementing drug-take-back projects in source areas 
• Projects for reducing pesticide application rates and loadings in source area 
• Implementing pesticide and household hazardous waste collection events 
• Closure of high-risk abandoned or unused (private or irrigation) wells close to supply well 
• Projects for reforestation or replanting in sensitive or riparian areas 
• Installation of fencing to protect sensitive riparian source areas 
• Installation of signs at boundaries of zones or protection areas 
• Projects for assessing risks from onsite systems near supply wells, inspections, pump-outs, or 
decommissioning onsite systems.  
• Secondary containment for high-risk ABOVE ground tanks 
• Focused workshop events for household/business instruction for changing to alternative 
nonhazardous product usage (“green chemical” products) 
• Seismic spill prevention or inspection project in proximate areas for high-risk sources 
• Permanent abandonment (i.e. filling) of inadequately constructed private wells within the source 
area 
• Installation of fencing around the immediate intake or well area to provide protection 
• Structures to divert contaminated stormwater runoff  affecting the source area 
• Set up ecosystem services (or similar) project in watershed to fund preservation areas 
• Implementation of pollution prevention or waste reduction projects 
• Restoration and/or conservation projects within the drinking water source area 
• Implementation of water reuse and other conservation measures related to source protection 
• Implementation of best management practice projects 
• Implementation of conservation easements to protect sensitive source areas 
• Implementation of a drinking water source protection ordinance 
• Establishing management plans for easements or lands purchased within source areas 
• Development of educational flyers/brochures for purposes of public education 
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• Purchase of lands within the drinking water source area (funded only via low interest loans) 
Any Public and Privately-owned Community and Nonprofit Non-Community water systems with a 
completed Source Water Assessment are eligible for funds.  A “community water system” is defined as a 
public water system that has 15 or more service connections used by year-round residents, or which 
regularly serves 25 or more year-round residents.  This includes water systems that are owned privately, 
by non-profit or public entities such as a city, district, or port.  A “nonprofit non-community water 
system” is a public water system that is not a community water system and that regularly serves at least 
25 people (more than 6 months per year) and is legally recognized under Oregon law as a nonprofit entity. 
For the source water protection funds, contact OHA regarding the letter of interest submittal schedule. Call 
Oregon OHA Drinking Water Services at 971-673-0422 or go to the OHA website: www.healthoregon.org/srf or 
contact IFA at 503-986-0123;  www.orinfrastructure.org 
Water/Wastewater Funding Program (WWFP) 
This loan program funds the design and construction of public infrastructure needed to ensure compliance with 
the Safe Drinking Water Act or the Clean Water Act. The public entities that are eligible to apply for the program 
are cities, counties, county service districts, tribal councils, ports, and special districts as defined in ORS 198.010.  
Municipalities must either have a documented compliance issue or the potential of a compliance issue in the near 
future. 
Allowable funded project activities may include: 
• Construction costs, including Right of Way and Easements, for improvement or expansion of drinking 
water, wastewater or stormwater systems 
• Design and construction engineering 
• Planning/technical assistance for small communities 
WWFP Loans  
The maximum loan term is 25 years or the useful life of the infrastructure financed, whichever is less. The 
maximum loan amount is $10 million per project (more with additional approval) through a combination of 
direct and/or bond funded loans. Loans are generally repaid with utility revenues or voter approved bond 
issues. A limited tax general obligation pledge also may be required. "Credit worthy" borrowers may be 
funded through the sale of state revenue bonds. 
WWFP Grants  
Grant awards up to $750,000 may be awarded based on a financial review. An applicant is not eligible for 
grant funds if the applicant's annual median household income is equal or greater than 100 percent of the state 
average median household income for the same year. 
Funding for Technical Assistance 
The Infrastructure Finance Authority offers technical assistance financing for municipalities with populations 
of less than 15,000. The funds may be used to finance preliminary planning, engineering studies and 
economic investigations. Technical assistance projects must be in preparation for a construction project that is 
eligible and meets the established criteria. 
Grants up to $20,000 may be awarded per project. 
Loans up to $60,000 may be awarded per project. 
To apply, call IFA at 503-986-0123, then contact your IFA Regional Coordinator for assistance and more 
information.  http://www.orinfrastructure.org/  
Special Public Works Fund (SPWF) 
The Special Public Works Fund (SPWF) provides funds for publically owned facilities that support economic and 
community development in Oregon. Funds are available to public entities for planning, design, purchasing, 
improving and constructing publically owned facilities, replacing publically owned essential community facilities, 
emergency projects as a result of a disaster, and for planning.  Public agencies that are eligible to apply for 
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funding are cities, counties, county service districts (ORS 451), tribal councils, ports, districts as defined in ORS 
198.010, and airport districts (ORS 838). 
SPWF Loans 
Loans for development (construction) projects range from less than $100,000 to $10 million (more with 
additional approval). The Infrastructure Finance Authority offers very attractive interest rates that reflect tax-
exempt market rates for highly qualified borrowers. Initial loan terms can be up to 25 years or the useful life 
of the project, whichever is less. 
SPWF Grants 
Grants are available for construction projects that create or retain traded-sector jobs. They are limited to 
$500,000 or 85 percent of the project cost, whichever is less, and are based on up to $5,000 per eligible job 
created or retained.  Limited grants are available to plan industrial site development for publically owned sites 
and for feasibility studies. 
To apply, call IFA at 503-986-0123, then contact your IFA Regional Coordinator for assistance and more 
information.  http://www.orinfrastructure.org/  
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
Grants and technical assistance are available to develop livable urban communities for persons of low and 
moderate incomes by expanding economic opportunities and providing housing and suitable living environments.  
Non-metropolitan cities and counties in rural Oregon can apply for and receive grants. [Oregon tribes, urban 
cities (Albany, Ashland, Bend, Corvallis, Eugene, Gresham, Hillsboro, Medford, Portland, Salem and Springfield) 
and counties (Clackamas, Multnomah, Washington) receive funds directly from HUD.]  Funding amounts are 
based on the applicant’s need, the availability of funds, and other restrictions defined in the program’s guidelines. 
The maximum available grant for drinking water system projects is $3,000,000.   
All projects must meet one of three national objectives: 
• The proposed activities must benefit low- and moderate-income individuals. 
• The activities must aid in the prevention or elimination of slums or blight. 
• There must be an urgent need that poses a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the 
community. 
To apply, call IFA at 503-986-0123, then contact your IFA Regional Coordinator for assistance and more 
information.  http://www.orinfrastructure.org/  
Port Revolving Loan Fund (PRLF)  
The Port Revolving Loan Fund (PRLF) is a loan program to assist Oregon ports in the planning and construction 
of facilities and infrastructure. Ports must be incorporated under ORS Chapter 777 or 778.  The Fund may be used 
for port development projects (facilities or infrastructure) or to assist port-related private business development 
projects. The variety of eligible projects is very broad and may include water-oriented facilities, industrial parks, 
airports and commercial or industrial developments.  Eligible project costs can include engineering, acquisition, 
improvement, rehabilitation, construction, operation, and maintenance or pre-project planning.  Projects must be 
located within port district boundaries. The maximum loan amount is $3 million at any one time.  The loan term 
can be as long as 25 years or the useful life of the project, whichever is less. Interest rates are set by the IFA at 
market rates, but not less than Treasury Notes of a similar term minus one percent. 
Note: Flexible manufacturing space projects will not accrue interest until the building is at least 25 percent 
occupied or until three years after the date of the loan contract, whichever is earlier. 
To apply, call IFA at 503-986-0123, then contact your IFA Regional Coordinator for assistance and more 
information.  http://www.orinfrastructure.org/  
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Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)  
Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) 
Clean Water State Revolving Fund  
503-229-6412  
Website: http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/cwsrf/Pages/default.aspx 
Low-cost loans for planning, design, and construction projects to attain and maintain water quality standards, and 
necessary to protect beneficial uses such as fish habitat, drinking water sources, irrigation, and recreation. Eligible 
borrowers are public entities, such as cities and counties, Indian tribal governments, sanitary districts, soil and 
water conservation districts, irrigation districts, various special districts and some intergovernmental entities. 
CWSRF offers:  
• Low-cost loans and bond purchases 
• Lower than market interest rates 
• Fixed interest rates 
• Terms up  to 30 years   
• Up to 100% of eligible costs covered 
• No match required 
• Repayment begins after project is constructed 
• No pre-payment penalty 
• Additional financial incentives, including principle forgiveness  
Applications are accepted year round with scheduled review and ranking in the first week of January, May and 
September. Contact the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ); for a list of CWSRF project 
officers, go to http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/cwsrf/Pages/CWSRF-Contacts.aspx. 
Financial incentives make CWSRF loans worth exploring. Principle forgiveness is available for communities 
meeting affordability criteria, or for meeting green project criteria.  Implement a non-planning nonpoint source 
project and a traditional point source wastewater treatment project through the same application to reduce your 
interest rate on the combined two projects to as low as 1%. This combined application is called a sponsorship 
option. 
CWSRF Pollution Reduction Funding 
The Clean Water State Revolving Fund loan program provides low-cost loans to public entities for the planning, 
design or construction of both point source and nonpoint source projects that prevent or mitigate water pollution. 
Wastewater facility improvements and stormwater management projects are funded with CWSRF. 
CWSRF loans fund development of nonpoint source water quality improvement plans, such as an integrated water 
resources plan and a regional or municipality-wide stormwater management plan.  Planning loans can also fund 
the establishment of watershed partnerships, local ordinances to implement a stormwater master/management 
plan, engineering and development standards for new and redevelopment, permanent riparian buffers, floodplains, 
wetlands and other natural features. 
CWSRF offers a Local Community Loan, which allows the borrower to make loans to private entities like home 
owners and farmers. The Local Community Loans fund the repair and replacement of failing decentralized 
systems. This loan type can also fund nonpoint source agricultural best management practices such as building 
manure containment structures, manure digesters, and fences to protect riparian resources capture and convert 
methane, and purchase calibrated application equipment.  
CWSRF loans fund a variety of nonpoint source watershed improvement implementation projects such as 
establishing or restoring permanent riparian buffers and floodplains, and daylighting streams from pipes. Loans 
can fund protecting and restoring streamside areas, wetlands and floodplains, and to acquire riparian land, 
wetlands, conservation easements, and land to protect drinking water sources.  
More information on DEQ’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund program can be found here:  
http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/cwsrf/Pages/default.aspx.  For specific information on the Sponsorship Option, 
Planning Loans, Nonpoint Source Loans, or Local Community Loans, see   
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http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/cwsrf/Pages/CWSRF-Application.aspx.   The application requirements for 
CWSRF loans may take some lead-time to develop and may require out-of-pocket expense to prepare. 
Prospective CWSRF applicants should discuss any questions about the required content of these items with a 
regional DEQ CWSRF Project Officer at the earliest opportunity 
(http://www.oregon.gov/DEQ/wq/cwsrf/Pages/CWSRF-Contacts.aspx). 
Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs) 
Supplemental Environmental Projects are administered by DEQ’s Office of Compliance and Enforcement.  When 
DEQ assesses civil penalties for environmental law violations, violators can offset up to 80% of their monetary 
penalty by agreeing to pay for a Supplemental Environmental Project that improves Oregon’s environment. SEPs 
can be for pollution prevention or reduction, public health protection, environmental restoration and protection as 
long as it is a project that the respondent is not already required to do by law or where the project would be 
financially self-serving for the respondent. The work can be completed by a third-party like a local government, 
watershed council, non-profit or private entity. Coastal PWSs can develop a “SEP Application” with general 
information that OCE can distribute to respondents. Community organizations with proposed projects are also 
free to contact respondents on their own initiative. The enforcement case does not necessarily have to be in the 
same area (watershed/county, etc.) as the environmental project or even address the same media (i.e. 
air/water/land). Interested parties can sign up for DEQ’s public notifications via email at 
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/Get-Involved/Pages/Public-Notices.aspx  - when signing up, select types of 
information (select “enforcement actions”) and which counties or subbasins are of interest.  
Nonpoint Source Implementation 319 Grants  
Nonpoint Source Grants support implementation and planning projects that address water quality problems in 
surface and groundwater resources resulting from nonpoint source pollution. Funds are appropriated by DEQ 
through the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act and support a wide 
variety of management activities, including technical assistance, site assessment, public awareness and education, 
training, technology transfer, demonstration projects, and monitoring to assess the success of specific nonpoint 
source implementation projects. Eligible applicants include government agencies, tribal nations and nonprofit 
organizations. For more information including funding availability, eligible projects, and application requirements 
and timelines see http://www.oregon.gov/deq/wq/programs/Pages/Nonpoint-319-Grants.aspx 
 
Oregon Water Resources Department (WRD) 
Water Resources Development Program  
725 Summer Street NE, Suite A  
Salem, OR  97301  
Phone: 503-986-0900   
The Water Resources Department is the state agency charged with administration of the laws governing surface 
and ground water resources. The Department's core functions are to protect existing water rights, facilitate 
voluntary streamflow restoration, increase the understanding of the demands on the state's water resources, 
provide accurate and accessible water resource data, and facilitate water supply solutions. WRD is charged with 
carrying out the water management policies and rules set by the Water Resources Commission and with 
overseeing the enforcement of Oregon's water laws. By law, all surface and ground water in Oregon belongs to 
the public.  
WRD’s mission is to serve the public by practicing and promoting responsible water management through two 
key goals:  
• to directly address Oregon's water supply needs, and  
• to restore and protect streamflows and watersheds in order to ensure the long-term sustainability of 
Oregon's ecosystems, economy, and quality of life.  
WRD developed Oregon’s 2012 Integrated Water Resources Strategy to help individuals and communities 
address instream and out-of-stream needs now and into the future, including water quantity, water quality and 
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ecosystem needs. More information can be found at: 
https://www.oregon.gov/owrd/Pages/law/integrated_water_supply_strategy.aspx 
There is funding available to support planning, feasibility studies, and implementation of water projects: 
Place-Based Integrated Water Resources Planning 
Place-based planning is a voluntary, locally initiated and led effort in which a balanced representation of 
water interests within a basin or watershed work in partnership with the state to: characterize current 
water resources and issues (water quantity, water quality, ecosystem health); understand current and 
future instream and out-of-stream water needs and demands; identify and prioritize strategic solutions to 
address water needs; and, develop a place-based integrated water resources plan that informs the state-
wide strategy.  
Recent cycle of funding included $750,000 in grants; requires 25% cost-share.  
For more information, contact Harmony Burright at 503-986-0913. 
Feasibility Study Grants 
Once potential projects are identified, communities often find it difficult to secure funding to assess their 
viability. This program component addresses that need by providing grant funding to cover 50% of the 
cost of conducting feasibility studies for potential water conservation, storage and reuse projects. A 
feasibility study is an assessment of the practicality of a proposed project or plan and can be used to 
determine if and how a project should proceed to the implementation phase. 
Recent cycle of funding included $2.8 million in grants; 50% cost share required. 
For more information, contact Jon Unger at 503-986-0869. 
Water Project Grants & Loans (formerly Water Supply Development Grants & Loans) 
This account provides grants and loans to evaluate, plan and implement instream and out-of-stream water 
development projects that have economic, environmental and social/cultural benefits. Eligible projects 
include, but are not limited to projects that: increase water use efficiency; develop new or expanded 
storage; allocate federally stored water; promote water reuse or conservation; and protect or restore 
stream flows. 
Recent cycle funding included $14 million in grants or loans; 25% cost share required; applications 
accepted year round.  
For more information, contact Jon Unger at 503-986-0869. 
More details and updates for these grants can be found at: 
http://www.oregon.gov/OWRD/pages/Water_Resources_Development_Program.aspx 
Municipal Water Management and Conservation Planning  
Municipal water management and conservation planning provides a process through which cities and other 
municipal water suppliers estimate long-range water supply needs and identify alternatives, including water 
conservation programs, to meet those needs. The Department requires many municipal water suppliers to prepare 
plans as conditions of their water use permits or permit extensions. 
Water Rights 
Oregon’s water laws are based on the principle of prior appropriation. This means the first person to obtain a 
water right on a stream is the last to be shut off in times of low streamflows. In water-short times, the water right 
holder with the oldest date of priority can demand the water specified in their water right regardless of the needs 
of junior users. The date of application for a permit to use water usually becomes the priority date of the right. 
Watermasters respond to complaints from water users and determine in times of water shortage, which generally 
occur every year, who has the right to use water. Each summer as streamflows drop, watermasters regulate junior 
users to provide water to the more senior users. On many streams throughout the state, by the end of summer, 
there is only enough water to supply users who established their rights in the late 1800s. All of the more recently 
established rights will have been regulated off by the watermaster. 
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There are “watermaster” offices located around the state. The watermaster office is an excellent source of local 
information. Watermasters can research water rights for a particular stream reach and provide supporting maps 
(above). During critical flow periods, watermasters regulate water usage to enable senior water right holders to 
satisfy their water right. The watermaster may also provide information regarding instream leases, ground water 
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Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) 
Salem Headquarters  
2600 State Street  
Salem, Oregon 97310 
 http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/Pages/index.aspx 
The Oregon Department of Forestry manages and regulates activities on non-federal forestland in Oregon. There 
are three main divisions under ODF-- Fire Protection, Private Forests, and State Forests.  The Private Forests 
Division administers the Forest Practices Act and various forestry incentive programs and employs the use of 
about 50 Stewardship Foresters who work closely with landowners and operators The State Forests Division is 
responsible for forest management to provide economic, environmental, and social benefits to Oregonians.   
Financial incentive programs are aimed at encouraging and assisting landowners in managing their resources and 
meeting their objectives. Typical forestry projects can be aimed at protecting the landowner's 
resources/investment from fire or insect and disease infestation, to increasing its monetary and environmental 
value in the future. 
Information about all ODF and federal forestry-related grants and incentive programs can be found at:  
http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/AboutODF/Pages/GrantsIncentives.aspx 
Community Forest Program 
The Community Forest and Open Space Conservation Program is a federal financial assistance program with 
grants available to local governments, Indian tribes, and qualified nonprofit organizations to establish community 
forests and sustainably manage them for many public benefits, including recreation, income, wildlife habitat, 
stewardship demonstration sites, and environmental education. 
Conservation Stewardship Program 
To help landowners and operators maintain existing stewardship and adopt additional conservation on privately-
owned, non-industrial working forests and agricultural lands.  
Forest Legacy Program 
The Forest Legacy Program is a national program that addresses privately-owned forestlands that face threats of 
conversion to non-forest use by development pressures. The goal of the Forest Legacy Program is to promote 
stewardship and sustainable management of private forest lands by maintaining working forests that conserve 
important forest resource and conservation values. Forest Legacy provides funds for eligible private forestlands 
for the purchase of development rights through either conservation easement or fee-title acquisition into public 
ownership. All properties entered into Oregon’s Forest Legacy Program – either through conservation easement, 
fee acquisition or donation – have their forest resources and conservation values protected and managed in 
accordance with a State Forester-approved Forest Stewardship Plan (see below). 
 
Forest Stewardship Program   
Oregon’s Forest Management Planning System recognizes that forest management planning is a journey – 
Pathways to Stewardship -- involving several distinct steps.  A landowner’s initial interest may be related to a 
specific project or action that is pressing on their property – such as reducing hazardous wildfire fuels or 
combating an invasive weed. Landowner assistance organizations and agencies usually first cross paths through 
outreach efforts defined around mutual interests or resource concerns. Landowners who are just beginning the 
management planning process begin a more formal journey by taking the Woodland Discovery step. Woodland 
Discovery consists of gathering basic property information and solidifying management goals. The remaining 
steps for completing your forest management plan include organizing the planning elements into specific 
management planning modules: soil and water, forest vegetation, fish and wildlife, access and protection, scenery 
and enjoyment and tax and business. Every step completed along the way results in the identification of specific 
actions that a landowner can take to improve conditions of the forestland or otherwise meet goals in owning 
forestland. Completion of a forest management plan opens up formal types of engagement such as forest 
certification and the enrollment of lands into specialized conservation programs that define a long-term 
commitment to sustainable forestry.  
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Healthy Forests Reserve Program (HFRP) 
The goal is to restore and enhance ecosystems and habitat for threatened and endangered species while promoting 
sustainable timber harvests on working forest lands. 
  
Department of Agriculture 
Natural Resources Program  
635 Capitol St. NE 
Salem, OR 97301-2532 
Phone: 503 986-4700 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/NaturalResources 
The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) is responsible for developing plans to prevent and control water 
pollution from agricultural activities and soil erosion on rural lands. ODA’s Natural Resources Program aims to 
conserve, protect, and develop natural resources on public and private lands in order to ensure that agriculture will 
continue to be productive and economically viable in Oregon. Natural Resources Programs work to do the 
following: 
• Address water quality and natural resource conservation on agricultural lands 
• Protect Oregon’s environment and public health by ensuring the proper and legal sale, use, and 
distribution of pesticide products 
• Assist local soil and water conservation districts as they help landowners properly manage Oregon’s 
natural resources 
More information on the Agricultural Plan Areas and Regulations can be found at: 
https://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/NaturalResources/AgWQ/Pages/AgWQPlans.aspx 
Information on local management plans and your area’s ODA Water Quality Specialist can be found at: 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/NaturalResources/AgWQ/Pages/AgWQPlans.aspx 
More information on the regulation and use of pesticides can be found at: 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/Pesticides/Pages/default.aspx 
 
Department of Agriculture 
Pesticide Analytical and Response Center (PARC) 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/Pesticides/Pages/PARC.aspx 
The Pesticide Analytical and Response Center (PARC) was created by executive order in 1978. The program was 
reauthorized under the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) as ORS 634.550, in 1991.  
PARC is mandated to perform the following activities with regard to pesticide-related incidents in Oregon that 
have suspected health or environmental effects: Collect incident information, mobilize expertise for 
investigations, identify trends and patterns of problems, make policy or other recommendations for action, report 
results of investigations, and prepare activity reports for each legislative session. 
PARC does not have regulatory authority. Their primary function is to coordinate investigations to collect and 
analyze information about reported incidents. Investigation coordination includes collecting reports produced by 
member agencies and consultation as necessary with a toxicologist with Oregon State University. Member 
agencies conduct most of the investigations and take any necessary enforcement action(s). The eight member 
agencies include the following: Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (
ODF&W), Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), Oregon 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OR OSHA), Office of the State Fire Marshal (SFM), Oregon 
Poison Center (OPC), Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA). 
To report a pesticide incident that has impacted people, animals, or the environment, contact:  
Theodore Bunch Jr., PARC Coordination Team Leader at 503-986-6470 or toll-free at 844-688-7272 
PARC@oda.state.or.us or Christina Higby, Citizen Advocate Liaison at 503-986-5105 chigby@oda.state.or.us 
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Department of Agriculture 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/SWCD/ 
SWCD Program and Water Quality Program Manager:  John Byers, 503-986-4718 
The Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) Program provides services to the 45 Soil and Water 
Conservation Districts throughout Oregon (list current as of 6/16). SWCDs are local government entities that have 
authorities to address soil, erosion, and water quality issues.
 
Benton SWCD  
456 SW Monroe Ave., Suite 110 
Corvallis, OR 97333 
Phone: 541 753-7208 
Website: www.bentonswcd.org 
 
Burnt River SWCD  
3990 Midway Drive 
Baker City, OR 97814 
Phone: 541 523-7121 Ext. 109 
Email: whitney.collins@bakercountyswcds.com 
 
Clackamas SWCD  
221 Molalla Ave., Suite 102 
Oregon City, OR 97045 
Phone: 503 210-6000 
Website: www.conservationdistrict.org 
 
Clatsop SWCD  
750 Commercial St., Room 207 
Astoria, OR 97103 
Phone: 503 325-4571 
Website: www.clatsopswcd.org 
 
Columbia SWCD  
35285 Millard Road 
St. Helens, OR 97051 
Phone: 503 397-4555 
Website: www.columbiaswcd.com 
 
Coos SWCD  
371 N Adams St. 
Coquille, OR 97423 
Phone: 541 396-6879 
Website: www.coosswcd.org 
 
Crook County SWCD  
498 SE Lynn Blvd. 
Prineville, OR 97754 
Phone: 541 447-3548 
 
Curry County SWCD  
29692 Ellensburg Ave. 
Gold Beach, OR 97444  
Phone: 541 247-2755 Ext. 0#  
Website: www.currywatersheds.org 
 
Deschutes SWCD  
625 SE Salmon Ave., Suite 7 
Redmond, OR 97756 
Phone: 541 923-2204 
Website: www.deschutesswcd.com 
 
Douglas SWCD  
2741 West Harvard Ave. 
Roseburg, OR 97471 
Phone: 541 957-5061 
Website: www.douglasswcd.org 
 
Eagle Valley SWCD  
3990 Midway Drive 
Baker City, OR 97814 
Phone: 541 523-7121 Ext. 109 
 
East Multnomah SWCD  
5211 N Williams Ave. 
Portland, OR 97217 
Phone: 503 222-SOIL (7645) 
Website: www.emswcd.org 
 
Fort Rock / Silver Lake SWCD  
17612 Highway 395 
Lakeview, OR 97630 
Phone: 541 947-5855 
Email: LakeviewSWCD2@hotmail.com 
 
Gilliam County SWCD  
Dunn Office Building  
333 S Main St. 
Condon, OR 97823 
Phone: 541 384-2672  
Email: gilliamswcd@gmail.com  
 
Grant SWCD  
721 S Canyon Blvd. 
John Day, OR 97845 
Phone: 541 575-0135 Ext. 3 
Email: jkehrberg@ortelco.net 
 
Harney SWCD  
530 Highway 20 S  
Hines, OR 97738  
Phone: 541 573-5010  
Email: marty.suter@or.nacdnet.net 
 
Hood River SWCD  
3007 Experiment Station Drive 
Hood River, OR 97031 
Phone: 541 386-4588 / 386-6719 
Website: www.hoodriverswcd.org 
 
Illinois Valley SWCD  
Josephine Co. Office Building  
102 S Redwood Highway 
Cave Junction, OR 97523  
Phone: 541 592-3731  
Email: amy@ivstreamteam.org 
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Jackson SWCD  
89 Alder Street 
Central Point, OR 97502 
Phone: 541 664-1070 
Website: www.jswcd.org 
 
Jefferson County SWCD  
625 SE Salmon Ave., Suite 6 
Redmond, OR 97756 
Phone: 541 923-4358 Ext. 101 
Email: debbe.chadwick@oacd.org 
 
Josephine SWCD  
1440 Parkdale Drive 
Grants Pass, OR 97527 
Phone: 541 474-6840 
Email: joswcd@outreachinternet.com 
 
Keating SWCD  
3990 Midway Drive 
Baker City, OR 97814 
Phone: 541 523-7121 Ext. 109 
Email: whitney.collins@bakercountyswcds.com 
 
Klamath SWCD  
2316 S 6th St., Suite C 
Klamath Falls, OR 97601 
Phone: 541 883-6932 Ext. 101 
Website: www.klamathswcd.org 
 
Lakeview SWCD  
17612 Highway 395 
Lakeview, OR 97630 
Phone: 541 947-5855 
Email: lakeviewswcd2@hotmail.com 
 
Lincoln SWCD  
23 North Coast Highway 
Newport, OR 97365 
Phone: 541 265-2631 
Website: www.lincolnswcd.org 
 
Linn SWCD  
33935 Highway 99E, Suite C 
Tangent, OR 97389 
Phone: 541 926-2483 
Website: www.linnswcd.oacd.org 
 
Malheur County SWCD  
2925 SW Sixth Ave., Suite 2 
Ontario, OR 97914 
Phone: 541 889-2588 Ext. 101 
Email: LRowe@malcoswcd.org 
 
Marion SWCD  
338 Hawthorne Ave. NE 
Salem, OR 97301 
Phone: 503 391-9927 
Website: www.marionswcd.net 
 
Monument SWCD  
Columbia Power Building 
311 Wilson St.  
Monument, OR 97864 
Phone: 541 934-2141  
Website: www.monumentswcd.org 
 
Morrow SWCD  
430 Linden Way 
Heppner, OR 97836 
Phone: 541 676-5452  
Email: swcdmanager@centurytel.net 
 
Polk SWCD  
580 Main St., Suite A 
Dallas, OR 97338 
Phone: 503 623-9680 
Website: www.polkswcd.org 
 
Sherman County SWCD 
302 Scott St.  
Moro, OR 97039 




1775 Laurel Place, Suite 4 
Florence, OR 97439 




4000 Blimp Blvd., Suite 200 
Tillamook, OR 97141 




1080 SW Baseline St., Suite B-2 
Hillsboro, OR 97123 
Phone: 503 648-3174 Ext. 4 
Website: www.swcd.net 
 
Umatilla County SWCD 
1 SW Nye Ave., Suite 130 
Pendleton, OR 97801 




1877 Winchester Ave. 
Reedsport, OR 97467 




10507 N McAlister Road, Room 7 
La Grande, OR 97850 
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Upper Willamette SWCD 
780 Bailey Hill Road, Suite 5 
Eugene, OR 97402 




401 NE 1st St., Suite E 
Enterprise, OR 97828 
Phone: 541 426-4521 
Email: cynthia.a.warnock@gmail.com 
 
Wasco County SWCD 
2325 River Road, Suite 3 
The Dalles, OR 97058 
Phone: 541 296-6178 Ext. 3 
Website: www.wascoswcd.org 
 
West Multnomah SWCD 
2701 NW Vaughn St., Suite 450 
Portland, OR 97210 




40535 Highway 19 
Fossil, OR 97830 




2200 SW Second St. 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
Phone: 503 472-6403 
Fax: 503 472-6407 
Website: www.yamhillswcd.org 
 
Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) 
775 Summer St. NE Suite 360  
Salem, OR 97301  
Phone: (503) 986-0178  
Website: www.oregon.gov/OWEB 
The Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) is a state agency that provides grants to help Oregonians 
take care of local streams, rivers, wetlands and natural areas. Community members and landowners use scientific 
criteria to decide jointly what needs to be done to conserve and improve rivers and natural habitat in the places 
where they live. OWEB grants are funded from the Oregon Lottery, federal dollars, and salmon license plate 
revenue. The agency is led by a 17 member citizen board drawn from the public at large, tribes, and federal and 
state natural resource agency boards and commissions. OWEB provides grants to projects that contribute to the 
Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds and the Oregon Conservation Strategy by protecting, restoring and 
improving clean water and fish and wildlife habitat. See the OWEB website for more information on grants:   
http://www.oregon.gov/OWEB/GRANTS/pages/index.aspx. 
 
Oregon Sea Grant (OSG) 





Oregon Sea Grant serves Oregon coastal communities through integrated research, education and public 
engagement on ocean and coastal issues. Based at Oregon State University, OSG is part of the national network of 
NOAA Sea Grant College Programs, dedicated to promoting environmental stewardship, long-term economic 
development and responsible use of America’s coastal, ocean and Great Lakes resources. OSG targets research on 
better defining the relationships between the many pressures that can degrade water quality: climate change, 
upland and coastal land use, fish and habitat restoration efforts, aquatic invasive species. OSG works with groups 
whose interests sometimes come in conflict - landowners, outdoor recreationists, farmers and woodland 
managers, local government, the general public - to seek solutions that will help sustain healthy watersheds and 
our precious water resources. OSG focuses on the question of resilience - the ability to plan, adapt and rebound in 
the face of change by supporting physical and social science research aimed at better understanding ocean and 
coastal processes and the socio-economic barriers to hazard and climate change preparation. Publications and 
resources available from OSG can be found here: http://seagrant.oregonstate.edu/sgpubs. 
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OSG and OSU Extension produce textbooks and other publications on such topics as conservation-friendly 
gardening, sustainable living and low-impact development. OSG also partners with the Oregon State Marine 
Board to develop the Clean Vessel Act (CVA) Education Initiative. Funded by the Clean Vessel Act of 1992, the 
goal of the CVA Education Initiative is to improve boaters’ awareness, accessibility and use of sewage pump-
outs, dump stations, and floating toilets. Publications and resources available from OSG about watershed health 
can be found here: http://seagrant.oregonstate.edu/sgpubs by using “watersheds and wetlands” in the “Search by 
Subject” field. 
Every two years, OSG awards approximately $2 million in research grants addressing community preparedness 
for climate change, watershed health, other urgent or emerging regional needs with high relevance to coastal 
communities. For more information on grants, see: http://seagrant.oregonstate.edu/research 
 
Source Water Collaborative  
– led by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Technical assistance and lists of resources and contacts are available from this national network that has worked 
to promote drinking water protection for several years. The Source Water Collaborative is a network of federal, 
state, and local organizations led by US EPA. Some of the key Source Water Collaborative members include the 
US EPA, US Department of Agriculture, AWWA, American Planning Association, ASDWA, ACWA, National 
Rural Water Association, Groundwater Protection Council, National Association of Counties, and The Trust for 
Public Land.  Resources can be found here: 
http://sourcewatercollaborative.org/ 
 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Catalog of Federal Funding Sources for Watershed Protection 
This is an online, free searchable database of financial assistance sources (grants, loans, cost-sharing) available to 
fund a variety of watershed protection projects. 
https://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/watershedfunding/f?p=fedfund:1 
 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Environmental Finance Centers  
Free technical assistance is available through EPA’s Environmental Finance Centers. There is currently no 
Environmental Finance Center for US EPA Region 10, but the resources are still available through the US EPA 
website. The program mission is to provide help to those facing the “how to pay” challenges of environmental 
protection. EFC is committed to helping the regulated community build and improve the technical, managerial, 
and financial capabilities needed to comply with federal and state environmental protection laws. 
https://www.epa.gov/waterfinancecenter/efcn 
 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Community Action for a Renewed Environment (CARE) Grants 
Eligible Projects: Prevention of human exposure to harmful pollution; improve water quality. Form community-
based collaborative partnerships; identifying and developing an understanding of the many local sources of risk 
from toxic pollutants and environmental concerns; and setting priorities for the reduction of the identified risks 
and concerns of the community 
Eligible Applicants: Local, public non-profit institution/organizations, federally-recognized Indian tribal 
government, Native American organizations, private non-profit institution/organization, quasi-public nonprofit 
institution/organization both interstate and intrastate, local government, colleges, and universities  
Funding Available:$75,000 to $100,000 with an average project funding of about $90,000 
How To Apply: www.epa.gov/care 
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U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Cooperative Watershed Management Program 
Eligible Projects: Improve water quality; improve ecological resiliency of a river or stream; and to reduce 
conflicts over water at the watershed level by supporting the formation of watershed groups to develop local 
solutions to address water management issues 
Eligible Applicants: States, Indian tribes, local and special districts (e.g., irrigation and water districts, county 
soil conservation districts, etc.), local governmental entities, interstate organizations, and non-profit organizations. 
To be eligible, applicants must also meet all of the following requirements: (1) Significantly affect or be affected 
by the quality or quantity of water in a watershed; (2) Be capable of promoting the sustainable use of water 
resources; (3) Be located in the western United States specifically: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, 
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, 
Washington. 
Funding Available: $22,000-$100,000 in the past 
How To Apply: http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/cwmp/index.html 
 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Farm Service Agency Conservation Programs 
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/index 
USDA Farm Service Agency oversees a number of voluntary conservation-related programs. These programs 
work to address a large number of farming and ranching related conservation issues including: 
• Drinking water protection 
• Reducing soil erosion 
• Wildlife habitat preservation 
• Preservation and restoration of forests and wetlands 
• Aiding farmers whose farms are damaged by natural disasters  
Source Water Protection Program (SWPP) 
The SWPP is designed to protect surface and ground water used as drinking water by rural residents. Through a 
partnership with the National Rural Water Association, local teams are formed to develop plans to reduce 
pollutant impacts in rural areas. 
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/source-water-protection/index 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 
The CRP pays a yearly rental payment in exchange for farmers removing environmentally sensitive land from 
agricultural production and planting species that will improve environmental quality. In exchange for a yearly 
rental payment, farmers enrolled in the program agree to remove environmentally sensitive land from agricultural 
production and plant species that will improve environmental health and quality. Contracts for land enrolled in 
CRP are 10-15 years in length. The long-term goal of the program is to re-establish valuable land cover to help 
improve water quality, prevent soil erosion, and reduce loss of wildlife habitat. 
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/conservation-reserve-program/index 
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) 
The CREP, an offshoot of CRP, targets high-priority conservation issues identified by local, state, or tribal 
governments or non-governmental organizations. In exchange for removing environmentally sensitive land from 
production and introducing conservation practices, farmers, ranchers, and agricultural land owners are paid an 
annual rental rate. Participation is voluntary, and the contract period is typically 10–15 years, along with other 
federal and state incentives as applicable per each CREP agreement. 
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/conservation-reserve-enhancement/index 
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Emergency Conservation Program (ECP) 
The ECP provides funding and technical assistance for farmers and ranchers to restore farmland damaged by 
natural disasters and for emergency water conservation measures in severe droughts.  The ECP also provides 
funding and assistance to help ranchers and farmers install water conservation measures during severe drought.  
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/emergency-conservation/index 
Emergency Forest Restoration Program (EFRP)  
The EFRP, which is very similar to the ECP, provides funding to restore privately owned forests damaged by 
natural disasters.  
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/disaster-assistance-program/emergency-forest-restoration/index 
Farmable Wetlands Program (FWP)  
The FWP is designed to restore wetlands and wetland buffer zones that are farmed. FWP gives farmers and 
ranchers annual rental payments in return for restoring wetlands and establishing plant cover.  
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/conservation-programs/farmable-wetlands/index 
 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
NRCS provides farmers, ranchers and forest managers with free technical assistance, or advice, for their land. 
Common technical assistance includes: resource assessment, practice design and resource monitoring. The 
conservation planner will help you determine if financial assistance is right for you. Technical assistance is also 
available online through Conservation Client Gateway. 
More information about NRCS can be found on their home page: 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/about/ 
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) 
Grants are available for best management practices and conservation on private, non-industrial forestland and 
agricultural lands. Financial assistance is available to help plan and implement conservation practices that address 
natural resource concerns and for opportunities to improve soil, water, plant, animal, air and related resources on 
agricultural land and non-industrial private forestland. In addition, EQIP can help producers meet Federal, State, 
Tribal and local environmental regulations. 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/programs/financial/eqip/ 
Eligible Applicants: Owners of land in agricultural or forest production or persons who are engaged in livestock, 
agricultural or forest production on eligible land and that have a natural resource concern on the land  
Funding Available: Financial and technical assistance to agricultural and forestland producers through contracts 
up to 10 years. Not to exceed $300,000 for all EQIP contracts entered into during any six-year period. If NRCS 
determines project has special environmental significance the payment limitation is a maximum of $450,000. 
Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP) 
CSP helps agricultural producers maintain and improve their existing conservation systems and adopt additional 
conservation activities to address priority resources concerns.  Through CSP, participants take additional steps to 
improve resource condition including soil quality, water quality, water quantity, air quality, and habitat quality, as 
well as energy. Participants earn CSP payments for conservation performance - the higher the performance, the 
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Wetlands Reserve Easements (WRE)  
WRE provides habitat for fish and wildlife, including threatened and endangered species, improve water quality 
by filtering sediments and chemicals, reduce flooding, recharge groundwater, protect biological diversity and 
provide opportunities for educational, scientific and limited recreational activities. 
NRCS also provides technical and financial assistance directly to private landowners and Indian tribes to restore, 
protect, and enhance wetlands through the purchase of a wetland reserve easement.  
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/or/home/?cid=stelprdb1249312 
Agricultural Land Easements (ALE)  
ALE is designed to protect the long-term viability of the nation’s food supply by preventing conversion of 
productive working lands to non-agricultural uses. Land protected by agricultural land easements provides 
additional public benefits, including environmental quality, historic preservation, wildlife habitat and protection 
of open space. 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/or/home/?cid=stelprdb1249312 
Emergency Watershed Protection (EWP)  
The EWP program was set up by Congress to respond to emergencies created by natural disasters. The United 
States Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service is responsible for administering the 
program. EWP is designed to relieve imminent hazards to life and property caused by floods, fires, windstorms, 
and other natural occurrences. It is not necessary for a national emergency to be declared for an area to be eligible 
for assistance. Activities include providing financial and technical assistance to remove debris from streams, 
protect destabilized streambanks, establish cover on critically eroding lands, repairing conservation practices, and 
the purchase of flood plain easements. The purpose of EWP is to help groups of people with a common problem.  
EWP is generally not an individual assistance program. All projects undertaken must be sponsored by a political 
subdivision of the State, such as a city, county, general improvement district or conservation district, or by a tribal 
government. 
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/or/programs/financial/ewp/ 
Other NRCS Programs 
There are other NRCS programs that are specific to Oregon geographic areas---Wildfire Rehabilitation Initiative, 
Organic Initiative, drought funding, and restoration funding---see the Oregon NRCS link for more information on 
those: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/or/programs/financial/eqip/ 
Anyone applying for EQIP or any of the other NRCS grants for the first time should schedule a meeting 
with NRCS to discuss their options before moving forward. 
 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Rural Development Water and Waste Disposal Direct Loans and Grants 
Eligible Projects: Pre-construction and construction associated with building, repairing, or improving drinking 
water, solid waste facilities and wastewater facilities 
Eligible Applicants:  
• Cities or towns with fewer than 10,000 population 
• Counties, special purpose districts, non-profit corporations or tribes unable to get funds from other 
sources at reasonable rates and terms 
Funding Available: Loans (40-year term), grants in some cases, interest rates vary (currently 2.125 – 3.5%) 
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U.S. Department of Commerce 
Community Development Block Grant Planning Program 
Region 10 HUD 
Seattle Regional Office  
Phone: (206) 220-5101 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/states/washington/offices 
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/comm_planning/communitydevelopment/programs 
Eligible Projects: Comprehensive plans, Infrastructure plans, Feasibility studies, Community action plans, Low-
income housing assessments 
Eligible Applicants: Projects must principally benefit low- to moderate-income people in non-entitlement cities 
and counties. 
• Cities or towns with fewer than 50,000 people 
• Counties with fewer than 200,000 people 
Funding Available: Grants 
• Up to $24,000 for a single jurisdiction 
• Up to $35,000 for single jurisdiction projects that address urgent public health and safety needs 
• Up to $40,000 for multiple jurisdictions/joint application 
How To Apply: http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/states/washington/offices 
 
Rural Community Assistance Corporation (RCAC)  
Environmental Programs  
1020 S.W. Taylor Street Suite 450  
Portland, OR 97205  
Local contacts: 
Chris Marko, Rural Development Specialist 503- 228-1780 
RosAnna Noval, Rural Development Specialist 503-308-0207 
Email: cmarko@rcac.org; rnoval@rcac.org 
Website: www.rcac.org 
 At the national level, RCAC has a variety of loans for water and/or wastewater planning, environmental work, 
and other work to assist in developing an application for infrastructure improvements 
Eligible Applicants: Non-profit organizations, public agencies, tribes, and low-income rural communities with a 
50,000 population or less, or 10,000 or less if guaranteed by USDA Rural Development financing. 
Funding Available:  
• Maximum $50,000 for feasibility loan 
• Maximum $350,000 for pre-development loan 
• 1 year term 
• 5.5% interest rate 
How To Apply: Applications accepted anytime. www.rcac.org 
National contact: Josh Griff, 720-951-2163, jgriff@rcac.org 
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Water Research Foundation - Source Water Protection  
Cost-Benefit Tool 
This is a free, online suite of tools designed to assist in evaluating the triple bottom-line costs and benefits of 
different source water protection options. Cost/benefit calculations help evaluate, prioritize, justify, and ultimately 
implement source water protection initiatives. http://www.swptool.org/index.cfm 
 
Healthy Watersheds Consortium 
The Healthy Watersheds Consortium Grant Program has just published a Request for Proposals (RFP) to support 
local projects that protect and sustain healthy watersheds (including drinking water sources).  Through this 
program, EPA will provide approximately $3.75 million over six years to the U.S. Endowment for Forestry and 
Communities for projects that develop and/or support state, interstate, and tribal healthy watersheds programs and 
enhance collaboration among the many groups who benefit from protecting healthy watersheds such as drinking 
water utilities, hunters and fisherman, foresters and farmers, and more. The Endowment is also matching a portion 
of EPA’s financial commitment to the partnership and expects to leverage additional funding from other public 
and private sources. 
The goal of the Healthy Watersheds Consortium Grant Program is to accelerate strategic protection of healthy, 
freshwater ecosystems and their watersheds. This goal will be achieved by: Funding key projects identified in 
existing watershed protection or conservation plans; Building the sustainable organizational infrastructure, social 
support, and long-term funding commitments necessary to implement large-scale protection of healthy 
watersheds; and supporting innovative or catalytic projects that may accelerate or broadly advance the field of 
practice for watershed protection efforts. For more information and to view and download the RFP and other 
helpful documents, visit the website: http://usendowment.org/partnerships/hwcgrantprogram.html 




Ecotrust works to protect and restore watersheds and the economic and public health of the communities that 
depend upon them. Ecotrust develops and applies strategic approaches that improve habitat for native fish and 
wildlife, create local jobs and recreational opportunities, increase public awareness of the value of nature’s 
services like water, and ensure a more reliable access to clean water for all members of the Oregon communities. 
Ecotrust provides Ecosystem Services, GIS Analysis, Mapping, Cartography, Data and Software Development, 
Economic Impact Assessment, etc. 
 
Ecotrust Forest Management  
 http://ecotrustforests.com 
Ecotrust Forest Management is a for-profit forestland investment management company that acquires and 
manages land on behalf of investors and forestland owners to enhance forest health and productivity, and to 
produce a diverse array of forest products and services including timber, biomass, carbon, and improved habitat 
and water quality. Where possible, our goal is to transition land to long-term, local, stewards of land like Tribes, 
Community Forests, Public or State Agencies etc. EFM is adept at using a wide array of financing sources— New 
Market Tax Credits, carbon credits, conservation easements, and restoration funding — to supplement private 
capital resources in the acquisition and management of forestland. Contact:  info@ecotrustforests.com 
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LAND TRUSTS________________________________ 
Resources to assist in locating a land trust can be found here:  
http://findalandtrust.org/states/oregon41 
Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts  
The Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts (COLT) is a newly formed nonprofit representing and serving Oregon’s 
land trusts. Its mission is to serve and strengthen the land trust community in Oregon. Oregon’s land trust 
community is working at local, regional, and statewide scales with landowners, communities, public agencies and 
other partners to maintain the state’s natural heritage and the economies it supports. COLT will accomplish its 
mission by strengthening public policies and programs that are supportive of land conservation, helping to build 
capacity within and across land trusts, and communicating to key audiences about the role of land trusts in 
conserving Oregon’s natural heritage and healthy human communities that depend on it. There are currently 18 
land trusts that are members of COLT. 
Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts 
322 NW 5th, Suite 312 Portland, OR 97209 
Phone: 503-719-4732 http://oregonlandtrusts.org/ 
Land Trust Alliance 
The Land Trust Alliance is a national conservation organization that works preserve land through conservation 
and easements, so land and natural resources get protected. The Alliance is based in Washington, D.C., and has 
several regional offices. 
Northwest Conservation Manager 
1353 Officers Row Vancouver, WA 98661 
Phone: (971) 202-1483 http://www.landtrustalliance.org/ 
Individual land trusts which may be of assistance include: 
The Trust for Public Land 
 http://www.tpl.org/services/conservation-transactions 




The Oregon Community Foundation / Community Grant Program 
Eligible Projects: Community Livability, Environment & Citizen Engagement (10 to 20 percent of grants) 
• Promote leadership development, volunteerism, immigrant integration, and civic participation 
• Support stewardship and appreciation of Oregon's outdoor spaces and scenic beauty 
• Address social, economic and environmental challenges or opportunities by bringing together disparate 
stakeholders 
• Preserve places essential to communities' civic and historic identities 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofits with tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) 
Funding Available: average grant is $20,000 
Contact: http://www.oregoncf.org/grants-scholarships/grants/community-grants 
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National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
Eligible Projects: Environmental Solutions for Communities (1:1 match required) 
• Supporting sustainable agricultural practices and private lands stewardship; 
• Conserving critical land and water resources and improving local water quality; 
• Restoring and managing natural habitat, species and ecosystems that are important to community 
livelihoods; 
• Facilitating investments in green infrastructure, renewable energy and energy efficiency; and 
• Encouraging broad-based citizen and targeted youth participation in project implementation. 
Eligible Applicants: non-profit 501(c) organizations, state government agencies, local governments, municipal 
governments, Indian tribes, educational institutions 
Funding Available: grants range from $25,000 to $100,000 
Contact: 202-595-2434 - Community-Based Conservation  
Access Fund Foundation 
Eligible Projects: land acquisitions; considering the management and financial resources of land ownership, the 
Access Fund views land acquisitions as a tool of last resort and have adopted the following guidelines for land 
acquisition projects. If you are requesting funds for a land acquisitions please call the Access Fund before 
submitting your application. 
• The area must be imminently threatened with permanent closure or sale to an outside party that may 
consider land development opportunities or other uses threatening its climbing and/or access resources. 
• The area can be acquired for a reasonable price (reasonable price being one that falls within existing 
market values and is not in excess of appraised value), together with a reasonable budget (including 
secured funding) or secured exit-strategy for management by another land trust, local climbers 
organization or governmental agency. 
• A fully executed purchase agreement stating how the project will be funded is required before Access 
Fund grant funds will be allocated to any acquisition. 
• A high degree of matching funds is required. The Access Fund's role in land acquisitions is as an 
additional, not primary, funding resource. 
• Applicants whose projects require continued payments and/or financing should submit a plan describing 
how these payments will be met in the future. These include, but are not limited to, property tax 
payments, loan payments, lease and mortgage payments. This payment plan will be taken into 
consideration during the grant review process. 
Eligible Applicants: Local climbing groups, individuals or organizations (Note: tax exempt 501(c)(3) status is 
not a pre-requisite); governmental agencies that wish to sponsor or organize a local project; conservation 
organizations and land trusts. 
Funding Available: $1,000 to $4,000. (The Access Fund considers requests for over $10,000, but these projects 
should have national significance and utilize a high degree of matching funds.) 
Contact: http://www.accessfund.org/ 
The Collins Foundation 
Eligible Projects: land acquisitions; grants are for projects that directly benefit the residents of Oregon 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofits with tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) / agencies that have current 
registration with the offices of the Oregon State Attorney General and the Secretary of State 
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Giles W. and Elise G. Mead Foundation 
Eligible Projects: Preserving and improving the environment; primary emphasis forestry, fisheries and the 
sustainable use of natural resources in western North America 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofits with tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) in western North America 
Funding Available: past grants ranged from $15,000 to $100,000 
Contact: http://www.gileswmeadfoundation.org/ 
Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust 
Eligible Projects: giving limited to organizations and projects in Oregon, with emphasis on the metropolitan 
Portland area; land acquisition is eligible 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofits with tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) 
Funding Available: past grants ranged from $6,000 to $150,000 
How to Apply: apply anytime; board meets approximately every 2 months 
Contact: Tuckertrust@stoel.com 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation 
Eligible Projects: The foundation's grant-making is designed to provide frameworks and concrete examples of 
how practitioners can protect biodiversity in light of climate change through strategic land conservation. The 
program's adaptation efforts focus on three critical land conservation activities undertaken by non-profit 
organizations and government natural resource agencies: 
• Habitat conservation planning (i.e., the identification of which sites should be conserved in their natural 
state to benefit wildlife);  
• Permanent land protection (i.e., the acquisition of conservation easements or fee title to secure high 
priority sites); and C) Management of lands already in protected status. The goal for each of these 
activities is to encourage the conservation community to augment the dominant species-based approach to 
wildlife conservation with a focus on maintaining ecosystem functionality as climate change takes hold.  
• The program has adopted three approaches to achieve its objectives: 1) Identifying resilient landscapes; 2) 
Protecting resilient landscapes; and 3) Managing conserved lands. 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofits with tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) 
Funding Available: past grants ranged in the $100K 
Contact: http://www.ddcf.org/what-we-fund/environment/ 
Bonneville Environmental Foundation 
Eligible Projects: renewable power and acquire, maintain, preserve, restore, protect, and/or sustain fish and 
wildlife habitat within the Pacific Northwest.  
Interest area: Watershed Restoration Program---supports restoration of damaged watershed ecosystems; supports 
communities trying to heal their local watersheds by supporting watershed restoration projects grounded in the 
best available watershed science 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofit organizations 
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The Bullitt Foundation 
Program priorities: 
• Manage freshwater resources: control, use, distribution, conservation; 
• Conserve and restore resilient watersheds, wetlands and estuaries; 
• Maintain a working land base for sustainable agriculture and forestry; 
• Enforce laws and policies intended to assure air and water quality; 
• Create landowner incentives for maintaining and enhancing ecosystem services, including the 
development of market-based mechanisms. 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofit organizations in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, western Montana, south-central 
Alaska, and British Columbia. Within that broad geographic range, work is targeted to specific sub-regions 
generally associated with major population centers. 
Funding Available: varies---past grants ranged from $10,000 to over $600,000 
Contact: http://www.bullitt.org/ 
Weyerhaeuser Foundation 
Eligible Projects: forestry practices, manufacturing's effects on air, water and land; free trade, recycling, 
diversity, land conservation and environmental education; land acquisitions or conservation easement projects 
may fit with the Foundation’s priorities and goals 
Eligible Applicants: educational institutions, non-profit organizations, research institutions in Oregon and 
Washington 
Funding Available: $1,000 - $50,000 
Contact: http://www.wfamilyfoundation.org/ 
Laird Norton Foundation 
Eligible Projects: projects contribute to a heightened awareness of the ecological, social and economic 
significance of water sources and watersheds. Preference will be given to projects which demonstrate innovative 
measures for protecting and restoring water resources and which involve local communities and/or regional 
institutions. 
Eligible Applicants: nonprofit organizations working in Hood Canal (WA), Upper Deschutes (OR), and Rogue 
(OR) watersheds 






Alternative  formats 
Documents can be provided upon request in an alternate format for individuals with disabilities or in a language 
other than English for people with limited English skills. To request a document in another format or language, 
call DEQ in Portland at 503-229-5696, or toll-free in Oregon at 1-800-452-4011, ext. 5696; or email 
deqinfo@deq.state.or.us. 
PWS Name: City of Grants Pass
PWS Number: 00342
Primary Land Data Source
Land use map - Figure 4
Other potential sources of 






Regulatory Database Results - State and Federal within the ~8-Hour Time-of-Travel zone
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source




Hood River 10/21/2015 OR Dept. of Geology and 
Mineral Industries Mineral 
Information layer for Oregon 
Release 2 (DOGAMI/MILO-2 - 
2014)
DOGAMI - Foothill Quarry 15-0001 Permitted - Rock Foothill Quarry (Carla Robertson) 
(NPDES: 1200A permit)




Jackson 10/21/2015 DOGAMI/MILO-2 - 2014
Dogami - Permittee 15-0054 Closed - Rock Sid Sanders Rock Crushing  Not 
applicable
Jackson 10/21/2015 DOGAMI/MILO-2 - 2014
Dogami - Permittee 17-0002 Closed - Shale Jerry Bertagnolli  Not 
applicable
Josephine 10/21/2015 DOGAMI/MILO-2 - 2014
ECSI - ECS Composites 3763 Site active in Cleanup Program ECS Composites 3560 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Environmental Cleanup 
Site Inventory (DEQ/ECSI 
01/2016)
ECSI - Foothill Blvd. Disposal 
Site




0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - Gold Hill Mine 2660 Inactive site with further action needed Gold Hill Mine 36S/4W/S16  0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
Irrigation canal(s)
 - This information supplements the Original Source Water Assessment Inventory dated between 2000 and 2005 and should be used in conjunction with the original inventory to provide a more detailed 
analysis of potential sources of pollution.  
 - Note that due to state database limitations, some sites will require further research to verify presence and location.
 - This summary only includes potential sources of pollution within the estimated 8-hour time of travel area which is provided as a planning tool since eight hours should provide adequate response time to 
protect the integrity of the public water system intake after a spill or release at any crossing or discharge point to the stream. It is recommended the water system and community considers increased 
protection within this 8-hour travel time from the intake for spills and other acute risks.  Focus may need to extend further upstream for contaminants that are contributed to the stream over long time 
periods or recur frequently.
Multiple land uses, primarily urban (residential, municipal, commercial/industrial) near the intake, expending into rural, agricultural. private forestland and Federal (BLM) land 
uses.  
Appendix 5 - Table 2 Detail, Inventory of Potential Sources of Pollution (8-Hour time-of-
Travel zone) as identified in readily accessible state and federal databases and GIS layers
Updated Source Water Assessment
see Appendix 2 for Key to Tables for Notes and Descriptions of Acronyms
Drinking water treatment plant(s)
Extensive paved or developed surfaces (stormwater runoff)
Highly maintained lawns, parks, golf courses
Utility right-of-way







L....:=---- -\11l irn,I) 
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Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
ECSI - Hansen Site (Grants 
Pass)
5275 Inactive site with further action needed Hansen Site (Grants Pass) Ament and N Sts. Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - Hidden Treasure Mine 2661 Inactive site with further action needed Hidden Treasure Mine 36S/4W/S16  0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - Jewett Mine 2662 Inactive site with further action needed Jewett Mine 36S/5W/S27  0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - Laureldale Lane 
Groundwater
4520 Site active in Cleanup Program Laureldale Lane Groundwater 200-400 block Laureldale Ln. 




0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - NFA - Grants Pass 
Irrigation Dist.
547 No further action required Grants Pass Irrigation Dist. 36S/5W/S23, 24, 14 Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - NFA - Rogue River 
Towing
4202 No further action required Rogue River Towing 107 Depot St. Rogue 
River
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - NFA - US Forest 
Industries
571 No further action required US Forest Industries 1090 SE "M" St. Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - NFA - Warehouse 
Rebuilders & Manufacturing
1516 No further action required Warehouse Rebuilders & 
Manufacturing
1961 SE "N" St. Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
ECSI - Spalding & Son Inc. 552 Inactive site with further action needed Spalding & Son Inc. 2345 SE "N" St. Grants 
Pass
0 01/25/2016 DEQ/ECSI 01/2016
0




Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Becklin Holdings Inc. 3560 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/29/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Hazardous Waste 
Program database (DEQ/HW - 
01/2016)




Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) First Student, Inc. #20204A 1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016
Haz Waste Generator - Schnitzer 
Steel Ind Inc For*
ORQ000013
508
Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Schnitzer Steel Ind Inc Former 
Sessler
605 NE AGNES AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016




Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Spalding & Son Inc 2345 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016




Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Star Collision Center 210 GILMORE ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016




Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Swissmetric Inc 1610 PARKDALE DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016
Haz Waste Generator - 
Warehouse Rebuilding & Mfg *
ORD987202
447
Conditionally Exempt Generator (CEG) Warehouse Rebuilding & Mfg Inc 961 SE GLADIOLA DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/29/2016 DEQ/HW - 01/2016
LUST - COLVIN OIL CO INC 17-98-0086 CLEANUP_STARTED COLVIN OIL CO INC 2520 FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Land Quality Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank 
database (DEQ/LUST - 2016)
LUST - POWELL DIST CO - 
COLVIN/GRANTS PASS
17-99-0050 CLEANUP_STARTED POWELL DIST CO - 
COLVIN/GRANTS PASS




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST - SABO, BARBARA HOT 34-99-1046 CLEANUP_STARTED SABO, BARBARA HOT 605 NE AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST - U-SAVE GAS 17-98-0090 CLEANUP_STARTED U-SAVE GAS 935 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - ALTHEIDE, SYLVIA 17-99-0056 CLEANUP_COMPLETED ALTHEIDE, SYLVIA 3660 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - CLOVER CREST 
MARKET
17-02-1517 CLEANUP_COMPLETED CLOVER CREST MARKET 2600 CLOVERLAWN DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 2 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
LUST NFA - COLVIN OIL CO 
INC
17-99-0076 CLEANUP_COMPLETED COLVIN OIL CO INC 2520 FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - COLVIN OIL CO., 
ROGUE RIVER ARCO
15-90-0110 CLEANUP_COMPLETED COLVIN OIL CO., ROGUE RIVER 
ARCO
95 PINE ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - FRUITDALE 
SCHOOL HOT
17-96-0064 CLEANUP_COMPLETED FRUITDALE SCHOOL HOT 1560 HAMILTON LN GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - GI JOES 
PROPERTY
17-94-0020 CLEANUP_COMPLETED GI JOES PROPERTY SW CORNER OF 




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - JOSEPHINE 
COUNTY SHERIFF STORAGE 
YARD
17-03-2539 CLEANUP_COMPLETED JOSEPHINE COUNTY SHERIFF 
STORAGE YARD
1798 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - LEW MERRILL 
LUMBER CO.
17-90-0022 CLEANUP_COMPLETED LEW MERRILL LUMBER CO. 1750 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - MOORE, M HOT 
(MOORE RESIDENCE)
15-00-0025 CLEANUP_COMPLETED MOORE, M HOT (MOORE 
RESIDENCE)
6595 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - NEGRO, GAYLE 17-94-0037 CLEANUP_COMPLETED NEGRO, GAYLE 257 GORDON WAY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - OREGON STATE 
HIGHWAY, 3-8 GRANTS PASS
17-92-0092 CLEANUP_COMPLETED OREGON STATE HIGHWAY, 3-8 
GRANTS PASS
345 AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - PETERSON, GARY 
L.
17-93-0037 CLEANUP_COMPLETED PETERSON, GARY L. 910 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - RIVERSIDE 
SCHOOL HOT
17-93-0074 CLEANUP_COMPLETED RIVERSIDE SCHOOL HOT 1200 SE HARVEY DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - ROGUE RIVER 
SCHOOL DISTRICT
15-91-0121 CLEANUP_COMPLETED ROGUE RIVER SCHOOL 
DISTRICT
1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - ROGUE RIVER 
TOW-LARRY'S TRIANGLE 
SERVI*
15-93-0095 CLEANUP_COMPLETED ROGUE RIVER TOW-LARRY'S 
TRIANGLE SERVICE
MAIN & DEPOT ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - ROGUE VALLEY 
SASH & DOOR
17-93-0104 CLEANUP_COMPLETED ROGUE VALLEY SASH & DOOR 123 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - SMITH RESIDENCE 15-94-0009 CLEANUP_COMPLETED SMITH RESIDENCE 6916 W EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - SPALDING & SON, 
INC.
17-90-0007 CLEANUP_COMPLETED SPALDING & SON, INC. 2345 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
LUST NFA - STONE FOREST 
INDUSTRIES
17-93-0024 CLEANUP_COMPLETED STONE FOREST INDUSTRIES 851 SE MILBANK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/LUST - 2016
OSMB - Chinook Park Chinook 
Park
Boating access site Chinook Park Boat Ramp Chinook Park Unknown Josephine 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating 
Access Sites Database (OSMB 
03/2016)
OSMB - Coyote Evans Wayside Coyote 
Evans 
Wayside
Boating access site Coyote Evans Wayside City Boat 
Ramp
Coyote Evans Wayside Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OSMB 03/2016
OSMB - Pierce Riffle Pierce Riffle Boating access site Pearce Riffle Park Boat Ramp Pierce Riffle Unknown Josephine 03/2016 OSMB 03/2016





Boating access site Savage Rapids Boat Ramp Savage Rapids County Park Unknown Douglas 03/2016 OSMB 03/2016
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 3 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Fruitdale Elementary School
445 Unknown Fruitdale Elementary School 1560 Bill Baker Way Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - 
Office of Forecasting, 
Research, and Analysis (via 
OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015)
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Grants Pass High School
442 Unknown Grants Pass High School 1137 SE Gladiola Dr Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Newbridge High School
2260 Unknown Newbridge High School 2001 NE F St Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Phagans' Grants Pass College of 
Beauty
-1 Unknown Phagans' Grants Pass College of 
Beauty
304 NE AGNESS GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rivers Edge Academy Charter 
School
4856 Unknown Rivers Edge Academy Charter 
School
270 W Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Riverside Elementary School
440 Unknown Riverside Elementary School 1200 SE Harvey Dr Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River Elementary School
399 Unknown Rogue River Elementary School 300 Pine St Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River Junior/Senior High
401 Unknown Rogue River Junior/Senior High 1898 E Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River SD 35
2044 Unknown Rogue River SD 35 1898 E Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
SFM - HSIS - ALPINE WEST 
ENTERPRISES INC
069658 CONST, MINING, & FORESTRY 
MACHINERY & EQP with 2 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
ALPINE WEST ENTERPRISES 
INC
950  SAVAGE CREEK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall 
Hazardous Substance 
Information System database 
(SFM/HSIS - 2009)
SFM - HSIS - BILL TERPENING 
INC
009950 OTHER GASOLINE STATIONS with 3 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
BILL TERPENING INC 505  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - BRAKES PLUS 083351 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
1 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
BRAKES PLUS 1499  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - CABINET 
CRAFTERS
093327 WOOD KITCHEN CABINET & 
COUNTERTOP MFG with 2 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
CABINET CRAFTERS 1586 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - CAVEMAN RV INC 021796 RECREATIONAL VEHICLE DEALERS 
with 2 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
CAVEMAN RV INC 1190  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - COLVIN OIL CO 
INC
014478 PETROLEUM & PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS WHSLE (EXC with 3 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
COLVIN OIL CO INC 2520  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - COLVIN OIL CO 
INC
044949 GASOLINE STATIONS WITH 
CONVENIENCE STORES with 1 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
COLVIN OIL CO INC 95  PINE ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 4 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
SFM - HSIS - E C S 
COMPOSITES
003080 ALL OTHER PLASTICS PRODUCT 
MFG with 13 different chemicals reported 
on site (liquids and solids only)
E C S COMPOSITES 3560  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ECONOMY AUTO 
SERVICE
080625 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ECONOMY AUTO SERVICE 5482 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ENCORE 
CERAMICS INC
086960 CERAMIC WALL & FLOOR TILE MFG 
with 13 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
ENCORE CERAMICS INC 2245 NE SPALDING AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - FERGUSON 
ENTERPRISES INC
052651 PLUMBING & HEATING EQP & 
SUPPLIES (HYDRONI with 3 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
FERGUSON ENTERPRISES INC 1470 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - FERGUSON 
FABRICATION LLC
070869 ORNAMENTAL & ARCHITECTURAL 
MTL WORK MFG with 1 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
FERGUSON FABRICATION LLC 959 SE GLADIOLA DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - FINISH LINE 
SERVICE CENTER
104808 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
3 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
FINISH LINE SERVICE CENTER 202  PARK ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - FIRST STUDENT 043766 SCHOOL & EMPLOYEE BUS TRANS 
with 6 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
FIRST STUDENT 1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - FRED MEYER 
STORES INC
018848 SUPERMARKETS & OTHER 
GROCERY (EXC CONVENIE with 3 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
FRED MEYER STORES INC 1101  GRANTS PASS PKWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - G & S EQUIP INC 036540 OUTDOOR POWER EQP STORES with 
1 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
G & S EQUIP INC 850  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GARY PETERSON 
EXCAVATING
031607 READY-MIX CONCRETE MFG with 2 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
GARY PETERSON EXCAVATING 910 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GRAN MAR 
NATURAL STONE INC
103553 OTHER BLDG MATERIAL DEALERS 
with 1 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
GRAN MAR NATURAL STONE 
INC
1470 SE M ST  2B GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GRANTS PASS 
CITY OF
021089 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
11 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
GRANTS PASS CITY OF 821 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GRANTS PASS 
CITY OF
110072 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
1 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
GRANTS PASS CITY OF 2202 SE HAVILAND DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GRANTS PASS 
EQUIPMENT RENTALS
009021 OTHER COMMERCIAL & IND 
MACHINERY & EQP REN with 2 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
GRANTS PASS EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS
851 SE MILLBANK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - GRANTS PASS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
072527 ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS with 4 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
GRANTS PASS SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 7
1053 SE GLADIOLA ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 5 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
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SFM - HSIS - HAMS BODY 
SHOP INC
011600 AUTOMOTIVE BODY, PAINT, & 
INTERIOR REPAIR with 1 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
HAMS BODY SHOP INC 2560  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - HAYS OIL CO 067018 OTHER GASOLINE STATIONS with 2 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)




Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - INDIAN CREEK 
AUTO
010824 MOTOR VEHICLE TOWING with 1 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
INDIAN CREEK AUTO 1098 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - JERRYS CLUTCH 
& TRANS INC
011524 AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION 
REPAIR with 4 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
JERRYS CLUTCH & TRANS INC 209  MACNEW LN GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - JOSEPHINE 
COUNTY
023946 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
JOSEPHINE COUNTY 3700  PEARCE PARK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - KINGS 
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
092840 ALL OTHER AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR & 
MAINT with 2 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
KINGS PROTECTIVE COATINGS 869  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - MACES 
EXCAVATION & CONST
027111 SITE PREPARATION CONTRACTORS 
with 2 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
MACES EXCAVATION & CONST 597  AURORA AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - MAIN BUILDING 
SUPPLY INC
015358 HARDWARE STORES with 1 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY INC 100  BROADWAY ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - MOCKS BODY 
SHOP
091231 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
3 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
MOCKS BODY SHOP 2185  SPALDING AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - MUFFLER KING 039175 AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST SYSTEM 
REPAIR with 2 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
MUFFLER KING 1492  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - NAPA AUTO 
PARTS
068573 AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES STORES with 3 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
NAPA AUTO PARTS 200  FIRST ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - NORTHWEST 
PIPELINE GP
023491 PIPELINE TRANS OF NATURAL GAS 
with 1 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
NORTHWEST PIPELINE GP 737 W JONES CREEK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ODOT 006044 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
8 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ODOT 345  AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - OREGON SWISS 
PRECISION INC
056542 BOLT, NUT, SCREW, RIVET, & 
WASHER MFG with 1 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
OREGON SWISS PRECISION INC 2143 NE SPALDING AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - PACIFICORP 110990 HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION with 1 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
PACIFICORP  E JONES CREEK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 6 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
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SFM - HSIS - PANEL 
PRODUCTS LLC
017396 SOFTWOOD VENEER & PLYWOOD 
MFG with 22 different chemicals reported 
on site (liquids and solids only)
PANEL PRODUCTS LLC 5205 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - QWEST 
CORPORATION
020962 OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
QWEST CORPORATION 310  BROADWAY ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROBCO INC 012007 HIGHWAY, STREET, & BRIDGE 
CONST with 3 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
ROBCO INC 1935  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGER HANSEN 009180 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
4 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGER HANSEN 1560 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE RIVER 
CITY OF
016600 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
5 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGUE RIVER CITY OF 417  SECOND ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE RIVER 
CITY OF
023266 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGUE RIVER CITY OF 5680  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE RIVER 
CITY OF
043940 OTHER GENERAL GOV SUPPORT with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGUE RIVER CITY OF 333  CLASSICK DR ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE RIVER 
RURAL FIRE DIST
069637 FIRE PROTECTION with 3 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
ROGUE RIVER RURAL FIRE DIST 5474 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE RIVER 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 35
042776 ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS with 1 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
ROGUE RIVER SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 35
1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE VALLEY 
MARBLE INC
069644 CUT STONE & STONE PRODUCT MFG 
with 6 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
ROGUE VALLEY MARBLE INC 2375  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE VALLEY 
SASH & DOOR
005620 WOOD WINDOW & DOOR MFG with 7 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGUE VALLEY SASH & DOOR 123 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - ROGUE VALLEY 
SASH & DOOR
090924 WOOD WINDOW & DOOR MFG with 7 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
ROGUE VALLEY SASH & DOOR 124 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - SCHNITZER 
STEEL
015527 RECYCLABLE MATERIAL WHSLE with 
2 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
SCHNITZER STEEL 605 NE AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS CO
108146 PAINT & WALLPAPER STORES with 3 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO 1072  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - SK8 LEVOR INC 088067 PLASTICS MATERIAL & RESIN MFG 
with 8 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
SK8 LEVOR INC 1470 SE M ST  STE 2G GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - SLAYDEN 
CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC
107441 SITE PREPARATION CONTRACTORS 
with 1 different chemicals reported on 
site (liquids and solids only)
SLAYDEN CONSTRUCTION 
GROUP INC
5645  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
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SFM - HSIS - SPALDING & SON 
INC
006656 TIMBER TRACT OPERATIONS with 2 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
SPALDING & SON INC 2345 NE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - STAR COLLISION 
CENTERS
009934 AUTOMOTIVE BODY, PAINT, & 
INTERIOR REPAIR with 2 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
STAR COLLISION CENTERS 210  GILMORE ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - STEVES 
MUFFLER SHOP
039171 AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST SYSTEM 
REPAIR with 1 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
STEVES MUFFLER SHOP 860  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - SWANSON 
GROUP AVIATION LLC
091466 GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR with 
3 different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
SWANSON GROUP AVIATION 
LLC
2790  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - THREE RIVERS 
PAVING COMPANY INC
099150 ALL OTHER SPECIALTY TRADE 
CONTRACTORS with 1 different 
chemicals reported on site (liquids and 
solids only)
THREE RIVERS PAVING 
COMPANY INC
1935  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - TIMBER 
PRODUCTS COMPANY
095404 HARDWOOD VENEER & PLYWOOD 
MFG with 33 different chemicals reported 
on site (liquids and solids only)
TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY 1090 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - UMPQUA DAIRY 
PRODUCTS CO
060875 REFRIGERATED WAREHOUSING & 
STORAGE with 2 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
UMPQUA DAIRY PRODUCTS CO 1686 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - U-SAVE GAS & 
TACKLE
105267 GASOLINE STATIONS WITH 
CONVENIENCE STORES with 4 
different chemicals reported on site 
(liquids and solids only)
U-SAVE GAS & TACKLE 935  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - VALLEY 
INSPECTIONS AND PESTS
098351 EXTERMINATING & PEST CONTROL 
SVCS with 2 different chemicals reported 
on site (liquids and solids only)
VALLEY INSPECTIONS AND 
PESTS
1360  SUMMIT LP GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM - HSIS - VERIZON 
BUSINESS
078265 WIRED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
CARRIERS with 2 different chemicals 
reported on site (liquids and solids only)
VERIZON BUSINESS 4070 B  FOOTHILLS BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - BRAKES PLUS 083351 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site BRAKES PLUS 1499  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall 
Hazardous Substance 
Information System database 
(SFM/HSIS - 2009)
SFM-HSIS AST - FERGUSON 
FABRICATION LLC
070869 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site FERGUSON FABRICATION LLC 959 SE GLADIOLA DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - FINISH LINE 
SERVICE CENTER
104808 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site FINISH LINE SERVICE CENTER 202  PARK ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - FIRST 
STUDENT
043766 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site FIRST STUDENT 1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - GARY 
PETERSON EXCAVATING
031607 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site GARY PETERSON EXCAVATING 910 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - GRANTS 
PASS EQUIPMENT RENTALS
009021 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site GRANTS PASS EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS
851 SE MILLBANK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
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SFM-HSIS AST - GRANTS 
PASS SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
072527 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site GRANTS PASS SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 7
1053 SE GLADIOLA ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009




Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - JERRYS 
CLUTCH & TRANS INC
011524 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site JERRYS CLUTCH & TRANS INC 209  MACNEW LN GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - JOSEPHINE 
COUNTY
023946 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site JOSEPHINE COUNTY 3700  PEARCE PARK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - MAIN 
BUILDING SUPPLY INC
015358 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY INC 100  BROADWAY ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - MUFFLER 
KING
039175 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site MUFFLER KING 1492  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - NORTHWEST 
PIPELINE GP
023491 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site NORTHWEST PIPELINE GP 737 W JONES CREEK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - PANEL 
PRODUCTS LLC
017396 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site PANEL PRODUCTS LLC 5205 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - QWEST 
CORPORATION
020962 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site QWEST CORPORATION 310  BROADWAY ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROBCO INC 012007 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROBCO INC 1935  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROGER 
HANSEN
009180 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROGER HANSEN 1560 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROGUE RIVER 
CITY OF
023266 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROGUE RIVER CITY OF 5680  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROGUE RIVER 
RURAL FIRE DIST
069637 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROGUE RIVER RURAL FIRE DIST 5474 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROGUE RIVER 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 35
042776 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROGUE RIVER SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 35
1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - ROGUE 
VALLEY SASH & DOOR
090924 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site ROGUE VALLEY SASH & DOOR 124 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - SCHNITZER 
STEEL
015527 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site SCHNITZER STEEL 605 NE AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - SLAYDEN 
CONSTRUCTION GROUP INC
107441 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site SLAYDEN CONSTRUCTION 
GROUP INC
5645  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - SPALDING & 
SON INC
006656 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site SPALDING & SON INC 2345 NE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - SWANSON 
GROUP AVIATION LLC
091466 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site SWANSON GROUP AVIATION 
LLC
2790  FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - TIMBER 
PRODUCTS COMPANY
095404 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY 1090 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - UMPQUA 
DAIRY PRODUCTS CO
060875 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site UMPQUA DAIRY PRODUCTS CO 1686 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - U-SAVE GAS & 
TACKLE
105267 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site U-SAVE GAS & TACKLE 935  ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SFM-HSIS AST - VERIZON 
BUSINESS
078265 Aboveground storage tank(s) on site VERIZON BUSINESS 4070 B  FOOTHILLS BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 09/29/2008 SFM/HSIS - 2009
SWMS - Clearwater Co-Op 
TERMINATED
109568 1185 Industrial - SW Treatment - 
Terminated
Clearwater Co-Op TERMINATED 1130 GLADIOLA DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Solid Waste 
Management System 
(DEQ/SWMS - 2016)
SWMS - Roger Hansen 112143 1417 Waste Tire - Carrier - Active Roger Hansen 1560 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/SWMS - 2016
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SWMS - Rogue River Plywood 
Division
104315 1109 Industrial - Wood - Terminated Rogue River Plywood Division 5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/SWMS - 2016
SWMS - Rogue River Plywood 
Division
104315 1198 Industrial - Wood - Closure Rogue River Plywood Division 5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/SWMS - 2016
UIC - ECS Composites 10243 OnSite system / Registered w/permit ECS Composites 3560 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
Josephine 01/12/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Underground Injection 
Control database (DEQ/UIC - 
2016)
UIC - Frontier Mobile Home Park 10413 OnSite system / Registered w/permit Frontier Mobile Home Park 7001 Rogue River Highway Rogue 
River
Jackson 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201




Josephine 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201
UIC - R River Place 11541 OnSite system / Registered w/permit R River Place 4550 Rogue River HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201
UIC - Rogue River School District 11186 OnSite system / Info request Rogue River School District 1898 E Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201
UIC - Rogue River Valley Mobile 
Estates
10293 OnSite system / Registered w/permit Rogue River Valley Mobile Estates 5648 Foothill Blvd. Grants 
Pass
Jackson 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201
UIC - US Forest Industries (Stone 
Forest Industries)
10236 2-Industrial/Commercial (Minor-HW) / 
Abandoned
US Forest Industries (Stone Forest 
Industries)
1090 SE "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 01/12/2016 DEQ/UIC - 201
UST - ALTHEIDE, SYLVIA 9390 0 Upgraded, 2 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
ALTHEIDE, SYLVIA 3660 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Underground Storage 
Tank Program (DEQ/UST - 
2016)
UST - CLOVER CREST 
MARKET
2292 0 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
CLOVER CREST MARKET 2600 CLOVERLAWN DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - COLVIN OIL CO DBA 
ROGUE RIVER CHEVRON
6633 3 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
COLVIN OIL CO DBA ROGUE 
RIVER CHEVRON
95 PINE ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - COLVIN OIL CO INC 6745 4 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
COLVIN OIL CO INC 2520 FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - CONCORDE 
INVESTMENTS
5547 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
CONCORDE INVESTMENTS 1686 SE 'N' GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTAINER SYSTEMS




3560 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - FOURPLY TRUCK SHOP 6727 0 Upgraded, 2 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
FOURPLY TRUCK SHOP 124 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - FRED MEYER - GRANTS 
PASS SHOPPING CENTER
8883 4 Upgraded, 0 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
FRED MEYER - GRANTS PASS 
SHOPPING CENTER
1101 NE REDWOOD HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - GI JOES PROPERTY 11356 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
GI JOES PROPERTY SW CORNER OF 




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - GRANTS PASS ARCO 11300 4 Upgraded, 0 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
GRANTS PASS ARCO 242 NE TERRY LN GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - GRANTS PASS 
MOULDING INC
4220 0 Upgraded, 3 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
GRANTS PASS MOULDING INC 123 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - GRANTS PASS SCHOOL 
DISTRICT TRANSPORTATI
12093 1 Upgraded, 0 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
GRANTS PASS SCHOOL 
DISTRICT TRANSPORTATI
1053 SE GLADIOLA DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - JOSEPHINE COUNTY 
SHERIFF STORAGE YARD
12184 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
JOSEPHINE COUNTY SHERIFF 
STORAGE YARD
1798 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
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UST - LARRY'S TRIANGLE 
SERVICE
3736 0 Upgraded, 3 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
LARRY'S TRIANGLE SERVICE MAIN & DEPOT ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - LEW MERRILL LUMBER 
SALES INC
3797 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
LEW MERRILL LUMBER SALES 
INC
1750 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - LIL'PANTRY MARKET & 
DELI-GRANTS PASS
12364 3 Upgraded, 0 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
LIL'PANTRY MARKET & DELI-
GRANTS PASS
979 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY 
INC
4537 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY INC 100 BROADWAY ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - NEGRO, GAYLE 11358 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
NEGRO, GAYLE 257 GORDON WAY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - OR STATE HWY 3-8 - 
GRANTS PASS
1112 0 Upgraded, 5 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
OR STATE HWY 3-8 - GRANTS 
PASS
345 AGNESS AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - PETERSON, GARY L 2602 0 Upgraded, 2 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
PETERSON, GARY L 910 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - PORTOLA MARKET 7455 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
PORTOLA MARKET 1215 SE ROUGE DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - POWELL DIST CO - 
COLVIN/GRANTS PASS
6037 0 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
POWELL DIST CO - 
COLVIN/GRANTS PASS
1741 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - RADIO DESIGN GROUP 12404 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown




Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - ROGUE RIVER 76 4759 4 Upgraded, 5 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
ROGUE RIVER 76 125 DEPOT ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - ROGUE RIVER DIVISION 8968 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
ROGUE RIVER DIVISION 5205 N RIVER RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - ROGUE RIVER EXXON 
#9316
2433 0 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
ROGUE RIVER EXXON #9316 1 PINE ST ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - ROGUE RIVER SCHOOL 
DISTRICT
9462 0 Upgraded, 2 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
ROGUE RIVER SCHOOL 
DISTRICT
1898 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - SMITH, D C 11346 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
SMITH, D C 6916 W EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - SPALDING & SON INC 5759 0 Upgraded, 2 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
SPALDING & SON INC 2345 SE N ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - STONE FOREST 
INDUSTRIES
6411 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
STONE FOREST INDUSTRIES 1090 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - STONE FOREST 
INDUSTRIES
11201 0 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
STONE FOREST INDUSTRIES 851 SE MILBANK RD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - TAYLOR, DORAN 11079 0 Upgraded, 4 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
TAYLOR, DORAN 2820 FOOTHILL BLVD GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - U-SAVE GAS & TACKLE 
LLC
7651 3 Upgraded, 0 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
U-SAVE GAS & TACKLE LLC 935 ROGUE RIVER HWY GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - USWEST - WOLF CREEK 
- 010169
5981 0 Upgraded, 1 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
USWEST - WOLF CREEK - 
010169
NW 1/4 SW 1/4 S26 T33S 
R6W
MEDFORD Josephine 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
UST - VALLEY OF THE ROGUE 797 0 Upgraded, 3 Decommissioned, 0 
Unknown
VALLEY OF THE ROGUE 3792 N RIVER RD GOLD 
HILL
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEQ/UST - 2016
WQ - SIS outfalls - ROGUE 
RIVER STP
76030 See WQ permit file ROGUE RIVER STP Not applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Water Quality SIS 
Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ 
SIS - 2009)
WQ - WWTP 76030 DOMESTIC - NPDES-DOM-Da ROGUE RIVER  STP FOOTHILL BOULEVARD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - COUNTRY ESTATES 112611 WPCFOS-BiiiRGF> - DOMESTIC COUNTRY ESTATES 4697 E EVANS CREEK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
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Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - FRONTIER MOBILE 
ESTATES




Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - GRANTS PASS CITY 
PROJECTS




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - HAVE A NICE DAY 
CAMPGROUND
111539 WPCFOS-BiiiRGF> - DOMESTIC HAVE A NICE DAY 
CAMPGROUND
7275 ROGUE RIVER HWY. GRANTS 
PASS
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - HELGA M BUSH 122655 GEN2401 - DOMESTIC HELGA M BUSH 4733 W EVANS CRK RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - HUMMINGBIRD 
MOBILE HOME PARK
111768 WPCFOS-Bii - DOMESTIC HUMMINGBIRD MOBILE HOME 
PARK
8330 ROGUE RIVER HWY. GRANTS 
PASS
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - MEADOW WOOD 
SUBDIVISION
111273 GEN12C - STORMWATER MEADOW WOOD SUBDIVISION 2221 HAVILAND DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - MOON MOUNTAIN RV 
RESORT
109162 WPCFOS-BiiiRGF> - DOMESTIC MOON MOUNTAIN RV RESORT 3298 PEARCE PARK RD. GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - MURPHY ROGUE 
RIVER PLYWOOD DIVISION
55170 GEN04 - INDUSTRIAL MURPHY ROGUE RIVER 
PLYWOOD DIVISION
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - MURPHY ROGUE 
RIVER PLYWOOD DIVISION
55170 GEN12Z - STORMWATER MURPHY ROGUE RIVER 
PLYWOOD DIVISION
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - OPRD - VALLEY OF 
THE ROGUE STATE PARK
64770 WPCF-DOM-Da - DOMESTIC OPRD - VALLEY OF THE ROGUE 
STATE PARK
2 MILES SOUTH OF CITY ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - PARTIN FOREST 
PRODUCTS, LLC
121507 GEN12Z - STORMWATER PARTIN FOREST PRODUCTS, 
LLC
2263 NE SPALDING AVE GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - PINE VILLA MOBILE 
ESTATES
111111 WPCFOS-Biii - DOMESTIC PINE VILLA MOBILE ESTATES 3381 ROGUE RIVER HWY. GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016




Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - RANDOLPH ESTATES 
SUBDIVISION
116842 GEN12C - STORMWATER RANDOLPH ESTATES 
SUBDIVISION
WALKER RD/ HESSER ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - ROGUE RIVER  STP 76030 NPDES-DOM-Da - DOMESTIC ROGUE RIVER  STP FOOTHILL BOULEVARD ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - ROGUE RIVER 
VALLEY MOBILE HOME 
ESTATES






Jackson 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - ROGUE VALLEY 
DOOR
109145 GEN12Z - STORMWATER ROGUE VALLEY DOOR 123 NE BEACON DR GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - SEQUOIA VILLAGE 
P.U.D.
115304 GEN12C - STORMWATER SEQUOIA VILLAGE P.U.D. SE N ST./AGNESS AVE. GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - TP GRANTS PASS, 
LLC
107300 GEN12Z - STORMWATER TP GRANTS PASS, LLC 1090 SE M ST GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
WQ SIS - UNITED PARCEL 
SERVICE - GRANTS PASS






Josephine 01/25/2016 DEDQ/WQ WWTP - 2016
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Fruitdale Elementary School
445 Unknown Fruitdale Elementary School 1560 Bill Baker Way Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - 
Office of Forecasting, 
Research, and Analysis (via 
OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015)
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Grants Pass High School
442 Unknown Grants Pass High School 1137 SE Gladiola Dr Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Newbridge High School
2260 Unknown Newbridge High School 2001 NE F St Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
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DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Phagans' Grants Pass College of 
Beauty
-1 Unknown Phagans' Grants Pass College of 
Beauty
304 NE AGNESS GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rivers Edge Academy Charter 
School
4856 Unknown Rivers Edge Academy Charter 
School
270 W Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Riverside Elementary School
440 Unknown Riverside Elementary School 1200 SE Harvey Dr Grants 
Pass
Josephine 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River Elementary School
399 Unknown Rogue River Elementary School 300 Pine St Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River Junior/Senior High
401 Unknown Rogue River Junior/Senior High 1898 E Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
DHS/OHA - OFRA - Schools - 
Rogue River SD 35
2044 Unknown Rogue River SD 35 1898 E Evans Creek Rd Rogue 
River
Jackson 06/02/2015 DHS/OHA - 2015
Water Quality Limited streams, 




Cat 4A: Water quality limited, TMDL 
approved - Temperature




10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality Water Quality 
Assessment  2012 - (DEQ/WQ - 
10/31/2014)
Water Quality Limited streams, 
Cat3 - Evans Creek
1231755424
330
Cat 5: Water quality limited, 303(d) list, 
TMDL needed - Biological CriteriaCat.   
4A: Water quality limited, TMDL 
approved - Fecal Coliform.  Cat 3B: 
Insufficient data, potential concern - 
Temperature.  Cat 3: Insufficient data - 
Alkalinity, Ammonia, Antimony,Arsenic, 
Barium, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, 
Dissolved Oxygen, E.Coli, Flow 
Modification, Habitat modification, Iron, 
Lead, Manganese, Nickel, Phosphate 
Phosphorus, Sedimentation, Selenium, 
Silver, Thallium, Zinc




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
Water Quality Limited streams, 
Cat3 - Fruitdale Creek
1233054424
240
Cat 3: Insufficient data - Flow 
Modification, Sedimentation, 
Temperature




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
Water Quality Limited streams, 
Cat3 - Jones Creek
1232878424
260
Cat 5: Water quality limited, 303(d) list, 
TMDL needed - Dissolved Oxygen.  Cat 
4A: Water quality limited, TMDL 
approved - E. Coli.  Cat 3: Insufficient 
data - Alkalinity, Ammonia, Chlorophyll a, 
Dissolved Oxygen, E.Coli, Flow 
Modificaiton, pH, Phosphate 
Phosphorus, Sedimentation




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
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Water Quality Limited streams, 
Cat3 - Rogue River
1244292424
210
Cat 5: Water quality limited, 303(d) list, 
TMDL needed - Dissolved Oxygen, 
Mercury.  Cat 4A: Water quality limited, 
TMDL approved - Fecal Coliform, 
Temperature.  Cat 3B: Insufficient data, 
potential concern - Phosphate 
Phosphorus.  Cat 3: Insufficient data - 
Aquatic Weeds Or Algae, Chlorophylla, 
E.Coli, Flow Modification, Nutrients, 
Sedimentation




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
Water Quality Limited streams, 




Cat 4A: Water quality limited, TMDL 
approved - Temperature




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
Water Quality Limited streams, 
Cat3 - Ward Creek
1231708424
310
Cat 3: Insufficient data - Flow 
Modification, Temperature




10/31/2014 DEQ/WQ - 10/31/2014
Cities City of 
Grants Pass
30550 City of Grants Pass
Cities City of 
Rogue River
63450 City of Rogue River
Highways Highways - I-
5







Highways Highways - 
OR-99





























Bridge - Birdseye Creek, Hwy 60 00412A Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Birdseye Creek, Hwy 60 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, 
Technical Services Branch, 
Bridges Section (ODOT - 2013)
Bridge - Equipment Pass, Hwy 1 
at MP 50.80
08673 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Equipment Pass, Hwy 1 
at MP 52.12
08672 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Equipment Pass, Hwy 1 
at MP 53.51
08336 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Evans Creek, Hwy 1 08376 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Evans Creek, Hwy 1 Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
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Bridge - Evans Creek, W Main St 20054 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Evans Creek, W Main St Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Fruitdale Creek, Hamiltin 
Ln
322006 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Fruitdale Creek, Hamiltin Ln Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Fruitdale Creek, Hwy 60 03799 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Fruitdale Creek, Hwy 60 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Green Creek, Hwy 60 01606 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Green Creek, Hwy 60 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 1 NB over Foothill 
Blvd
08335N Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 1 NB over Foothill Blvd Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 1 over Depot St 08377 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 1 over Depot St Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 1 over Foothill Blvd 08333 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 1 over Foothill Blvd Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 1 over Hwy 25 Spur 20551 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 1 over Hwy 25 Spur Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 1 SB over Foothill 
Blvd
08335S Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 1 SB over Foothill Blvd Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Hwy 25 Spur over CORP 16845 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Hwy 25 Spur over CORP Not Applicable GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Irrigation Canal, 
Cloverlawn Dr
320005 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Irrigation Canal, Cloverlawn Dr Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Irrigation Canal, Drury 
Lane
312005 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Irrigation Canal, Drury Lane Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Irrigation Canal, Gaffney 
Way
313005 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Irrigation Canal, Gaffney Way Not Applicable GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Irrigation Canal, 
Hamilton Ln
322015 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Irrigation Canal, Hamilton Ln Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Jones Creek, Foothill 
Blvd
20723 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Jones Creek, Foothill Blvd Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Jones Creek, Hwy 1 08334 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Jones Creek, Hwy 1 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Main Canal, Cloverlawn 
Dr
320010 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Main Canal, Cloverlawn Dr Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Main Low Canal, Hwy 60 01605 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Main Low Canal, Hwy 60 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Owl Creek, Hwy 60 (Little 
Savage Creek)
00071 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Rogue River Greenway 
Trail Bridge A
21658 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Rogue River Greenway 
Trail Bridge B
21659 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing




Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Rogue River, Depot St 19273 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Rogue River, Depot St Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Rogue River, Hwy 25 
Spur
16844 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Rogue River, Hwy 25 Spur Not Applicable GRANTS 
PASS
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Savage Creek, Hwy 60 00072A Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Savage Creek, Hwy 60 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Tokay Canal, Hwy 1 0P412 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Tokay Canal, Hwy 1 Not Applicable UNKNOW
N
Josephine 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Ward Creek, Classic Dr 19196 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Ward Creek, Classic Dr Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
Bridge - Ward Creek, Hwy 1 08378 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Ward Creek, Hwy 1 Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
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Bridge - Wards Creek, Main St 07694 Highway, major road, bridge, or stream 
crossing
Wards Creek, Main St Not Applicable ROGUE 
RIVER
Jackson 2013 ODOT - 2013
2016_USWA_PCSs 43229 Campgrounds/RV Park Septic - 
Leaks or spills of automotive fluids 
or improperly managed septic 
systems and wastewater disposal 
may impact drinking water supply.
7275 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
Jackson 42906 OHA/DEQ Updated Source 
Water Assessment (DEQ/OHA 
USWA 2016/2017)
2017_USWA_PCSs 26827 Grants Pass Irrigation Canal - 
Seasonal - the irrigation district 
pumps water into the canal 3 
months of the year
250 Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 42821 OHA/DEQ Updated Source 
Water Assessment (DEQ/OHA 
USWA 2016/2017)
2017_USWA_PCSs 26828 Grants Pass Irrigation Canal - 
Irrigation district pumps water into 
this canal 3 months of the year
250 Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 42821 OHA/DEQ Updated Source 
Water Assessment (DEQ/OHA 
USWA 2016/2017)
DWP - PCS - "M" Street 
Industrial Park
10416 C65 Type; P - Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing - Industrial Complex
"M" Street Industrial Park Off "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental 
Quality and OR Health Authority 
Source Water Assessment 
database (DEQ/OHA SWA 
2000 - 2005)
DWP - PCS - A-1 
EXTERMINATORS
773 A14 Type; P - 
Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, 
Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas - 
Exterminators
A-1 EXTERMINATORS NORTHWEST CORNER OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Aboveground 
Storage Tanks
14889 M32 Type; P - Construction/Demolition 
Areas




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Aboveground 
Storage Tanks
14889 M32 Type; P - Construction/Demolition 
Areas




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Aboveground 
Storage Tanks
14889 M32 Type; P - Construction/Demolition 
Areas




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Aboveground 
Storage Tanks
14889 M32 Type; P - Construction/Demolition 
Areas




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Ace Hardware 10006 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Ace Hardware Off Broadway Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ALIGNMENT AND 
BRAKE SERVICE
1385 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
ALIGNMENT AND BRAKE 
SERVICE
SECOND BUILDING EAST 
FROM JUNCTION OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ALIGNMENT AND 
BRAKE SERVICE
1385 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
ALIGNMENT AND BRAKE 
SERVICE
SECOND BUILDING EAST 
FROM JUNCTION OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Allied Auto 14884 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Allied Auto Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Allied Auto 14884 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Allied Auto Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Allied Auto 14884 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Allied Auto Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Allied Auto 14884 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Allied Auto Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AMERICAN 
BUILDING SUPPLY STORE
1087 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
AMERICAN BUILDING SUPPLY 
STORE
SOUTH SIDE OF HIGHWAY 
AT EXTREME WESTERN 
EDGE OF 15-YEAR TOT
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AMERICAN 
BUILDING SUPPLY STORE
1087 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
AMERICAN BUILDING SUPPLY 
STORE
SOUTH SIDE OF HIGHWAY 
AT EXTREME WESTERN 
EDGE OF 15-YEAR TOT
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Animal Clinic 14873 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Animal Clinic Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Animal Clinic 14873 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Animal Clinic Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Animal Clinic 14873 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Animal Clinic Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Animal Clinic 14873 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Animal Clinic Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - APARTMENTS 
JUST EAST OF TRAILER PARK
1092 R02 Type; A - Apartments and 
Condominiums
APARTMENTS JUST EAST OF 
TRAILER PARK
JUST EAST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - APARTMENTS 
JUST EAST OF TRAILER PARK
1092 R02 Type; A - Apartments and 
Condominiums
APARTMENTS JUST EAST OF 
TRAILER PARK
JUST EAST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ARCO 10421 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
ARCO NE Terry Ln Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ARCO 10421 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
ARCO NE Terry Ln Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL 
AUTO REPAIR
1376 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL AUTO 
REPAIR
849 ROGUE RIVER 
HWY/SOUTH SIDE OF 





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL 
AUTO REPAIR
1376 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL AUTO 
REPAIR
849 ROGUE RIVER 
HWY/SOUTH SIDE OF 





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL 
AUTO REPAIR
1376 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL AUTO 
REPAIR
849 ROGUE RIVER 
HWY/SOUTH SIDE OF 





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL 
AUTO REPAIR
1376 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
AUTO BODY AND 
PAINT/REPAIR/GENERAL AUTO 
REPAIR
849 ROGUE RIVER 
HWY/SOUTH SIDE OF 





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Detail 14245 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Auto Detail Cloverlawn Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Works 14834 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Auto Works Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Works 14834 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Auto Works Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Works 14834 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Auto Works Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Works 14834 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Auto Works Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Auto Wrecker 10413 C14 Type; P - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards Auto Wrecker Off "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - AUTOMANIA CAR 
SALES
774 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
AUTOMANIA CAR SALES 1455 ROGUE RIVER HWY/2 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Big Sam's Auto 
Repair
14246 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Big Sam's Auto Repair Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Bills Auto & 
Exhaust
10007 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Bills Auto & Exhaust Off Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Bills Auto & 
Exhaust
10007 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Bills Auto & Exhaust Off Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Bills Auto & 
Exhaust
10007 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Bills Auto & Exhaust Off Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Bills Auto & 
Exhaust
10007 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Bills Auto & Exhaust Off Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Bills Auto & 
Exhaust
10007 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Bills Auto & Exhaust Off Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - BP STATION (AKA 
BILL TERPENING)
1387 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
BP STATION (AKA BILL 
TERPENING)
515 ROGUE RIVER HWY/ 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - BP STATION (AKA 
BILL TERPENING)
1387 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
BP STATION (AKA BILL 
TERPENING)
515 ROGUE RIVER HWY/ 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - BP STATION (AKA 
BILL TERPENING)
1387 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
BP STATION (AKA BILL 
TERPENING)
515 ROGUE RIVER HWY/ 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - BP STATION (AKA 
BILL TERPENING)
1387 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
BP STATION (AKA BILL 
TERPENING)
515 ROGUE RIVER HWY/ 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - BURGAN 
AUTOMOTIVE 
BRAKES/ALIGNMENT








Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - BURGAN 
AUTOMOTIVE 
BRAKES/ALIGNMENT








Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Car Wash 14890 C02 Type; P - Automobiles - Car 
Washes
Car Wash N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Car Wash 14890 C02 Type; P - Automobiles - Car 
Washes
Car Wash N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Car Wash 14890 C02 Type; P - Automobiles - Car 
Washes
Car Wash N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Car Wash 14890 C02 Type; P - Automobiles - Car 
Washes
Car Wash N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Caveman Mobile 
Home Park
9365 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Caveman Mobile Home Park Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Caveman Mobile 
Home Park
9365 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
Caveman Mobile Home Park Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - CAVEMAN RV 
REPAIR, PARTS & SERVICE
1083 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
CAVEMAN RV REPAIR, PARTS & 
SERVICE
NORTHWEST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - CAVEMAN RV 
REPAIR, PARTS & SERVICE
1083 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
CAVEMAN RV REPAIR, PARTS & 
SERVICE
NORTHWEST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - CAVEMAN RV 
REPAIR, PARTS & SERVICE
1083 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
CAVEMAN RV REPAIR, PARTS & 
SERVICE
NORTHWEST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - CAVEMAN RV 
REPAIR, PARTS & SERVICE
1083 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
CAVEMAN RV REPAIR, PARTS & 
SERVICE
NORTHWEST OF TRAILER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Caveman Salvage 
Yard
10423 C14 Type; P - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards Caveman Salvage Yard Off Agness Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Oregon 
Pacific Railroad




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Oregon 
Pacific Railroad




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Oregon 
Pacific Railroad




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Oregon 
Pacific Railroad




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Oregon 
Pacific Railroad




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Printing 14882 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Central Printing Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Printing 14882 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Central Printing Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Printing 14882 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Central Printing Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Central Printing 14882 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Central Printing Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 10443 M50 Type; A - Other - City of Rogue 
River
City of Rogue River East of intake Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 10443 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
City of Rogue River East of intake Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 M61 Type; P - Wells - Abandoned City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 M61 Type; P - Wells - Abandoned City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 M61 Type; P - Wells - Abandoned City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 14874 M61 Type; P - Wells - Abandoned City of Rogue River 417 2nd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - City of Rogue River 
Wastewater Plant
10442 R20 Type; P - Wastewater Treatment 
Plants/Collection Stations
City of Rogue River Wastewater 
Plant
East of intake Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Clearwater Co-op 10430 C14 Type; P - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards Clearwater Co-op 1130 Gladiola Dr Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - CLOSED 
IRRIGATION DITCH





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Clovercrest Market 12333 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Clovercrest Market 12333 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Clovercrest Service 
Center
12334 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Clovercrest Service 
Center
12334 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Colvin Oil 
Company/Rogue River Arco
14883 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Colvin Oil Company/Rogue River 
Arco
Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Construction - 
Panoramic View Estates
12337 M32 Type; A - Construction/Demolition 
Areas
Construction - Panoramic View 
Estates
Panoramic Ln. Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - DRURY LANE 
CROSSING MAIN CANAL
1394 M22 Type; P - Transportation - Stream 
Crossing - Perennial
DRURY LANE CROSSING MAIN 
CANAL
SOUTH OF FRUITDALE 
DR/NORTH OF BAILEY DR
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - DRURY LANE 
CROSSING MAIN CANAL
1394 M22 Type; P - Transportation - Stream 
Crossing - Perennial
DRURY LANE CROSSING MAIN 
CANAL
SOUTH OF FRUITDALE 
DR/NORTH OF BAILEY DR
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Economy Auto 14891 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Economy Auto N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Economy Auto 14891 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Economy Auto N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Economy Auto 14891 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Economy Auto N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Economy Auto 14891 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Economy Auto N. River Road Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ECS Composites 10437 C22 Type; P - Plastics/Synthetics 
Producer
ECS Composites 3560 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ECS Composites 10437 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
ECS Composites 3560 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ECS Composites 10437 M31 Type; P - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
ECS Composites 3560 Rogue River Highway Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - EMC Headware 14870 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation EMC Headware Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - EMC Headware 14870 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation EMC Headware Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - EMC Headware 14870 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation EMC Headware Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - EMC Headware 14870 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation EMC Headware Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Environmental 
Container Systems
9368 C07 Type; A - Chemical/Petroleum 
Processing/Storage
Environmental Container Systems West of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Environmental 
Container Systems
9368 C22 Type; A - Plastics/Synthetics 
Producer
Environmental Container Systems West of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Environmental 
Container Systems
9368 M24 Type; A - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Environmental Container Systems West of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Environmental 
Container Systems
9368 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Environmental Container Systems West of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - ESAM 10427 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
ESAM 2100 NE Spaulding Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Foothill Dump 10429 M07 Type; P - Historic Waste 
Dumps/Landfills
Foothill Dump Along Foothill Blvd Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Foothill Dump 10429 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Foothill Dump Along Foothill Blvd Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Foothill Dump 10429 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Foothill Dump Along Foothill Blvd Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Four Ply Inc. 10418 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Four Ply Inc. 124 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Four Ply Inc. 10418 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
Four Ply Inc. 124 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Four Ply Inc. 10418 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Four Ply Inc. 124 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Fred Meyers 10419 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Fred Meyers Beacon and NE "F" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Fred Meyers 10419 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Fred Meyers Beacon and NE "F" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRIENDLY 
MOTORS
1102 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRIENDLY 
MOTORS
1102 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Frontier Mobile 
Estates
12312 M27 Type; A - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Frontier Mobile Estates Rogue River Hwy Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Frontier Mobile 
Estates
12312 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Frontier Mobile Estates Rogue River Hwy Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Frontier Mobile 
Estates
12312 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
Frontier Mobile Estates Rogue River Hwy Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
CREEK
789 M22 Type; A - Transportation - Stream 
Crossing - Perennial
FRUITDALE CREEK EAST OF SCHOOL/RUNS 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL




1560 HAMILTON LANE Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
783 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown FRUITDALE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL
1560 HAMILTON LANE Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
783 R15 Type; P - Schools FRUITDALE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL
1560 HAMILTON LANE Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Fruitdale School 14249 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Fruitdale School Hamilton Lane Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Fruitdale School 14249 R15 Type; P - Schools Fruitdale School Hamilton Lane Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
TRAILER PARK
1090 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
FRUITDALE TRAILER PARK 1275 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - FRUITDALE 
TRAILER PARK
1090 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
FRUITDALE TRAILER PARK 1275 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - GAFFNEY WAY 
CROSSING MAIN CANAL
1378 M22 Type; P - Transportation - Stream 
Crossing - Perennial
GAFFNEY WAY CROSSING MAIN 
CANAL




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - GAFFNEY WAY 
CROSSING MAIN CANAL
1378 M22 Type; P - Transportation - Stream 
Crossing - Perennial
GAFFNEY WAY CROSSING MAIN 
CANAL




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Gary Peterson 
Excavating
10411 C06 Type; P - Cement/Concrete Plants Gary Peterson Excavating 910 SE M Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Grants Pass 
Irrigation District
10436 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Grants Pass Irrigation District 200 Fruitdale Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grants Pass 
Irrigation District
10436 M29 Type; P - Upstream 
Reservoirs/Dams
Grants Pass Irrigation District 200 Fruitdale Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grants Pass 
Parkway
10404 M56 Type; A - Transportation Corridors - 
High Use Roads/Streets
Grants Pass Parkway Runs east of intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grants Pass Water 
Treatment Plant
10402 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Grants Pass Water Treatment Plant Next to intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grazing Animals 10021 A07 Type; A - Grazing Animals (> 5 large 
animals or equivalent/acre)
Grazing Animals Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grazing Animals 10440 A05 Type; A - Crops - Nonirrigated (inc. 
Christmas trees, grains, grass seed, 
pasture)
Grazing Animals Upper River Road Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Grazing Animals 10440 A07 Type; A - Grazing Animals (> 5 large 
animals or equivalent/acre)
Grazing Animals Upper River Road Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HAMILTON LANE 790 M56 Type; A - Transportation Corridors - 
High Use Roads/Streets





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Have a Nice Day 
Campground
12317 R03 Type; A - Campgrounds/RV Parks Have a Nice Day Campground East of Well on Hwy 99 Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING
1088 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING
1088 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10005 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10005 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10005 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10005 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10005 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
10406 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
12316 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
12318 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Medford Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
14239 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
14774 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
14774 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
14774 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing
14774 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density 
Housing Areas
14896 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
High Density Housing Areas Within City of Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING EAST OF SCHOOL
775 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
HIGH DENSITY HOUSING EAST 
OF SCHOOL
EAST OF SCHOOL/EAST 
SIDE OF HAMILTON LANE
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING NORTH OF SCHOOL
776 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)







Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING SOUTH OF SCHOOL
784 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
HIGH DENSITY HOUSING SOUTH 
OF SCHOOL
SOUTH OF SCHOOL ON 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING SOUTH OF TRAILER 
PARK
1084 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
HIGH DENSITY HOUSING SOUTH 
OF TRAILER PARK
WEST OF CLOVERLAWN 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGH DENSITY 
HOUSING SOUTH OF TRAILER 
PARK
1084 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
HIGH DENSITY HOUSING SOUTH 
OF TRAILER PARK
WEST OF CLOVERLAWN 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - High Density Septic 
Systems
9366 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
High Density Septic Systems Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGHWAY 99 1381 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
HIGHWAY 99 RUNS FROM EAST TO 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - HIGHWAY 99 1381 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
HIGHWAY 99 RUNS FROM EAST TO 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Highway 99 9372 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Highway 99 North of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Highway 99 9374 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Highway 99 North of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Highway 99 10433 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Highway 99 Runs east/west along Rogue Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Highway 99 14240 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Highway 99 Runs Through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Highway 99 (Rogue 
River Hwy)
10002 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Historic Gas 
Station
14837 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Historic Gas Station W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Historic Gas 
Station
14837 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Historic Gas Station W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Historic Gas 
Station
14837 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Historic Gas Station W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Historic Gas 
Station
14837 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Historic Gas Station W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Holiday Mobile 
Manor
9373 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Holiday Mobile Manor Surrounding Well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Holiday Mobile 
Manor
9373 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Holiday Mobile Manor Surrounding Well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Housing 12336 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Housing 12336 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Hwy 99 12313 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Hwy 99 Runs Through DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Hwy 99 Industrial 
Companies
10434 C65 Type; A - Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing - PCS along Hwy 99 East
Hwy 99 Industrial Companies Along Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - I-5 12309 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
I-5 South of Well Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10001 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 Runs along the Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10001 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 Runs along the Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10001 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 Runs along the Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10001 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 Runs along the Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10001 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 Runs along the Rogue River Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Interstate 5 10438 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
Interstate 5 East of intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigated Crops 10018 A04 Type; A - Crops - Irrigated (inc. 
orchards, vineyards, nurseries, 
greenhouses)
Irrigated Crops Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigated Crops 10441 A04 Type; A - Crops - Irrigated (inc. 
orchards, vineyards, nurseries, 
greenhouses)
Irrigated Crops Upper River Road Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Canal 9367 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Canal Runs N-S through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Canal 9371 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Canal North of Well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Canal 9375 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Canal North of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Canal 10022 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Canal Northeast/Southeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Canal 12308 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Canal North of Well Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Ditch 14773 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Ditch Runs Through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Ditch 14773 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Ditch Runs Through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Ditch 14773 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Ditch Runs Through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Irrigation Ditch 14773 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond Irrigation Ditch Runs Through DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JERRY'S 
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1391 C15 Type; P - Machine Shops JERRY'S APPLIANCE REPAIR 1077 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JERRY'S 
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1391 C15 Type; P - Machine Shops JERRY'S APPLIANCE REPAIR 1077 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JOSEPHINE 
COUNTY SCHOOL





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JOSEPHINE 
COUNTY SCHOOL





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JOSE'S 
AUTOBODY
1390 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops JOSE'S AUTOBODY SOUTH SIDE OF ROGUE 
RIVER HWY/JUST EAST OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - JOSE'S 
AUTOBODY
1390 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops JOSE'S AUTOBODY SOUTH SIDE OF ROGUE 
RIVER HWY/JUST EAST OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Kens Auto Body & 
Paint
10008 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Kens Auto Body & Paint Off Gilmore Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Kens Auto Body & 
Paint
10008 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Kens Auto Body & Paint Off Gilmore Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Kens Auto Body & 
Paint
10008 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Kens Auto Body & Paint Off Gilmore Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Kens Auto Body & 
Paint
10008 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Kens Auto Body & Paint Off Gilmore Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Kens Auto Body & 
Paint
10008 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops Kens Auto Body & Paint Off Gilmore Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Laidlaw Bus Barn 10431 C10 Type; P - Fleet/Trucking/Bus 
Terminals
Laidlaw Bus Barn Gladiola Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Laidlaw Bus Barn 10431 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
Laidlaw Bus Barn Gladiola Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Laidlaw Bus Barn 10431 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Laidlaw Bus Barn Gladiola Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Laidlaw Transit Inc. 10444 C10 Type; P - Fleet/Trucking/Bus 
Terminals
Laidlaw Transit Inc. Evans Creek Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Lindsay Auto 
Repair
14243 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Lindsay Auto Repair Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - LINDSAY 
AUTOBODY
1082 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops LINDSAY AUTOBODY 1349 ROGUE RIVER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - LINDSAY 
AUTOBODY
1082 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops LINDSAY AUTOBODY 1349 ROGUE RIVER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Louisiana Pacific 10445 C26 Type; P - Wood/Pulp/Paper 
Processing and Mills
Louisiana Pacific Just outside DWPA Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Louisiana Pacific 10445 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
Louisiana Pacific Just outside DWPA Rogue 
River
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Louisiana Pacific 
Mill
10011 C26 Type; P - Wood/Pulp/Paper 
Processing and Mills
Louisiana Pacific Mill East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Louisiana Pacific 
Mill
10011 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
Louisiana Pacific Mill East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Managed 
Forestlands-Harvest Units
10016 A11 Type; A - Managed Forest Land - 
Clearcut Harvest (< 35 yrs.)
Managed Forestlands-Harvest 
Units
Wards Creek Drainage Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - MIKE'S RADIATOR 
REPAIR AND SERVICE
1393 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
MIKE'S RADIATOR REPAIR AND 
SERVICE
1077 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - MIKE'S RADIATOR 
REPAIR AND SERVICE
1393 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
MIKE'S RADIATOR REPAIR AND 
SERVICE
1077 ROGUE RIVER HWY Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - MILD TO WILD 
SUZUKI SHOP
1086 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
MILD TO WILD SUZUKI SHOP WEST OF TRAILER PARK 
AND SOUTH OF HIGHWAY
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - MILD TO WILD 
SUZUKI SHOP
1086 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
MILD TO WILD SUZUKI SHOP WEST OF TRAILER PARK 
AND SOUTH OF HIGHWAY
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Milo's Auto 14835 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Milo's Auto Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Milo's Auto 14835 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Milo's Auto Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Milo's Auto 14835 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Milo's Auto Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Milo's Auto 14835 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Milo's Auto Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Morningstar Press 14829 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Morningstar Press West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Morningstar Press 14829 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Morningstar Press West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Morningstar Press 14829 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Morningstar Press West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Morningstar Press 14829 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Morningstar Press West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Muffler King 14247 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Muffler King Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - MUFFLER KING 
MUFFLER/BRAKE SHOP




1492 ROGUE RIVER 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Non-Irrigated Crops 10019 A05 Type; A - Crops - Nonirrigated (inc. 
Christmas trees, grains, grass seed, 
pasture)
Non-Irrigated Crops Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ODOT Highway 
Division
10424 C61 Type; P - Maintenance 
Shop/Equipment Storage - 
Transportation Related - Highway 
Division Grants Pass
ODOT Highway Division Off Agness Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ODOT Highway 
Division
10424 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
ODOT Highway Division Off Agness Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - OPEN 
IRRIGATION CHANNEL
788 A52 Type; A - Irrigation Canal/Pond OPEN IRRIGATION CHANNEL NORTH OF SCHOOL/RUNS 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Oregon Swiss 
Precision
10412 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Oregon Swiss Precision 1080 SE M Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Pacific Marine Inc. 10414 C05 Type; P - Boat 
Services/Repair/Refinishing
Pacific Marine Inc. Off "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Park 14877 R13 Type; P - Parks Park Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Park 14877 R13 Type; P - Parks Park Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Park 14877 R13 Type; P - Parks Park Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Park 14877 R13 Type; P - Parks Park Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - PARKDALE 
SUBDIVISION
1382 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
PARKDALE SUBDIVISION AT SOUTH END OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - PARKDALE 
SUBDIVISION
1382 R11 Type; A - Lawn Care - Highly 
Maintained Areas
PARKDALE SUBDIVISION AT SOUTH END OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - PARKDALE 
SUBDIVISION
1382 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
PARKDALE SUBDIVISION AT SOUTH END OF 
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DWP - PCS - PARKDALE 
SUBDIVISION
1382 R11 Type; A - Lawn Care - Highly 
Maintained Areas
PARKDALE SUBDIVISION AT SOUTH END OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Parking Lot 9369 C20 Type; A - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Parking Lot North of well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Pine Villa Mobile 
Park
9370 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Pine Villa Mobile Park Surrounding Well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Pine Villa Mobile 
Park
9370 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Pine Villa Mobile Park Surrounding Well Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Potential 
Development
14897 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
Potential Development North of Wards Creek Road - 
East of City Limits
Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Potential New 
Residential Development
14895 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
Potential New Residential 
Development
North of Wards Creek Road - 
East of City Limits
Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Potential New 
Residential Development
14895 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
Potential New Residential 
Development
North of Wards Creek Road - 
East of City Limits
Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Potential New 
Residential Development
14895 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
Potential New Residential 
Development
North of Wards Creek Road - 
East of City Limits
Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Potential New 
Residential Development
14895 R16 Type; A - Septic Systems - High 
Density ( > 1 system/acre)
Potential New Residential 
Development
North of Wards Creek Road - 
East of City Limits
Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - POWDER WORKS 
CAR PAINTING
1403 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops POWDER WORKS CAR 
PAINTING





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - POWDER WORKS 
CAR PAINTING
1403 C01 Type; P - Automobiles - Body Shops POWDER WORKS CAR 
PAINTING





Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Qwest Corporation 14875 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
Qwest Corporation 301 Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Qwest Corporation 14875 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
Qwest Corporation 301 Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Qwest Corporation 14875 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
Qwest Corporation 301 Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Qwest Corporation 14875 C09 Type; P - Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing
Qwest Corporation 301 Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Railroad 10408 M19 Type; A - Transportation - Railroads Railroad East of intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Railroad 12311 M19 Type; A - Transportation - Railroads Railroad South of I-5 Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Randy' Shamblin 
Truck and RV
14887 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Randy' Shamblin Truck and RV Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Randy' Shamblin 
Truck and RV
14887 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Randy' Shamblin Truck and RV Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Randy' Shamblin 
Truck and RV
14887 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Randy' Shamblin Truck and RV Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Randy' Shamblin 
Truck and RV
14887 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Randy' Shamblin Truck and RV Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Redding Re-Load 
and Dispatch
14244 C10 Type; P - Fleet/Trucking/Bus 
Terminals
Redding Re-Load and Dispatch Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - REVOLVO WEST 772 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
REVOLVO WEST SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - REVOLVO WEST 772 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
REVOLVO WEST SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - River Wild 
Aluminum Boats
10415 C05 Type; P - Boat 
Services/Repair/Refinishing
River Wild Aluminum Boats Off "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Riverfront RV Park 12315 R03 Type; A - Campgrounds/RV Parks Riverfront RV Park Hwy 99 Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Riverside School 10432 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Riverside School Harvey Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Riverside School 10432 R15 Type; P - Schools Riverside School Harvey Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Center
10010 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Rogue River Center Northeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Center
10010 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Rogue River Center Northeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Center
10010 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Rogue River Center Northeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Center
10010 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Rogue River Center Northeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Center
10010 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
Rogue River Center Northeast of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River CO 14880 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation Rogue River CO Broadway Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Fire 
Station
10012 R06 Type; P - Fire Station Rogue River Fire Station East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Fire 
Station
10012 R06 Type; P - Fire Station Rogue River Fire Station East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Fire 
Station
10012 R06 Type; P - Fire Station Rogue River Fire Station East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Fire 
Station
10012 R06 Type; P - Fire Station Rogue River Fire Station East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Fire 
Station
10012 R06 Type; P - Fire Station Rogue River Fire Station East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14838 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14838 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14838 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14838 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14869 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14869 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14869 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Health 
Clinic
14869 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Rogue River Health Clinic West Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River High 
School
14894 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River High School Valley View Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River High 
School
14894 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River High School Valley View Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River High 
School
14894 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River High School Valley View Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River High 
School
14894 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River High School Valley View Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ROGUE RIVER 
HIGHWAY
785 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ROGUE RIVER 
HIGHWAY
1091 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
ROGUE RIVER HIGHWAY RUNS EAST TO WEST 
THROUGH 2 YR TOT
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - ROGUE RIVER 
HIGHWAY
1091 M18 Type; A - Transportation - 
Freeways/State Highways
ROGUE RIVER HIGHWAY RUNS EAST TO WEST 
THROUGH 2 YR TOT
Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Middle 
School
14886 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River Middle School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Middle 
School
14886 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River Middle School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Middle 
School
14886 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River Middle School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Middle 
School
14886 R15 Type; P - Schools Rogue River Middle School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Mobile 
Estates
12307 M24 Type; A - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River Mobile Estates Foothill Blvd. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Mobile 
Estates
12307 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Rogue River Mobile Estates Foothill Blvd. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Mobile 
Estates
12307 R09 Type; A - Housing - High Density (> 
1 House/0.5 acres)
Rogue River Mobile Estates Foothill Blvd. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Press 14885 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Rogue River Press Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Press 14885 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Rogue River Press Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Press 14885 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Rogue River Press Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Press 14885 C21 Type; P - Photo Processing/Printing Rogue River Press Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Storage
10014 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage Rogue River Storage East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Storage
10014 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage Rogue River Storage East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Storage
10014 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage Rogue River Storage East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Storage
10014 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage Rogue River Storage East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Storage
10014 C24 Type; P - RV/Mini Storage Rogue River Storage East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M06 Type; P - Auto - Gas Stations - 
Historic
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M24 Type; P - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M27 Type; P - UST - 
Upgraded/Registered - Active
Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River 
Texaco
14878 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Rogue River Texaco Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Tow - 
Larry's Triangle Service
14879 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle 
Service
Main and Depot Streets Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Water 
Treatment Plant
10009 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Off Classick Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Water 
Treatment Plant
10009 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Off Classick Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Rogue River Water 
Treatment Plant
10009 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Off Classick Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Water 
Treatment Plant
10009 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Off Classick Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue River Water 
Treatment Plant
10009 R05 Type; P - Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants
Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Off Classick Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue Valley Sash 
and Door
10422 C12 Type; P - Furniture/Lumber/Parts 
Stores
Rogue Valley Sash and Door 123 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue Valley Sash 
and Door
10422 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
Rogue Valley Sash and Door 123 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rogue Valley Sash 
and Door
10422 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rogue Valley Sash and Door 123 NE Beacon Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rolling Art 
Restorations
14242 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Rolling Art Restorations Highway 99 Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homes 12314 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homes Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homes 14771 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homes Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homes 14771 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homes Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homes 14771 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homes Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homes 14771 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homes Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homesteads 10015 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homesteads Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homesteads 10015 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homesteads Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Rural Homesteads 10435 M09 Type; A - Homesteads - Rural - 
Septic Systems (< 1/acre)
Rural Homesteads Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sampson's Rogue 
River Automotive
12310 C04 Type; P - Automobiles - Repair 
Shops
Sampson's Rogue River 
Automotive
Foothill Blvd Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Schnitzer Steel 10425 C14 Type; P - Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards Schnitzer Steel Off Agness Ave Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - School 14876 R15 Type; P - Schools School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - School 14876 R15 Type; P - Schools School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - School 14876 R15 Type; P - Schools School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - School 14876 R15 Type; P - Schools School Pine Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 10004 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 10004 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 10004 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 10004 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 10004 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 12319 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Throughout DWPA Medford Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 12335 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 12335 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14241 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Throughout DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14772 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14772 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14772 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14772 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewer Lines Sky Crest Drive Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewer Lines 14898 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS




Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Sewerlines 10407 R17 Type; A - Sewer Lines - Close 
Proximity to PWS
Sewerlines East half of DWPA Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Shell Gasoline 14836 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Shell Gasoline Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Shell Gasoline 14836 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Shell Gasoline Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Shell Gasoline 14836 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Shell Gasoline Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Shell Gasoline 14836 C03 Type; P - Automobiles - Gas 
Stations
Shell Gasoline Depot Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Southern Oregon 
Dental Health and Hygiene
14871 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Southern Oregon Dental Health and 
Hygiene
Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Southern Oregon 
Dental Health and Hygiene
14871 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Southern Oregon Dental Health and 
Hygiene
Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Southern Oregon 
Dental Health and Hygiene
14871 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Southern Oregon Dental Health and 
Hygiene
Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Southern Oregon 
Dental Health and Hygiene
14871 C16 Type; P - Medical/Vet Offices Southern Oregon Dental Health and 
Hygiene
Park Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Spaulding & Son 10428 C26 Type; P - Wood/Pulp/Paper 
Processing and Mills
Spaulding & Son Spaulding Ave/NE "N" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Spaulding & Son 10428 M26 Type; P - UST - Confirmed Leaking 
but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Spaulding & Son Spaulding Ave/NE "N" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Spaulding & Son 10428 M28 Type; P - UST - Status Unknown Spaulding & Son Spaulding Ave/NE "N" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - STEVE'S 
MUFFLER AUTOMOTIVE




NORTH SIDE OF ROGUE 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 33 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
DWP - PCS - STEVE'S 
MUFFLER AUTOMOTIVE




NORTH SIDE OF ROGUE 




Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Substation 10023 R18 Type; P - Utility 
Stations/Powerplants - 
Maintenance/Transformer Storage
Substation Directly across from intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Substation 10405 R18 Type; P - Utility 
Stations/Powerplants - 
Maintenance/Transformer Storage
Substation Opposite side of intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Suds N Duds 14872 C08 Type; P - Dry Cleaners Suds N Duds W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Suds N Duds 14872 C08 Type; P - Dry Cleaners Suds N Duds W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Suds N Duds 14872 C08 Type; P - Dry Cleaners Suds N Duds W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Suds N Duds 14872 C08 Type; P - Dry Cleaners Suds N Duds W. Main Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Transmission Lines 10017 M17 Type; A - Transmission Lines - 
Right-of-Ways
Transmission Lines Throughout DWPA Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Transmission Lines 10439 M17 Type; A - Transmission Lines - 
Right-of-Ways
Transmission Lines East of intake Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Trask Industries 10013 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Trask Industries East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Trask Industries 10013 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Trask Industries East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Trask Industries 10013 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Trask Industries East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Trask Industries 10013 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Trask Industries East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Trask Industries 10013 C17 Type; P - Metal 
Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Trask Industries East of intake Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Unknown 
Operation
14248 M55 Type; P - Unknown Operation Unknown Operation Hamilton Lane Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - US Forest 
Industries
10417 C26 Type; P - Wood/Pulp/Paper 
Processing and Mills
US Forest Industries 1090 SE "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - US Forest 
Industries
10417 M01 Type; P - Above Ground Storage 
Tanks - Excluding Water and Residential 
ASTs
US Forest Industries 1090 SE "M" Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 M14 Type; A - River Recreation - Heavy 
Use (inc. campgrounds)
Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 M24 Type; A - UST - 
Decommissioned/Inactive
Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 M31 Type; A - Large Capacity Septic 
Systems (serves > 20 people) - Class V 
UICs
Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 M60 Type; A - Other Injection/Dry Wells, 
Sumps - Class V UICs
Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 M62 Type; A - Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - 
Municipal/Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment
Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Valley of the Rogue 
State Park
10020 R13 Type; A - Parks Valley of the Rogue State Park Southeast of intake. Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
USWA Table GrantsPass.xlsx Page 34 of 35  prepared 1/4/2018
Database Identifier (DB_ID) Site Identifier Status Common Name Address City County Retrieval 
Date
Data Source
DWP - PCS - WalMart 10420 C20 Type; P - Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 
Spaces)
WalMart Off Beacon and Terry Street Grants 
Pass
Josephine 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Whitestone Estates 14888 M32 Type; A - Construction/Demolition 
Areas
Whitestone Estates 719 3rd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Whitestone Estates 14888 M32 Type; A - Construction/Demolition 
Areas
Whitestone Estates 719 3rd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Whitestone Estates 14888 M32 Type; A - Construction/Demolition 
Areas
Whitestone Estates 719 3rd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Whitestone Estates 14888 M32 Type; A - Construction/Demolition 
Areas
Whitestone Estates 719 3rd Street Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Woodville 
Cemetery
14893 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 Woodville Cemetery Wards Creek Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Woodville 
Cemetery
14893 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 Woodville Cemetery Wards Creek Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Woodville 
Cemetery
14893 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 Woodville Cemetery Wards Creek Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Woodville 
Cemetery
14893 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 Woodville Cemetery Wards Creek Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
DWP - PCS - Woodville 
Cemetery
14893 R04 Type; P - Cemeteries - Pre-1945 Woodville Cemetery Wards Creek Drive Rogue 
River
Jackson 2005 DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005
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Memorandum of Agreement – Rogue Drinking Water Partnership 
 





The overall goal of the Rogue Drinking Water Partnership (RDWP) is to protect sources of 
drinking water and improve drinking water quality in the Rogue River Basin by sustaining a 
collaborative partnership of drinking water providers and other organizations concerned with 
clean drinking water. Protecting the quality and quantity of our drinking water resources not 
only serves public health, but also benefits nature. It is the underlying intent of the RDWP to 
develop and support strategies designed to protect the lakes, streams, rivers and aquifers used 
for drinking water and the land which protects and recharges these sources of water. To ensure 
that the RDWP is useful to our members and other users, we have developed a Memorandum 
of Agreement (MOA), the Rogue Drinking Water Partnership Agreement, between 
participating drinking water providers and other interested organizations committing to 
engagement and cooperation in drinking water source protection. This agreement was created 
through an open and collaborative process in RDWP meetings and discussions between 
members.  This MOA asks for a commitment to engage and cooperate. A major benefit of the 
collaboration will be a common understanding of the greatest threats to drinking water sources 
and agreement on the highest priority actions to protect source water.  This MOA describes the 
purpose, vision, structure, principles, operations and outputs of the RDWP. 
 
II. Purpose and Vision of RDWP  
 
The RDWP meets quarterly to share information, determine ways to effectively collaborate on 
mutually beneficial projects, assess RDWP progress on projects, and act in an advisory capacity 
on a wide range of decisions and products, such as current and projected water quality 
conditions; monitoring; data analysis; water quality treatment; agency initiatives and 
requirements; geographic areas of interest in the Rogue source watersheds; sociological and 
political areas of concern for drinking water; communications and public outreach plans, 
messages and means; technical assistance; training opportunities; grant funding; and 
identification of high priority collaborative projects, e.g., emergency response and contingency 
plans and programs. 
 
RDWP Vision 
⮚ To foster closer relationships with each other.  
⮚ To collectively coordinate and obtain funding for source water protection efforts, 
public outreach and education. 
⮚ To realize economies of scale and save money by sharing in costs. 
⮚ To speak in one voice regarding drinking water resource issues. 
⮚ To protect the Rogue River Basin’s drinking water resources to provide safe, 
sustainable drinking water for the benefit of all citizens. 
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The Rogue Drinking Water Partnership Agreement is: 
 
● A living document to be maintained and modified by the RDWP. 
● A procedural guide, describing the operation of the RDWP’s collaborative work and how 
RDWP members commit to interact constructively in good faith. 
● An informal, non-binding agreement among RDWP members. 
● A public document, available for anyone to read and review. Comments about this 
document should be addressed to the RDWP Coordinator. 
 
III. RDWP Structure, Composition 
 
The RDWP is comprised of drinking water providers and other key interest groups that 
represent a wide set of sectors and perspectives. Organizations can become members of the 
RDWP by adopting this MOA and regularly attending RDWP meetings and activities. The 
following list includes organizations that have attended RDWP meetings and expressed interest 
in membership, but it is not an exhaustive list. Other organizations may become members of 
the RDWP by adopting the MOA and actively participating in RDWP meetings and activities. 
 
RDWP organizations and team members: 
Drinking Water Providers - 
City of Ashland  
City of Central Point  
City of Eagle Point  
City of Gold Hill  
City of Grants Pass  
City of Jacksonville  
City of Phoenix  
City of Rogue River  
City of Talent  
Medford Water Commission  
Anglers Cove/Shady Cove Hiland Water Co.  
Country View Mobile Home Estates  
Other Organizations - 
City of Cave Junction  
City of Shady Cove  
Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District  
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Rogue River Watershed Council 
Rogue Valley Council of Governments  
Rogue Valley Sewer Services  
 
Roles and Responsibilities 
The RDWP will be coordinated by an organization or individual acceptable to all members of the 
RDWP.  The Coordinator will be responsible for convening and facilitating meetings; 
summarizing meetings; soliciting, researching, and summarizing end user needs and feedback; 
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developing and disseminating RDWP-related materials; and other coordinating tasks as 
necessary. 
 
RDWP organizations will appoint a member who will serve as the main point of contact to their 
respective organizations, gathering needs and suggestions from their organizations, keeping 
their organizations informed of relevant RDWP activities; and bringing information and 
perspectives from their organizations to inform RDWP business. Another person from the 
member organization will be able to fill in for the primary member if he or she is unable to 
attend a meeting or participate in an activity. 
 
RDWP members are expected to read all meeting preparation materials before the meetings 
take place and to attend all meetings, if possible. Additional roles and tasks for individual RDWP 
members may be identified and agreed upon by the RDWP. 
 
Meetings and Communications 
Meetings will be held as frequently as the RDWP decides is useful to advancing the goals of the 
RDWP and ensuring a productive collaborative process. As of January 2020, the anticipated 
schedule is quarterly meetings of approximately 2 hours in length. All meetings will be held in 
locations convenient for the majority of the RDWP, and off-site participation will be made 
available upon request when possible. 
 
Meeting notes will be drafted by the Coordinator and reviewed at the following meeting by the 
RDWP before being considered a part of the RDWP record or being distributed. 
 
Each meeting will end with a brief and informal dialogue to ensure that progress is being made 
and that RDWP members feel that their time is used wisely. 
 
In addition to regularly scheduled meetings, RDWP members may be asked from time to time 
to review documents, offer opinions, or consult individually or in groups with the Coordinator 
and other RDWP members. 
 
IV. Operating Protocols 
 
General Principles of Collaboration 
Using the following general principles of collaboration, RDWP members agree to: 
● Commit to expending the time, energy, and organizational resources necessary to meet 
objectives mutually agreed upon by the RDWP. 
● Recognize the validity of differing points of view.  
● Be prepared to listen intently to understand others’ views.  
● Regard disagreements as problems to be solved, not battles to be won.  
 
Decision Making 
RDWP members will strive for consensus when making decisions on substantive issues and 
recommendations. If consensus cannot be reached, decisions will be made on a super-majority 





Should disagreement arise among RDWP members (e.g., over data sources or interpretation, 
RDWP outputs, etc.), the group will strive to first resolve the disagreement internally with the 
assistance of the RDWP Coordinator. Should conflict remain, other appropriate conflict 





Meeting agendas and meeting notes with action items, decisions, and recommendations will be 
distributed to RDWP members and kept by the Coordinator. These notes and other documents 
produced by the RDWP will serve as the sources of documentation for the collaborative 




RDWP members and Coordinator will gather input from RDWP members and draft a concise 
needs assessment describing the RDWP niche in drinking water source protection, including 
primary measurable objectives, existing organizations and programs, barriers, target audiences, 
etc. The role of the RDWP is to provide feedback and input on drafts, to agree that the 
documents accurately reflect pressing needs, and to recommend findings from this needs 
assessment to be incorporated into the next stages of RDWP development. 
 
RDWP Action Plan 
An Action Plan will be developed by the RDWP identifying short- and long-term high priority 
measures for collaborative source water protection to be implemented by the RDWP and its 
members.  The Action Plan will identify measures that: 
⮚ Prevent, minimize and mitigate activities that have known or potentially harmful 
impacts on drinking water quality. 
⮚ Promote public awareness and stewardship of drinking water sources and healthy 
watersheds in collaboration with other stakeholders. 
⮚ Develop resources and financial support for RDWP Action Plan implementation. 
 

























APPENDIX C. Conceptual Model - Risk Matrix 
Conceptual Model – Risk Matrix 
 
Using interactive maps* from the City of Grants Pass (City) and the source water assessments (SWA) for 
Grants Pass from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ), the following components and 
scoring were created to identify high priority potential contaminant sources (PCS). As a result of using this risk 
matrix, site-specific best management practices (BMP) recommendations will be determined for each high 
priority PCS within Grants Pass, which the City may offer to businesses in order to protect drinking water 
quality. 
 
*The interactive maps used included the Public Works – Water, Sewer and Stormwater Systems and Hazards – 





● 1 – 4:  Low (L) risk; green circle on map* 
● 5 – 8:  Moderate (M) risk; yellow circle on map* 
● 9 – 13: High (H) risk; red circle on map* 
 
*Colored circles will also be labeled with either an “A,” for area of interest, or “P,” for point of interest on the 
associated map.*  
 
1. Stormwater Basin: 
  
Score: General Description: 
0 Gilbert/Allen/Sand creeks are downstream of the 
drinking water intake 
1 “Needs Basin ID” is upstream of the drinking water 
intake, but does not cover any urban or industrial 
areas 
2 Jones Creek is farther upstream from the city center, 
but does cover industrial areas 
3 Skunk/Fruitdale creeks cover the city center, 
industrial areas, and are both mostly upstream of the 
drinking water intake 











2. Proximity to Waterway (river, tributary, irrigation canal): 
 
Score: General Description: 
0 1,500’ and beyond 
1 1,001’ – 1,499’ 
2 501’ – 1,000’ 
3 0 – 500’ 
 
3. Surface Water (SW) Risk:  
 
Score: General Description: 
0 Low (L) risk 
1 Medium (M) risk 
2 High (H) risk 
Surface Water (SW) Risk Data from the SWAs, ODEQ. 
 
4. Flood Hazard:  
 
Score: General Description: 
0 Beyond the flood hazard area 
1 500-year flood 
2 100-year flood 
3 Floodway 




Score: General Description: 
1 Outside the urban growth boundary (UGB) 
2 Inside the UGB 























APPENDIX D. Directions - Applying the Risk Matrix to GIS 
Rogue Drinking Water Partnership 




Area of Interest: 
 
1. Start the “Editor” tool, 
2. Create a CityName_AOI polygon layer by clicking on four points on the map (creates a 
square or rectangular area) that captures both the City Limits and/or Urban Growth 
Boundary (UGB) layers, 
3. Stop editing, and 
4. Clip all layers to be completely within the CityName_AOI. 
 
PCS (Surface Water Risk): 
 
1. Select by location, 
2. Use RDWP_PCS layer, 
3. Select “completely within” the AOI layer, and 
4. Create a new layer: RDWP_PCS_selection (rename if needed). 
 
Proximity to Waterway: 
 
1. Turn on both the Ditches and Waterlines layers, 
2. Create one layer that combines the two layers, 
3. Select by location, 
4. Use the combined Ditches and Waterlines layer, 
5. Select “completely within” the AOI layer, 
6. Use the “Buffer” tool to create 500 ft., 1,000 ft., and 1,500 ft. buffers around the 
CityName_AOI_Water layer. (500 ft., FULL, FLAT; 1,000 ft., FULL, FLAT; 1,500 ft., 
FULL, FLAT, etc.), 
7. Save each layer as CityName_500ft_Buffer, CityName_1000ft_Buffer, 
CityName_1500ft_Buffer, etc. 
8. Use the “Overlay Analysis – Overlay Erase” tool to erase the 1,000 ft. buffer from the 
1,500 ft. buffer, and the 500 ft. buffer from the 1,000 ft. buffer, which separates each 
buffer out from the others. (Example: 1,500 ft. is the input, 1,000 ft. is the layer to be 
erased; larger number erases the smaller number). 
 
Floodplain (Flood Hazard): 
 
1. Turn on the Floodplain layer, 
2. Use the “Clip” tool to show only the Floodplain area that lies within the AOI layer, and 
3. Create a new layer: CityName_Floodplain. 
4. Select by attributes to visually show the “floodway,” “100-year flood zone,” “500-year 
flood zone,” and beyond: “Flood” = “Floodway,” etc., and 
5. Create a selection layer for each of the flood zones. 
Attribute Table Preparation: 
 
1. Using the “Editor” tool, add risk component column headers into the original 
RDWP_PCS layer attribute table: SWScore, Jurisd., Proximity, and Floodzone, 
2. Select by attributes, 
3. Use RDWP_PCS layer, 
4. Select “H” risk “within” the CityName_500ft_Buffer, 
5. Enter the scores associated with where the PCS fall on the map, 
6. Repeat for CityName_1000ft_Buffer and CityName_1500ft_Buffer, as well as “M” risk, 
7. Use the “Editor” tool to add scores into the attribute tables, save, and “Stop Editing,” 
8. Merge the “H” and “M” PCS into one shapefile, 
9. Export data to an Excel spreadsheet, and 
10. Create a “Total Score” column in Excel and add up the scores to determine overall risk 

























APPENDIX E. Windshield Survey Sites 
Grants Pass Stormwater Project 




Visited in the Following Order: 
 
1. Swiss Metric – 1610 Parkdale. 
2. Parkdale Subdivision – Established at time of survey; no perceived surface water (SW) risk. 
3. Jerry’s Appliance and Repair – 1077 Rogue River Highway; closed. 
4. Automania Car Sales – 1455 Rogue River Highway; moved to Gladiola. 
5. Brakes Plus – 1499 Rogue River Highway. 
6. High density housing – 1560 Hamilton Lane – Established at time of survey; no perceived SW risk. 
7. Heating Oil Tank – 1560 Hamilton Lane; could not find. 
8. Unknown Operation – Hamilton Lane; could not find. 
9. Clovercrest Service Center – 2600 Cloverlawn Lane; now NAPA Autocare Center. 
10. Panoramic Loop Construction – Established at time of survey; no perceived SW risk. 
11. Willow Development – 2221 Haviland – Established at time of survey; no perceived SW risk. 
12. Grants Pass Irrigation District (GPID) Easement – 2202 Haviland. 
13. Powell Distributing – 1919 Rogue River Highway; now Timber Mountain Construction, Inc. 
14. Robco/Three Rivers Paving – 1935 Rogue River Highway; now Timber Mountain Construction, Inc. 
15. Big Sam’s Auto Repair – Highway 99; could not find. 
16. Heating Oil Tank – 1980 Rogue River Highway; could not find. 
17. Muffler King/A-1 Exterminators – 1492 Rogue River Highway; closed. 
18. High density housing – SE Mystic Drive – Established at time of survey; no perceived SW risk. 
19. Caveman RV – 1182/1190 Rogue River Highway. 
20. Gary Peterson – 910 SE M Street. 
21. Auto Wrecker – M Street; could not determine by listing. 
22. Warehouse Rebuilding – 961 SE N Street; moved to Gladiola. 
23. Grants Pass Equipment Rentals – 851 SE Milbank; now Southern Oregon Tire. 
24. Oregon Swiss Precision – 1080 SE M Street; moved. Now Caveman Fence. 
25. Timber Products Company – 1090 SE M Street. 
26. Indian Creek Auto Dismantlers – 1098 SE M Street. 
27. Cabinet Crafters – 1586 SE N Street; could not find. 
28. Umpqua Dairy Products Company – 1686 SE N Street. 
29. Ferguson Fabrication – 959 Gladiola; moved. Now Warehouse Rebuilders. 
30. Grants Pass School District 7 – 1053 Gladiola. 
31. Clearwater Co-op – 1130 Gladiola; appeared closed. 
32. Gladiola Campus – 1137 Gladiola. 
33. Riverside Elementary School – 1200 Harvey. 
34. Spalding and Son – 2345 SE N Street; also on Spalding Ave. 
35. Roger Hansen – 450 Ament; could not find. Illegal dump site on the other side of the road. 
36. RV Marble/Castle Marble and Granite LLC – 2375 Foothill Boulevard. 
37. Oregon Department of Transportation – 345 Agness. 
38. Edgewater Christian Office – 101 Assembly Circle – Established at time of survey; no perceived SW risk. 
























APPENDIX F. Source Water Protection Inspection Worksheet 
Grants Pass Stormwater Project:  






Facility Name  
Facility Address/Phone Number   
Receiving Waterbody   
 
General Information 







Facility Description  




Grants Pass Stormwater Project:  
Source Water Protection Inspection Worksheet 
 
Observations: 
Item  Notes/Describe Observation 
Evidence of visual sheen 
(oil/grease) on ground or 
other surfaces? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Evidence of spilled 
materials? Note location, 
substance, and container. 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Evidence of erosion, 
water movement, pooling 
water? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Bulk storage areas 




Yes       No     N/A 




Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐ 
 
Covered?       
Yes       No 
☐        ☐        
 
Are raw materials, 
intermediate product, by-
product, and/or final 
product storage on site?  
 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
 
 
Item  Notes/Describe Observation 
Evidence of excavation or 
ground disturbance? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Vehicle maintenance 
areas present? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Gas, oil, and grease 
storage and management 
areas present? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Chemical storage and 
management areas 
present? Describe. 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
Any erosion and 
sediment control 
features? Are they 
functioning? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐ 
Functioning?       
Yes       No 
☐        ☐        
 
Storm drains or 
catchment basins 
present?  
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐ 
Functioning?       
Yes       No 
☐        ☐        
 
Wash and drainage 
areas present? Describe 




Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐  
How was plumbing 
verified? Verbal? Dye 
test? As-builts? 
 
Yes       No     N/A 




Stormwater Runoff  
Was stormwater 
discharging from the 
site at time of 
inspection? 
Yes    No   
N/A☐     ☐    
☐ 
If yes, describe volume (estimated CFS), color, and odor: 
 
 
Does there appear to be 
any stormwater BMPs 
in place? 
Yes    No   
N/A☐     ☐    
☐ 
 
If there are BMPs, are 
they functioning as 
intended? 
Yes    No   






Stormwater Controls Observed 
Control Measures 
Observed (BMPs) 
☐  Catch basin or other inlet treatment/filter system 
☐  Oil/water separator 
☐  On-site bio-swale 
☐  Constructed wetlands 
☐  Roof downspout (gutter) treatment/filter system 
☐  Dumpster and equipment cover 
☐  Drum and container containment 
☐  Sweeping (manual or mechanical) 
☐  Stormwater diversion 
☐  Vegetated buffer zone 
☐  Storm treatment system (stormwater is sent to the log pond) 
☐  Multi-chambered treatment train 
 
Stormwater Pollution Control Plan (SWPCP)  or Spill Plan 
Is there a SWPCP? Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐ 
 
Is there a spill 
prevention and 
response plan? 
Yes       No     N/A 
☐        ☐       ☐ 
 
Are employees aware 
of and understand 
spill plan? 
Yes       No     N/A 





Recommended BMPs  
 
 
Photo Log: Photo naming convention: Date, Facility Name, and photo #. 
 
Photo #  Describe general location  Describe what you are trying to show in photo 
   
   
   
   
   
























APPENDIX G. BMP Database 
PCS Code Activity at Site SW Risk BMP Code BMP Name
A03 Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
A03 Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP9 Inlet Protection
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP14 Wet Pond
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP15 Wet Extended Detention Pond
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP16 Dry Pond
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP18 Infiltration Trench
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP19 Infiltration Basin
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
A04 Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc. H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
A07 Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
A07 Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
A11 Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
A11 Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs H BMP4 Mulches
A11 Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
A11 Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs H BMP52 Site Stabilization
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP36 Housekeeping
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP49 Secondary Containment
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP24 Filtration Systems
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP9 Inlet Protection
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
A14 Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
A52 Irrigation Canal/Pond H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
A52 Irrigation Canal/Pond H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
A52 Irrigation Canal/Pond H BMP52 Site Stabilization
A52 Irrigation Canal/Pond H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP36 Housekeeping
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP38 Vehicle Owner Education
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP49 Secondary Containment
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C04 Auto - Repair Shops M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP36 Housekeeping
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C05 Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP11 Concrete Management
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP36 Housekeeping
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C06 Cement/Concrete Plants M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP36 Housekeeping
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C07 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP35 Pave Refueling Areas
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP36 Housekeeping
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C10 Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C12 Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores M BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C12 Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores M BMP36 Housekeeping
C12 Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP4 Mulches
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP6 Erosion Blankets and Mats
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP7 Entrance/Exit Tracking
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP8 Sediment/Silt Fence
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP11 Concrete Management
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP18 Infiltration Trench
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP19 Infiltration Basin
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP21 Underground Infiltration Devices
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP25 Infiltration Systems
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP26 Porous Pavement
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP29 Illicit Connection Identification and Elimination
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP42 Properly Working Portable Toilets
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP45 Reduce Soil Compaction
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP46 Downspout Extenders
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP52 Site Stabilization
C13 Home Manufacturing H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C14 Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C15 Machine Shops H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C15 Machine Shops H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C15 Machine Shops H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C15 Machine Shops H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C15 Machine Shops H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C15 Machine Shops H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C15 Machine Shops H BMP36 Housekeeping
C15 Machine Shops H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C15 Machine Shops H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C15 Machine Shops H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C15 Machine Shops H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C15 Machine Shops H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C15 Machine Shops H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP36 Housekeeping
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C17 Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP7 Entrance/Exit Tracking
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP8 Sediment/Silt Fence
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP45 Reduce Soil Compaction
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP52 Site Stabilization
C18 Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP36 Housekeeping
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP26 Porous Pavement
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C20 Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP36 Housekeeping
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C21 Photo Processing/Printing H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP36 Housekeeping
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C22 Plastic/Synthetics Producer H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP36 Housekeeping
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C26 Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP18 Infiltration Trench
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP52 Site Stabilization
C51 Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
C58 Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI) H BMP2 Diversion of Run-On
C58 Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI) H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C58 Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI) H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C58 Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI) H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP36 Housekeeping
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP49 Secondary Containment
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C60 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP36 Housekeeping
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP38 Vehicle Owner Education
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP49 Secondary Containment
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C61 Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP7 Entrance/Exit Tracking
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP8 Sediment/Silt Fence
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP45 Reduce Soil Compaction
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP52 Site Stabilization
C63 Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP35 Pave Refueling Areas
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP36 Housekeeping
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C65 Miscellaneous Manufacturing H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
C67 Warehouses L BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
C67 Warehouses L BMP36 Housekeeping
C67 Warehouses L BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
C67 Warehouses L BMP49 Secondary Containment
C67 Warehouses L BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C67 Warehouses L BMP13 Emergency Spillway
C67 Warehouses L BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C67 Warehouses L BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP35 Pave Refueling Areas
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP36 Housekeeping
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP49 Secondary Containment
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP24 Filtration Systems
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP9 Inlet Protection
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
C68 Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP35 Pave Refueling Areas
M06 Auto - Gas Stations - Historic H BMP49 Secondary Containment
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP9 Stockpile and Materials Management
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP22 Secondary Containment
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP23 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP24 Stormwater Wetland
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP25 Infiltration Trench
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP27 Infiltration Basin
M07 Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills H BMP52 Bio-Retention Practices
M17 Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M17 Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
M17 Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M17 Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP36 Housekeeping
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M18 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP36 Housekeeping
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M19 Transportation Corridors - Railroads H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP36 Housekeeping
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M23 UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M23 UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List M BMP49 Secondary Containment
M26 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed NFA L BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M26 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed NFA L BMP49 Secondary Containment
M27 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active L BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M27 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active L BMP49 Secondary Containment
M28 UST - Status Unknown M BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M28 UST - Status Unknown M BMP49 Secondary Containment
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP7 Entrance/Exit Tracking
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP8 Sediment/Silt Fence
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP9 Inlet Protection
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP11 Concrete Management
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP49 Secondary Containment
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
M32 Construction/Demolition Area H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP29 Illicit Connection Identification and Elimination
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP9 Inlet Protection
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M54 Surface Water on 303d list H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP5 Seeding and Planting
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP36 Housekeeping
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M56 Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets H BMP53 Protecting Slopes
M61 Wells - Abandoned H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
M61 Wells - Abandoned H BMP49 Secondary Containment
M61 Wells - Abandoned H BMP52 Site Stabilization
M62 Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment H BMP2 Diversion of Run-On
M62 Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
M62 Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment H BMP24 Filtration Systems
M62 Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP49 Secondary Containment
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP18 Infiltration Trench
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP19 Infiltration Basin
R10 Municipal/Industrial Landfill H BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
R15 Schools M BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
R15 Schools M BMP46 Downspout Extenders
R15 Schools M BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
R15 Schools M BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels
R15 Schools M BMP29 Illicit Connection Identification and Elimination
R15 Schools M BMP36 Housekeeping
R15 Schools M BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal
R15 Schools M BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance
R15 Schools M BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents
R15 Schools M BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance
R15 Schools M BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives
R15 Schools M BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
R15 Schools M BMP13 Emergency Spillway
R15 Schools M BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
R15 Schools M BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices
R15 Schools M BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
R15 Schools M BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
R15 Schools M BMP26 Porous Pavement
R15 Schools M BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
R15 Schools M BMP52 Site Stabilization
R15 Schools M BMP53 Protecting Slopes
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP36 Housekeeping
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP49 Secondary Containment
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP24 Filtration Systems
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP9 Inlet Protection
R18 Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.) H BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP31 Spill Clean-Up
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP34 Equipment Maintenance
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP36 Housekeeping
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP49 Secondary Containment
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP13 Emergency Spillway
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators 
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP24 Filtration Systems
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP9 Inlet Protection
R20 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations H BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
BMP Code BMP Name BMP Description Type Source Cost Vendor(s) Definitions
BMP1 Check Dam
Small dam to reduce erosion and settling of suspended sediments. Constructed of washed rocks, gravel bags, silt dikes, 
biobags, or sandbags.
Runoff Controls ACWA Erosion Prevention: Used to prevent the movement of soils.
BMP2 Diversion of Run-On Diversion structures that divert runoff away from sloping land or sensitive areas. Runoff Controls ACWA Pollution Prevention: Used to prevent pollution from reaching the storm drain system or waterbodies.
BMP3 Preservation of Existing Vegetation
Vegetated buffers that protect sensitive areas (i.e. wetlands, streams, and lakes). Protect soil infiltration capacity, 
stream shade, wildlife habitat, and scenic views.
Erosion Prevention ACWA - - Runoff Controls: Used to divert and control drainage at a site.
BMP4 Mulches Prevents erosion, promotes germination, and protects seeds from direct heat and being carried away by runoff. Erosion Prevention ACWA, HomeGuide (for costs) $15 - $65 per yard Sediment Controls: Used to manage soils and debris that are moving.
BMP5 Seeding and Planting Well-established vegetation reduces erosion. Erosion Prevention ACWA - Plant Oregon, Shooting Star Nursery.
BMP6 Erosion Blankets and Mats Covers the soil to prevent erosion and assist in the establishment of vegetation. Erosion Prevention ACWA, Minnesota Stormwater Manual (for costs) $1.02 - $2.90 per square yard
The Home Depot, Lowes, GEI Works, 
East Coast Erosion Control, 
GeoSolutions, Inc., Grainger, Inc.
BMP7 Entrance/Exit Tracking
Helps prevent the tracking of soil onto public and private roadways that could flow into stormwater conveyance systems 
or surface waters. Stabilized rocks pads, plates, panels, and other structural systems are used.
Sediment Controls ACWA, Minnesota Stormwater Manual (for costs) $5,763.08)
FODS Trackout Control Mats, Presto 
GeoSystems, Rubberform, GEI Works, 
Nilex.
BMP8 Sediment/Silt Fence
Temporary sediment trap made of filtering geotextile fabric stretched between and attached to support posts. Treats 
overland/sheet flow.
Sediment Controls ACWA, EPA $1.14 - $4.88 per linear foot
BMP9 Inlet Protection Devices that filter course sediments from runoff, preventing them from entering storm drainage systems. Sediment Controls ACWA -
BMP10 Fiber Rolls or Wattles
Intercepts and captures sediment entrained in sheet flow. Light-weight and easy-to-install. Applied on steep slopes and 
for inlet protection.
Sediment Controls ACWA, After Wildfire - A Guide for New Mexico Communities $1,100 - $4,000 per acre
BMP11 Concrete Management Prevents or reduces discharge of pollutants to stormwater from concrete waste. Pollution Prevention ACWA
BMP12 Stockpile and Materials Management
Stockpile management reduces or eliminates the discharge of pollutants to stormwater. Materials management 
prevents or reduces discharge of pollutants to stormwater from material delivery and storage by minimizing the storage 
of hazardous materials on site, storing materials in a designated area, installing secondary containment, conducting 
regular inspections, and training employees and subcontractors. 
Pollution Prevention ACWA - -
BMP13 Emergency Spillway
Vegetated channels, pipes, or culverts with a bottom width of greater than 10 feet and a level section of 30 feet or 
more. Excavations should be done on undisturbed soil rather than fill material.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency - -
BMP14 Wet Pond
Stores stormwater until new runoff enters. Provides water quality treatment by allowing suspended solids to settle to 
the bottom. 
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP15 Wet Extended Detention Pond
Combination of permanent pool storage and extended detention storage. Provides water quality and rate control. 
Water from large storm events is captured and released slowly over a period of time. Allows for settling of suspended 
solids and keeps flow rates in check.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP16 Dry Pond
No permanent pool. Rely upon extended detention storage for treatment. Highly susceptible to sediment re-suspension, 
but can be useful for flow rate control.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP17 Stormwater Wetland
Constructed wetland with varying water depths and vegetation. Vegetation can remove pollutants, but requires care to 
protect plant life for long-term operation.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP18 Infiltration Trench
Shallow excavated trench, 2 to 10 feet wide and 2 to 4 feet deep, filled with a course stone aggregate. Provides 
temporary stormwater runoff storage before infiltrating into the sub-surface soil.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP19 Infiltration Basin
Captures and temporarily stores stormwater runoff while allowing it to infiltrate into sub-surface soils. Rather than 
stored within a stone aggregate, water is stored in a basin. 
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP20 Bio-Retention Practices Rain gardens and enhanced vegetation swales. Similar to infiltration basins, but smaller in size, shallower in depth, and 
may include site-specific soils.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Reduce Runoff, Interstate 
Commission on the Potomac River Basin (for costs)
$10 - $40 per square foot -
BMP21 Underground Infiltration Devices Captures stormwater underground in pipes or tanks and allows stormwater to infiltrate into sub-surface soils through 
open bottoms or perforations. Typically installed in areas where surface space is limited.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP22 Hydrodynamic Separators Small, flow-through devices that remove sediment, trap debris, and separate floating oils from runoff. Designed to 
replace or retrofit existing catch basins.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP23 Catch Basin Media Inserts Installed in a storm drain inlet. Filters contaminants out of runoff entering the inlet. Alternative to conventional oil-
water separators. 
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Environmental Review Toolkit 
- Federal Highway Administration (for costs)
$100 - $1,500 per unit Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc., 
CleanWay Environmental Partners, Inc., 
Standartpark, Stormwater BIOCHAR, 
BioClean, Filtrexx.
BMP24 Filtration Systems Proprietary stormwater treatment devices which use a filter media. Filter media can be specific to certain pollutants. Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency - Hydro International, Contech 
Engineered Solutions, Jensen Water 
Resources, Fabco Industries, 
StormTank, BioClean, BaySaver 
Technologies, CleanWay, AquaShield, 
StormwateRx, StormTrap, 
BioMicrobics, AbTech Industries, New 
Pig. 
BMP25 Infiltration Systems Proprietary system devices that are often buried underground, allowing stormwater to drain through them on the way 
to lakes and rivers. Suspended solids settle to the bottom.
Runoff Controls Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
BMP26 Porous Pavement Allows stormwater to infiltrate the pavement and enter the soil. This removes fine grain pollutants and provides erosion 
control. Examples include interlocking tiles or bricks.
Runoff Controls Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project
BMP27 Clean and Maintain Storm Drainage System Clean and maintain catch basins annually, or more frequently at sites with activities generating a lot of sediment and 
other debris.
Sediment Controls King County Stormwater Services - -
BMP28 Stormdrain Inlet Labels Stencil or apply stormdrain markers adjacent to stormdrains to help prevent improper disposal of pollutants. Pollution Prevention King County Stormwater Services
BMP29 Illicit Connection Identification and Elimination Illicit connections convey substances other than stormwater (internal floor drains, HVAC systems, industrial processes, 
sinks, and toilets). Illicit connections must be immediately removed, permanently plugged, or re-plumbed. 
Pollution Prevention King County Stormwater Services
BMP30 Spill and Leak Prevention Visually inspect vehicles entering the facility for leaks. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP31 Spill Clean-Up When spills and leaks happen, clean up as much of the fluid as possible using dry methods (i.e. cat litter). Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP32 Proper Fluids Handling After removing vehicle fluids, store the fluids in clearly marked containers. This applies to other types of fluids, as well. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP33 Drain, Cover, and Contain Oily Parts Stored Outside If storing oily parts outside or in vehicles that are outside, ensure that they are covered to prevent contact with rain or 
snow. Inspect these areas regularly for spills and leaks.
Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP34 Equipment Maintenance Schedule and perform periodic inspections of equipment. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP35 Pave Refueling Areas Pave refueling areas with concrete to prevent contamination of the soil and to enable clean-up. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP36 Housekeeping Sweep and clean paved surfaces daily to reduce sediment and contaminant build-up. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation - -
BMP37 Proper Wash Water Disposal Wash water from equipment, work areas, or shop floors cannot come into contact or mix with rainfall or surface 
drainage, or drain offsite. Wash water must be discharged into the sanitary sewer.
Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP38 Vehicle Owner Education Inform customers who remove parts to do so properly and to appropriately dispose of fluids. Pollution Prevention Sustainable Conservation
BMP39 Proper Grease and Oil Disposal Recycle grease and oil instead of pouring down sinks, floor drains, and/or into parking lots and streets. Pollution Prevention Environmental Services, City of Portland
BMP40 Dumpster Maintenance Keep dumpster areas clean and the lids closed. Don't fill with liquid waste or hose them out. Pollution Prevention Environmental Services, City of Portland - -
BMP41 Minimize Chlorinated Cleaners and Solvents Effective non-chlorinated cleaners are available for all jobs. See if one or two general, less-toxic cleaning materials can 
replace single-purpose cleaners.
Pollution Prevention Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
BMP42 Properly Working Portable Toilets Make sure portable toilets are in good working order and not leaking. Pollution Prevention EPA - Midwest Research Institute
BMP43 Water Conservation Use as little water as possible for dust control. Pollution Prevention EPA - Midwest Research Institute
BMP44 Proper Timing for Construction Schedule excavation and grading activities for dry weather periods. Pollution Prevention EPA - Midwest Research Institute
BMP45 Reduce Soil Compaction Use gravel approaches to reduce soil compaction and limit the tracking of sediments into streets. Sediment Controls EPA - Midwest Research Institute
BMP46 Downspout Extenders Prevents erosion from roof runoff and allows for groundwater recharge. Erosion Prevention University of Wisconsin - Extension ~$5 - ~$50 per unit The Home Depot, Lowes, Menards, 
Walter Drake, Grainger, Inc., Ace 
Hardware.
BMP47 Proper Garden and Lawn Maintenance Do not over-water, place clippings and pruning waste in approved containers for pick-up, do not blow or rake leaves 
into the street, use organic or non-toxic fertilizers, do not over-fertilize, and store pesticides, fertilizers, and other 
chemicals in a covered area to prevent runoff.
Pollution Prevention EPA - Midwest Research Institute - -
BMP48 Use Pesticide Alternatives Utilize Integrated Pest Management: physical controls (caulking holes, using traps, etc.), biological controls (predatory 
insects, bacterial insecticides, etc.), and chemical controls (as the last resort).
Pollution Prevention EPA - Midwest Research Institute
BMP49 Secondary Containment Use berms, spill containment pallets, double-walled containers, etc. around machines and barrels that may leak, 
especially if stored outside. 
Pollution Prevention Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program ~$50 - $3,000/unit Instate Products, ULINE, New Pig, 
Global Industrial, Basic Concepts, Inc., 
Albarrie, Grainger, Inc., West Coast Spill 
Supplies. 
BMP50 Proper Hazardous Waste Disposal Metalworking fluids that can't be recycled, cleaning solutions, and absorbent materials used to clean up those fluids 
may need to be disposed of as hazardous waste. 
Pollution Prevention Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
BMP51 Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) On-Hand Obtain MSDS for all chemicals and metals stored in the facility and keep them accessible at all times. Pollution Prevention Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Program
BMP52 Site Stabilization Vegetate, mulch, or otherwise stabilize all exposed areas as soon as land alternatives have been completed. Sediment Controls EPA, HomeGuide (for mulch costs) $15 - $65 per yard The Home Depot, Ground Control, 
Hilton Landscape Supply, Rogue 
Compost, Green Plant Naturals, 
Walmart.
BMP53 Protecting Slopes Rough grade or terrace slopes. Break up long slopes with sediment barriers, or under drain, or divert stormwater away 
from slopes.
Sediment Controls EPA (for silt fence costs), After Wildfire - A Guide for New Mexico 
Communities (for fiber roll/wattle costs)
$1.14 - $4.88 per linear foot 
(silt fencing), $1,100 - $4,000 
per acre (fiber rolls/wattles) 
The Home Depot, Grainger, Inc., 
Interstate Products, ULINE, The Cary 
Company, Sandbaggy, RAJ Supply, 
Southern Geo Supply, Walmart, 
Forestry Suppliers, Industrial Products.
Activity at Site Type
Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs Runoff Controls
Aboveground Storage Tanks - Residential Erosion Prevention Practices
Apartments and Condominiums Sediment Controls
Auto - Body Shops Pollution Prevention Practices
Auto - Car Washes
Auto - Gas Stations
Auto - Gas Stations - Historic
Auto - Repair Shops
Automobiles - Body Shops







Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
Construction Company
Construction/Demolition Area
Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture






Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills
Home Manufacturing
Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
Irrigation Canal/Pond
Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
Machine Shops
Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs
Medical/Vet Offices
Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil




Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
Parks
Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
Photo Processing/Printing
Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum
Plastic/Synthetics Producer
Ponds/Streams/Wetlands
River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
RV/Mini Storage
Schools
Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
Surface Water on 303d list
Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways
Transportation - Railroads
Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Unknown Operation
Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
UST - Status Unknown
UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Warehouses
Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Wells - Abandoned
Wells - Production























APPENDIX H. USWA Excel File with PCS Information 
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Chapman Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Tycer Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 38 at MP 3.47 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 271 (Dodge) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Foots Creek, Hwy 60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River +, Hwy 271 (Rock Point) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Pedestrian Br Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 21 over CORP Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Birdseye Creek, Hwy 60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Millers Gulch, Hwy 60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 486 (Gold Hill Spur) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cattlepass, Hwy 21 at MP 10.01 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cattlepass, Hwy 21 at MP 11.07 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable SHADY COVE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Indian Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Reese Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable SHADY COVE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 22 at MP 20.00 (Shady Cove) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1 E CLARK ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORP Communications Office
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Elk Creek, Hwy 62 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lewis Creek, Hwy 62 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kelly Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CORP over Hwy 1 (Wall Creek) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hamilton Creek, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 63 at MP 4.60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CORP over Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sardine Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Castle Creek, Hwy 233 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bybee Creek, Hwy 233 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 233 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Douglas 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Muir Creek, Hwy 233 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable TALENT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, TILLER-TRAIL HWY 1102 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Willow Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hog Creek, Agate Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1 E CLARK ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
10 S OAKDALE AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSON COUNTY JUSTICE BUILDING UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Phoenix Canal, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hamilton Creek, Hwy 21 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 8.80 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hog Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Branch Langel Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cricket Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Flat Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Union Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Schoolhouse Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lick Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Salt Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Long Branch Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek, Hwy 270 at MP 18.23 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H South Fork Jackson Creek, Hwy 272 at MP 32.39 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hwy 272 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 273 over CORP and Hwy 273 (Steinman) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 273 over CORP (Dollarhide) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Grayback Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Lake Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Grayback Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable TALENT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, Talent Ave. Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek, Hwy 270 at MP 15.44 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dead Horse Creek, Hwy 230 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Buck Rock Creek, Hwy 230 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable EAGLE POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek, Main St (Eagle Point) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
100 S OAKDALE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JUSTICE BUILDING (JACKSON COUNTY) UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
100 WILLIG WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WILLIG FREIGHT LINES, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Whetstone Creek, Kirkland Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, Hwy 272 at MP 35.68 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Snider Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H West Fork Snider Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H East Fork Snider Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 271 at MP 13.37 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, County Rd 724 (E Pine St) WB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1000 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROGUE VALLEY OIL CO Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1000 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SHELL OIL PRODUCTS US Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1000 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY OIL CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1001 S OAKDALE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1001 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M REGENCY CAR WASH Automobiles - Gas Stations
1001 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L REGENCY CARWASH Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 NB at MP 23.07 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 SB at MP 23.07 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 NB at MP 22.42 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 SB at MP 22.42 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Briggs Creek, Holland Loop Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Table Rock Creek, Hwy 271 at MP 6.86 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sams Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cattlepass, Hwy 271 at MP 6.08 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Drainage Ditch, Hwy 271 at MP 7.77 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Zana Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rock Creek, Hwy 271 at MP 8.62 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cattlepass, Hwy 271 at MP 10.00 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Fern Valley Road #670 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over Galls Creek Front Rd Conn Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Galls Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 486 Spur over Hwy 1 (S Gold Hill) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Blackwell Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Hwy 1 Front Rd Lt Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Stockpass, Hwy 1 at MP 39.74 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ROGUE RIVER Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wards Creek, Main St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H South Fork Jackson Creek, Hwy 272 at MP 31.58 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over Equipment Pass & Frontage Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Stockpass, Hwy 1 at MP 37.20 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Tolo Road over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hanley Rd #789 at MP 3.34 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hanely Rd # 751 at MP 1.55 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Ross Lane Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H COPCO Canal, County Rd 1033 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H COPCO Canal, Butte Falls Rd at MP 21.31 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H COPCO Canal, Butte Falls Rd at MP 20.92 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Roadside Ditch, Dead Indian Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Taylor Road Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, County Rd 971 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H McNeil Creek, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Quartz Creek, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ashland Creek, Hwy 63 NB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Snider Creek, Tresham Lane Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Foley Ln #814 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dry Creek, Bigham Road Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Willow Cr/butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H South Fork Rogue River, Butte Falls Prospect Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1001 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L REGENCY CARWASH UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 63 at MP 9.37 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Oregon St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Creek &amp; County Rd + CORP, Hwy 1 at MP 49.46 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ROGUE RIVER Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ward Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 1 NB (Homestead) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 1 SB (Homestead) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 60 over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 NB over Hwy 60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB over Hwy 60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Emigrant Creek, Hwy 21 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, Riley Rd #527 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Central Point Rd Conn #2 (East Pine St) over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek & Table Rock Rd, Hwy 1 at MP 31.30 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1003 MEDFORD CTR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SAFEWAY STORE NO525 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1005 N RIVERSIDE #100 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L J N PROPERTIES & LEASING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1006 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H RAMSEYS CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Myer Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Valley View Rd Conn #2 over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Fern Valley Rd Conn #2 over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Suncrest Rd over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Suncrest Road #661 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Long Branch Creek, Rogue River Dr Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Old Stage Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dirbitterlick Creek, County Rd 941 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Butler Creek Rd over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Mountain Ave over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Goerky Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H E Main St over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 21 over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 NB over Crowson Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB over Crowson Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Tolman Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CORP over Hwy 1 (Mistletoe) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 63 over Hwy 1 (S Ashland Intchg) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dry Creek, Rogue River Dr Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Payne Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB over Hwy 273 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 NB over Hwy 273 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over Hwy 273 at MP 4.63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H West Fork Trail Creek, County Rd 820 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sugar Pine Creek, County Rd 941 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, County Rd 572 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Middle Fork Rogue River, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Dead Indian Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1006 Court St Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Ramseys Cleaners Dry Cleaners
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hopkins Irrigation Canal, Hwy 270 at MP 2.43 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hopkins Irrigation Canal, Hwy 270 at MP 3.03 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dry Creek, Hwy 270 at MP 3.33 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 270 at MP 6.84 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek, Hwy 270 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, Bigham Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Equipment Pass, Hwy 270 at MP 16.88 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 22 over PP&L Spillway Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Irrigation Canal, Hwy 1 at MP 23.57 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Payne Creek, Hwy 1 Frtg Rd Rt Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dean Creek, Hwy 1 Frontage Rd Rt Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dean Creek, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Irrigation Ditch, Hwy 1 Frtg Rd Rt at MP F40.85 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Irrigation Ditch, Hwy 1 Frtg Rd Rt at MP F40.92 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Irrigation Ditch, Hwy 1 Frtg Rd Lt at MP F41.18 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ashland Creek, Hwy 63 SB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Douglas 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lost Creek, Hwy 233 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Galls Creek, Lampman Rd. Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Daisy Creek, McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Blackwell Creek, Hwy 271 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 270 at MP 0.02 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Creek & Cattlepass, Hwy 270 at MP 11.48 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 at MP 31.84 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 Frontage Rd Rt at MP F32.82 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 at MP 32.96 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 Conn #5 Lt at MP 5C32.35 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 Frontage Rd Rt at MP F33.41 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 at MP 33.48 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1006 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M WSCO PETROLEUM CORP Automobiles - Gas Stations
1006 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASTRO #209 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 4.56 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Whetstone Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 5.64 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 6.00 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cascade Gorge Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Skookum Creek, Hwy 22 at MP 40.12 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 at MP 18.74 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Skookum Creek, Hwy 22 at MP 40.23 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rumley Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 32.12 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lost Creek, Hwy 22 at MP 33.12 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Floras Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 22 over Pedestrian Underpass at MP 33.66 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Peyton Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lost Creek, Hwy 22 at MP 33.12 (State Park Access) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Mulvaney Gulch, Holland Loop Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 22 over Cal-Ore Power Flumes Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue Rive, Hwy 22 at MP 43.54 (Prospect) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Copco Canal, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 22 at MP 35.41 (Peyton) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Hwy 22 at MP 29.23 (McLeod) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, WEST MAIN ST. CR850 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek & Agate Rd, Hwy 162 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Big Butte Creek, Crowfoot Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, Hwy 1W Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H S Fork Little Butte Creek, S Fork Little Butte Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Elk Creek, County Rd 573 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1006 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASTRO #209 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lake Creek, County Rd 961 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek, County Rd 1000 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Hwy 21at MP 2.50 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Hwy 21 at MP 3.17 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sams Creek, Pelton Ln Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River, Table Rock Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 21 at MP 2.35 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, County Rd 932 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, County Rd 867 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sams Creek, Ramsey Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lake Creek, Hwy 38 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
101 CHESTNUT AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 9.70 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable EAGLE POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 9.93 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Cantilever Br, Hwy 1 SB at MP 31.31 (VMS) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Cantilever Br, Hwy 1 SB at MP 16.75 (VMS) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
101 N Grape St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Southern Oregon ESD Schools
101 S Bartlett Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Rogue Community College Schools
1011 LaLoma Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Orchard Hill Elementary School Schools
1024  SUMMIT AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M STAR BODY WORKS Automobiles - Body Shops
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1024  SUMMIT AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STAR BODY WORKS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1024 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M QUENCH & DRENCH II Auto - Repair Shops
1024 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LUBE N CAR WASH DEVELOPERS DBA QUENCH & DRENCH II Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1024 SUMMIT AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H JOMAE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1025 N CENTRAL   BLDG B MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H M ECOWATER SOLUTIONS Machine Shops
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 270 (Kirtland Road) at MP -6.55 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ashland Creek, Winburn Way Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Cantilever Br, Hwy 270 at MP 13.80 (VMS) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dean Creek, Willow Springs Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hopkins Irrigation Canal, McLoughlin Dr Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
103 W MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L UNION OIL CO OF CALIF Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
103 W MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNION OIL CO OF CALIF UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1031  NARREGAN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M TRAIL TOUGH Auto - Repair Shops
104 FLORENCE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1050  BEATTY ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H M & M AUTOMOTIVE PAINT SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1050 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAWK OIL COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1068 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
1068 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RIVERSIDE TIGER MART UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Truss Br, Hwy 1 NB at MP 25.45 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H SIGN BRIDGE - NB HWY 1 @ MP C30.22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CANTILEVER SIGN, EB HWY 22 AT MP 0.31 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CANTILEVER SIGN, WB HWY 22 AT MP 0.45 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H SIGN TRUSS, HWY 022 AT MP 0.62 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H SIGN TRUSS, HWY 22 AT MP 0.80 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H SIGN BRIDGE - NB HWY 001 @ MP C30.31 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CANTILEVER SIGN, EB HWY 22 AT MP 0.49 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CANTILEVER SIGN, WB HWY 22 AT MP 0.51 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ROGUE RIVER Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ward Creek, Classic Dr Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1068 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L RIVERSIDE TIGER MART UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
107 Newtown St. Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Gingko Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1078 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MAINSTREAM MOTORS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
108 KENSINGTON SQUARE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1080  FISHER AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H INDUSTRIAL FINISHES & SYSTEMS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Foots Creek, Right Fork Foots Rd # 915 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Foots Creek, County Rd 903 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, E Pine St (Medford) EB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, E Street Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, F Street Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Hanley Rd #789 at MP 3.87 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable EAGLE POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Little Butte Creek (Loto Street) Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Joseph Stewart State Park Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, Wagner Rd at MP 2.71 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Scenic Ave #708 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Truss Br, Hwy 1 SB at MP 13.17 (Crowson VMS) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, G Street Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable JACKSONVILLE Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, C Street Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Cantilever Sign Support, Hwy 1 SB at MP 5.58 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 63 over Hwy 1 (Seven Oaks Intchg) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB over CORP (Seven Oaks) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 NB over CORP (Seven Oaks) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1083  A KNUTSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M PERFORMANCE WAREHOUSE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H County Rd 804 over COPR Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Red Blanket Creek, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Snider Creek, Table Rock Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Emigrant Creek, Dead Indian Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable TALENT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, West Valley View Rd #660 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, County Rd 960 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB On-Ramp over Jackson Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, County Rd 867 (Meridian Rd) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Antelope Creek, County Rd #510 (Meridian Rd) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Big Butte Creek, Netherland Rd #930 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1085 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STEWART AVE BP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1085 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STEWART AVE BP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
11  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
11  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1100 BARNETT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BARNETT SHELL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1101  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M KEN SCALES AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
1101  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H KEN SCALES AUTOMOTIVE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1101  FISHER AVE  UNIT A MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H CRONIN CO THE Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1103 QUEEN ANNE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1105 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CTI UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H WAGNER CREEK ROAD AT MP 4.60 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sucker Creek, Holland Loop Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Soda Gulch, Hwy 021 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Upton Rd over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Upton Rd over Bear Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over Foley Lane Frontage Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1109  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H CSC INC  MEDFORD Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over Neil Creek Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 SB at MP 14.96 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 NB at MP 14.96 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 SB over Eagle Mill Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 NB over Eagle Mill Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ashland Creek, Water St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hill Creek Culvert Hwy 021 at MP 6.66 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Multi-use path undercrossing Hwy 270 at MP -7.02 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Myer Creek, County Rd 969 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Galls Creek Road over Galls Creek at MP 4.07 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Valley View Rd Conn #1 over Hwy 1 (N Ashland Int) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sucker Creek, Holland Loop Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Neil Creek, Hwy 21 at MP 4.26 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, Wagner Creek Rd at MP 5.26 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge over seasonal creek Joseph Stewart SRA Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge over seasonal creek Joseph Stewart SRA Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge east of Floras Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge west of Floras Creek Joseph Stewart SRA Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge over Diamond Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge over park water feature Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ped bridge over Lost Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CMP HWY 270 at MP -7.06 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H CMP HWY 270 at MP -7.09 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River Greenway Trail Bridge A Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River Greenway Trail Bridge B Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Rogue River Greenway Trail Bridge C Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, County Rd 501 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hog Creek, Mountain View Dr #538 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hog Creek, Reese Creek Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sams Creek, Old Sams Valley Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Scenic Ave #708 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Upton Slough, Upton Rd #713 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Upton Slough, Wilson Rd #728 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Snider Creek, Wheeler Rd #733 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable CENTRAL POINT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, W Pine St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, South Stage Rd # 634 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H North Name Creek, Modoc Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, County Rd 776 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Whetstone Creek, Table Rock Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Swanson Creek, Table Rock Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H McNeil Creek, Obenchain Rd #957 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Madrona Lane #810 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H West Fork Trail Creek, County Rd 820 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Trail Creek, County Rd 820 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Kane Creek Rd #835 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kane Creek, Kane Creek Rd #835 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Left Fork Foots Creek, County Rd 903 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wards Creek, Boyd Rd #904 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Right Fork Roots Creek, Right Fork Roots Creek Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Flat Creek, County Rd 941 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Alder Creek, County Rd 941 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H East Lateral Irrigation Canal, County Rd 946 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Big Butte Creek, Cobleigh Rd #949 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Schoolhouse Creek, County Rd 957 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Talent Irrigation Canal, County Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Willow Creek, Willow Lake Rd #965 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Reese Creek, Butte Falls Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lake Creek, County Rd 100 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H North Fork Big Butte Creek, County Rd 1003 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Salt Creek, County Rd 1005 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Swanson Creek, East Gregory Rd #555 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Emigrant Creek, County Rd 1006 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Emigrant Creek, County Rd 1006 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Lost Creek, County Rd 1449 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Rossanley Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Whetstone Creek, East Gregory Rd #555 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kanutchan Creek, Brownsboro Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Dry Creek, Dry Creek Rd #594 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Jackson Creek, Jackson Reservoir Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kanutchan Creek, County Rd 524 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sams Creek, Sams Creek Rd #807 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Phoenix Canyon, Jasmine Ave #697 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Copco Penstocks, County Rd 797 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Copco Spillway, County Rd 797 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H North Fork Rogue River, County Rd 797 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, Ross Lane #746 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Whetstone Creek, Highbank Rd #562 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Yankee Creek, County Rd 572 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Medford Irrigation Canal, Dry Creek Rd #594 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable TALENT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, County Rd 651 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, Wagner Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable TALENT Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Wagner Creek, West Valley View Rd #660 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Ashland Creek, Van Ness Ave Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable ASHLAND Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek. Mountain Ave Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H East Fork Illinois River, Waldo Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Democrat Creek, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Small Creek, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Small Creek, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Small Creek, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Martin Creek, Rockydale Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Martin Creek, Martin Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Small Stream, Holland Loop Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Page Creek, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H East Fork Illinois River, Takilma Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Althouse Creek, Dick George Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Democrat Creek, Dick George Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable UNKNOWN Josephine 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Kelly Creek, White School Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Agate Lake Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Agate Lake River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Casey State Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Casey State Recreation Site Non-Motorized Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Dodge Bridge Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Dodge Bridge Jackson County Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Dowden Falls Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Gold Nugget Recreation Area Non - Motorized Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Emigrant Lake North Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Emigrant Lake Jackson County Boat Ramp North River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Emigrant Lake West Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Emigrant Lake Jackson County Boat Ramp West River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Fish Lake Recreation Area Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Fish Lake Recreation Area River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Fishers Ferry Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Fishers Ferry Jackson County Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Gold Hill Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Gold Hill Regional Park Non - Motorized Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Joseph Stewart State Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Joseph Stewart State Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Lost Creek Marina Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Lost Creek Marina River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Riveredge Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H McGregor Park Non-Motor Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Patrick Dunn Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Patrick Dunn River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Rogue Elk Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Rogue Elk Jackson County Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Sardine Creek Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Sardine Creek Non-Motorized Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Shady Cove Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Upper Rogue Regional Jackson County Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Songer Wayside Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Songer Wayside Jackson County Boat Launch River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Takelma Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Takelma Jackson County Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Takelma Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Takelma Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Tou Velle State Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Touvelle State Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Valley of the Rogue State Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Valley of the Rogue State Park Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Willow Lake County Park Unknown Jackson 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Willow Lake Jackson County Boat Ramp River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Bolan Lake Campground Unknown Josephine 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Forest Service Bolan Lake Non - Motorized Boat Launch River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
Fish Lake Resort Unknown Klamath 03/2016 OR State Marine Board Boating Access Sites Database (OSMB) M14 L H Fish Lake Resort River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc Campgrounds)
10175 WHEELER RD CENTRAL POINT Jackson 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A03 H H DOGS FOR THE DEAF INC Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
11161 TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT Jackson 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A54 H H ROGUE RIVER RANCH, INC. Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) - Fed Regulated
11161 TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A03 H H ROGUE RIVER RANCHES Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
615 Butte Falls Highway Eagle Point JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A03 H H reese creek ranch Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
5325 TOLO RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A54 H H VOGEL DAIRY Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) - Fed Regulated
7000 HIGH BANKS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A03 H H MEDINA'S DAIRY Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
13794 PERRY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A03 H H ROGUE VALLEY QUAIL/FEEDER MICE, INC. Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
11161 TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 8/14/2018 OR Dept. of Agriculture Confined Animal Feeding Operations database (ODA/CAFO) A54 H H ROGUE RIVER RANCH Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) - Fed Regulated
1701 CHAPEL DRIVE Carlton Benton 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H PHILOMATH MILL SITE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1109 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CSC, INC. / MEDFORD STEEL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3100 WILLOW SPRINGS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ERICKSON AIR-CRANE INCORPORATED Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2000 ROGUE RIVER DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ALUMAWELD BOATS INC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
306 C ST Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SPECIAL PRODUCTS OF OREGON, INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
146 MISTLETOE RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CROMAN CORP. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1110 E VILAS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M NORTHWEST VOLVO TRUCKS INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
7050 6TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H NIC INDUSTRIES, INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2655 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H HUBBARDS ACE HOME CTR (DUPLICATE) Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H PROVIDENCE MEDFORD MEDICAL CTR Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
3959 HAMRICK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H LTM, INCORPORATED Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1790 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H DOWN RIVER FOREST PRODUCT Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
25 E. McAndrews N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS CO Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
7111 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SUPERIOR LUMBER CO Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1405 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H GEORGIAPACIFIC RESINS INC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 AVE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H NW DUST CONTROL Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
4386 AVENUE A N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H Pear Valley Wood Products Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2291 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H C & R SALVAGE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
I-5 MILEPOST 36 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H MONTEZUMA WEST SPILL SITE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
441 West Antelope Rd. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H WHETSTONE INDUSTRIAL PARK Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
4299 14TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CASCADE WOOD PRODUCTS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
4586 S PACIFIC HWY Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H PETE'S AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
930 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BETTENDORF ENTERPRISES, INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2685 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H MEDITE - MEDFORD DIVISION Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
PROSPECT N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H PACIFICORP Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
8001 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROGUE TRANSFER & RECYCLING, LLC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
8001 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROGUE TRANSFER & RECYCLING, LLC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1385 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H WESTPAC MOULDING OF OREGON Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1111 N CENTRAL AVE  STE A MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M AUTO AIR & AUTOMOTIVE CO Auto - Repair Shops
563 A ST. Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 N CENTRAL AVE  STE F MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C02 M M EVERY LITTLE DETAIL Automobiles - Car Washes
1111 N CENTRAL AVE UNIT I Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ROGUE VALLEY CIRCUITS, INC. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
9464 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BLACKWELL RD DRUG LAB Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 N CENTRAL AVE UNIT I Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY CIRCUITS, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1116 N RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M WOLFARD EQUIPMENT INC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
339 OAK GROVE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROSBOROUGH BUSINESS COMPLEX Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
112 LINDLEY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1.7 RM UPSTRM FR CONFL OF ELK CK & N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ELK CREEK DAM Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
105 WATER ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H WESTERN BURNER CO. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2310 VOORHIES RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H EDENVALE WINERY Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1125  KNUTSON AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L EDGE WIRELESS LLC Communications Office
GRANITE STREET N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H FORMER REEDER PISTOL RANGE - CITY OF ASHLAND Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
4612 S PACIFIC HWY Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H LINDVIG MACHINE SHOP Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
OLD HWY 62 & SOUTH ROYAL AVE Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H OLD HIGHWAY 62 - EUGENE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H GOLD CHLORIDE MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SHORTY HOPE MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
35S/3W/S29 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H LUCKY BART MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SYLVANITE MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
37 SCHOOLHOUSE LANE Shady Cove JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SHADY COVE MIDDLE SCHOOL Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
TOWNSHIP 39S, RANGE 1W, SECTION 12 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ASHLAND MINE - FORMER Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
36S/3W/SECTION 28 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BRADEN MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
37S/3W/36 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H OPP MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
251 W VALLEY VIEW RD Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H TALENT TRUCK STOP INC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
7220 HIGH BANKS RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BUHRMAN RESIDENCE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
KERSHAW RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CAMP WHITE NATIONAL GUARD RIFLE RANGE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
ANTELOPE RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CAMP WHITE NATIONAL GUARD VEHICLE REPAIR FACILITY Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1125  KNUTSON AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EDGE WIRELESS LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
850 S FRONT ST Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H Reginald Breeze Property Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1127 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HEWITTS AUTO BODY & PAINTING & TOWING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
14475 HIGHWAY 234 Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
113  ROSS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ALBERTSONS EXPRESS Automobiles - Gas Stations
1130 N RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M WOLFARD EQUIPMENT INC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
8425 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H EF BURRILL LUMBER SITE (FORMER) Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
39S/2E/S23 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BARRON MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
36S/1E/S11 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H STANLEY AND BROWN PROSPECTS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
4046 ANDREWS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H EMS TRUCK WASTE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1130 NIANTIC ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
718 BEEBE ROAD N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BEEBE ROAD Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1253 E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H MEDFORD RIFLE & PISTOL CLUB, INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1526 CAMP BAKER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H NORTHWEST SHOT Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1134  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C02 M M YELLOW SUBMARINE CAR WASH INC Automobiles - Car Washes
1200 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CERTAINTEED - WHITE CITY Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
7675 AGATE RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CENTRAL POINT AUTO WRECKERS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N COTTAGE ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ALBA VILLAGE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
555 EMIGRANT CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1140 Sweet Road Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 H M 1140 Sweet Road Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
1575 Suncrest Road N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROYAL-GOLDENCREST-SILVERCREST TRACTS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
3210 CHELTENHAM WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H DELTA WATERS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1111 MILL CREEK DR. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT - PROSPECT SPILL Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H COWBOY MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H LYTTLE MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
40S/8W/36 N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H WALDO COPPER MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H QUEEN OF BRONZE MINE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
7902 TAKILMA RD N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BUSK PROPERTY - TAKILMA Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
T10S, R8W, SEC 35 N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H TAKILMA SMELTER Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1736 NE 45TH AVE Portland Multnomah 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H 1736 NE 45TH AVE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
117 S. Central Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Rogue Community College Schools
1170 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HOOVER, CLAUDE W UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7905 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L MEDITE CORPORATION Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
7638 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L VICKERS T-J Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1175 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COURT STREET PROPERTIES LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1175 East Main   Suite 1-C Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Van Wey Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1187 W MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ROGUE PACIFIC LUMBER CO Construction Company
1187 W MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE PACIFIC LUMBER CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1190  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M CRATER LAKE SHELL Automobiles - Gas Stations
7070 CRATER LAKE HWY AKA HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L DALE JOE PROPERTY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
10175 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SOUTHERN OREGON TALLOW CO., INC. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1401 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #3387 Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
2809 JACKSONVILLE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1190 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TRUAX CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8380 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L TIMBER PRODUCTS CO. LIMITED PARTNERSHIP Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
8124 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1190 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TRUAX CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1190 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L TRUAX CORPORATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
12 GLEN OAK COURT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
7475 HIGH BANK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ROGUE VALLEY RECYCLING Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1200  MIRA MAR AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
205 E CALIFORNIA ST Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L RASMUSSEN'S SERVICE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
3526 ROSS LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BEEBE, VERNE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
8705 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L STEVE WILSON CO. CORP. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ROGUE VALLEY MANOR Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
90 N MOUNTAIN AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ASHLAND SERVICE CENTER Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY MANOR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY MANOR UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY MANOR UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H ROGUE VALLEY MANOR Municipal/Industrial Landfill
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BOISE CASCADE - WHITE CITY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1200 MIRA MAR AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ROGUE VALLEY MANOR UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
6740 CRATER LAKE AVENUE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L U & R EXPRESS - WHITE CITY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1200 MIRA MAR LAKE VILLAGE DR. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROGUE VALLEY MANOR - MEMORY CARE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
I-5 MILEPOST 14.5 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ARROW TRANSPORTATION CO. SPILL Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
E PINE ST & FREEMAN RD Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L PACIFIC NW BELL - CENTRAL POINT Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1201 ARMORY DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTH GATEWAY CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
BETWEEN HUENER LN & SHAFER LN Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L DAISY CREEK SUBDIVISION Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1280 S FORK LITTLE BUTTE CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SW OREGON FOREST LANDS - ABANDONED BARRELS Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
4TH STREET Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L IDEAL BASICS INDUSTRIES Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1204  STOWE AVE  110 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M B & L TRANSMISSIONS INC Auto - Repair Shops
WALNUT ST (1,000 FOOT SECTION OF) Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L CITY OF ASHLAND HERBICIDE APPLICATION Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
5830 GRIFFIN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L GRIFFIN CREEK BATTERY SITE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
13003 HWY 62 AKA CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L WILLAMETTE EGG FARM CO. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
BEEBE RD & HAMRICK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L DECARLO HOMES OIL RELEASE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
11 FIRST ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ROGUE RIFLE CO. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1204  STOWE AVE  110 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H B & L TRANSMISSIONS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1212 Queen Anne Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Roosevelt Elementary School Schools
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L REVENUE POCKET MINE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
2415 GLORY C RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L CROWNING TOUCH, INC. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
GRANITE STREET N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L FORMER REEDER PISTOL RANGE - USFS PROPERTY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
8385 Division Rd. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1215 South Columbus Medford Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Renner's Placer Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
5500 HWY 140 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ROGUE AGGREGATE - 1990 DIESEL RELEASE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
122 S CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H THE SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3213 HAMRICK RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L AIRPORT ORCHARD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1225 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CASCADE ELEC MOTOR SERVCE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
E PINE ST & 4TH ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L EAST PINE STREET GROUNDWATER - CENTRAL POINT Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1007 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L GREEN'S WRECKING YARD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
I-5 MP 6 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L OAK HARBOR 2,4-D SPILL Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
117 W. GLENWOOD RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L GLENWOOD BUSINESS PARK FORMER MGP Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1231  DISK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M PARR LUMBER COMPANY Construction Company
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L MEDFORD CORP. - NORTH MEDFORD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1234  CORONA AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M VIRGIL O ANDERSON CONST INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BURRILL AVENUE G Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
165 WATER ST. Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SOS PLUMBING & DRAIN SERVICE, INC. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
217 N ROSS LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SCHATZ PROPERTY - HAJC Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1234  CORONA AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VIRGIL O ANDERSON CONST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1234 Corona Avenue Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Granite Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
124 GREENWAY CIRCLE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2201 S PACIFIC HWY. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L NAUMES PROPERTY (FORMER) Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
ROSSANLEY DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY SOIL PILE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
7800 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H NORTHWEST PRINTED CIRCUITS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1244 S  Riverside Ave Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Archie's Drive-Thru Cleaners Dry Cleaners
125 W FOURTH ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M BUDGE-MCHUGH SUPPLY CO Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1250 Biddle Rd Ste G Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M One Hour Martinizing Dry Cleaners
1250 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON STATION 9790 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1251 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD #5 - COLVIN OIL CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1253 E VILAS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1271  STOWE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H FOSTERS I W P LLC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1282  STOWE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H OR CAL RUBBER & SUPPLY CO Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
1289  BENS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L RATS INC Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
129 N Oakdale Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M New Dimension Christian School Schools
1299  STOWE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H VALLEY WEB PRINTING Photo Processing/Printing
4594 S PACIFIC HWY Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BERRYS AUTO BODY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
801 AVENUE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CROMAN CORPORATION LOGGING DIVISION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1299  STOWE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VALLEY WEB PRINTING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1493 KINGSLEY DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PACIFIC DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
12A W JACKSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MEDFORD TRANSMISSION SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
250 LOZIER LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BLACK OAK WOODWORKS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8399 14TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CASCADE WOOD PRODUCTS, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3100 WILLOW SPRINGS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ERICKSON AIR-CRANE INCORPORATED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1977 HWY 99 N N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BUTLER FORD INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
130 CLARK ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SISKIYOU BEVERAGES INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2000 ROGUE RIVER DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALUMAWELD BOATS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1250 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON STATE COL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1111 E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LTM, INCORPORATED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
130 S CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
451 N 2ND ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BUS BARN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
130 VERNADA PL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
130 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SIXTH STREET PLAZA UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7905 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDITE CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7111 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SUPERIOR LUMBER CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
130 W CLARK MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORP Communications Office
130 W CLARK MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2045 HWY 99 N N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TOWN & COUNTRY CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2872 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TUCKER SNO-CAT CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
653 2ND AVE Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SWEED MACHINERY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7638 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H VICKERS T-J Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
130 W CLARK ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ANM INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
100 COLE M RIVERS DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H USA COE ROGUE RIVER BASIN PROJECT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8250 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDPLY, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1490 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H USDOI FWS NATIONAL FORENSICS LAB Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1300  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M DARIGOLD INC Food Processing
5TH & A ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1300  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DARIGOLD INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1300 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M DARIGOLD, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
640 TOLMAN CREEK RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H INDEPENDENT PRINTING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2095 COREY RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COMMERCIAL COLLISION & PAINT INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2661 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1300 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DARIGOLD, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
13TH ST & AVE F N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WCTU RAILWAY COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1301  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M FRED MEYER STORES INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1301  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FRED MEYER STORES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
680 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MARBLE DESIGNS, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1301 CENTER DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FRED MEYER SOUTH MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1301 CENTER DR Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L FRED MEYER FUEL #196 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1301 S HOLLY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M STEWART MEADOWS GOLF COURSE Golf Courses
1301 S HOLLY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STEWART MEADOWS GOLF COURSE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1311 N RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CLIFFS AUTO ELECTRIC INC Auto - Repair Shops
1109 COURT ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CSC, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1510 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON USA INC SS 98337 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1314 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H NEW STAGE COLLISION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1319 E MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H USDA FS, MEDFORD SERVICE CENTER Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1319 E MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USDA FS, MEDFORD SERVICE CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7893 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALLWEATHER WOOD TREATERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7050 6TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H NIC INDUSTRIES, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7600 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON U.S.A. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1320  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1320  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1465 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CAMPUS CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7561 C CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LAUNDRY ROOM THE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1321  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L EMBARQ CORP Communications Office
1321  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EMBARQ CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3727 N PHOENIX RD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H DSU PETERBILT & GMC TRUCK Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1321 N RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M CRATER CHAIN SAW CO Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1325  COURT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
1111 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT PROSPECT HYDRO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
40 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CENTRAL POINT CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY ROADS AND PARKS SVCS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
210 GILMORE Rogue River JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H KENS AUTO BODY & PAINT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2651 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H RAM OFFSET LITHOGRAPHIC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1325 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COLVIN OIL CO - MEDFORD #2 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1325 COURT ST Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L COLVIN OIL CO - MEDFORD #2 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1340  MYERS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H MEDFORD IRRIGATION DIST Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2177 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SKINNER BUICK CADILLAC INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1340  MYERS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD IRRIGATION DIST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
401 DEAD INDIAN RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H STEVE GREEN AIRCRAFT REFINISHING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BEAR CREEK OPERATIONS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
594 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CENTRAL POINT LUMBER CO. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8000 11TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDITE CORP TRUCKING DIVISION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1340 MYERS LANE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD IRRIGATION DISTRICT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
351 ROGUE RIV PKY Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MICRO TRAINS LINE CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1349  CENTER DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L SOUTHERN OREGON ICE ARENA INC Others - Sports/Entertainment Activities
135 S BARTLETT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOU/RCC BUILDING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
300 W VALLEY VIEW RD Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WALMART STORES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2603 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTATION SERVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1360 CENTER DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WAL-MART STORE #2069-05 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1050 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MILLENNIUM TECHNOLOGY SERVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2380 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ARCO Products Co 4479 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2500 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON USA INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4655 TABLE ROCK RD N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H VIKING FREIGHT INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1385  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M STAR TWENTYFOUR TOWING Maintenance Shop/Equipment - Transportation Related
3959 HAMRICK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LTM, INCORPORATED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
598 AVENUE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE TECHNICAL SERVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7975 11TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H U.S. FOREST INDUSTRIES, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1385  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STAR TWENTYFOUR TOWING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1395  ARNOLD LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEMORY GARDENS MORTUARY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1395  ARNOLD LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEMORY GARDENS MORTUARY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1398 Poplar Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Medford Montessori Schools
1400  JOHNSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
1400  JOHNSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1155 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1790 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H DOWN RIVER FOREST PRODUCT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1400 AVOCADO LN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1400 Johnson St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Wilson Elementary School Schools
1405 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H GEORGIAPACIFIC RESINS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1401 E MAIN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1419  JUSTICE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H FISH RITE INC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
8124 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
280 MAPLE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ASHLAND COMM HOSPITAL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1420 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M LITHIA TOYOTA MEDFORD Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
1420 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LITHIA TOYOTA MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1420 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Lithia Toyota of Medford Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
143 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SAN SIERRA BUSINESS SYSTEMS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1440 JUSTICE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WILLIE BOATS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
145 N BARTLETT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RETAIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3 MI N OF JCT HWY 62 & ELK CRK CO RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H USACE TP6 AREA 5 ELK CRK PROJ Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
565 INDUSTRIAL CIRCLE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE TECHNICAL SERVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
145 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M OIL SHOP Auto - Repair Shops
930 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BETTENDORF ENTERPRISES, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1459 N KEENEWAY DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1470 KINGS HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
8251 ATLANTIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FIDELITY PRINTED PRODUCTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1601 AVENUE F N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H IMATION ENTERPRISES CORP MENLO WHITE CY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1477  KINGSLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M COREY ROBBINS PAINTING CO Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
FOOTHILL RD & E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H 401 ORCHARD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
535 INDUSTRIAL CIRCLE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MATT GARRIS WASTE OIL RECOVERY, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2065 LARS WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MENLO LOGISTICS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2208 JOSEPH ST N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PENSKE TRUCK LEASING CO LP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
736 MASON WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WILLAMETTE VALLEY COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
470 W ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H THE BOC GROUP, INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
20 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF REEDER PISTOL RANGE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
10447 SOUTH FORK LITTLE BUTTE CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE RECOVERY CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1477 KINGSLEY DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H APPLIED MGT SVCS INC DBA COREY ROBBINS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1485 HONESUCKLE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200 COLE M RIVERS DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ODFW COLE M RIVERS FISH HATCHERY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
2685 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDITE - MEDFORD DIVISION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1125 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EQUILON ENTERPRISES LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1550 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS CO. LIMITED PARTNERSHIP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8001 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE TRANSFER & RECYCLING, LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1385 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WESTPAC MOULDING OF OREGON Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
212 WALKER AVE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ASHLAND SCHOOL DIST #5 - MAINTENANCE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1487  KINGSLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ICWUSA.COM INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1492  BURLCREST DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M 62 AUTO MALL INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
8495 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H U S Dept of Veterans Affairs Domiciliary Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1492  BURLCREST DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H 62 AUTO MALL INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1493  KINGSLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M PACIFIC POWER PRODUCTS Auto - Repair Shops
1493  KINGSLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PACIFIC POWER PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
15  EHRMAN WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M DOCS AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER Auto - Repair Shops
994 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Millennium Technology Svcs Inc AKA MTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
15 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H RICHFIELD BULK PETROLEUM FACILITY - MEDFORD Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
150  STEWART MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
15 S PIONEER ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ANGUS BOWMER THEATER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
173 SCHULTZ RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SourceOne Healthcare Technologies Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
150  STEWART MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QWEST CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
150 N. RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M LITHIA HEADQUARTERS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
150 N. RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M LITHIA HEADQUARTERS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1618 ASHLAND ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Miller Paint Company Inc Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
150 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H U S WEST, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
150 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S WEST, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
150 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S WEST, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1501  MYERS LN  BLDG P4 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L HARRY & DAVID Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
5065 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SUMMIT FORREST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1501 E JACKSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
2402 West Main Street N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1501 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
585 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Safeway #4292 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1501 E Jackson St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Hedrick Middle School Schools
2399 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LUMBER YARD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1503 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M MEDFORD 76 Automobiles - Gas Stations
1503 N RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L TRUAX CORPORATION #72 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
8425 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EF BURRILL LUMBER SITE (FORMER) Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6241 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BOULTON POWERBOATS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1508  STRATFORD AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M MUSSER SEALCOAT & STRIPING INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
I-5 SOUTHBOUND MP 6 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H OAK HARBOR FREIGHT LINES SPILL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
569 HANLEY RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1225 AVENUE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8431 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H THERMO FLUIDS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1513 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H M & M  AUTOMOTIVE PAINT SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1530 Minear Rd. Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Gold Hill Mine Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2645 AVE G STE A N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1530 Minear Rd. Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Gold Hill #2 Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
1530 Minear Rd. Medford Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Barbara Wolf Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
688 ROSSANLEY DR STE 3 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COOPER-DAVIS LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1533 LENORA DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1551 Cunningham Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M South Medford High School Schools
3345 N. PHOENIX RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H THE HOME DEPOT - PHOENIX Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1601 AVE F N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALUMAWELD BOATS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1551 Cunningham Ave Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 H M Medford High School Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
2380 ASHLAND ST STE A Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ARCO 4479 ASHLAND Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
875 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EXTREME PAINT, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1562  NORDIC CT MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M STEAM MACHINE INC THE Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
2727 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H AMERICAN APPLIANCE RECYCLERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
17 S STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
HWY 230 MP 5.16 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1562  NORDIC CT MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STEAM MACHINE INC THE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8300 13TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1600 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PILOT TRAVEL CENTER #391 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
11500 HANNON RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WAL-MART STORES, INC #5424 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2645 AVE. G  STE. C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALLIED ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS. LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8266 13TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALLIED ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS. LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2190 JOSEPH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS, INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2205 JOSEPH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CDS PUBLICATIONS, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1574  SKYPARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M KEITH BROWN BUILDING MATERIALS Construction Company
1574  SKYPARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H KEITH BROWN BUILDING MATERIALS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1575  SKY PARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A06 H M EWING IRRIGATION PRODUCTS INC Farm Machinery Repair
1597  COKER BUTTE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
4806 TABLE ROCK RD # 8 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MERRY X RAY CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1597  COKER BUTTE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
16 GLEN OAK CT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4764 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H UPS GROUND FREIGHT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1600 N RIVERSIDE STE 2035 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EXPRESSLY PORTRAITS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1600 SPRING ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1601 W MAIN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MASON PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2205 ASHLAND ST STE 101 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MILLER PAINT CO. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1616 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8301 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1617 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WAREHOUSE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1360 PLAZA BLVD Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALBERTSONS #595 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2341 ASHLAND ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1625  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H ALCO CONTRACTORS INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1625 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
164 GREENWAY CIR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1656 SPRING ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1689  SAGE RD  C MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M MH WOODWORKS INCORPORATED Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
17 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2154 W MAIN ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H AUTOZONE NO 3706 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
17 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2406 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CINTAS CORPORATION 178 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
404 N MAIN ST Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H RITE AID #6776 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2000 EAGLE MILL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ODEQ S-17 EAGLE RD DRUG LAB Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1701 PANORAMA DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H HI-TECH OF OREGON, INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
640A  MASON WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H OVS OREGON VINEYARD SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
201 BATEMAN DR No 15 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PACIFIC POWER GROUP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
226 N ROSS LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ECBLEND LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
I-5 SB MILEPOST 8 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAINT SPILL CROSS EXPRESS CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1701 PANORAMA DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HI-TECH OF OREGON, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3075 HAMRICK RD Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COSTCO GASOLINE # 1287 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1701 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ORARNG 1 186 OMS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7235 KELLER RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PG&E GT-NW KLAMATH FALLS MAINT BASE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
92366 COBURG RD Portland Lane 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ZELLNER AND ZELLNER LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1701 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ORARNG Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2000  ROGUE RIVER DR EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H ALUMAWELD BOATS INC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
6301  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C25 H H HOMESTEAD LOG HOMES Wood Preserving/Treating
1701 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ORARNG Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8250  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H PPIIC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
8087  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H HILTON FUEL & SUPPLY CO Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
726  JEFFERSON AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H ARTISAN PRESS Photo Processing/Printing
1701 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ORARNG 1 186 OMS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
640  TOLMAN CREEK RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H INDEPENDENT PRINTING CO Photo Processing/Printing
1705  PANORAMA DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M BARTHOLOMEW PAINTING Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
653  2ND AVE GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H SWEED MACHINERY INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
30  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M JIM ESTREMADO Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1712 W Main St Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M West Main Laundromat Dry Cleaners
1729 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M KELKIR CORP Auto - Repair Shops
6990  6TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H LAMINATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRI Miscellaneous Manufacturing
299  ROGUE RIVER PKWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H SAWYER WOOD PRODUCTS INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1729 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H KELKIR CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6142  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ENVIRONMENTA RUBBER BONDING Miscellaneous Manufacturing
455  TOLMAN CREEK RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M TERRY NEUENSCHWANDER LOGG Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2350  AVENUE F WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H MEDFORD MOULDING CO Home Manufacturing
8705  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M STEVE WILSON CO Auto - Repair Shops
673  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H KADEE QUALITY PRODUCTS CO Miscellaneous Manufacturing
5300  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H STERLING BUSINESS FORMS Photo Processing/Printing
5610  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H NORTH WEST MECHANICAL Miscellaneous Manufacturing
8425  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H EUGENE F BURRILL LUMBER Miscellaneous Manufacturing
5588  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ASHLAND GLASS & MILLWORK Miscellaneous Manufacturing
3072  OLD MILITARY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M TIMBER CUTTING CORP Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
789 E JEFFERSON AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H OAK STREET TANK & STEEL Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
7189  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M PLUMLEY CONTRACTING CO INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
7260  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C18 H H CRATER SAND & GRAVEL Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
1729 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OIL WELL INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1250  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY Schools
1440  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H WILLIE BOATS INC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
1759 ALLAN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1824  TAYLOR RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H ROGUE VALLEY BIN CO Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1759 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ASPEN DENTAL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5731  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H WATER WORLD OF MEDFORD Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
51  BARTON RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M DALE L MCFALL TRUCKING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
1787 SPRING ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ETTINGER PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1022  NEWLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) M27 L L MOMANI INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1022  NEWLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H MOMANI INC Others - Unknown Commercial
1799  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M BENZ PLUS LLC Auto - Repair Shops
146  MISTLETOE RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H CROMAN CORP Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
3100  WILLOW SPRINGS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ERICKSON AIR CRANE INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2651  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H RAM OFFSET LITHOGRAPHERS LLC Photo Processing/Printing
1711 N ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M RIVERSIDE READY MIX Cement/Concrete Plants
18 EAST STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H NORTHWEST CHEMICAL INC. - MEDFORD Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
180 WHITE OAK DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
300 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFIC CREST TRANSFORMERS INC Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
5286  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6840  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M A & P LOGGING INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1495 E GREGORY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODFW Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3792 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OREGON PARKS & REC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
706  TOLMAN CREEK RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODOT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
120  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODOT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4141  HAMRICK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODOT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8399  14TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H CASCADE WOOD PRODUCTS INC Home Manufacturing
8124  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H CARESTREAM HEALTH INC Photo Processing/Printing
654  TOLMAN CREEK RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SAPPO HILL SOAPWORKS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1800 N RIVERSIDE DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MACYS MEDFORD ROGUE VALLEY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
680 S FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H MARBLE DESIGNS Plastics/Synthetics Producer
8380  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1801  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H COAST CRANE COMPANY Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
7638  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H EATON HYDRAULICS INC Machine Shops
1801  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H COAST CRANE COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1808 E Barnett Rd Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldon's Cleaning Center Dry Cleaners
1795  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
612 N MAIN PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ADVANCED TRANSMISSIONS INC Auto - Repair Shops
1802  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H AMERICAN WHITEWATER PRODUCTS Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1711  ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H BARLOW SAND & GRAVEL LLC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1862 DELTA WATERS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROBERT S FORREST SALES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7025  6TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H WEAVER FOREST PRODUCTS Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
278  HELMAN ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M NEW HORIZONS WOODWORKS Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
1866 S IVY CIRCLE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1890 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H HAYS OIL PLANT CARDLOCK Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1890 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HAYS OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
598  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H PACIFIC TOOL & GAUGE INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
1890 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HAYS OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5620  CRATER LAKE AVE  STE 100 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M BULLET MACHINE INC Auto - Repair Shops
1890 S Pacific Hwy S Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M R W Hays Co Dry Cleaners
565  INDUSTRIAL CIR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H ROGUE TECHNICAL SERVICES Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
190 N ROSS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L J B STEEL INC Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
3959  HAMRICK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M LTM INCORPORATED Construction Company
419 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H CRATER IRON INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
3727 N PHOENIX RD PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M DSU PETERBILT & GMC INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
612 N MAIN PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M R C AUTO PARTS INC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1900  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
1900 N KEENE WAY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
1900 N Keene Way Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M North Medford High School Schools
1900 N PHOENIX RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M OB SPORTS GOLF MANAGEMENT OR Golf Courses
210  GILMORE ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M STAR COLLISION CENTERS Automobiles - Body Shops
1900 N PHOENIX RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OB SPORTS GOLF MANAGEMENT OR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1900 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD BUGGY BATH UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1901  UNITED WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MILLER AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR Auto - Repair Shops
1356  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M WESTERN STATES PARTS & EQUIP Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
2095  COREY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M COMMERCIAL COLLISION & PAINT INC Automobiles - Body Shops
1901  UNITED WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MILLER AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1901 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H CHEVRON U.S.A., INC. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1901 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON U.S.A., INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1100  BEALL LN CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CUSTOM AUTOMOTIVE & ALIGN Auto - Repair Shops
1901 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON U.S.A., INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1903  SKYPARK DR  105 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M DAVES IMPORT SERVICE INC Auto - Repair Shops
215  WATER ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M ASHLAND CONSTRUCTION INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
217  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M F D THOMAS INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
1903  SKYPARK DR  105 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DAVES IMPORT SERVICE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1904  HAZEL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M SMITH FLEET SVC-AUTO SVC CTR Auto - Repair Shops
1904  HAZEL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SMITH FLEET SVC-AUTO SVC CTR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1100  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R20 M H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
1908 WESTERLUND DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
191 BATEMAN DR Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ROGUE VALLEY OIL CO. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1910  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M QUALITY TIRE CORPORATION Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
1910  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QUALITY TIRE CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1911  DYER RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
40 E PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M CENTRAL POINT CLEANERS Dry Cleaners
1922  UNITED WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M SOUTHERN OREGON BREWING CO Food Processing
1923  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H GORDON TRUCKING INC Others - Transporation Support Activities
1923  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GORDON TRUCKING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1923 DELTA WATERS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WEST MAIN RENTALS & SALES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1923 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H GORDON TRUCKING, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
100  BROADWAY ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY INC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1923 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GORDON TRUCKING, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2625  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L SCHNITZER STEEL Warehouses
1923 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L GORDON TRUCKING, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
191  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HAYS OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1923 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H GORDON TRUCKING, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1465  SISKIYOU ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M CAMPUS DRIVE IN CLEANERS WELDON Dry Cleaners
1925  ELM AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ALLENS QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
2655  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M TEHAMA TIRE SERVICE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
1927  ELM AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M AUTOMOTIVE PAINT SPECIALTIES Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1927 ELM AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAT'S BODY & PAINT INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1928  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MECHANICS CORNER Auto - Repair Shops
1928  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MECHANICS CORNER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1938 Table Rock Rd Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M KL & S Laundry Coin-Op Dry Cleaners
1945 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L DRAKES PAINT & SUPPLY Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
4800  FISH LAKE RD BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8301  TABLE ROCK RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1946  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
417  SECOND ST ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE RIVER CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
207 S SHASTA AVE EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EAGLE POINT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
90 N MOUNTAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2177  2ND AVE GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GOLD HILL CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
175  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H MEDFORD SEED ORCHARD Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2350  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H BIOMASS ONE LP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
7650  4TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H OREGON FIR MILLWORK INC Home Manufacturing
1343  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H SIGNS ETC INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
601  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H STERLING BUSINESS FORMS Photo Processing/Printing
7050  6TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H NIC INDUSTRIES INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
1946  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1948 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111  MILL CREEK RD PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PacifiCorp Energy Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
1948 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1948 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BIG Y SHOPPING CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
340 S PIONEER ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND PARKS & REC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
14745  HWY 234 GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GOLD HILL CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1968  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SHELL - 338 Automobiles - Gas Stations
1968 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Texaco SS 63175022 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5595 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7890  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
4000  HAMRICK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M USF REDDWAY TRUCK LINES Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
1968 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Texaco SS 63175022 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1981  VIRGINIA ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
5630  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H TIMBER PROD TRUCKING CO Others - Transporation Support Activities
1981  VIRGINIA ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1155  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1981 CAMELLIA AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7600  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SOUTH STAR OIL Automobiles - Gas Stations
2 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
449 E MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M WSCO PETROLEUM CORP Automobiles - Gas Stations
2 E MCANDREWS MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R14 H H CENTRAL OREGON & PACIFIC RAILROAD Railroad Yards/Maintenance/Fueling Areas
2 E MCANDREWS MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CENTRAL OREGON & PACIFIC RAILROAD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1ST & C ST PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ASSOCIATED FRUIT COMPANY Other - Groceries/Markets
20 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H COLVIN OIL CO INC Others - Unknown Commercial
930  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M BETTENDORF ENTERPRISES INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
801  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M CROMAN CORP Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
6868  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H DESERT PUMP CO INC Machine Shops
1820 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M DIXON STEEL & SUPPLY Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2050  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M GATES TRUCKING Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
5200  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H HUNT TRACTOR EQUIP & PARTS INC Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
2325  MERRY LN WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M F V MARTIN TRUCKING CO Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
7640  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
8425  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M S & B JAMES CONSTRUCTION Construction Company
1550  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1977  HWY 99  N ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M BUTLER FORD Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
6260  DRY CREEK RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R10 H H DRY CREEK LANDFILL INC Landfill/Dumps
20 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H COLVIN OIL CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2308  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M LES SCHWAB TIRE CENTER Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2510  G AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H WESTERN VALLEY CUTSTOCK INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
20 W JACKSON Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WHITELAW WHOLESALE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
120  LOWE RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BILL TERPENING INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2094  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BILL TERPENING INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
N 1ST  AVE & 4TH ST GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
50  6TH ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
336  MANZANITA ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
200 CANON  STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200 HILLHOUSE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1510 E PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M FAIRGROUNDS CHEVRON Automobiles - Gas Stations
200 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RED LION INN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
351  ROGUE RIVER PKWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H MICRO TRAINS LINE COMPANY Miscellaneous Manufacturing
200 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD LIBRARY HEADQUARTERS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200 S FRONT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RVTD TRANSFER CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200 WEST BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Appraisal & Real Estate School of Oregon Schools
135  MISTLETOE RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
2000  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L TARGET Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
7575  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M LDS CHURCH - WELFARE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2030  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M TOWNE & COUNTRY CLEANERS Dry Cleaners
1675 N VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H VALLEY VIEW NURSERY Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2000 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TARGET 0613 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2000 W STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M EL CENTENARIO Auto - Repair Shops
2000 W STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EL CENTENARIO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8495  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M SOUTHERN OREGON REHAB CTR & CL Others - Medical/Health/Social Services
6100  COLVER RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M FIRST STUDENT Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2001  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M TOTAL TIRE Auto - Repair Shops
2001  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TOTAL TIRE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2045 N HWY 99 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M TOWN & COUNTRY CHEVROLET ASHLAND Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2001 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO INC #26 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200  SUNCREST RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TALENT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2465  AVENUE A WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M WHITE CITY NAPA Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
2005 HONDELEAU LN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ERNEST PLACE SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2012 WESTERLUND DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2015  COMMERCE DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C09 H M FALCON NORTHWEST COMPUTER SYS Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing
202 CANON STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2026  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H VARNEY MANUFACTURING INC Machine Shops
2036  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M MASONS SUPPLY Construction Company
3750  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H ROGUE AGGREGATES INC Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
5550  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M HUGHES BROS CONSTRUCTION CO Construction Company
204 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M COASTWIDE LABS Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2045 N FOOTHILLS RD MEDFORD DESCHUTES 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
2059  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L REFRIGERATION SUPPLIES DIST Warehouses
2061  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M CUMMINGS TRANSFER & STORAGE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2061  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M CUMMINGS MOVING SYSTEMS Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2065  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M MOTORCYCLE SUPERSTORE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
5759  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H FLOYD A BOYD COMPANY Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
225 S FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
43 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2067 COMMERCE DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SRC VISION, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4445  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H BLAZE SIGNS OF AMERICA Miscellaneous Manufacturing
5179  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M RIVER CITY RV Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
2078  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M SPECIALIZED PREFINISHING Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
3000  VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R19 M H VALLEY VIEW TRANSFER STATION Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations
2079 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L HIWAY LUMBER CO Warehouses
3497  OLD MILITARY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H LULL WILBURT W GRANITE Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
2079 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HIWAY LUMBER CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
208 BRADFORD WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2080  COMMERCE DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M MUNNELL & SHERRILL INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2080 S Pacific Hwy. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H KOGAP VENEER/PLYWOOD PLANT (FORMER) Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
5740  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M HAYS OIL CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
6779  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2086  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L PATTERSON PLUMBING CO Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
2087  LARS WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M KELLER SUPPLY CO Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
32 S FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
421  A ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2087  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M T & J STATEWIDE CONST Construction Company
2095  COMMERCE DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M LES SCHWAB TIRE CENTER Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2110 WHITTLE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JOHN ROBINSON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2111  ROBERTS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M EXCELLENCE LAUNDROMAT & DRY CL Dry Cleaners
2111 ROBERTS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EXCELLENCE CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2111 Roberts Rd Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Waits Dry Cleaning & Laundromat LLC Dry Cleaners
2115 OAKWOOD ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2120 OAKWOOD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
214 STARK STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
217 BATEMAN DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FD THOMAS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2176 CRESTBROOK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2177 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M SKINNER BUICK CADILLAC INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
218 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
219 SAGINAW DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2190  JOSEPH ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M RESERS FINE FOODS INC Food Processing
2194  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M HUTTIG BLDG PRODUCTS Construction Company
250 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M DUSTYS TRANSMISSIONS Auto - Repair Shops
145 N MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M HANKS FOREIGN AUTO Auto - Repair Shops
2445  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M FLECKS AUTO SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
6615  ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ROCKYDALE AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
6731  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H SG WILSON TRUCKS & EQUIP Machine Shops
2201 N PHOENIX RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HILLCREST MEMORIAL PK MORTUARY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2201 N PHOENIX RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HILLCREST MEMORIAL PK MORTUARY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2206 ARCTIC CIRCLE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2938  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MC GOFFINS ALIGNMENT Auto - Repair Shops
2214 TOWER EAST MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Northwest College School of Beauty Schools
2216 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M UNITED RENTALS NORTHWEST INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2216 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H UNITED RENTALS NORTHWEST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2218 CAPITAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
222 N BARTLETT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA MOTORS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2221  JOSEPH ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H CARESTREAM HEALTH INC Photo Processing/Printing
2222  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
2231  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2231 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON U.S.A. INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2231 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON U.S.A. INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2232  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
7837  HALE WY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
705  HELMAN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
201 S MOUNTAIN AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
100  WALKER AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
239  MAIN ST BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M BUTTE FALLS SCHOOL DIST 91 Schools
364  WALKER AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
745 N ROSE ST PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M PHOENIX-TALENT SCHOOL DIST 4 Schools
591  ELK CREEK RD TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
37  SCHOOL HOUSE LN SHADY COVE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
2232 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAWK OIL COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1201  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H LAMINATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTL Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2232 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L HAWK OIL COMPANY UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2233 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H NAUMES EQUIPMENT & FUEL CO Machine Shops
9450  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M LAUREL HILL GOLF COURSE Golf Courses
6061  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H PANTHER CRUSHING CO INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
1004  GIBBON RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M K & L SALES AND SERVICE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2233 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M NAUMES OREGON MOTORSPORTS Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2235 OAKWOOD DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
224 N BARTLETT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COMMONS BLOCK REDEVELOPMENT BLOCK 2 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1790  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C25 H H DAVIS FINISH PRODUCTS Wood Preserving/Treating
2248 DELLWOOD AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
225 E 6TH & BARTLETT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
225 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M DOLLAR GMC OLDS Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
333  CLASSICK DR ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE RIVER CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
225 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L PAUL PHILLIPS PONTIAC Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
ELK  CREEK RD  MP3 TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H USACE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1515  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2495  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SOUTH STAR OIL CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
345  LITHIA WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
460 S VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M VALLEY VIEW 76 Automobiles - Gas Stations
75  LITHIA WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ASHLAND 76 & AUTO REPAIR Automobiles - Gas Stations
326  BROAD ST BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BUTTE FALLS SERVICE STATION Automobiles - Gas Stations
7251  HOLLAND LOOP RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M HOLLAND STORE Automobiles - Gas Stations
16 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
5600  BUTTE FALLS HWY EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M MIDWAY COUNTRY STORE Automobiles - Gas Stations
945 N 5TH ST JACKSONVILLE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M JACKSONVILLE SHELL Automobiles - Gas Stations
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
225 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAUL PHILLIPS PONTIAC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
225 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PAUL PHILLIPS PONTIAC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2250 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2260  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M FARWEST STEEL CORP Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2260  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FARWEST STEEL CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2274 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M KENDLE TRUCKING INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2274 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H KENDLE TRUCKING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
800 N MAIN ST PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
540  MILL CREEK RD PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M PROSPECT SERVICE CENTER INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
21  TALENT AVE TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
900  INDUSTRIAL CIR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H ASHLAND SPECIALTY CHEMICAL CO Plastics/Synthetics Producer
229 N BARTLETT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7020  TOLO RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H TOLO FOREST PRODUCTS INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
440  NORMAL ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1195  OAK ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2294  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L RUSTY WIMMERS 4X4 SPECIALTY Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
2294  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H RUSTY WIMMERS 4X4 SPECIALTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
23 WILLAMETTE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2300 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CRATER LAKE AVE. EXXON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2300 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CRATER LAKE AVE. EXXON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2309  SAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M ESTES EXPRESS LINES Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2309 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M GI TRUCKING COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2490  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M A TECH 76 Automobiles - Gas Stations
2309 SAGE RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L GI TRUCKING COMPANY UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
232 BRADFORD WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1952  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M ASHLAND AUTO PARTS Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
280  MAPLE ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H ASHLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
1618  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L MILLER PAINT COMPANY INC Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
270  WILSON RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H BEAVER TREE SERVICE INC Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
5758  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M BROWNS R B TRUCKING INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
4600  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H CATTLE BARON INC Plastics/Synthetics Producer
3116  SUNNYVALE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) M62 H H COOKS INC Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
2320 POPLAR DR MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Phagans' Medford Beauty School Schools
2323  SISKIYOU BLVD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
2323  SISKIYOU BLVD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2323 Siskiyou Blvd Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Hoover Elementary School Schools
2429  BROPHY RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H EAGLE POINT IRRIGATION DIST Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2672  GALLS CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) M11 L M ESTREMADO & SONS INC Kennels (> 20 Pens)
13555  AGATE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M FISHER ROBERT L Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2325 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
301 W VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M TALENT AM PM Automobiles - Gas Stations
654  KENDALL RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M FORIS VINEYARDS WINERY Food Processing
2341 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L WITHAM TRUCK STOP DIVISION Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
7701  11TH WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H VSS EMULTECH Miscellaneous Manufacturing
5235  RAINBOW DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C25 H H GAZEBO WORKS TOO INC Wood Preserving/Treating
1502  ANTELOPE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) M27 L L GEOCON MANUFACTURING INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1502  ANTELOPE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H GEOCON MANUFACTURING INC Others - Unknown Commercial
2341 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L WITHAM TRUCK STOP DIVISION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
515  BROAD ST BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M RON HAILICKA EQUIPMENT INC Construction Company
2343  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M WITHAM PARTS & EQUIPMENT CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
235 E BARNETT RD STE 104 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SI CASA FLORES Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
235 E BARNETT RD STE 104 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SI CASA FLORES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
235 S OAKDALE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
1396  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DIST 6 Schools
2355 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M BEAR CREEK GOLF COURSE & RANGE Golf Courses
5742  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M L & S TRUCKING INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
1213  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LAMINATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
9201  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M M J SPEES INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2355 W STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M BOB CAPSEY AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
2366 Happy Valley Drive Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Jonathan Way Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2370  POPLAR DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L JOES SPORTS OUTDOOR & MORE Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
100  HOUSTON RD PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H NORMAN DISTRIBUTION INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1860 N HWY 99 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M NORTH MAIN BODY SHOP Automobiles - Body Shops
2376 N PACIFIC HWY  UNIT 101 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
305  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M OLDLAND DISTRIBUTING INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
611 N MAIN PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M PHOENIX AUTOMOTIVE CENTER Auto - Repair Shops
885  INDUSTRIAL CIR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H PLAS TEC EXTRUDED PRODUCTS INC Plastics/Synthetics Producer
5600  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M PLUNK TRANSPORTATION INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
3295  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M QUALITY SERVICE & REPAIR INC Auto - Repair Shops
5126 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M RISING SUN FARMS INC Food Processing
7230  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H RIVER MARINE SALES & SVC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
4777  BUTTE FALLS HWY EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M ROBERT LYON CONSTRUCTION Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2386 Jacksonville Hwy Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldons Enterprises Inc Dry Cleaners
4399  FOOTS CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H ROGUE PRO INDUSTRIAL Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
5558  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H ROGUE VALLEY COUNTERTOPS Plastics/Synthetics Producer
6002  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M ROGUE VALLEY FARM EQUIPMENT LLC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2389  TERRI DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON BUSINESS Communications Office
2390 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M EDS ASSOCIATED TIRE CENTER Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2391 DELLWOOD AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
24 S GROVELAND Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
240 KENSINGTON SQ Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2404C W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MIKE DRAKES ALIGNMENT & BRAKES Auto - Repair Shops
4444  HWY 234 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M TOPROCK TRUCKING CO Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
20399  SAWYER RD SHADY COVE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L GREY OAKS DEVELOPMENT INC Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
2408 W Main St Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M The Laundry Center Dry Cleaners
447  WILLIAMSON WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M UNITED BICYCLE TOOL SUPPLY Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
112 S ROYAL EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H VALLEY FEED & PET SUPPLY Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
4655  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M FEDEX FREIGHT WEST Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
24-1/2 S GRAPE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
7130  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M WHITE CITY METALS AND SUPPLY Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2105  COREY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M NORTHSTAR PACIFIC COACHWAYS Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2410 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M U-HAUL CO OF OREGON Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
2410 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U-HAUL CENTER OF MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2420 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GOOD EARTH LANDSCAPE CO Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
4865  HWY 234 WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M RAINEYS CORNER MARKET Automobiles - Gas Stations
100  EAGLE POINT DR EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M EAGLE POINT GOLF COURSE Golf Courses
12451  MODOC RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M PACIFIC PAVING INC Construction Company
2120  AVENUE H WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H HILO INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2424  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M FRED MEYER STORES INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1419  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M SUPERIOR MARINE Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
3200  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R20 M H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
2424 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FRED MEYER INC MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2424 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FRED MEYER INC MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2424 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L FRED MEYER INC MEDFORD UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2430 Griffin Creek Rd Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Griffin Creek Elementary School Schools
635  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M SOUTHERN OREGON LINEN SVC Other - Cleaning and Supply Services
3750  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H L T M INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2433 LONDON CIR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
420 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M AUTOMOTION Auto - Repair Shops
4400  LIVINGSTON RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M BIG BEAR TIMBER LLC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
11 S FRONTAGE RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C51 H H BROTHERTON PIPELINE INC Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum
2441 N KEENEWAY DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1993  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M ERICKSON AIR CRANE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
245 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C23 H H NEILSON RESEARCH CORP Research Laboratories
633  BARTON RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M EUGENE R CLOUD LOGGING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
12294  AGATE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M FISHER JOHN W TRUCKING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
245 VALLEY VIEW DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
212 E MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
8333  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R06 L L JACKSON COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT Fire Station
245 YALE DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5262  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M JIM NICKELS AUTO BODY & PAINT Automobiles - Body Shops
2455 David Lane Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Double Jack Mine Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
1500  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H K & H DISTRIBUTING COMPANY Plastics/Synthetics Producer
2490 FOOTHILL RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2498  COKER BUTTE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H E-ZS LANDSCAPE & CONSTRUCTION LLC Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
1450  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H MEDFORD TRUSS CO Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
5704  ADAMS ST TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R17 H M MCDOWELL EARTHMOVING INC Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
7932  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H SATTEX CORP THE Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
10585  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M ALL SEASONS PAINTING Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
2498  COKER BUTTE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H E-ZS LANDSCAPE & CONSTRUCTION LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1605  BROWNSBORO-MER IDIA N RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M R A MURPHY CONSTRUCTION INC Construction Company
25 E MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
25 E MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
25 E MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
25 East McAndrews Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Timber Products Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
25 East McAndrews Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Timber Products UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2054  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M C J RENTALS & NW STONE & BOULDER Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
25 East McAndrews Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Timber Products UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
626  HARTLEY RD PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M T J SMITH TRUCKING & EXCAVATON Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
25 East McAndrews Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M62 H H Timber Products Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
6960  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M ROCK N READY MIX CONCRETE LLC Cement/Concrete Plants
7587  HIGHBANKS RD  UNIT 1 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H PERFWOOD CRAFTSMANSHIP & DESIGN Home Manufacturing
6241  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H BOULTON POWERBOATS INC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
5800 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M BRITTANIA ENTERPRISES INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
250  LOZIER LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BLACK OAK FURNITURE RESTORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1024-B  NEWLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M FOLEY ROADS INC Construction Company
7905  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H HIGHWAY PRODUCTS INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
6061  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LEONARDO TRUCK & EQUIPMENT Auto - Repair Shops
2500 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TOSCO 5747 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1249  VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H PLUM VALLEY WATER CO Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2500 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L HARRY & DAVID Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
2500 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HARRY & DAVID Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
386  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H BIERSON CORP Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2501 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M CRATER LAKE ARCO UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2371  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ASHLAND TEXACO Automobiles - Gas Stations
251 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PENSKE AUTO CENTER MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1065 E PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
6034  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M KELLYS TECHNICAL AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
8422  HIGH BANKS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H HI BANKS ROCK PRODUCTS INC Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
2517  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M CRATER LAKE MAZDA Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
210 E HERSEY ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C16 H H PROFESSIONAL TOOL MFG LLC Machine Shops
1891  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M BAKER UTILITY LLC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2517  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CRATER LAKE MAZDA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2517 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DSU-PETERBUILT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1200  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M CERTAINTEED CORP Cement/Concrete Plants
2288  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H MIKE BARTLETT TREE SERVICE Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2520 W JACKSONVILLE HWY  MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L CINGULAR WIRELESS - AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
2651  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M CASCADE GORGE STORE Automobiles - Gas Stations
2531 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H GRANGE CO-OP Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2565  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ADROIT CONSTRUCTION Construction Company
2531 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
500 E ANTELOPE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M STONE RIDGE GOLF CLUB LLC Golf Courses
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
2531 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2341  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M RITE AID Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
7111  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M CROSS CREEK TRADING CO Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
13325  ANTIOCH RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2531 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GRANGE CO-OP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1085  BENSON WY  STE 3 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H GLASSWEAR STUDIOS INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
19000  CAVES HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
4210  HOLLAND LOOP RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M BRIDGEVIEW WINERY Food Processing
4865  HWY 234 WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CERTIFIED AUTO REPAIR SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
2531 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L GRANGE CO-OP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2560 CRATER LAKE HWY #A Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SHERWIN WILLIAMS #8157 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2560A  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
2577 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M BUDGET LUMBER Construction Company
461 S VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M SISKIYOU AUTO CARE Auto - Repair Shops
2600  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H PETERSON MACHINERY CO Machine Shops
2600  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PETERSON MACHINERY CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2600 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAPE BROTHERS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2600 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PAPE BROTHERS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4942  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M HI TECH TRANSMISSION Auto - Repair Shops
2600 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PAPE BROTHERS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2603 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H CDS PUBLICATIONS Photo Processing/Printing
2611  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CRATER LAKE FORD LINCOLN MERCU Auto - Repair Shops
2611  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CRATER LAKE FORD LINCOLN MERCU Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
419  DICK GEORGE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M PAUL T WELLER Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
1480  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M JACK COOK LOGGING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
7675  4TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ROGUE RODS INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2611 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CRATER LAKE MOTORS, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
528 W LINN RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H SOUTHERN OREGON ROCK LLC Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
2611 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CRATER LAKE MOTORS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2611 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CRATER LAKE MOTORS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2620-K  E  Barnett Rd Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Black Oak Cleaners Dry Cleaners
1111  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PacifiCorp Energy Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
1111  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PacifiCorp Energy Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
203 N PLATT AVE EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
140 E MAIN ST EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
1570  AVENUE F WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRAYBACK FORESTRY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
101  SUNNY ST TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H ASHLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
4614  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M D & T RADIATOR Auto - Repair Shops
994  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C09 H M ASCENTRON INC Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing
2620K BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H BLACK OAK CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
264 S MODOC Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6740  CRATER LAKE AVE  A CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ROOFLINE SUPPLY Construction Company
2655  PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M HUBBARDS ACE HARDWARE Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
1065  BENSON WAY  STE 9 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H ALWAYS SHARP TOOL CO Others - Unknown Commercial
1090  BENSON WY  UNIT 1 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M ALCHEMICAL SOLUTIONS LLC Food Processing
2655  PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HUBBARDS ACE HARDWARE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
549 E VILAS RD  STE A CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L QUANTUM INNOVATIONS INC Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
2660  HILLCREST RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M ROGUE VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB Golf Courses
1070  TOLMAN CREEK RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
311 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M PALACE INDUSTRIES LLC Food Processing
1313  ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H DILLONS NURSERY & GARDEN CNTR Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2350  AVENUE F WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H WESTERN VENEER & SLICING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
7975  11TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H MURPHY VENEER Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1510  PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
175  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
1401  BRENTWOOD RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
2660  HILLCREST RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L CINGULAR WIRELESS - AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
2660  HILLCREST RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2660 HILLCREST RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY COUNTRY CLUB UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4401 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
275  CITADEL RD TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
7905  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
1899  HWY 99  N ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M BUTLER ACURA Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2661 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H CDS PUBLICATION Photo Processing/Printing
521 E VILAS RD  UNIT A-B CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M PACIFIC PAVING INC Construction Company
6142  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ECONOMY PLYWOOD & BUILDING SUP Construction Company
2210  ASHLAND ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M OIL STOP Auto - Repair Shops
1890  HWY 99  N ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MIKE TRANSMISSION Auto - Repair Shops
6909  6TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H ERICKSON AIR CRANE INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
8001  TABLE ROCK RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ROGUE WASTE SYSTEMS LLC Auto - Repair Shops
2665  BULLOCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M LITHIA MOTORS INC Automobiles - Body Shops
2665 BULLOCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA BODY & PAINT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2406  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CINTAS CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2685 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H SIERRAPINE LIMITED Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
5742A  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M HARVEYS TRUCK REPAIR INC Auto - Repair Shops
2685 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SIERRAPINE LIMITED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2685 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MEDITE DIVISION OF SIERRAPINE LTD. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2690  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M BUTLER IMPORT CENTER Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2690  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BUTLER IMPORT CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2692 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2692 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2692 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2518  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H HINODE FARM LLC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2692 N Pacific Hwy Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Lanham Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2692 N Pacific Hwy Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M ODOT Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2704 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ACTION AUTO REPAIR OF MEDFORD Auto - Repair Shops
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
2708 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ACTION AUTO REPAIR OF MEDFORD Auto - Repair Shops
2720  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ICI PAINTS Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
3762  AVENUE H WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L J & L PLUMBING LLC Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
1423  BRENTWOOD RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
2110  DEAD INDIAN ME MORI AL RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
2720 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HYSTER SALES CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2720 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HYSTER SALES CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
875  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M EXTREME PAINTING INC Automobiles - Body Shops
2720 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ICI DULUX PAINTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2720 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ICI DULUX PAINTS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7750  7TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
2730 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LAD AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
2740  JACKSONVILLE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ERIC ARTNER CONSTRUCTION Construction Company
8251  14TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H PANEL CRAFTERS INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
6473  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H MARBLE CREATIONS LLC Plastics/Synthetics Producer
2740  JACKSONVILLE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ERIC ARTNER CONSTRUCTION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1385  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M J & B OUTDOOR PRODUCTS LLC Others - Fiber/Fabric/Textile Mills
4967  HWY 234 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M LITE & ENDUSTRIAL INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
275  BARTLETT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M LITHIA MOTORS INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
246  A ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M SOUTH VALLEY AUTO BODY & REPS Automobiles - Body Shops
3303  DICK GEORGE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TRADITIONAL TANNERS LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
275 E 5TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
7600  4TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H PACIFIC ROGUE CABINETS & MILLW Home Manufacturing
275 E 5TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
5598  TABLE ROCK RD  STE 102 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L SOUTHERN OREGON ELECTRICAL CON Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
1099  B ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
30  KEE LN SHADY COVE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M AAMCO TRANSMISSIONS Auto - Repair Shops
1508 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SPECIAL ASPHALT PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2764 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H ZOLLS LAWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2764 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ZOLLS LAWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2  TALENT AVE TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M TALENT LUBE Auto - Repair Shops
3590 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H DARYL DRUMMOND ENTERPRISES INC Machine Shops
2770  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M ALLIED BATTERY OF OREGON INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment - Transportation Related
2790 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MITCHELL BROS TERMINAL CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2797 MERRIMAN RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COUNTY CORNER GROCERY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
28 S GROVELAND Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2800  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ACME FIRE SAFETY EQUIP INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2800 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TOTAL RENTAL CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4599  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H BENCHMARK CABINETRY INC Home Manufacturing
245  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H DEDICATED PLASTICS INC Plastics/Synthetics Producer
1470  CAVES HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R17 H M CLOUSER DRILLING LLC Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
940  UPPER RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H CREATIVE LAND DESIGN INC Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
2825 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY MEDICAL CTR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2825 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H ROGUE VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2825 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1050  BENSON WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H ESPI Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
2825 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY MEDICAL CTR UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2825 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Southern Oregon Dental Asst. Educ. Schools
2845  MERRY LN WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L MAINTENANCE PRO Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
735  INDUSTRIAL CIR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C51 H H BROTHERTON PIPELINE INC Pipelines - Chemical and Petroleum
2825 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ROGUE VALLEY MEDICAL CTR UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2830  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M HUBBARDS ACE HOME CENTER Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
2830  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HUBBARDS ACE HOME CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2833 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
4764  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M UPS FREIGHT Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
357 S FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M NUNES MOTOR SPORTS INC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
675  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H VENEER PROFILES INC Home Manufacturing
201  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M WORKFORCE SERVICES INC Auto - Repair Shops
2838 W Main St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Oak Grove Elementary School Schools
2840  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H AIRGAS-NOR PAC INC Machine Shops
2840  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M KAY MANAGEMENT LLC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
286 Mace Rd Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Howard Elementary School Schools
2860 N Keene Way Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Kennedy Elementary School Schools
2382  OLD MILITARY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AMERICAN TOWER CORP Communications Office
2865 CRATER LAKE HIGHWAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DISCOUNT TIRE - MEDFORD DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2100  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H PANEL CRAFTERS INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
2872 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H TUCKER SNO CAT CORP Miscellaneous Manufacturing
445  DEADINDIAN MEM RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C23 H H SKY RESEARCH INC Research Laboratories
2872 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TUCKER SNO CAT CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
202  PARK ST ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M FINISH LINE SERVICE CENTER Auto - Repair Shops
212  WALKER AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Schools
2890  NANSEN DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M OAK HARBOR FREIGHT LINES INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
6451  HOLLAND LOOP RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M BIG EDS LOGGING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
8431  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L THERMO FLUIDS INC Warehouses
658 N MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C16 M L ASHLAND SURGERY CENTER Medical/Vet Offices
2890  NANSEN DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OAK HARBOR FREIGHT LINES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4642  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MEDFORD AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER Auto - Repair Shops
2890 NANSEN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USF REDDAWAY INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
212  EAST MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
29  MYRTLE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C23 H H DENTAL CERAMIC ENGINEERING INC Research Laboratories
652 S VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
3464  WILLOW SPRINGS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
150  NICK YOUNG RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
29 W MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
794  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
565  CLOVER LN ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
29 W MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2901 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H HEARTHSTONE Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2901 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HEARTHSTONE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2917 COMICE DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
940  AYRES RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M OAKLEAF GRADING & MILLING Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
327  BROAD ST BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L EMBARQ CORP Communications Office
324  MILL CREEK RD PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L EMBARQ CORP Communications Office
2650  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L EMBARQ CORP Communications Office
441 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M AMYS KITCHEN Food Processing
2917 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2919 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H CAL ORE CARBIDE INC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
2930  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L CASCADE ATHLETIC SUPPLY INC Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
15 S PIONEER ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L OREGON SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL Others - Sports/Entertainment Activities
2930 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M ADVANTAGE TIRE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
4495  TABLE ROCK RD  A CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M TUCKER ENTERPRISES NORTHWEST Auto - Repair Shops
549 E VILAS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C22 H H OPTICAL LABORATORY SUPPLY INC Plastics/Synthetics Producer
2930 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ADVANTAGE TIRE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2961 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M BETTENCOURT FURNITURE Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
2978 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L LAVA LANES II Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
2980 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LOCKWOODS AUTO SHOP Auto - Repair Shops
2980 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LOCKWOODS AUTO SHOP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2985 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MCLAUGHLIN PLUMBING & HEATING CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
875  AVE G   STE B WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M EXTREME BODY AND EQUIPMENT COM Automobiles - Body Shops
2989 SECKEL ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BILL MORGAN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2990 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SUBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
608 N MAIN ST PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M KENS PHOENIX GAS Automobiles - Gas Stations
540  YMCA WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ASHLAND YMCA Others - Sports/Entertainment Activities
300 S OAKDALE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6422  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M JF SHEA CONSTRUCTION INC Construction Company
4410 N PACIFIC HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFIC POWER Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
3000  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M CRATER LAKE 76 Automobiles - Gas Stations
3000 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TRUAX CORPORATION, #73 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3000 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L TRUAX CORPORATION, #73 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
11500  HANNON RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L WAL-MART ASSOCIATES INC Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
1111  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
3001  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M AIRPORT CHEVROLET Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
3001 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Airport Chevrolet Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3001 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Airport Chevrolet UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7 S FRONTAGE RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R17 H M BROTHERTON Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
431  OAK ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
7893  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C25 H H TRUEGUARD Wood Preserving/Treating
5186  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H OREGON CALIFORNIA SUPPLY INC Machine Shops
470 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LINDE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8205  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H GRANGE COOPERATIVE SUPPLY COMPANY Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
3008  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M CENTRAL EQUIPMENT CO INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3504  NORTH RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
5465  HOLLAND LP CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R06 L L ILLINOIS VALLEY RFP DIST Fire Station
25320  REDWOOD HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M ILLINOIS VALLEY GOLF COURSE Golf Courses
112  REDWOOD HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
232 N REDWOOD HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M TRUE-VALUE HARDWARE Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
409 S REDWOOD HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M OREGON CAVES CHEVRON Automobiles - Gas Stations
1001  CAVES HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DAY OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1713 B  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M SISKIYOU IMPORT SVCS Auto - Repair Shops
300  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H HASSELL FABRICATION INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
2380  HWY 66 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BP WEST COAST PRODUCTS LLC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2500  HWY 66 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
60  SHAMROCK LN ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M HAYS OIL CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
403  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R01 H M SKINNER AVIATION INC Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
403  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ASHLAND CITY OF Automobiles - Gas Stations
176 E MAIN ST EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
500  MOUNTAIN AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BPA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2110  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C63 H H QUALITY ROCK PRODUCTS INC Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
2275  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M TIMBERLAND LOGGING Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
2275  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M SISKIYOU TRANSPORTATION INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
461  VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ROGUE VALLEY STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2518 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ASSOCIATED FRUIT TALENT COLD S Other - Groceries/Markets
1309 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ROB LOWRYS SNAPPY SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
1209 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ACTION RADIATOR INC Auto - Repair Shops
1119 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
1119 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M STAR COLLISION CENTER OF ASHLAND Automobiles - Body Shops
1120 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M ASHLAND RENTALS INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1073 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M WALKER DRIVELINE SERVICE INC Auto - Repair Shops
101 E RAPP RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H FABRICATED GLASS SPECIALTIES I Miscellaneous Manufacturing
104  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H TALENT IRRIGATION DISTRICT Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
300 W VALLEY VIEW TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L WAL-MART Warehouses
530  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M MOUNTAIN VIEW PAVING Construction Company
251  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M TALENT TRUCK STOP Automobiles - Gas Stations
251 W VALLEY VIEW TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
5065 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SUMMITT FORESTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5143 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
4612 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LINDVIG AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
4506 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M PETES CERTIFIED TRANSMISSION Auto - Repair Shops
4495 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H CAROLS COLORS Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
3008  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CENTRAL EQUIPMENT CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3008 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CENTRAL EQUIPMENT CO., INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
301 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M HAYS OIL CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
204  MAIN ST PAULINA CROOK 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L CENTURYTEL OF EASTERN OR INC Communications Office
301 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DOWNTOWN TEXACO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
301 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L DOWNTOWN TEXACO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3011 Crater Lake Hwy Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Plumley Rock Crushing, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3011 Crater Lake Hwy Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Plumley Rock Crushing, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
3012  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M PENNZOIL 10 MINUTE OIL CHANGE Auto - Repair Shops
302 N FRONT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H OREGON GRANITE CO Miscellaneous Manufacturing
302 N FRONT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3030  BULLOCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M WOOD GUARDIAN INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
3038  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M BUDGET RENT A CAR Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
3038 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BUDGET RENTAL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3040  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BLM Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3040 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H USDOI BLM MEDFORD DISTRICT OFFICE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
305 BATEMAN DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H OLDLAND DISTRIBUTING, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
305 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
3050 S PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MODOC ORCHARD CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3050 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L HARRY & DAVID Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
3070 ROSS LN Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3070 Ross Ln Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Jackson Elementary School Schools
3074  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO-OREGON Food Processing
3074 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H DISTRIBUTION CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3074 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DISTRIBUTION CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
308 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
3082  SAMIKE DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SOUTH PACIFIC SHELL Automobiles - Gas Stations
3086 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L CHANCLER EQUIPMENT Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
309 BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNOCAL SS 5347 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
31 S GRAPE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
310 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L FEDERAL COURTHOUSE BUILDING Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
399 S 5TH ST  CITY SHOPS CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CENTRAL POINT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
310 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FEDERAL COURTHOUSE BUILDING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
310 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3100 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L A-L COMPRESSED GASES Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
1125 E PINE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SHELL - 326 Automobiles - Gas Stations
1600 E PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M PILOT TRAVEL CENTER 391 Automobiles - Gas Stations
4500  ROGUE VALLEY HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L OSP Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
4500  ROGUE VALLEY HWY  STE B CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C23 H H OSP Research Laboratories
155  SCHULZ RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C16 H H J P TOOL INC Machine Shops
3100 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H A-L COMPRESSED GASES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3100 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L A-L COMPRESSED GASES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1 A  PENNINGER RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ROGUE VALLEY FAMILY FUN CENTER Others - Sports/Entertainment Activities
3101 McLoughlin Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Abraham Lincoln Elementary Schools
5020  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M LEATHERS OIL CO Automobiles - Gas Stations
3103  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M S OR SUBARU VOLVO MITSUBISHI Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
4849  AIRWAY DR  STE 101 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M BATTERIES PLUS WAREHOUSE Other - General Merchandise
4731  INDUSTRY DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C09 H M DIODE LASER CONCEPTS INC Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing
4822  INDUSTRY DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H CREATIVE POWDER COATINGS Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
5353 N MEDFORD INDUST RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H PROTO MOLD MANUFACTURING Miscellaneous Manufacturing
5555 N MEDFORD INDSTL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R17 H M PACIFIC PIPELINE INC Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
7420  KESHAW RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M PACIFIC PAVING INC Construction Company
555  MOSQUITO LN CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5205 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H PANEL PRODUCTS LLC Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
5474 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R06 L L ROGUE RIVER RURAL FIRE DIST Fire Station
5482 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ECONOMY AUTO SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
2830  MAPLE COURT DR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
404  A2ND AVE GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M GOLD HILL SERVICE CENTER Automobiles - Gas Stations
3103  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H S OR SUBARU VOLVO MITSUBISHI Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8290  14TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OTTEN DIST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
580 W DUTTON   2 & 3 EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M DANS CONCRETE PUMPING INC Cement/Concrete Plants
300  ELM ST CHILOQUIN KLAMATH 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M KLAMATH COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Schools
40 W ROLLING HILLS EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M ANDERSON ADAPTATION INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
100  FISH LAKE RD BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H PLUM CREEK TIMBERLAND Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
580  FISH LAKE RD BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M ODFW Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
101  OLD HWY 62 EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R20 M H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
200  COLE M RIVERS DR TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODFW Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
100  COLE M RIVERS DR TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H USACE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
17525  ELK CREEK RD TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M SUGAR KAT INC Construction Company
1073  HWY 99  N TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
599  WRIGHTS CREEK ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
LAT 42  48 13 LONG 122 32  55 PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L CINGULAR WIRELESS - AT&T MOBILITY Communications Office
3103 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COURTESY INC DBA SOUTHERN OREGON SUBARU Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
313 N ROSS LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C13 H H GARY SMITH CUSTOM CABINET Home Manufacturing
N 42-43-41 W122 -36  -29 PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
3130  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M SEARS Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3130 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SEARS ROEBUCK & CO UNIT 7179 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
315 N PHOENIX RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3155  CEDAR LINKS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R08 M M CEDAR LINKS GOLF CLUB Golf Courses
N 42-19-43 W 122 -56  -23 JACKSONVILLE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
6301  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HOMESTEAD LOG HOMES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8087  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HILTON FUEL & SUPPLY CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
30  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JIM ESTREMADO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3155  CEDAR LINKS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CEDAR LINKS GOLF CLUB Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2350  AVENUE F WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD MOULDING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8705  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STEVE WILSON CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8425  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EUGENE F BURRILL LUMBER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7189  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PLUMLEY CONTRACTING CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7260  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CRATER SAND & GRAVEL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
3155 CEDAR LINKS DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CEDAR LANDING PUD DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1250  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1440  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WILLIE BOATS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3158 Lone Pine Rd Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Lone Pine Elementary School Schools
3169 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SAFEWAY STORE NO 1643 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
51  BARTON RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DALE L MCFALL TRUCKING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
317 E JACKSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L MODERN PLUMBING SERVICE 1 Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
146  MISTLETOE RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CROMAN CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3100  WILLOW SPRINGS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ERICKSON AIR CRANE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1711 N ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H RIVERSIDE READY MIX Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
319 E MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M BILLS GLASS SERVICE INC Auto - Repair Shops
300 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PACIFIC CREST TRANSFORMERS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5286  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6840  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H A & P LOGGING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1495 E GREGORY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODFW Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3792 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OREGON PARKS & REC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8399  14TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CASCADE WOOD PRODUCTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8124  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CARESTREAM HEALTH INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8380  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
32 GENEVA ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
320 W 2ND ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1795  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1711  ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BARLOW SAND & GRAVEL LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7025  6TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WEAVER FOREST PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
320 W SECOND ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
320 W Second St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M McLoughlin Middle School Schools
3200  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
3959  HAMRICK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LTM INCORPORATED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3727 N PHOENIX RD PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DSU PETERBILT & GMC INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
612 N MAIN PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H R C AUTO PARTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3200 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1100  BEALL LN CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CUSTOM AUTOMOTIVE & ALIGN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3200 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3200 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
215  WATER ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CONSTRUCTION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3200 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ROGUE VALLEY TRANSPORTATION DISTRICT UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3230 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROBERTS MOTOR INC OF OREGON Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3230 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ROBERTS MOTOR INC-ORE Auto - Repair Shops
3230 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROBERTS MOTOR INC-ORE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
40 E PINE ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CENTRAL POINT CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
324 E 5-B ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD DODGE DBA LITHIA DODGE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
324 E 5-B ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD DODGE DBA LITHIA DODGE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
100  BROADWAY ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MAIN BUILDING SUPPLY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3240  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M LEGENDS AUTOMOTIVE OREGON LLC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2625  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SCHNITZER STEEL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
191  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HAYS OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
325 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Dollar GMC Oldsmobile Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
325 S RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M DOLLAR GMC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
326 N KEENE WAY DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3281 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAMLIN MOTOR CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8301  TABLE ROCK RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
207 S SHASTA AVE EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EAGLE POINT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2177  2ND AVE GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GOLD HILL CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
175  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD SEED ORCHARD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2350  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BIOMASS ONE LP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7650  4TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OREGON FIR MILLWORK INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3285 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
3285 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1111  MILL CREEK RD PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PacifiCorp Energy Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
33 N BARNEBURG RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7890  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4000  HAMRICK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H USF REDDWAY TRUCK LINES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5630  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TIMBER PROD TRUCKING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1155  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BOISE BUILDING SOLUTIONS MFGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
33 N FIR ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H OTTAWAY NEWSPAPERS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
930  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BETTENDORF ENTERPRISES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6868  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DESERT PUMP CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1820 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DIXON STEEL & SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5200  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HUNT TRACTOR EQUIP & PARTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2325  MERRY LN WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H F V MARTIN TRUCKING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8425  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H S & B JAMES CONSTRUCTION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1550  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1977  HWY 99  N ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BUTLER FORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6260  DRY CREEK RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DRY CREEK LANDFILL INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2510  G AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WESTERN VALLEY CUTSTOCK INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2094  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BILL TERPENING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
N 1ST  AVE & 4TH ST GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QWEST CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
33 N FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H MEDFORD MAIL TRIBUNE Photo Processing/Printing
135  MISTLETOE RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1675 N VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VALLEY VIEW NURSERY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8495  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON REHAB CTR & CL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
33 N FIR ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OTTAWAY NEWSPAPERS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2045 N HWY 99 ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TOWN & COUNTRY CHEVROLET ASHLAND Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200  SUNCREST RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TALENT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
33 N FIR ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OTTAWAY NEWSPAPERS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
33 N FIR ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OTTAWAY NEWSPAPERS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
33 W. 8TH ST. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L ADDINGTON USED CARS Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
3300  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H PACIFIC SUPPLY Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
5550  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HUGHES BROS CONSTRUCTION CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3300  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PACIFIC SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5759  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FLOYD A BOYD COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3000  VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VALLEY VIEW TRANSFER STATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3497  OLD MILITARY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LULL WILBURT W GRANITE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3311  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M JOHNS AUTO CARE CENTER Auto - Repair Shops
3311  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JOHNS AUTO CARE CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
332 S FRONT ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M DRAKES PAINT & PAPER INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
32 S FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRANGE COOP SUPPLY ASSN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
332 W 6TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L LORETO DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
333  HOLMES AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
333 Ardmore Avenue Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M 140 Rock Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
333 Holmes Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Jefferson Elementary School Schools
333 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
333 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE RIVER NATIONAL FOREST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
335 E MCANDREWS AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M CARQUEST Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
145 N MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HANKS FOREIGN AUTO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6615  ROCKYDALE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROCKYDALE AUTOMOTIVE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3366  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M PREFERRED FLEET MAINTENANCE Auto - Repair Shops
2938  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MC GOFFINS ALIGNMENT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3384  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M H D SUPPLY Construction Company
3384 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H NATIONAL WATERWORKS WW3090 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
591  ELK CREEK RD TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
34 S FIR ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L KAY BUILDING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3400 Crater Lake Avenue Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Owen Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
9450  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LAUREL HILL GOLF COURSE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
6061  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PANTHER CRUSHING CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
341 ARDMORE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3425 LONE PINE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
460 S VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VALLEY VIEW 76 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
75  LITHIA WY ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND 76 & AUTO REPAIR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7251  HOLLAND LOOP RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HOLLAND STORE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5600  BUTTE FALLS HWY EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MIDWAY COUNTRY STORE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
540  MILL CREEK RD PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PROSPECT SERVICE CENTER INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7020  TOLO RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TOLO FOREST PRODUCTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3450  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M WEBFOOT TRUCK & EQUIPMENT Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
3450  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WEBFOOT TRUCK & EQUIPMENT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3460 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M VALLEY AUTO REPAIR Auto - Repair Shops
3460 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VALLEY AUTO REPAIR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
280  MAPLE ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
270  WILSON RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BEAVER TREE SERVICE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5758  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BROWNS R B TRUCKING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3116  SUNNYVALE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H COOKS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
348 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO INC. #23 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
348 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO INC. #23 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2672  GALLS CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ESTREMADO & SONS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
13555  AGATE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FISHER ROBERT L Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7701  11TH WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VSS EMULTECH Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
515  BROAD ST BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H RON HAILICKA EQUIPMENT INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
348 WHITE OAK CIR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1396  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DIST 6 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
9201  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H M J SPEES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
35 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ADDINGTON'S USED CARS Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
100  HOUSTON RD PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H NORMAN DISTRIBUTION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
35 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ADDINGTON'S USED CARS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
305  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OLDLAND DISTRIBUTING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
611 N MAIN PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PHOENIX AUTOMOTIVE CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5600  TABLE ROCK RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PLUNK TRANSPORTATION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3295  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QUALITY SERVICE & REPAIR INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4777  BUTTE FALLS HWY EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROBERT LYON CONSTRUCTION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3531  AVION DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M OREGON TILE & MARBLE Construction Company
3550 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L MEDFORD-JACKSON COUNTY INTN'L AIRPORT (APRON PRJT) Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
4444  HWY 234 CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TOPROCK TRUCKING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
20399  SAWYER RD SHADY COVE JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GREY OAKS DEVELOPMENT INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3551  AVION DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H SISKIYOU BUCKLE CO INC Miscellaneous Manufacturing
7130  CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WHITE CITY METALS AND SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2105  COREY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H NORTHSTAR PACIFIC COACHWAYS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3555  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
100  EAGLE POINT DR EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EAGLE POINT GOLF COURSE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
12451  MODOC RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PACIFIC PAVING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1419  JUSTICE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SUPERIOR MARINE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3200  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3555  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
635  AVENUE C WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON LINEN SVC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3750  KIRTLAND RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H L T M INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3555 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H AUTOZONE NO 6268 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
420 N FRONT ST CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H AUTOMOTION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4400  LIVINGSTON RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BIG BEAR TIMBER LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
11 S FRONTAGE RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BROTHERTON PIPELINE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3560 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H ALL NATURAL PEST ELIMINATION Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
12294  AGATE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FISHER JOHN W TRUCKING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3590 FIRE STATION SPUR STE 102 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HORIZON AIR INDUSTRIES-MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8333  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
3598 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M HANSENS BMW-TRIUMPH-DUCATI-KTM Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
1450  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD TRUSS CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1605  BROWNSBORO-MER IDIA N RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H R A MURPHY CONSTRUCTION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3599  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M BATTERIES PLUS Other - General Merchandise
360 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L LITHIA TOYOTA Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
360 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA TOYOTA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2054  ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H C J RENTALS & NW STONE & BOULDER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
360 E JACKSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LITHIA MOTORS INC Auto - Repair Shops
6960  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROCK N READY MIX CONCRETE LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5800 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BRITTANIA ENTERPRISES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
360 E JACKSON ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LITHIA MOTORS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
360 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA TOYOTA UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
360 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA TOYOTA UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3600 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OREGON FUEL INJECTION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6034  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H KELLYS TECHNICAL AUTOMOTIVE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3600 S PACIFIC WY  STE D MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A06 H M EWING IRRIGATION PRODUCTS INC Farm Machinery Repair
1891  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BAKER UTILITY LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3600 TERMINAL SPUR RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3600 TERMINAL SPUR RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1200  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CERTAINTEED CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3601  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L LOWES HIW INC Warehouses
500 E ANTELOPE RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STONE RIDGE GOLF CLUB LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7111  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CROSS CREEK TRADING CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4210  HOLLAND LOOP RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BRIDGEVIEW WINERY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4865  HWY 234 WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CERTIFIED AUTO REPAIR SERVICE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3601 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EAGLE HARDWARE & GARDEN INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3602 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H POWELL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3602 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M C & J SUPER SERVICE INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
3602 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L POWELL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4942  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HI TECH TRANSMISSION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
419  DICK GEORGE RD CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PAUL T WELLER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1480  MILL CREEK DR PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACK COOK LOGGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
528 W LINN RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON ROCK LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3602 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L POWELL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1570  AVENUE F WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GRAYBACK FORESTRY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3607 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L WESTERN BANK UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3610 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TABLE ROCK FELLOWSHIP EXPANSION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7975  11TH ST WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MURPHY VENEER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
175  HANLEY RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H AT&T MOBILITY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1899  HWY 99  N ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BUTLER ACURA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3615  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L WAL-MART Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
6142  CRATER LAKE AVE CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ECONOMY PLYWOOD & BUILDING SUP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3615 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WALMART STORES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3630  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M UNITED RENTALS NORTHWEST INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3630  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H UNITED RENTALS NORTHWEST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2518  SARDINE CREEK RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HINODE FARM LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3639  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COSTCO WHOLESALE Automobiles - Gas Stations
3639 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H COSTCO GAS FACILITY #65 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3639 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M COSTCO GAS FACILITY #65 UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3649  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
3649  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
365  EHRMAN WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M BUILDING SPECIALTIES-MEDFORD Construction Company
3650  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY INTL MEDFORD AIR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1508 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SPECIAL ASPHALT PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2  TALENT AVE TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TALENT LUBE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 BIDDLE RD, BOX 9 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HORIZON AIR INDUSTRIES MAINTENANCE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 BIDDLE ROAD #13 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H NEW AIRPORT TOWER MEDFORD AIRPORT Municipal/Industrial Landfill
245  BATEMAN DR CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DEDICATED PLASTICS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1470  CAVES HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CLOUSER DRILLING LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
940  UPPER RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CREATIVE LAND DESIGN INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
735  INDUSTRIAL CIR WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BROTHERTON PIPELINE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 Fire Station Spur Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
3650 Fire Station Spur Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 Fire Station Spur Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
445  DEADINDIAN MEM RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SKY RESEARCH INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
202  PARK ST ROGUE RIVER JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FINISH LINE SERVICE CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
212  WALKER AVE ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 5 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8431  AGATE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H THERMO FLUIDS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
212  EAST MAIN ST ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 Fire Station Spur Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
652 S VALLEY VIEW RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3464  WILLOW SPRINGS RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
150  NICK YOUNG RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
794  OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
565  CLOVER LN ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3650 Fire Station Spur Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
3670  DODSON RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M THUNDERSTRUCK CUSTOM BIKE Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
940  AYRES RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OAKLEAF GRADING & MILLING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2650  AVENUE G WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EMBARQ CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
441 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H AMYS KITCHEN Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3675 S Stage Rd Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Rogue Valley Adventist School Schools
3675 South Stage Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Rogue River Junior Academy Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3680 N PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BILL TERPENING INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
3680 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BILL TERPENING, INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3680 N PACIFIC HWY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BILL TERPENING, INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
875  AVE G   STE B WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EXTREME BODY AND EQUIPMENT COM Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
3707 S STAGE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H CASTLE AIRE TOOLING Miscellaneous Manufacturing
6422  BLACKWELL RD CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JF SHEA CONSTRUCTION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
11500  HANNON RD EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WAL-MART ASSOCIATES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7 S FRONTAGE RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BROTHERTON Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7893  PACIFIC AVE WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TRUEGUARD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5186  CRATER LAKE HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OREGON CALIFORNIA SUPPLY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
470 W ANTELOPE RD WHITE CITY JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LINDE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3504  NORTH RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5465  HOLLAND LP CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ILLINOIS VALLEY RFP DIST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
25320  REDWOOD HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ILLINOIS VALLEY GOLF COURSE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1001  CAVES HWY CAVE JUNCTION JOSEPHINE 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H DAY OIL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1713 B  SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SISKIYOU IMPORT SVCS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
300  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HASSELL FABRICATION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
403  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SKINNER AVIATION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
403  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
176 E MAIN ST EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2110  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H QUALITY ROCK PRODUCTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2275  DEAD INDIAN RD ASHLAND JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TIMBERLAND LOGGING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2518 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASSOCIATED FRUIT TALENT COLD S Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1309 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROB LOWRYS SNAPPY SERVICE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1119 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H STAR COLLISION CENTER OF ASHLAND Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1120 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ASHLAND RENTALS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1073 S PACIFIC HWY TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WALKER DRIVELINE SERVICE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
101 E RAPP RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FABRICATED GLASS SPECIALTIES I Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
104  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TALENT IRRIGATION DISTRICT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
300 W VALLEY VIEW TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H WAL-MART Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
530  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MOUNTAIN VIEW PAVING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
251  VALLEY VIEW RD TALENT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H TALENT TRUCK STOP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5065 S PACIFIC HWY PHOENIX JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SUMMITT FORESTS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3719  INTERNATIONAL WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M INTERCAL LLC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3724  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R17 H M VISAR CONSTRUCTION CO INC Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
3724  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VISAR CONSTRUCTION CO INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3730  FERN VALLEY RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M PETRO STOPPING CTRS LP Automobiles - Gas Stations
3735  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M KAWASAKI AND HONDA OF MEDFORD Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
3736 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Communications Office
3736 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SPRINT NEXTEL CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
37S/2W/S24 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SUMMIT & MCANDREWS SPILL SITE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
3811  CRATER LAKE HWY  STE C MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ASH PERFORMANCE MOTORSPORTS Auto - Repair Shops
3811 CRATER LAKE ROAD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ZOLLER ENTERPRISES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3825  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H METAL MASTERS INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
399 S 5TH ST  CITY SHOPS CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CENTRAL POINT CITY OF Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4500  ROGUE VALLEY HWY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OSP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3841 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TED DEFORD'S TRUCK STOP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
555  MOSQUITO LN CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5205 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PANEL PRODUCTS LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5474 N RIVER RD GOLD HILL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE RIVER RURAL FIRE DIST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3843 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) C14 H H RUBBER TREE INC DBA OREGON TIRE Waste tire carrier/storage
100  FISH LAKE RD BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PLUM CREEK TIMBERLAND Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
101  OLD HWY 62 EAGLE POINT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200  COLE M RIVERS DR TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ODFW Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
100  COLE M RIVERS DR TRAIL JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H USACE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
LAT 42  48 13 LONG 122 32  55 PROSPECT JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CINGULAR WIRELESS - AT&T MOBILITY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
125 SOUTH 5TH ST Monroe Benton 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M MONROE FUEL UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3846 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M D & S HARLEY DAVIDSON INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
20 S STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M COLVIN OIL COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
20 S STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M COLVIN OIL COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
201 S MOUNTAIN AVE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3846 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H D & S HARLEY DAVIDSON INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3976  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M HERTZ CAR SALES Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
125 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M COLVIN OIL CO., JEFFERSON STATE UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3976  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HERTZ CAR SALES Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
205 E CALIFORNIA ST Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M RASMUSSEN'S SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2208 JOSEPH ST N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M PENSKE TRUCK LEASING CO LP UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
6779 CRATER LAKE HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M COLVIN OIL (MEDFORD #6) UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
200 TALENT AVE Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M STARK, JERRY UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
740 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3989  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M SCOT CUSTODIAL SUPPLY Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3995 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M JANTZER AUTOMOTIVE SVCS INC Auto - Repair Shops
5800 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M YATES, DEAN UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2366 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M REX BOUNDS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2366 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M REX BOUNDS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3995 S PACIFIC HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JANTZER AUTOMOTIVE SVCS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4 W 3RD ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FAMILIAN NORTHWEST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
40 S BARTLETT ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
15 W VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M WHITES MIDWAY SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3628 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M BOYLAN, WILLIAM UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1590 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M PILOT TRAVEL CENTERS LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
400 E MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M KEITH SCHULZ GARAGE Auto - Repair Shops
T 35S, R 3E, SEC. 33, TAX LOT 7000 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
400 E MCANDREWS RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L KEITH SCHULZ GARAGE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1300 WILSON ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
400 Earhart Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Logos Public Charter School Schools
120 N FIRST ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
20 E VALLEY VIEW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
400 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M SATURN OF SOUTHWEST OREGON Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
400 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SATURN OF SW OREGON Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
355 SCENIC Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
215 N ROSE Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1116 IOWA STREET Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
400 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SATURN OF SW OREGON Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4002  CIRRUS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R01 H M MEDFORD AIR SERVICE LLC Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
4002 CIRRUS DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD AIR SERVICE LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
NUTLEY & WINBURN WAY Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
10663 MEADOWS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2911 E MAIN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4002 CIRRUS DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD AIR SERVICE LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
201 RACHEL DR Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4002 CIRRUS DR Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L MEDFORD AIR SERVICE LLC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
121 REAGER ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4003  CIRRUS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4003  CIRRUS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
401 E 4TH Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA LEASING INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
509 N LAUREL ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4013  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
3626 ROSS LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
194 TIMBERLAKE DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
148 E VALLEY VIEW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
240 LAUREL WOOD Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4013 CRATER LK HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SAFETY KLEEN CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4017 Jacksonville Highway Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M White Orchards Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
9 HILLCREST ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
3444 HOLLYWOOD AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4017 Jacksonville Hwy Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H John's Peak Site Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
402 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FRANKO #20 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
30 N 2ND ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4045  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CUMMINS NORTHWEST LLC Auto - Repair Shops
800 MAIN ST Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M PHOENIX EXXON #9290 UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
414 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M BROCK PROPERTY (B & R TAX SERVICE, INC.) UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
4045 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CUMMINS NORTHWEST INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
407 BOARDMAN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALLIED ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS. LLC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8400 AGATE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M TERRA MAIN INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
41 E STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M D & S VENTURES INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
41 E STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H D & S VENTURES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
945 HILLVIEW DR Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
412 A ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M GRANGE CO-OP UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1401 CENTER DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M NASH HOLDINGS, LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
40 N MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M CLAYCOMB PLAZA UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
REDWOOD HWY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M ILLINOIS VALLEY AIRPORT UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
19000 CAVES HIGHWAY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M USDOI; NATIONAL PARK SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
7251 HOLLAND LOOP RD N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M HOLLAND STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
102 S REDWOOD HWY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
CRATER LAKE N/A KLAMATH 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
HOUSE 19 N/A KLAMATH 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
6605 SW CANYON LN Portland Washington 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M LARKINS PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
41 HAWTHORNE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H A L Clay DMD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
41 ROSE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
41 S BARNEBURG RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4100  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M ROGUE WASTE SYSTEM INC Auto - Repair Shops
4100  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE WASTE SYSTEM INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
411 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY HALL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
411 W 8TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY HALL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
411 West Eighth Street Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M City of Medford Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
147 N FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
414  EADS ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M RV CONCEPTS LLC Maintenance Shop/Equipment - Transportation Related
3100 WILLOW SPRINGS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ERICKSON AIR-CRANE INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1977 HWY 99 N N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BUTLER FORD INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111 E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM, INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111 E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM, INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1111 E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM, INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4141 HAMRICK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ODOT HWY DIV CENTRAL POINT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7235 KELLER RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PG&E GT-NW KLAMATH FALLS MAINT BASE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
451 N 2ND ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BUS BARN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4141 HAMRICK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ODOT HWY DIV CENTRAL POINT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
417  BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
7905 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDITE CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7905 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDITE CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
146 MISTLETOE RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CROMAN CORP. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
417 BLACK OAK DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
100 COLE M RIVERS DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USA COE ROGUE RIVER BASIN PROJECT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8250 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDPLY, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5143 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L US WEST COMMUNICATIONS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
417 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CHEVRON USA INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
336 MANZANITA ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S WEST COMMUNICATIONS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
417 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON USA INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
13TH ST & AVE F N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WCTU RAILWAY COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
417 E BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CHEVRON USA INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
42 S GROVELAND ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
428 BARNETT & I-5 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H TEXACO SS 631750125 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1510 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON USA INC SS 98337 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
428 BARNETT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TEXACO STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
428 E BARNETT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SHELL - 339 Automobiles - Gas Stations
7600 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON U.S.A. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
7600 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON U.S.A. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5100 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MCDONALD INDUSTRIES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4300  HADLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H PAPE MACHINERY INC Machine Shops
200 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JACKSON COUNTY ROADS AND PARKS SVCS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4300  HADLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PAPE MACHINERY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
431 S Ivy St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Sacred Heart Catholic School Schools
50 6TH ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S WEST ASHLAND CO  (010376) UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
435 N BARTLETT MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L AT&T Communications Office
435 N BARTLETT ST Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L AT&T - MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BEAR CREEK OPERATIONS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BEAR CREEK OPERATIONS INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
435 N BARTLETT ST Medford N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L AT&T - MEDFORD UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
439 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HERITAGE MOTORS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2380 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ARCO Products Co 4479 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2500 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON USA INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2500 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CHEVRON USA INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4655 TABLE ROCK RD N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VIKING FREIGHT INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3959 HAMRICK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM, INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7975 11TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U.S. FOREST INDUSTRIES, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
439 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M HERITAGE MOTORS INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
441 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C26 H H BEAVERTOOTH OAK Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
450 PECH ROAD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L 911 COMMUNICATIONS & EMERGENCY OPERATIONS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
454 S WEXFORD CIR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M ROBYS ENTERPRISES INC Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
10175 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON TALLOW CO., INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4540  GRUMMAN DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M LITHIA MOTORS INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
4540  GRUMMAN DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LITHIA MOTORS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4621 GRUMMAN DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Saia Motor Freight Line Inc Medford Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
4643  GRUMMAN DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H ANODEX ANODIZING INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
2195 SAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNITED GROCERS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2195 SAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNITED GROCERS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1401 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #3387 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2809 JACKSONVILLE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2606 OLD STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USDOA; FOREST SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4643 GRUMMAN DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ANODEX ANNODIZING, INC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
316 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GRANGE COOPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
820 N RIVER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MAGMA GOLD, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4643 GRUMMAN DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ANODEX ANNODIZING, INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
25 E. McAndrews N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TIMBER PRODUCTS CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
25 E. McAndrews N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TIMBER PRODUCTS CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4819 HELO DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H 62 BYPASS PORTABLE Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
4840  AIRWAY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M LINE X OF SOUTHERN OREGON LLC Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
4843 HELO DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H VILAS STORAGE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
20 S STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COLVIN OIL COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4845  COLEMAN CREEK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M GUARANTEED ROOFING Construction Company
2350 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BIOMASS ONE LP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2350 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BIOMASS ONE LP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4845  COLEMAN CREEK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H GUARANTEED ROOFING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8380 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TIMBER PRODUCTS CO. LIMITED PARTNERSHIP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8124 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4900  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M FLUID CONNECTOR PRODUCTS INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
4950  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M BUTLER KIA Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
4950  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BUTLER KIA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3750 KIRTLAND ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM INCORPORATED UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4999  CRATER LAKE HWY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
4999 CRATER LAKE HWY. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4999 CRATER LAKE HWY. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4999 CRATER LAKE HWY. Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
500  PECH RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 H H PAPE MATERIAL HANDLING INC Others - Unknown Commercial
500  PECH RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PAPE MATERIAL HANDLING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
FOOTHILL RD & E VILAS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L 401 ORCHARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
500 PECH RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAPE MATERIAL HANDLING, INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5000  CIRRUS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R01 H M SOUTHERN OREGON SKYWAYS Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
736 MASON WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WILLAMETTE VALLEY COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
20 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND CITY OF REEDER PISTOL RANGE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
200 COLE M RIVERS DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ODFW COLE M RIVERS FISH HATCHERY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
19000 CAVES HIGHWAY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USDOI; NATIONAL PARK SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
706 TOLMAN CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
706 TOLMAN CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2490 ASHLAND BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L A-TECH BP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2045 HWY 99N N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TOWN & COUNTRY CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3730 FERN VALLEY ROAD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PETRO:LUBE #24 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3730 FERN VALLEY ROAD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PETRO:LUBE #24 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3730 FERN VALLEY ROAD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PETRO:LUBE #24 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3730 FERN VALLEY ROAD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PETRO:LUBE #24 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
18 STEWART AVE. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON SALES, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5000  CIRRUS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OREGON SKYWAYS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5000 CIRRUS DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H STEVE GREEN-AIRCRAFT PAINTING - JET CTR. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5000 Crater Lake Highway Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Hessel Tractor Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
5000 CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H COMMERCIAL BUILDING Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
5009  GRIFFIN CREEK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H H ZIEGELMEYER MANUFACTURING INC Machine Shops
501  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M GOLD RIVER DISTRIBUTING CO INC Food Processing
3813 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASSURANCE TRANSPORTATION INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1125 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EQUILON ENTERPRISES LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1125 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EQUILON ENTERPRISES LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 MEDFORD CTR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SEARS ROEBUCK & CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
501 MEDFORD CTR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SEARS ROEBUCK & CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
7260 BLACKWELL RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CRATER SAND & GRAVEL, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
21 BALL RD N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BRINK, RICHARD T. & DARLENE A. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 S MEDFORD CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M SEARS Other - General Merchandise
OAK & 'A' ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
OAK & 'A' ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6740 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U & R EXPRESS, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
431 S FRONT ST Central Point N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
431 S FRONT ST Central Point N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5746 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAYS OIL CARDLOCK #1 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2350 AVENUE F N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD MOULDING CO. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7640 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7640 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7640 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SURE START AUTO ELECTRIC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
501 S RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M SONORA MOTORS INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
740 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
28 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GRANGE CO-OP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 S RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SONORA MOTORS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
3629 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OREGON ROOF SAVERS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 W MCANDREWS S MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M T P FREIGHT LINES INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
340 A ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RETAIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
490 NORK LANE Shady Cove JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L NORK, BEN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
501 W MCANDREWS S MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H T P FREIGHT LINES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5019 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L YOAKLEY, CARRIE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2864 TAYLOR RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEILICKE LOGGING INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
CORNER OF GARFIELD AND EAST MAIN (SW) Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND, CITY OF UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7501 OLD HWY 99 S N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SISKIYOU MT. B & B GANG TUNNEL #13 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
502 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L QWEST CORPORATION Communications Office
502 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S WEST COMMUNICATIONS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
502 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L U S WEST COMMUNICATIONS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
502 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M WORLD FAMOUS AUTOS Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
502 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
181 APPLEGATE RD Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RYAN'S OUTPOST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
181 APPLEGATE RD Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RYAN'S OUTPOST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1385 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTPAC MOULDING OF OREGON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1101 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BENEQUITY PROPERTIES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5020 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M LEATHERS OIL CO UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
2651 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CASCADE GORGE STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5020 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L LEATHERS OIL CO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
5050  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M A & A IMPORT AUTO REPAIR LLC Auto - Repair Shops
509 WEST 11TH MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Primerica Life Insurance School-Medford Schools
510  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M PCBC OF MEDFORD Food Processing
212 WALKER AVE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SCHOOL DIST #5 - MAINTENANCE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
510  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PCBC OF MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
160 LOWE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VANDERLIP LOGGING CO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5100 Crater Lake Avenue Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 L L Former MacDonald Industries Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
21824 HWY 62 Shady Cove JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE A'LURE REC. PARK UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
500 W BUTLER LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EVEREADY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SHOP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
135 MISTLETOE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SCHOOL DIST - TRANSPORTATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
135 MISTLETOE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SCHOOL DIST - TRANSPORTATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
34 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROSPECT SCHOOL DISTRICT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
511 S FIR Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H HELENA CHEMICAL CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
716 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STATION #7 - JACKSON COUNTY FIRE DIST #5 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
511 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) A14 H H HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Areas
511 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
516 N BERKELEY WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2248 BEALL LANE Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BRADY'S MARKET, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1562 S FORK LITTLE BUTTE CR RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LAKE CREEK STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8705 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STEVE WILSON CO. CORP. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
9625 OLD STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DARDANELLE SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2015 HANLEY RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTHILLS CONTRY STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
30000 HWY 140 - 30 MI. E OF HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FISH LAKE RESORT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
14780 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JJ MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7162 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FLOYD'S RENT-ALL & SALES, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2185 GRIFFIN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STAGE STOP STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2185 GRIFFIN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STAGE STOP STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
10668 HWY 62 Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT AM/PM UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3175 ROGUE RIVER HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FOOTS CREEK COUNTRY STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
OREGON CAVE HIGHWAY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ORE ST HWY 3-8 CAVE JUNCTION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2371 ASHLAND STREET N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND MOBIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
120 MILL CREEK DR N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OR STATE HWY 3-8 PROSPECT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5186 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WEAST SERVICE & EQUIPMENT CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
5199 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GMW LOGGING, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
326 BROAD ST Butte Falls JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BUTTE FALLS SERVICE STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
326 BROAD ST Butte Falls JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BUTTE FALLS SERVICE STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
461 VALLEY VIEW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
520  MEDICAL CENTER DR  STE 150 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C16 M L CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE Medical/Vet Offices
520  MEDICAL CENTER DR  STE 150 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
522 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L ALLIED HEATING & AIR COND Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
523  ROSSANLEY DR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C01 H M NEW STAGE COLLISION Automobiles - Body Shops
524 E 5TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L LITHIA DODGE Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
CORNER OF 5TH ST & 5TH AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY SHOP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
81 FREEMAN RD Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CENTRAL POINT TIGER MART #2774 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
460 VALLEY VIEW ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VALLEY VIEW EXXON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNION CREEK RESORT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
525 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M WSCO PETROLEUM CORP Automobiles - Gas Stations
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
525 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTERN STATIONS CO. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
75 LITHIA WAY Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND EXXON/AUTO REPAIR UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
951 E BARNETT N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BARNETT TIGER MART #6387 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
525 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTERN STATIONS CO. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1765 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MCCLURES'S EXXON AND TOWING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
525 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTERN STATIONS CO. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8380 HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L NORTHROP, EARL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
525 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L WESTERN STATIONS CO. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
529 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PEEBLER, JACK N UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
529 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PEEBLER, JACK N UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
529 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
540 CLOVER LANE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MAPCO INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
540 CLOVER LANE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MAPCO INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
530 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COLVIN OIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
180 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JACKSON COUNTY VECTOR CONTROL DIST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
530 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COLVIN OIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
107 N "I" ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TALENT FIRE DEPARTMENT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5286 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OR STATE FORESTRY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1649 ASHLAND AVE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI MOR STATIONS INC #5 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
608 N MAIN ST Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR STATIONS, INC. #2 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5300 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H STERLING BUSINESS FORMS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
535  ROSSANLEY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M BOB THOMAS AUTOMOTIVE INC Auto - Repair Shops
535  ROSSANLEY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BOB THOMAS AUTOMOTIVE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1515 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SHELL STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1515 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SHELL STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
16 N FRONT ST Central Point N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR STATIONS #7 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2727 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF MEDFORD, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2216 W MAIN ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WEST MAIN RENTALS & SALES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
541  BUSINESS PARK DR  STE G MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M AUTO-CHLOR SYSTEM OF OREGON IN Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
54600 SW SOUTH ROAD Medford Washington 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROSENTHAL RESIDENCE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
4100 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SUNTONI INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4100 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SUNTONI INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5490 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALL PHASE CIRCUITS INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
60 SHAMROCK LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAYS OIL CARDLOCK #2 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5 S STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTERN OIL & BURNER OF MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
550  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M LTM  INCORPORATED Construction Company
550  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LTM  INCORPORATED Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
550  BUSINESS PARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY FUNERAL ALTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
24231 HWY 62 N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TRAIL MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
551  BUSINESS PARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
551  BUSINESS PARK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
21 TALENT AVE Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TALENT GAS-4-LESS #9400 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
21 TALENT AVE Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TALENT GAS-4-LESS #9400 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
551 BUSINESS PARK DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L H CUBED INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
555  AIRPORT RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L KATHREIN INC Communications Office
136 MAIN ST W Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT, CITY OF UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
136 MAIN ST W Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT, CITY OF UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
136 MAIN ST W Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT, CITY OF UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5550 TABLE ROCK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE VALLEY COUNTERTOPS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
562  PARSONS DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ARISE & SHINE HERBAL PRODUCTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
569  HANLEY RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OR EXPERIMENT ST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
569  HANLEY RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SOUTHERN OR EXPERIMENT ST Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
652 2ND AVE Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOB'S AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
945 N 5TH ST Jacksonville N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JACKSONVILLE TEXACO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3875 FERN VALLEY RD Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VACANT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5742 CRATER LAKE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L L & S TRUCKING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
AGATE ROAD & AVE A N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WHIPPLE/ANTHONY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5600 BUTTE FALL HWY N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MIDWAY COUNTRY STORE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
578  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H IFW Miscellaneous Manufacturing
6079 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JD'S MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
90 N MOUNTAIN AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SERVICE CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
90 N MOUNTAIN AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND SERVICE CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
403 DEAD INDIAN MEMORIAL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6 N MODOC AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H UNOCAL SS 5733 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
600 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNOCAL REFINING  MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
21825 HWY 62 Shady Cove JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SHADY COVE 76 INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
540 MILL CREEK N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROSPECT VILLAGE SERVICE CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2650 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNITED TELEPHONE CO OF THE NW UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1776 ROGUE RIVER HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STOHRS GAS SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 E MAIN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
2073 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L POWELL DIST CO - COLVIN/ASHLAND UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR GAS STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BI-MOR GAS STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BI-MOR GAS STATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
600 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M MEDFORD NISSAN BMW Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2260 W MAIN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASTRO #250 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2260 W MAIN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASTRO #250 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
449 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WSCO PETROLEUM CORP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6100 COLVER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DISTRICT BUS BARN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD NISSAN BMW Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
EMIGRANT LAKE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JACKSON COUNTY PARKS & RECREATION DEPT. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
600 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA BNM INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
600 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA BNM INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
600 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA BNM INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
SISIYOU SUMMIT N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L AT&T COMMUNICATIONS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1480 E PINE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PANOCO, INC #27 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
601 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L NU-WAY CLEANERS Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
601 E MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M NU WAY CLEANERS Dry Cleaners
601 E MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M NU-WAY CLEANERS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
1065 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CENTRAL POINT BP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6898 CRATER LAKE HIGHWAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GEO GROOM TRUCKING INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6840 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L A & P LOGGING COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
601 E Main St Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Nu-Way Cleaners Dry Cleaners
399 N 5TH ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CENTRAL POINT CITY SHOP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
601 NEBULA WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ERICKSON AIR-CRANE BLADE SHOP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
602 S RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CT AUTO REPAIR & EXPRESS LUBE Auto - Repair Shops
602 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TUNE ME UP SCOTTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
345 LITHIA WAY Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA WAY EXPRESS LUBE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
345 LITHIA WAY Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LITHIA WAY EXPRESS LUBE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2194 SAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PALMER G LEWIS CO INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7625 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L L & E'S DELI MART UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1350 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1350 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
604 Crater Lake Ave MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Liberty Tax School #3419 Schools
608 MEDFORD CENTER Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L POLY CLEAN CENTER Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
47201 Crater Lake Hwy N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USDA FS - PROSPECT RANGER STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
608 MEDFORD CENTER Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H POLY CLEAN CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2723 RILEY RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT NATIONAL CEMETERY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
608 Medford Center Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Polyclean Center of Medford Dry Cleaners
608 S RIVERSIDE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M CT AUTO REPAIR & EXPRESS LUBE Auto - Repair Shops
4762 TABLEROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GAZELLE INVESTMENTS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
610 KING ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
610 S OAKDALE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
PO BOX 100 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BUTTE FALLS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
43 N FRONT Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L GRANGE CO-OP CARDTROL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
610 S PEACH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
107 MAIN W Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EAGLE POINT CHEVRON UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
640 MASON WAY N/A N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FJARLI, MERLIN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
220 HERSEY Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L DAREX CORP UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
595 N MAIN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROBERTS SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
610 S Peach St Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Washington Elementary School Schools
351 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PROSPECT AUTOMOTIVE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2495 Ashland Street Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND TEXACO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
102 TALENT AVE Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TALENT MAIN STREET MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MT ASHLAND ACCESS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MT ASHLAND SKI AREA UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1291 OAK ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HARDESTY, HAROLD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5322 BROWNSBORO HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BROWNSBORO TAVERN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
613 E JACKSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M EXPERT TIRE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
613 E JACKSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H EXPERT TIRE INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
613 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H EXPERT TIRE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1590 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PILOT TRAVEL CENTERS LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1590 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PILOT TRAVEL CENTERS LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2122 W MAIN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MOTOR CITY INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8495 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S Dept of Veterans Affairs Domiciliary UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8495 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U S Dept of Veterans Affairs Domiciliary UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5100 CRATER LAKE AVENUE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MCDONALD INDUSTRIES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
613 E JACKSON ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EXPERT TIRE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
115 SHERMAN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
617 S RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C02 M M MIRACLE SHIELD OF MEDFORD Automobiles - Car Washes
HIGH BANKS ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LTM - GRAVEL YARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
HWY. 140 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HIGHWAY 140 QUARRY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
HWY. 99 & VALLEY VIEW N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ANJOU CLUB UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
619 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD PEAR CORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
622 Crater Lake Ave Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Shamrock Cleaners Dry Cleaners
10 N FOURTH Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
13080 THREE OAKS DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
563 A ST. Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
625 MARKET ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H GANDEE PRINTING CENTER INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
64  LOZIER LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M OIL STOP Auto - Repair Shops
640  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M MERLIN FJARLI Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
1800 ROSSANLY DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4th and N Main (SW Corner) Phoenix Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VALLEY OF ROGUE BANK UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
640  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MERLIN FJARLI Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
641 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M SABROSO CO Food Processing
2883 ROSS LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
644 Crater Lake Ave Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldon's Enterprises, Inc Dry Cleaners
646 GRAPE ST S Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L FMC CORP AGRICULTURAL CHEM GRP - MEDFORD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
493 N MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ASHLAND MOBIL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
648 S IVY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
649 Crater Lake Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Grace Christian School Schools
660 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SABROSO PROCESSING BUILDING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
132 N MAIN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BARD'S INN UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
661 AIRPORT RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L NEW AIRPORT TOWER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
410 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
PO BOX 7 N/A KLAMATH 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
679-B  BRIAN WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H MUSTARD PRESS Photo Processing/Printing
78 FOURTH STREET Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
225 N PACIFIC HWY Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
680 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L VIKING FREIGHT SYSTEM INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
168 MEADE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
682  BRIAN WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C05 H H RIVER HAWK BOATS INC Boat Services/Repair/ Refinishing
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
810 CROWN Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
810 CROWN Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7352 ADAMS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
688 MARKET ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L USWEST - MARKET ST SOC - 010884 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
690  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M UNITED STATES BAKERY Auto - Repair Shops
3784 COLEMAN CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BARKER RESIDENCE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
690  BIDDLE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H UNITED STATES BAKERY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
733 ELKADER Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1277 CARPENTER HILL ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
690 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M SABROSO CO Food Processing
690 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SABROSO COMPANY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
690 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SABROSO COMPANY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1188 N VALLEY VIEW N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
101 OAK STREET Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
691  BRIAN WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C67 L L THERMAL SUPPLY CO INC Warehouses
CRATER LAKE RIM DRIVE N/A KLAMATH 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2717 ORINDELL DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L U & R TRUCKING UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
691 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C11 M M SABROSO CO Food Processing
627 OAK ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
199 TEAKWOOD Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
691 S FIR ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SABROSO CO Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7 GLEN OAK CT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
293 E MAIN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
658 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1605-7 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
700 N CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H LITHIA HONDA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
700 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M LITHIA HONDA Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
700 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LITHIA HONDA Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
141 OAK GROVE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RESIDENTIAL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1555 S PEACH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
701 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M LES SCHWAB TIRE CENTER Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
87 4TH ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1716 PARKER ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
701 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SANTOS CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1200 BLOCK OF SISKIYOU AT INDIANA N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON STATE COLLEGE PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
701 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SANTOS CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
345 IOWA ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7017 Dark Hollow Road Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Sally Angel Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
7017 Dark Hollow Road Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Eatherton Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2182 TAYLOR RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
154 FOOTHILL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4530 OLD STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
702 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H MEDFORD PLATING INC Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
120 HIGH STREET Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
520 BLACKSTONE ALLEY Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
119 ORCHARD LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4607 DARK HOLLOW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
467 BEACH ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
702 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD PLATING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1295 OAK ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
702 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C17 H H MEDFORD PLATING INC Metal Plating/Finishing Fabrication
702 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MEDFORD PLATING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2984 N PHOENIX RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ARROWHEAD COMICE ORCHARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
INDIANA & SISKIYOU BLVDS Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
702 W MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ARCHIES CLEANERS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
702 W Main St Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Archie's Cleaners Dry Cleaners
41 GARFIELD ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RALPH WESTGAARD ESTATE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
14675 HIGHWAY 234 Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
703  LAWNSDALE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C65 H H LANGES PRODUCTION SPECIALTIES Miscellaneous Manufacturing
703 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS - MEDFORD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
205 SHERMAN STREET Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
703 N CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS - MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2050 MAGNOLIA ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2370 MORADA LN Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
199 RAPP RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L RAPP PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3817 GRANT RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
BUILDING 222 N/A KLAMATH 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
705 B BEATTY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MACS RADIATOR & REPAIR INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
888 WILSON RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
705 C  BEATTY ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M SOUTHERN OREGON MOTOR SUPPLY Auto - Repair Shops
705 W STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M BIMOR STATIONS INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
705 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STEWART AVE TEXACO UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
157 N MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1757 JASMINE Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
9936 MODOC RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MODOC ORCHARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1495 E GREGORY RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OREGON DEPT OF FISH & WILDLIFE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
515 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
705 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L STEWART AVE TEXACO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
706 S CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L FRESH EXPRESS FOODS CORP Other - Groceries/Markets
671 SISKYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
457 SISKYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4336 INDEPENDENCE SCHOOL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1777 UPPER RIVER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
706 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
708 SHERMAN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
145 CENTRAL Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
710 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L KADEE QUALITY PRODUCTS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
711  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C08 H M WELDONS CLEANING CENTER Dry Cleaners
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - WHITE CITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - WHITE CITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - WHITE CITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - WHITE CITY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
711 Stewart Ave Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldon's Cleaning Center Dry Cleaners
711 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L WELDONS CLEANING CENTER Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
711 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WELDONS CLEANING CENTER Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
200 MOWETZA N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
780 REITEN DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
711A STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ODEQ CLEANUP PROG. WELDON'S CLEANING CTR Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
234 N FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L 234 FRONT STREET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
715 W MAIN ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H CARLOS W MORRIS INC DBA CONGER MORRIS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
7159 Pineridge Drive Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 H M Robino Well 2 (ASR) Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
720  CRATER LAKE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L MARTYS CYCLE & MOORE Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
722  ROSSANLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H MINUTEMAN PRESS Photo Processing/Printing
722  WELCH ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M GALE HASZ AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
1816 OLD STAGE  ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
726 Royal  No. 31 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M see 15-0186 Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
140 E MAIN ST Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
331 FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROGUE CREAMERY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
727  CARDLEY AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L SUPERIOR ATHLETIC CLUB Others - Sports/Entertainment Activities
727 N. CENTRAL AVE. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L AYALA PROPERTY Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
727 W MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M CASCADE BLOCK MEDFORD Cement/Concrete Plants
13673 HIGHWAY 234 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1291 N VALLEY VIEW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
727 W MCANDREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H CASCADE BLOCK MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
730  ROSSANLEY DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M T & A SUPPLY COMPANY INC Construction Company
1100 KIRTLAND RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
730 BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JAY ALLEN CO - GLEAVES VW UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3290 JACKSONVILLE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
835 TIMBERLAKE DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
736  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C21 H H WILLAMETTE VALLEY COMPANY Photo Processing/Printing
203 N PLATT Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SCHOOL OPTIONS ALTERNATIVE SCH UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
215 E MAIN ST Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
744  DIAMOND ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M B & M WHEEL ALIGNMENT & AUTOMOTIVE Auto - Repair Shops
744  DIAMOND ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H B & M WHEEL ALIGNMENT & AUTOMOTIVE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
744 Cardley Ave. Ste. 100 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Galpin Highbanks Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
744 Cardley Ave. Ste. 100 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Burrill Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
745 W STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2399 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LUMBER YARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
24 EHRMAN WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
750 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549-C Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
750 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549-C UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
944 E DUTTON RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4031 PIONEER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
750 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549-C UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
750 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M ROBINSON TRANSPORT INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
750 W STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M VIKING POOLS Others - Miscellaneous Building/Home Contracting
135 CARPENTER HILL ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
765 N PHOENIX RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M LEVITT, MARCUS C Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
775  MEDFORD CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C02 M M OIL STOP DRIVE THRU OIL CHANGE Automobiles - Car Washes
785  STEWART AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M COLVIN OIL CO INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
785 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L COLVIN OIL COMPANY - MED #3 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
785 STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L COLVIN OIL COMPANY - MED #3 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1251 OLD HIGHWAY 99 S N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
800 MAIN ST Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PHOENIX EXXON #9290 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
795 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
795 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
'B' ST & MOUNTAIN AVE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY OF ASHLAND, STREET DIVISION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD CORP. - NORTH MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD CORP. - NORTH MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1150 CREST DR Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WYSS DOMESTIC UST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1135 LOZIER LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L STEWART MARKET UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
175 MAIN Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
75 ALLEN LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
580 OAK KNOLL DR Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1975 CAMP BAKER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HUNT PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
GRANT RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TWIN CREEKS DEVELOPMENT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
52 GRANITE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
800 STEWART AVE AT KING ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MOBIL OIL #10-G10 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
795 JAQUELYN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3330 JACKSONVILLE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3921 DARK HOLLOW RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
250 JANNEY LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8001  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R19 M H ROGUE MATERIALS & RECOVERY Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations
4642 RISING GLEN DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
180 TIMBERLAKE DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8001  TABLE ROCK RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H ROGUE MATERIALS & RECOVERY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
801  POSSE LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C15 H M PROFILE GRINDING & MACHINING Machine Shops
1958 OLD MILITARY RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
801  POSSE LN MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PROFILE GRINDING & MACHINING Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
801 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M LITHIA VOLKSWAGEN MEDFORD Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
801 N RIVERSIDE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H LITHIA VOLKSWAGEN MEDFORD Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
625 HOLLY ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
6840 HIGHWAY 66 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3930 COAL MINE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
114 RACHEL DR Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
204  W. MAIN STREET Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FLORALSOURCE INTERNATIONAL, LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1996 GRIFFIN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8495 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3015 MARIGOLD LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
110 E MAIN ST Talent JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY OF TALENT CIVIC CENTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
801 N RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Lithia Volkswagen Isuzu Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
552 BEACH ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
870 S FRONT ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
870 S FRONT ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
N CENTRAL AVE, .5 MI SOUTH OF SR-238 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L NORTHGATE LLC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
199 GRANITE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2700 PIONEER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1065 CREWS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
320 CATALINA DR Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8022 Griffin Creek Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Granite Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
803 S CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L MILLER PAINT COMPANY INC Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
803 S CENTRAL AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Miller Paint Company Inc Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
808 W MAIN Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSON COUNTY UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
808 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY  PUBLIC WORKS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
808 W MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JACKSON COUNTY  PUBLIC WORKS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2447 ROSS LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HEFFERNAN, ROBERT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
812 BROOKDALE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2444 ROSS LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1070 TOLMAN CREEK RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
813  MASON WY  STE 2 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M FIRST STUDENT Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
3980 LIVINGSTON RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3475 PAYNE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
813  MASON WY  STE 2 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H FIRST STUDENT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
813 MASON WAY UNIT 2 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MAYFLOWER CONTRACT SERVICES INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
813 MASON WAY UNIT 2 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MAYFLOWER CONTRACT SERVICES INC DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
815 S OAKDALE AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M MEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 549C Schools
2260 SAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L FARWEST STEEL CORPORATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MAIN & 2ND ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L OLD SIGNAL GAS STATION UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
475 E NEVADA ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
785 BEACH ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
815 S Oakdale Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Central Medford High School Schools
580 FISH LAKE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
99 UNION ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
815 S Oakdale Ave Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Medford SD 549C Schools
816  BLACK OAK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R15 L M ST MARY'S OF MEDFORD, INC. Schools
816 Black Oak Dr Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M St. Mary's School Schools
750 LOZIER LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L IDA HESS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
816 BLACK OAK DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ST. MARY'S SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
816 W 10TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
819  BENNETT AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C52 L L VERIZON WIRELESS Communications Office
534 FAIRVIEW ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
455 LIBERTY ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1800 ROSSANLEY DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
819  BENNETT AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H VERIZON WIRELESS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
10170 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2038 BOES AVE Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2000 NEZLA ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
5275 COLEMAN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7350 ADAMS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
95 MEADE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
821 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY OF MEDFORD/PUBLIC WORKS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
821 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford N/A 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY OF MEDFORD/PUBLIC WORKS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
75 DONNA WAY Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7132 OLD STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1250 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1840 CRESTVIEW DR Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
821 N COLUMBUS AVE Medford N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CITY OF MEDFORD/PUBLIC WORKS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3355 MADRONA LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2978 N FOOTHILL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
821 NORTH RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H KIDS UNLIMITED OF OREGON DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
823 W JACKSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M JRS WRENCH WORKS Auto - Repair Shops
3620 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L ROTH PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
823 W JACKSON MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H JRS WRENCH WORKS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
580 FISH LAKE RD # 3 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
40 ATTIX CIRCLE Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
4840 HIGHWAY 66 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
324 MORTON ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
325 LAURELWOOD DR Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
14235 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1031 TEMPLE DR Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
PO Box 389 Brookings Douglas 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Russell J. Ralls Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
3500 NW Stewart Parkway Roseburg Douglas 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Cascade Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3497 Military Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Lull Granite Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2632 Hwy 258 Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Wellman Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
826 BEATTY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H MERRY X-RAY CHEMICAL CORPORATION Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Jenco Enterprises, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M A-1 Rock Products Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 27 Spokane Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Ace Concrete Company Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
827 C ALDER CREEK DR MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Rogue Valley Phlebotomy School, Inc. Schools
PO Box 374 Wadena Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Bristol Silica Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1036 Valley View Road Talent Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Howard DeYoung Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3600 Wildish Lane Eugene Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Jacksonville Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
354 Lampman Road Gold Hill Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Gold Hill Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M George Vinson Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Brownsboro 617 Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK0550 Frog Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
835 Alder Creek Drive Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Balsam Road Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Military Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK0407 Morton Granite Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK0341 Reese Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK0692 Wagon Trail Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
839 E MAIN ST  STE B MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M CARDINAL HEALTH 414 Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
843 E. MAIN ST MEDFORD JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Abdill Career College, Inc. Schools
PO Box 89 Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Linn Road Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Washing Plant Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
844 W RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H AUTO BODY CLINIC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 2444 White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Nailor Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3085 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Brownsboro Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 2515 White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Panther Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
853 S RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L EADS FURNITURE & APPLIANCE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
855 Chevy Wy Medford JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Cascade Christian High School Schools
867  BEATTY ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M KELLER MOTOR SUPPLY INC Auto - Repair Shops
874 BEATTY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SERVICEMASTER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
877 BEATTY ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H WESTERN STATES ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Whittle Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1088 Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Walker Creek Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 2298 White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Hale Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
883  MEDFORD SHOPG   CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C12 M M SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
883  MEDFORD SHOPG   CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H SCHUCKS AUTO SUPPLY Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
887  GILMAN RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C68 H H GLASS TECH INDUSTRIES LLC Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
2311 Old Military Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M DeMoss Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
313 Rene Drive Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Wells Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
893  BEATTY ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M SPECIALIZED FOREIGN CAR SVC IN Auto - Repair Shops
901  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L UPS Others - Gov't/Business/NGO Services
PO Box 89 Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Greb Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK0647 Shale City Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
901 MASON WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H UNITED PARCEL SERVICE, INC. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
901 MASON WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNITED PARCEL SERVICE, INC. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
901 MASON WAY Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L UNITED PARCEL SERVICE, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
907 N CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M LINDORFS IMPORT SERVICE INC Auto - Repair Shops
1526 Camp Baker Road Phoenix Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Shale Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
907 S OAKDALE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
8087 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Granite Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 319 Talent Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Hamilton Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
910 N PHOENIX RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M ALBERTSONS EXPRESS Automobiles - Gas Stations
PO Box 3790 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Willow Creek Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
910 N. PHOENIX ROAD Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ALBERTSON'S EXPRESS #508 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
914 QUEEN ANNE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
PO Box 10539 Bakersfield Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Toprock Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2916 Orchard Heights NW Salem Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Long Branch Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Rick Matthews Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M see 15-0157 Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3085 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Jacksonville Pit No. 2 Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3009 Ashland Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Roxy Ann Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Leo S. Panos Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
825 NE Multnomah St. Ste. 1700 Portland Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Meridian Sub Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
6968 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Tuer Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
7260 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Savage Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
313 Rene Drive Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M George Groom Trucking, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Jacksonville Old Res Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2270 Rogue River Drive Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Alexis Boutacoff Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Toprock Trucking Company Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
313 Rene Drive Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M George Groom Trucking, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
918  CHEVY WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C61 M M LINCARE INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage
7260 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H High Banks Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
920 N PHOENIX RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ALBERTSONS EXPRESS #508 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
920 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 L L PACIFIC ELECTRICAL CONTRS Others - Miscellaneous Contracting
1917 Jackson Avenue La Grande Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Russell 2 Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
6890 Williams Highway Grants Pass Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Thorndike Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
920 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M PACIFIC ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
PO Box 836 Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Indian Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
925 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Roy D. Garren, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 722 Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Gerold Erlinger Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
925 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
585 Takelma Dr. Trail Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Kindschi Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
925 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
313 Rene Drive Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Walker Creek Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
925 S GRAPE ST MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H PACIFICORP Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Box 500 Riten Drive Ashland Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Adams Construction Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2022 Riley Road Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H 140 Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
925 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
926 S GRAPE ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L TCI CABLEVISION OF OREGON INC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
23930 S. Stoney Lake Dr. Sun Lakes Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Dead Indian Rock Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
930 N Phoenix Rd, A2-5 Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldon's Cleaners Dry Cleaners
935 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MIDAS AUTO SERVICE EXPERTS Auto - Repair Shops
935 N CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H MIDAS AUTO SERVICE EXPERTS Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
936 S CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BILL TERPENING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
936 S CENTRAL MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H BILL TERPENING INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
803 Main Street  Suite 300 Klamath Falls Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Burnt Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3250 Lakeport Blvd. Klamath Falls Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Ashland Shale Deposit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Tolo Development Corporation Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3919 Forest Creek Road Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Phelps Pit (aka Anderson Butte Quarry) Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2585 Galls Creek Road Gold Hill Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Ideal Cement Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Joe W. Coleman Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
283 West Fork Road Trail Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Aloha R. Gagnon Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
936 S CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD FUEL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
635 Lit Way Ashland Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Buckhorn Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3311 Rogue River Highway Gold Hill Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Lester R. Stephens Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
936 S CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L MEDFORD FUEL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 3429 Ashland Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Pilot Rock Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 2444 White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Tucker Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
616 W. Rolling Hills Drive Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Jones Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3190 Lancaster Drive NE Salem Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Copeland CreekQuarry Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
3190 Lancaster Drive NE Salem Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Foster Creek Site Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
938  CHEVY WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C10 H M TRIPLE A RV CENTER INC Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
PO Box 1060 Woodburn Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Cabin Canyon Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1416 Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Curtis R. Matteson Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3500 NW Stewart Parkway Roseburg Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Flying Porcupine Qry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 37 Trail Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Elk Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 494519 Redding Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Southern Oregon Ready Mix LLC Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
943  SUMMIT AVE  STE 6 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C06 M M C W CONCRETE C0NSTRUCTION INC Cement/Concrete Plants
943 AUTOMATION WAY STE F Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H ROGUE VALLEY MICRODEVICES INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 305 Arlington Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Siskiyou Pass Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1664 Hammel Road Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Gerald J. Schneider Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
943 AUTOMATION WAY STE K Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Valley Investments Former MAACO Autobody Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
15665 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Frank Hardin Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
9180 Sterling Creek Road Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Lloyd Maxwell Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
677 Jackson Creek Road Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M James A. Wingo Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
7260 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Kirtland Road Pit (Crater S&G) Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3501 Brooklake Road North Salem Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Ross Brothers Construction, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
943 SUMMIT AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L WINKLEMAN OIL CO. Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
114 Tucker Avenue   No. 7 Kingman Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Al Sarena Project Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
943 SUMMIT AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WINKLEMAN OIL CO. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
PO Box 722 Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Gerold Erlinger Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 21749 Seattle Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Dry Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
945 S RIVERSIDE AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L BURGUNDY HOUSE RESTAURANT Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
658 Jackson Creek Road Jacksonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Robert & Linda Glaesemann Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1065 S Shasta Avenue Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Kimmel Property Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
15665 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H OPP Mine Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
949 Mindy Sue Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Larry Rexius Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3500 NW Stewart Parkway Roseburg Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H OR-15-039-3; Trail Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
950 S CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C60 M M HOTSY INC Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
950 S CENTRAL AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H HOTSY INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 722 Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M West Fork Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
952  LAWNSDALE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OAXACA REFORESTATION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 1127 Roseburg Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Cobleigh Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 910 Canyonville Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Huffman-Wright Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
5366 Thompson Creek Applegate Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Ron Gibson & Richard M. Smith Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
7975 11th Street White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M USF Industries Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3085 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Taylor Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 489 Dallas Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Dauenhauer Property Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
7260 Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Blackwell Granit Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
952  LAWNSDALE RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C07 H H OAXACA REFORESTATION INC Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
971  MEDFORD CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C03 H M SAFEWAY STORES INC Automobiles - Gas Stations
29280 Hwy 62 Trail Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Alan Blankenship Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3500 NW Stewart Parkway Roseburg Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Trail Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
975  MASON WY MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C53 M M ALLIED BUILDING PRODUCTS CORP Construction Company
200 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H LK 0983 Wedgewood Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 494519 Redding Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Pit No. 2 Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
3500 NW Stewart Parkway Roseburg Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H 15-144-3; Hicks Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 562 Eagle Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Charles E. & Lorraine G. Kimmel, Jr. Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1522 Lincoln Street Hood River Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Neil Ranch Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 587 Shady Cove Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Freel Ranch Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3187 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Dry Creek Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
100 Antelope Road White City Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Big Elk Cinder Pit 15-060-3 Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
975 MASON WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H Allied Building Products Corp Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 90 Phoenix Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Admiral Dewey Load of the Ashland Mine Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 3187 Central Point Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Dry Creek Landfill Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
980  ELLEN AVE MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M ALSCO INC Other - Cleaning and Supply Services
250 Old Stage Road N Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Valley Redi-Mix & Gravel, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
201 River Heights Way Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Four Corners Site Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
11196 Caves Hwy Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Roscoe M. Polk Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M R & R Placer Mining Corporation Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
422 Allen Street Yreka Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Sucker Creek Sandbar Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
981  MEDFORD CENTER MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C50 M M RITE AID Other - General Merchandise/Retail Store
7000 Takilma Rd Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Roger Ross Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
PO Box 147 Paisley Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Carlon's Gravel Pit Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1170 Crescent City Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Inter-American Nickel, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1346 Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Rich Gallagher Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
1730 NE Burris Corvallis Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Mike L. Conklin Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 275 Mound Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Democrat Gulch Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 488 Coeur d'Alene Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Browntown Site Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 621 Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tracy Claims Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 344 Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Esterly Placers Mining Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
5398 Holland Loop Road Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M A.E. Windsor Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
981 MEDFORD CTR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H PAYLESS 1410 Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
PO Box 488 Coeur d'Alene Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Slug Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
681-1/2 Caves Highway Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Gary E. Griffin Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1514 Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Mark I II III Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 8015-5 Blaine Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M National Pro Gold, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box I Scappoose Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Robert Webster Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Part of Tracy Claims Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
695 SE J St. Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M I.V. Ranch Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
695 SE J St. Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Little Elm Ranch Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
695 SE J St. Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Little Elm Ranch Corp. Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
695 SE J St. Grants Pass Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Little Elm Ranch Pond #2 Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 273 Cave Junction Josephine 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Avatar Mining Mining Activities - Active - other than sand/gravel/rock/soil
63055 N. Highway 97, Bldg M Bend Klamath 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Ichabod Quarry Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Off Rocky Dell Road Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H Abandoned Wells Wells - Abandoned
Off Rocky Dell Road Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C01 H M Lamb-Baaa-Dy Shop Auto - Body Shops
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A11 M H Clear Cuts Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs
Off Caves Hwy Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R52 M H Future Development Site Future Land Development - Residential
Off Rocky Dell Road Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Barlow Rock Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-irrigated crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Next to intake (bridge) Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 199 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
101 Caves Highway Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Day Oil Company Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
101 Caves Highway Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Day Oil Company Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
South of intake Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Takilma Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
South of intake Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M Takilma Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
Runs Through DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Redwood Highway Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Redwood Highway Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Dome School Schools
Off Martin Road Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Junk/Scrap Yard Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Throughout DWPA Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C63 H H Mining Claims Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
Off Bridgeview Road Cave Junction Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Bridgeview Winery Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Directly across from intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H Substation Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Runs along I-5 and Rogue River Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 99 (Rogue River Hwy) Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs along the Rogue River Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Interstate 5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs along I-5 and Rogue River Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Central Oregon Pacific Railroad Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Main and Depot Streets Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle Service Auto - Repair Shops
Main and Depot Streets Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Rogue River Tow - Larry's Triangle Service UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
W. Main Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Rogue River Health Clinic Medical/Vet Offices
West Main Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Rogue River Health Clinic Medical/Vet Offices
Broadway Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Rogue River CO UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Broadway Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M55 M M Rogue River CO Unknown Operation
Off Broadway Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Ace Hardware Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Off Broadway Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Ace Hardware UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Off Classick Drive Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R05 M M Rogue River Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Treatment Plants
Off Park Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Bills Auto & Exhaust Auto - Repair Shops
Park Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M55 M M EMC Headware Unknown Operation
Park Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Southern Oregon Dental Health and Hygiene Medical/Vet Offices
Within Rogue River/Gold Hill Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
W. Main Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C08 H M Suds N Duds Dry Cleaners
Main Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Animal Clinic Medical/Vet Offices
Off Gilmore Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C01 H M Kens Auto Body & Paint Auto - Body Shops
417 2nd Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C09 H M City of Rogue River Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing
417 2nd Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H City of Rogue River Wells - Abandoned
Northeast/Southeast of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
Just outside DWPA Rogue River Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Louisiana Pacific Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
Just outside DWPA Rogue River Josephine 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Louisiana Pacific Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Northeast of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C20 H H Rogue River Center Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
East of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Louisiana Pacific Mill Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
East of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Louisiana Pacific Mill Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
719 3rd Street Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Whitestone Estates Construction/Demolition Area
Corner of Leyen Drive and N. River Road Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Aboveground Storage Tanks Construction/Demolition Area
N. River Road Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C02 M M Car Wash Auto - Car Washes
Throughout DWPA Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
East of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Rogue River Fire Station Fire Station
Throughout the City of Rogue River Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
N. River Road Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Economy Auto Auto - Repair Shops
East of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Rogue River Storage RV/Mini Storage
East of intake Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Trask Industries Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Wards Creek Drive Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R04 M L Woodville Cemetery Cemeteries - Pre-1945
Within City of Rogue River Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Areas Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
North of Wards Creek Road - East of City Limits Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M Potential Development Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
North of Wards Creek Road - East of City Limits Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M Potential New Residential Development Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M17 L H Transmission Lines Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways
Throughout DWPA Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Wards Creek Drainage Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A11 M H Managed Forestlands-Harvest Units Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Valley of the Rogue State Park River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Valley of the Rogue State Park UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Valley of the Rogue State Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M60 H M Valley of the Rogue State Park Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M62 H H Valley of the Rogue State Park Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Southeast of intake. Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Valley of the Rogue State Park Parks
Throughout DWPA Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Rogue River Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Runs Through DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 99 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Runs Through DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Interstate 5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Highway 99 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Drifters Mobile Home Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Highway 99 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Drifters Mobile Home Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
East of intake. Off Hwy 99 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Advanced Aggregate Inc. Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
East of intake. Along Hwy 99 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Del Rio Vineyard Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
East of intake. Off Sardine Road. Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Gold Hill Wastewater Treatment Plant UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
East of intake. Off Sardine Road. Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H Gold Hill Wastewater Treatment Plant Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
East of intake. Off 4th Ave Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Ideal Basic Industries Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
East of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Gold Hill Texaco Auto - Gas Stations
East of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Gold Hill Texaco UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
East of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Gold Hill Texaco UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
East of intake. Off 2nd Ave Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Sweed Machinery Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Off Hwy 234 NE of Gold Hill Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R05 M M Chavner Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Treatment Plants
East of intake. Off Hwy 234 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R05 M M Gold Hill Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Treatment Plants
West of Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Dardanelle Service Station Auto - Gas Stations
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Dardanelle Service Station UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Dardanelle Service Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
East of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Rogue River River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
East of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Runs East of Gold Hill Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M56 M H Highway 234/Upper River Road Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homestead Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M High Density Housing Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Conveyered Aggregate Delivery of Medford Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Laurel Hill Golf Course Building UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
East and South of Well Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R08 M M Golf Course Golf Courses
Runs Through DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Interstate 5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs along I-5 Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Near well Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H Abandoned Well Wells - Abandoned
East of Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout Mobile Home Park Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M High Density Housing Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Throughout Mobile Home Park Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Near well Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H Abandoned Well Wells - Abandoned
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Throughout Mobile Home Park Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M High Density Housing Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Throughout Mobile Home Park Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
East of Well 4 Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Home Machine Shop Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Fire Department Fire Station
Blackwell Road and Maple Lane Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A02 M H Gold Coast Arena Boarding Stables
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Blackwell Rd. Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Leisure Pines Mobile Ranch Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Off of Hwy 234. Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C63 H H Sylvanite Mine Mining Activities - Active - other than gravel
Off of Hwy 234. Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Sylvanite Mine UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Blackwell Road Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M17 L H Transmission Lines Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways
Throughout Valley Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Within MHP Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Nestled in Hills Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Within MHP Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Nestled in Hills Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Throughout Valley Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Runs SE through DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Interstate 5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs SE of intake Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Off Tolo Rd Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Tolo Forest Products Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
3750 Kirtland Rd Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Rogue Aggregates Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
3750 Kirtland Rd Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Rogue Aggregates UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
3750 Kirtland Rd Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Rogue Aggregates DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Runs SW through DWPA Gold Hill Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 99/Blackwell Rd Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
N of Schaefer Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Construction Construction/Demolition Area
Between Hueners Ln and Shafer Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C59 L L Daisy Creek Subdivision Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Between Hueners Ln and Shafer Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Daisy Creek Subdivision UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Throughout Western Portion of DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Throughout DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Runs through DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
Carriage Ln Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R03 L M Covered Wagon RV Park Campgrounds/RV Parks
Carriage Ln Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Covered Wagon RV Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Off Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Rock & Ready Mix Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Off Blackwell Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Rock & Ready Mix DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Eastern Portion of DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
SW of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M15 M H Jacksonville Sewage Disposal Ponds Sludge Disposal Areas
997 Medford Center Medford Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Michael's Cleaner & Laundry Dry Cleaners
999  CREWS RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) C04 H M MEDFORD RADIATOR SERVICE Auto - Repair Shops
9TH & CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CENTRAL AVENUE PARKING LOT B UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Along Bear Creek. Off Blackwell Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A03 H H County Park/Exposition Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
Runs along Hanley Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
Hwy238 Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Hwy 238 Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
South and East of wells Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Tom Whittlefield Medford National Little League Park Parks
Hwy 238 Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Cobblestone Mobile Home Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Hwy 238 Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Aboveground Storage Tanks Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Hanley Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Weyerhaeuser Medford Seed Orchard Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Knowles Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Hanley Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H Pacific Power Jacksonville Substation Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Hwy 238 Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Aboveground Storage Tanks Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Throughout DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Throughout DWPA Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
East of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L RV Storage RV/Mini Storage
South of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
North of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Talent Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
North of well Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Pasture Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
North of well Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Pasture Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
South of well outside the DWPA Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M53 M M Sams Valley Elementary School - Water Well Wells - Production
North of well Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M53 M M Valley Vista WID Wells - Production
South of well Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Sams Valley Elementary School Schools
South of well outside the DWPA Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M62 H H Sewage Lagoon Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Throughout the DWPA Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Valley Vista WID Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Southeast of well Sams Valley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M25 H M Sams Valley Elementary School Diesel Fuel Heating Oil Tank UST - Non-Regulated Tanks - < 1,100 gals or large heating oil tanks
West of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
South of Well Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Phoenix Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
Arnold Ln. and Bellinger Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Memory Gardens Memorial Park UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Arnold Ln. and Bellinger Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Memory Gardens Memorial Park Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
Arnold Ln Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Nursery Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Arnold Ln. and Bellinger Ln. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Along Bear Creek. Off Blackwell Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A56 M H County Park/Exposition Rodeo Grounds/Fair Grounds
ANNAPOLIS DRIVE: NORMIL TERR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ANNAPOLIS DRIVE ESTATES DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
BARNETT RD & STEWART AVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H SOUTH GATEWAY CENTER Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
BEAR CREEK PARK Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H BEAR CREEK HISTORIC LANDFILL Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
Bellinger Lane Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Blue Spruce Estates Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Bellinger Lane Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Blue Spruce Estates Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Bellinger Lane Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Blue Spruce Estates Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Bens Ln Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Roury Summers Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
North of well, between road and irrigation ditch Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Orchard Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
South Stage Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
North of South Stage Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Phoenix Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
South Stage Rd. Jacksonville Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Rogue Valley Adventist School Schools
BIDDLE RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L JJ & L PROPERTIES UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
BIDDLE RD &STE VENS  RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFIC POWER Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
BIDDLE RD &STE VENS  RD MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFIC POWER Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
1100 Kirtland Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C58 H H Whetstone Industrial Park Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
1100 Kirtland Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M28 H M Whetstone Industrial Park UST - Status Unknown
Brian Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Woodline Productions Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Brian Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Mustard Press Photo Processing/Printing
Bridge Drive Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 H M US Cellular Community Park Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
CADET DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H PANORAMA HEIGHTS DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
CORNER OF MAIN & CENTRAL Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST) M23 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
CRATER LAKE AVE/ROBERTS ROAD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CRATER LAKE ESTATES DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Disk Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Hawk Oil Co Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Disk Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Hawk Oil Co UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
DOWNTOWN MEDFORD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H MEDFORD GROUNDWATER PCE Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
EAST MAIN AND TRIPP STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #2414 Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
EAST MAIN AND TRIPP STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #2414 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
END OF STONEGATE DRIVE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H STONEGATE ESTATES PUD PHASE 2A DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Finley and Ross Ln. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Spring Valley PUD Construction/Demolition Area
FORD DR./SPRINGBROOK RD. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H PEARWOOD SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M10 H M Griffin Creek School Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
Next to Sewage Treatment Plant Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Medford Water Quality Control Plant UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Next to Sewage Treatment Plant Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Medford Water Quality Control Plant UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Next to Sewage Treatment Plant Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H Medford Water Quality Control Plant Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Griffin Creek School Schools
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Stage Stop Store Auto - Gas Stations
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Stage Stop Store UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Stage Stop Store UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C53 M M Lloyd Concrete Cutting Construction Company
Griffin Creek Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Aboveground Storage Tank Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
HONDELEAU LANE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BOSC VIEW EAST SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
HONDELEAU LN. & SPRINGBROOK RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H THE HEIGHTS AT HONDELEAU DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1100 Kirtland Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M62 H H Medford Wastewater Treatment Plant Lagoons/Liquid Wastes - Municipal/Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
1100 Kirtland Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H Medford Wastewater Treatment Plant Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
I-5 & BARNETT RD - SW CORNER Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTH GATEWAY PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
I-5 & CRATER LAKE HWY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L SEARS - MEDFORD MALL Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
Off West Antelop Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H ALSTOM Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Patterson Plumbing Co Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Eastman Kodak Co- Lars Warehouse Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Eastman Kodak Co- Lars Warehouse Photo Processing/Printing
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Cummings Transfer and Storage Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Lumber Products Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Off Table Rock Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Pilot Travel Center Auto - Gas Stations
Off Table Rock Road Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Pilot Travel Center UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Able Valley Industrial Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Specialized Prefinishing Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Lars Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Keller Supply Co Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M04 L H Stormwater Outfalls Stormwater Outfalls
LAT 42.3335, LONG -122.8835 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Hazard Waste Program database (DEQ\HW) C07 H H SHELL CHEMICAL LP SPILL SITE Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
LONE OAK DR & SUNLEAF Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SUMMERFIELD ESTATES PHASE 15, 16, & 17 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Lucky Lane Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Home Machine Shop Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Home Machine Shop Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Maple Park Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Maple Park Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R02 L L Apartments Apartments and Condominiums
Throughout DWPA Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
MCANDREWS AND RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L HAHN PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
McAndrews Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C58 H H Unilocal Bulk Plant Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
McAndrews Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Unilocal Bulk Plant UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
MEDFORD-JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON SKYWAYS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MEDFORD-JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON SKYWAYS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Scrapyard Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Downing Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Scrapyard Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
MEDFORD-JACKSON COUNTY AIRPORT Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L SOUTHERN OREGON SKYWAYS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MERRIMAN RD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H ROGUE RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION DIST. Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
MILLIGAN WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MILLION AIR HANGER DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
MOBILE SOURCE - JACKSON COUNTY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H WQ MOBILE SOURCE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
North of Well 2 Central Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
MT. ASHLAND RADAR SITE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L NAT'L WEATHER SERVICE UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MT. BALDY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L AT&T COMMUNICATIONS, MT. BALDY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
MULTIPLE SOURCES - ROGUE VALLEY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER AREA Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MEDFORD, CITY OF DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
N 42-17-46 W 122 -49  -38 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N 42-17-55  W122 -44-  57 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N 42-18-52 W 122 -51  -48 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N 42-20-46 W 122 -47  -05 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N 42-21-24 W 122 -54  -15 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N 42-21-44 W 122 -45  -14 MEDFORD JACKSON 09/29/2008 OR State Fire Marshall Hazardous Substance Information System database (SFM/HSIS - 2009) R18 H H PACIFICORP Utility Stations/Powerplants - Maintenance/Transformer Storage
N RIVERSIDE AVE. Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L COMMONS REDEVELOPMENT AREA Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
N. Pacific Hwy Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Boise Cascade Medford Plywood Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
N. Pacific Hwy Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Boise Cascade Medford Plywood UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
N. Ross Ln. and W McAndrews Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Gary Smith Custom Cabinets Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
N. Ross Ln. and W McAndrews Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Gary Smith Custom Cabinets UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
NE Corner Arnold Ln and Bellinger Ln Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Memory Gardens Memorial Park Parks
NE Corner Arnold Ln and Bellinger Ln Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Memory Gardens Memorial Park Parks
NE Corner Arnold Ln and Bellinger Ln Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Memory Gardens Memorial Park Parks
North of Well Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
North of Well Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Jackson St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Crooked Creek, Hwy 63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Irrigation Canal, Hwy 63 at MP 8.17 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Swanson Creek, Hwy 22 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, 10th St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Table Rock Rd. over Rogue River White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 NB at MP 30.69 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Hwy 1 SB at MP 30.69 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, 4th St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Denman Wildlife Area White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M16 M H Retention Pond Drainage Stormwater Retention Basins
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 22 over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 1 over McAndrews Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Medford Viaduct, Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R05 M M Medford Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Treatment Plants
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, 8th St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Barnett Rd over Hwy 1 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 1 at MP 27.88 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 22 over Biddle Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M28 H M Rogue Transfer Station UST - Status Unknown
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R19 M H Rogue Transfer Station Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 1.46 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Culvert, Hwy 22 at MP 2.21 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek/main St. Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H McAndrews Rd over CORP &amp; Central Ave (Medford) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
East of intake White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M56 M H Table Rock Rd/Antelope Rd Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Off Pacific Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C25 H H All Weather Treaters Wood Preserving/Treating
8124 11th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Kodak Plant Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8124 11th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Kodak Plant Photo Processing/Printing
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
8124 11th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C59 L L Kodak Plant Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
8124 11th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Kodak Plant UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Viking Freight Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Viking Freight UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Off Table Rock Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Viking Freight UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Between Antelope and Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Tracks Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Off Pacific Ave White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Eastman Kodak Photo Processing/Printing
Off Pacific Ave White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Eastman Kodak Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Off Pacific Ave White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Eastman Kodak UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Off Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Jackson County Maintenance Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
Off Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C61 M M Jackson County Maintenance Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
Off Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Jackson County Maintenance UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Off Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Jackson County Maintenance UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hwy 272 over CORP (Medford) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Cottage St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hopkins Canal, Hwy 272 at MP 38.69 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1200 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H CertainTeed Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1200 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C25 H H CertainTeed Wood Preserving/Treating
1200 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L CertainTeed DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
11322 Modoc Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Old Quarry Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
12451 Modoc White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C06 M M Pacific Paving Asphalt Plant Cement/Concrete Plants
12451 Modoc White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Pacific Paving Asphalt Plant Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
12451 Modoc White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Pacific Paving Asphalt Plant Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
12915 Modoc Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Homestead Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
12210 Modoc Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Ranch Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
Before Rogue Woods Dr. off Modoc Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Ranch Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
1550 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Timber Products Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
Neal Young Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
1155 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Boise Cascade Laminated Plant Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1155 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Boise Cascade Laminated Plant Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
8th and Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Empty Warehouse Warehouses
1405 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Georgia Pacific Resin Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
1405 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Georgia Pacific Resin Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
1405 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Georgia Pacific Resin UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Antelope Rd. White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Georgia Pacific Resins, Inc. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Antelope Rd. White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Georgia Pacific Resins, Inc. UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Hwy 234 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C50 H H Dept. of Transportation Highway Division Others (List)
Lies North of Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R01 H M Landing Strip Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
7975  Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H US Forest Industries Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
1795 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Boise Cascade Rogue Valley Plywood Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
Corner of Ave. G and 11th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H DownRiver International Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
10165 Agate Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C11 M M Southern Oregon Tallow Food Processing
10165 Agate Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C54 M H Southern Oregon Tallow DEQ Permitted Discharger - Food Processor
10165 Agate Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Southern Oregon Tallow Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Off Antelope Rd White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H Substation Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
11th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Rogue Valley Fuel Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
Agate Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Large Gas Storage Area Auto - Gas Stations
8333 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Fire District Number 3 UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
8333 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Fire District Number 3 Construction/Demolition Area
8333 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Fire District Number 3 Fire Station
8425 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Empty building Warehouses
Agate Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M16 M H Drainage Pipe Stormwater Retention Basins
SE corner Agate and Neal Young White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M04 L H Irrigation Stormwater Outfalls
off Agate Rd. White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M13 M H Denman wildlife area Random Dumpsites
Off Agate Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Wrecking Yard Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Off Agate Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Wrecking Yard UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
8425 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Burrill Lumber Co. Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
8425 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Burrill Lumber Co. UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
8250 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Medply Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8250 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Medply Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
8250 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Medply UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8250 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Medply UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
8250 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Medply DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
8380 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Timber Products Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
SE corner Agate and Pruett White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Homestead Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Agate Rd over Little Butte White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
East of intake White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Off Agate Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Royal Oaks Charcoal Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Off Agate Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Royal Oaks Charcoal UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
2101 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Gary Whipple Equipment Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
8300 13th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H UWI Miscellaneous Manufacturing
7890 Agate Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Boise Cascade White City Lumber/Veneer Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
7890 Agate Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Boise Cascade White City Lumber/Veneer UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
7890 Agate Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Boise Cascade White City Lumber/Veneer UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
2095 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L WCTU UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2095 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M28 H M WCTU UST - Status Unknown
2095 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L WCTU DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2095 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R14 H H WCTU Railroad Yards/Maintenance/Fueling Areas
2100 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C25 H H Olon Wood Preserving/Treating
8234 13th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Vacant warehouse Warehouses
8270 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Hilo Displants Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8270 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Hilo Displants Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
8270 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Hilo Displants Miscellaneous Manufacturing
2120 Ave. H White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Warehouse Warehouses
8266 13th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Kitchen Masters Miscellaneous Manufacturing
8301 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Warehouse Warehouses
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
8399 14th St. White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L House/Warehouse Warehouses
Corner of 14th and Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C05 H H Marlin Boats Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing
2250 Ave. H and 8399 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Cascade Wood Products main offices Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2250 Ave. H and 8399 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C19 L L Cascade Wood Products main offices Office Buildings/Complexes
2250 Ave. H and 8399 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C58 H H Cascade Wood Products main offices Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
2250 Ave. H and 8399 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Cascade Wood Products main offices UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
11663 Agate Rd Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Ranch Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
11663 Agate Rd Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Ranch Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
8400 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Driveline Service Auto - Repair Shops
8399 14th St. White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Health Center Medical/Vet Offices
2300 15th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Triple R Wholesale Warehouses
2291 14th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C67 L L Warehouse Warehouses
8215 15th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Builder's Bargain Center Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
8215 15th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Builder's Bargain Center Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
2091 Ave H White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C25 H H Cascade Wood Products Co. Inc. Wood Preserving/Treating
2050 Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Bill Terpening Inc. Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
2050 Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Bill Terpening Inc. Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
2050 Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Bill Terpening Inc. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
8380 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Boise Cascade White City Plywood Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
8380 Agate White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Boise Cascade White City Plywood UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
15th Street White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Sparten Vinyl Fencing and Decking Miscellaneous Manufacturing
8333 15th White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Variations by Valentine:  Industrial Powder Coating Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
2350 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Medford Molding Co. Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
2350 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Medford Molding Co. Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
2350 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Medford Molding Co. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2350 Ave. F White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Medford Molding Co. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2301 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Reeser's Medford Marketplace Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
2301 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C11 M M Reeser's Medford Marketplace Food Processing
2350 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Biomass One Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
2350 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Biomass One UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2390 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H Petroleum Insulation Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M04 L H Hog Creek Outlet Stormwater Outfalls
2510 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Western Valley Cutstock Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Rogue River Dr Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Hwy Crossings Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
2630 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M TDF Services: Two Dogs Fabricating Auto - Repair Shops
2630 Ave G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H TDF Services: Two Dogs Fabricating Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
64 Rogue River Drive Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Fire District No. 3 Fire Station
2650 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C52 L L Sprint Communications Office
2625 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Schinitzer Steel Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
2625 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Schinitzer Steel Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
2625 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Schinitzer Steel DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
12271 Agate Rd Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M River Front Farms Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
2645 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H American Appliance Recyclers Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Neal Young Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigation Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
12075 Agate Road Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Riverton Farms Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
2655 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Tehama Tire Service Auto - Repair Shops
Rogue River Dr Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge over Dry Creek Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Rogue River and Sam's Valley Hwy 234 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Dodge Bridge and State Park Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Rogue River and Sam's Valley Hwy 234 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Dodge Bridge and State Park Parks
8205 Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Norton Lumber Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
8205 Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Norton Lumber Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
8205 Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Norton Lumber UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
2727 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C11 M M Pepsi Food Processing
2727 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Pepsi UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
2727 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Pepsi UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
1355 Agate Road Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Wine Glass Three Ranch Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
1355 Agate Road Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Wine Glass Three Ranch Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
1311 Old Hwy 234 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A02 M H Todd Bergen Performance Horses Boarding Stables
2841 Ave. G White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Asante Occupational Health Medical/Vet Offices
550 B Dutton White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Shift Rite Transmission various warehouse operations Auto - Repair Shops
Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L VA Domiciliary Medical/Vet Offices
Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M23 H M VA Domiciliary UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L VA Domiciliary UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L VA Domiciliary UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Crater Lake Highway White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R08 M M VA Domiciliary Golf Courses
P.O Box 2581 Dutton White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Custom Metal Works Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Rogue River Dr. over Long Branch Creek Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
1311Mt. View Dr. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Homestead Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
740 Greenleaf Dr Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C05 H H Small Boat Ramp Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Clinic Medical/Vet Offices
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C20 H H Clinic Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Hansens Auto - Repair Shops
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Mecanica Automotive Auto - Repair Shops
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Mecanica Automotive UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Birch Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L RV Storage RV/Mini Storage
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Advanced Auto Repair Auto - Repair Shops
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Advanced Auto Repair UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Jantzen Automotive Auto - Repair Shops
Northwest of well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
3525 Rogue River Drive Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R01 H M Airstrip Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Boat and RV Storage RV/Mini Storage
Rogue River Drive Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H Shady Cove Wastewater Treatment Plant Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L D &S Harley Davidson UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Kaylor Electric UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Throughout DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Deer Park Water Association Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M City Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
664 Mountainview Dr Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Dirt/Gravel Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Citadel Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Acorn Storage RV/Mini Storage
Falcon Ave and Wilson Way White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L RV Storage RV/Mini Storage
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Phoenix Animal Hospital Medical/Vet Offices
Private property Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M The whole area around Young Hill Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Unknown Operation UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M55 M M Unknown Operation Unknown Operation
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Jackson RV Parts and Service Auto - Repair Shops
Runs Through DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H South Pacific Highway 99 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
South Pacific Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Valley Stor-All RV/Mini Storage
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
1075 Trail Cr. Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Homestead Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Northwest portion of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
9596 Hwy. 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Watts Repair & Welding Auto - Repair Shops
Throughout DWPA White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
29th and Antelope Road White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Scrapyard Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
800 Trail Cr. Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C13 H H Homestead Home Manufacturing
815 Trail Cr. Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Homestead Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Runs Through DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Interstate 5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Hwy 62/ Antelope Creek Bridge Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Hwy 62/ Antelope Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Trail Cr. Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C50 H H Rock Piles Others (List)
East of Interstate 5 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R54 M M Rural Homes Aboveground Storage Tanks - Residential
Surrounding Well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Leisure Day Mobile Home Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
20727 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Shady Acres Trailer Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
West of Well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Cabinetry Shop Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Surrounding DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Shady Acres Trailer Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Western tip of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M City Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Western tip of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M City Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
Hwy 62 and Brophy Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Paradise Mobile Home Community Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
2500 Trail Cr. Rd Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Wilding Creations Furniture Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Trail Cr. Rd. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Homestead Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
20975 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C02 M M T-Bird Junctions Mini Storage and Carwash Auto - Car Washes
20975 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L T-Bird Junctions Mini Storage and Carwash RV/Mini Storage
Runs North-South through DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
21103 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C68 H H U-save Rental Equipment and Supply Miscellaneous Equipment Maintenance
40 Keel Lane Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M David R Young General Repair Auto - Repair Shops
West of Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H High Density Housing Wells - Abandoned
West of Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
East of Atlantic Ave White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Northern portion of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Runs North-South through DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Throughout  Eastern and Northern portions of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
East of well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
in and around golf course Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Eagle Point residential neighborhood Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
Runs N-S Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Hwy 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
NW Corner of Nick Young and Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Repair shop Auto - Repair Shops
100 Eagle Point Drive Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R08 M M Eagle Point Golf Course Golf Courses
East of well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
10569 Hannon Rd Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H 3M Goat Farm Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Hwy. 62/ Little Butte Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
21425 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M EA Electric Auto - Repair Shops
21200 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Jackson County Fire District No.4 Fire Station
7660 Rogue River Drive Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Shady Cove Park Parks
Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Shady Cove Mini Storage RV/Mini Storage
Hwy 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Country View MH Estates Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Hwy 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Country View MH Estates Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
HWY 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Chevron Auto - Gas Stations
Hwy. 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Shady Cove Muffler and Brake Auto - Repair Shops
10608 Hwy. 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M ARCO Gas Station Auto - Gas Stations
10608 Hwy. 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L ARCO Gas Station UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
10608 Hwy. 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L ARCO Gas Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Fly Caster's RV Park RV/Mini Storage
21825 Hwy. 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Shady Cove Automotive Auto - Repair Shops
21825 Hwy. 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Shady Cove Automotive UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
13003 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A03 H H Willamette Egg Farm Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
13003 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Willamette Egg Farm Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
13003 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Willamette Egg Farm Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
13003 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Willamette Egg Farm UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
2400 Indian Creek Rd. Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Indian Creek Mini Storage RV/Mini Storage
7800 Rogue River Drive Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C20 H H Edgewater Inn Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
21825 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Texaco Auto - Gas Stations
21825 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Texaco UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C02 M M The Car Wash Auto - Car Washes
Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C50 H H Speed Queen Coin Laundry Others (List)
Surrounding the well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Shady Cove MHP Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Underneath Royal Ave. to Little Butte Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Canal dumps into Little Butte Creek Irrigation Canal/Pond
11138 Hwy 62 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Bear Creek Clinic Family Practice Medical Medical/Vet Offices
21975 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C50 H H Jerry's Shale Pit Others (List)
21882 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M 76 Gas Station Auto - Gas Stations
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
21882 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L 76 Gas Station UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
21882 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L 76 Gas Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Oregon West Lumber Sales Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
42 Ball Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M58 M L Southern Oregon Sanitation, Inc. DEQ Permitted Discharges - Domestic On-Site
42 Ball Rd. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R19 M H Southern Oregon Sanitation, Inc. Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations
NE corner Hwy 62 and Ball Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Ball Rd. Mini Storage RV/Mini Storage
Throughout Southeast portion of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M City Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Shady Cove Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
21800 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Rogue River RV Park RV/Mini Storage
Hwy 62 over Reese Creek Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
21978 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Family Dentistry Medical/Vet Offices
Along Trail Creek Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Junk/Scrap/Salvage Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Hog Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Nork Lane Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L LUST Site UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
21906 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C20 H H Royal Coachman Motel Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
21980 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Upper Rogue Eye Care Medical/Vet Offices
21990 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Shady Cove Medical Center Medical/Vet Offices
21882 Hwy 62 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Pacific Pride Commercial Fueling Auto - Gas Stations
York Lane Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L LUST Site UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
North of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
North of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M High Density Housing Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
East of well #1 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Shady Cove Hardware Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Northwest of well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Shady Cove Medical Group Medical/Vet Offices
East of Well #2 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C02 M M Car Wash Auto - Car Washes
Runs North-South through East portion of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Throughout southern tip of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M City Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
West of well #2 Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Shady Cove Medical Center Medical/Vet Offices
North of well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R02 L L Quail Run Apartments Apartments and Condominiums
Northwest of wells Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Shady Cove Middle School UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Northwest of wells Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Shady Cove Middle School Schools
Old Trail Creek Road and Tiller Hwy Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
North of wells Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R02 L L Quail Run Apartments Apartments and Condominiums
Surrounding Well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Shady Cove Middle School UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Surrounding Well Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Shady Cove Middle School Schools
Throughout southern tip of DWPA Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Runs along Trail Creek Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 227 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
23611 HWY 62 TRAIL Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H COUNTRY VIEW MOBILE HOME ESTATES Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Main Street Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C52 L L Sprint Communications Communications Office
Northwest of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M John's Trails Market Auto - Gas Stations
Northwest of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L John's Trails Market UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Northwest of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L John's Trails Market UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
HWY. 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Trail Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homesteads Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Old Ferry Rd. Shady Cove Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Runs along Rogue River Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Immediately North of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R03 L M Shady Trails RV Campgrounds/RV Parks
Runs Northwest to Southeast of the well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Tracks Transportation Corridors - Railroads
along Shasta Ave, along Royal Ave. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M 30+ homes on creek front properties Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
South of well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Pasture and Hay Field Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
South of well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Pasture and Hay Field Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
West of well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Pond Irrigation Canal/Pond
West of well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Above Ground Storage Tanks Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Royal Ave Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M City Park-Mattie Brown Park Parks
Within the same building as the well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C11 M M Rising Sun Farms Food Processing
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homestead - Rural Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M30 H M Homestead - Rural Wells - Residential/Commercial/Industrial
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Vineyards Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Runs Northwest/Southeast east of well Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Highway 99 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs Northwest/Southeast along Highway 99 Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Main St. near Royal Ave. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Main St./Little Butte Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
begins at the end of Royal Ave. Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M56 M H Brownsboro-Eagle Point road Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Eagle Point Road Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C11 M M Big Butte Flour Mill Food Processing
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Managed Forestland- Stream Crossing Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Hwy. 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Lewis Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Hwy 140 and Riley Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Field with multiple cattle Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Rogue Aggregate Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Hwy. 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bush Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A13 M H Managed Forestlands-Road Density Managed Forest Lands - Road Density - > 2 mi/sq mi
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
off Hwy 140 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Stone Ridge Golf Course Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
off Hwy 140 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R08 M M Stone Ridge Golf Course Golf Courses
6260 Dry Creek Road Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Dry Creek Landfill DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
6260 Dry Creek Road Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R10 H H Dry Creek Landfill Landfill/Dumps
Throughout DWPA Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Pasture Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Hwy 140 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A02 M H Boarding Facilities Boarding Stables
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A11 M H Clear Cuts Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs
East of Wells Phoenix Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
880 E. Antelope Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Agate Lake Fire Station District No. 3 Fire Station
E. Antelope Rd. Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M29 L M Agate Lake Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
Dry Creek road Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge 531 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Hopkins Canal, Hwy 272 at MP 38.63 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Sunset on the Rogue Market Auto - Gas Stations
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Sunset on the Rogue Market UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Sunset on the Rogue Market UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Griffin Creek, HWY 272 at MP 37.64 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Truss Br, Hwy 272 at MP 38.70 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H SIGN TRUSS BR, Hwy 22 at MP 0.12 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Truss Br, Rogue Valley Hwy at MP 5.58 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Talent Ave Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Cabinetry Shop Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Truss Br, Hwy 63 at MP 5.42 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
HWY. 62 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Elk Creek Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Rogue Elk Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Rogue Elk Park Parks
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Creek, Golf View Dr Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H McAndrews Rd over Foothill Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Start of Yankee Cr. Rd Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Alfalfa pasture Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
South of railroad tracks Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H West Lateral Irrigation Canal/Pond
West of well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Runs through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Bear Creek Orchards Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Runs through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Hwy 99 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Southwest of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Equestrian Center Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Corral Lane Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Bear Creek MHP Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
West of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Pasture Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Northwest of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Elk Trail Elem. School Above Ground Storage Tanks Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
W. Butler Ln. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Eveready Construction Equipment Shop Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
W. Butler Ln. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Eveready Construction Equipment Shop UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Throughout DWPA Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homesteads - Rural Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M30 H M Homesteads - Rural Wells - Residential/Commercial/Industrial
Southwest of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M25 H M Heating Oil Tank UST - Non-Regulated Tanks - < 1,100 gals or large heating oil tanks
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M School Schools
Runs west to south of the well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M04 L H Stormwater Retention Lines/Drain Stormwater Outfalls
West of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Elk Trail Elementary Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
West of well Rogue Elk Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Elk Trail Elementary Schools
North of W. Butler Ln. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Horses Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Runs through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H I-5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Pump Station Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
South of RR Tracks Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H West Lateral Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
South and East of well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Talent Lateral Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
NW and SE of well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Vanderlip Logging Co. Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Vanderlip Logging Co. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Dick's Towing Auto - Repair Shops
Western edge of Ashland Country Estates Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
South of Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
W. Butler Lane Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Bill Terpening Auto - Gas Stations
W. Butler Lane Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Bill Terpening UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
S Valley View Rd Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Ashland Country Estates Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
North of Well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Lowe Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R03 L M Econolodge RV Park Campgrounds/RV Parks
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R03 L M Jackson Hot Springs Campgrounds/RV Parks
South of Well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Runs through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Hwy 99N Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
E. Valley View Rd and S. Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M23 H M Underground Storage Tank UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ LUST List
E. Valley View Rd and S. Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Underground Storage Tank UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
North of Eagle Mill Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Lower East Lateral Irrigation Ditch Irrigation Canal/Pond
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Valley View Exxon Auto - Gas Stations
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Valley View Exxon Auto - Repair Shops
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Valley View Exxon UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Valley View Exxon UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
NE Corner of East and South Valley View Roads Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Livestock Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
N Valley View Rd Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Decommissioned UST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Rogue Valley Station Auto - Gas Stations
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Rogue Valley Station Auto - Repair Shops
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Rogue Valley Station UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Valley View Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Rogue Valley Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Town and Country Chevrolet UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
North of Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Hwy 99 Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C20 H H Parking Lot Parking Lots/Malls - > 50 Spaces
North of Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Butler Ford Auto - Repair Shops
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Butler Ford UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Jackson Rd Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Mobile Home Park Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Urgent Care Medical/Vet Offices
Off Elk Creek Road Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C58 H H Elk Creek Dam Project Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
Off Elk Creek Road Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Elk Creek Dam Project UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Jackson Road Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Mike's Muffler Auto - Repair Shops
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Ashland Motor Co. Auto - Repair Shops
Jackson Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Mike's Transmission Auto - Repair Shops
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M North Main Body Shop Auto - Repair Shops
Hwy 99N Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C16 M L Animal Medical Hospital Medical/Vet Offices
7049 Hwy 140 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Medford Oaks RV Park RV/Mini Storage
7049 Hwy 140 Eagle Point Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Medford Oaks RV Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Jackson Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Ray's Garden Center Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Hwy 140 White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Rogue Aggregate Inc. Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Hwy 140 White City Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M57 M L Rogue Aggregate Inc. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Between Hwy 99N and Jackson Rd. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R52 M H Potential Golf Course Development Future Land Development - Residential
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Obstinate J Ranch Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Obstinate J Ranch Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Transportation -Stream Crossings Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M56 M H Transportation -Stream Crossings Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Hwy 140 Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Little Butte Cr. Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A50 H H Unstable Soils Others (List)
Throughout the DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A13 M H Managed Forest Land -Road Density Managed Forest Lands - Road Density - > 2 mi/sq mi
1260 Yankee Cr. Rd Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R11 M M Yankee Cr. Ranch Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
Southern most point in DWPA on Mt.  Ashland Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L TV Tower - Underground Storage Tank UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Hwy 140 Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Billy Frazier's Excavation Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
Northern edge of DWPA. Site of intake Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M29 L M Reeder Reservoir Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
Southern edge of DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Mount Ashland Ski Area UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Southern edge of DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Mount Ashland Ski Area Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Southern edge of DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M50 H H Mount Ashland Ski Area Others (List)
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A50 H H Forest Fire Hazard Others (List)
1/4 MI NW OF NEVADA ST & OAK ST ASHLAND Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H ASHLAND STP Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Hwy 140 Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H High Cascade Emus Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C18 H H Panther Crushing Mining Activities - Gravel Mines/Gravel Pits
Throughout DWPA Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M17 L H Transmission Lines Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways
Northeast of intake. Lost Creek Lake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Casey State Park River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Northeast of intake. Lost Creek Lake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Casey State Park Parks
Runs through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H I-5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
N. Mountain Ave Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
East of N. Mountain Ave. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
East of Well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Aboveground Storage Tanks Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
East of N. Mountain Ln. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Hwy 62 and Rogue River before Lost Creek Lake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Crowfoot Rd over Big Butte Creek Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Takelma Drive Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L ODF Wildland Fire Station Fire Station
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M McGregor Park Parks
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A51 L H Cole M. Rivers Fish Hatchery Fish Hatchery/Aquaculture
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Cole M. Rivers Fish Hatchery UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Cole M. Rivers Fish Hatchery UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Northeast of intake. Located near dam. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A51 L H Cole M. Rivers Fish Hatchery Fish Hatchery/Aquaculture
Northeast of intake. Located near dam. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Cole M. Rivers Fish Hatchery Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Within Fish Hatchery Compound Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L State Forest Fire Station Fire Station
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Lost Creek Lake River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M29 L M Lost Creek Lake Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
Rogue River Dr. Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Takelma Park River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L William L. Jess Dam UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M29 L M William L. Jess Dam Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H William L. Jess Dam Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Lost Creek Reservoir River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Hwy 140 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Hwy 140 Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
South Fork Little Butte Creek Rd Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Livestock Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Runs Through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H I-5 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Runs Through DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M19 M H Railroad Transportation Corridors - Railroads
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
Mobile Dr. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M High Density Septic Systems Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
Reiten Dr. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Decommissioned UST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
SW of Well Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M14 L M Joseph Stewart State Park River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. Campgrounds)
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Joseph Stewart State Park UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Joseph Stewart State Park UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Joseph Stewart State Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Northeast of intake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Joseph Stewart State Park Parks
Throughout DWPA Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Moweta Dr. Ashland Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Decommissioned UST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Within Joseph State Park Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C62 L H Lost Creek Marina Marina/Houseboats/Boat Launch/Fueling Area
Within Joseph State Park Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Lost Creek Marina UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Lake Creek Loop Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Cascade Ranch Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Lake Creek Rd Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Lake Creek Rural Fire Station Dist. 1 Fire Station
Lake Creek Road Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge 235 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Lake Creek Road Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge 236 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Hwy 62 and Lost Creek Lake Trail Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M22 L H Bridge Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Southeast of intake Butte Falls Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M City of Butte Falls Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Southeast of intake Butte Falls Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R20 M H City of Butte Falls Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Throughout DWPA Butte Falls Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A11 M H Managed Forest Lands Managed Forest Lands - Clearcut Harvested - < 35 yrs
Throughout DWPA Butte Falls Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A13 M H High Road Density Managed Forest Lands - Road Density - > 2 mi/sq mi
Northern Tip of DWPA Butte Falls Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R05 M M Drinking Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Treatment Plants
120 Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C61 M M ODOT Maintenance Station Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
120 Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L ODOT Maintenance Station UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
120 Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L ODOT Maintenance Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
120 Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M ODOT Maintenance Station Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C03 H M Auto Service and Gas Station Auto - Gas Stations
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Auto Service and Gas Station Auto - Repair Shops
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Auto Service and Gas Station UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Auto Service and Gas Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
Runs Through DWPA Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M18 M H Hwy 62 Transportation Corridors - Freeways/Highways or other heavy use roads
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M School Greenhouse Heating Oil Tank Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Prospect School District UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Prospect School District Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H Prospect School District Wells - Abandoned
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R15 L M Prospect School District Schools
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
North of Well Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M61 H H Abandoned Well Wells - Abandoned
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R06 L L Fire Station Fire Station
Throughout DWPA Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Highway 62 Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L USFS Ranger Station UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Highway 62 Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L USFS Ranger Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Highway 62 Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R16 H M USFS Ranger Station Septic Systems - High Density - > 1/Acre
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C61 M M Oregon State Hwy 3-8 Prospect/ODOT Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Oregon State Hwy 3-8 Prospect/ODOT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Oregon State Hwy 3-8 Prospect/ODOT UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M06 H H Historic Gas Station Auto - Gas Stations - Historic
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Historic Gas Station UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Historic Gas Station UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Potential New Development Construction/Demolition Area
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Scrap Cars Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C24 L L Mountain Home RV and Mini-storage RV/Mini Storage
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Mountain Home RV and Mini-storage Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
First Street Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C59 L L Rogue Rifle Co Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
First Street Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Rogue Rifle Co UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
Throughout DWPA Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M31 H M Mt. Home Mobile Village Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Mt. Home Mobile Village Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
First Street Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Lion's Prospect Park Parks
East of Highway 62 Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M07 H H Prospect Landfill Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills
Runs Through DWPA Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Ditch - PP&L Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M29 L M Prospect Hydroelectric Dam Upstream Reservoirs/Dams
Mill Creek Drive Prospect Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H Prospect Hydroelectric Dam Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Crater Lake Crater Lake Klamath 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R13 M M Crater Lake National Park Parks
160 Mill Creek Dr Prospect JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Prospect Charter School Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Cr, Bear Cr Greenway Trail (Sports Complex) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H GARFIELD ST OVER HWY 1 (SOUTH MEDFORD) INTERCHANGE Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, HWY 1 NB RAMP TO HIGHLAND DR Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, HIGHLAND DRIVE (MEDFORD) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H LARSON CREEK, HIGHLAND DRIVE (MEDFORD) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, GARFIELD ST RAMP TO HWY 1 SB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, HWY 1 NB @ 27.09 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, HWY 1 SB @ MP 27.09 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
450 S 4th St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Central Point Elementary School Schools
1955 Scenic Ave Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Scenic Middle School Schools
14235 Table Rock Rd Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Sam's Valley Elementary School Schools
1001 Manzanita St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Jewett Elementary School Schools
200 W Pine St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Mae Richardson Elementary School Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H BEAR CREEK, HIGHLAND BR RAMP TO HWY 1 NB Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
550 Wilson Way White City JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M White Mountain Middle School Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, Barnett Rd Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H LAZY CREEK, HIGHLAND DRIVE (MEDFORD) Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Bear Creek, McAndrews St Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Cantilever Highland Dr. at MP 0.92 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Truss Type Sign Bridge Highland Dr. at MP 1.17 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Bridge Highland Dr. at MP 1.56 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Truss Type Sign Bridge Garfield Ave. at MP 2.19 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Cantilever Bridge Garfield Ave. at MP 2.32 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
201 S Mountain Ave Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Ashland High School Schools
364 Walker Ave Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Walker Elementary School Schools
705 Helman St Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Helman Elementary School Schools
100 Walker Ave Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Ashland Middle School Schools
1070 Tolman Creek Rd Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Bellview Elementary School Schools
625 Fir St Butte Falls JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Butte Falls Charter School Schools
1280 Barton Rd Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Eagle Rock Elementary School Schools
477 Reese Creek Rd Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Eagle Point Middle School Schools
12 N Shasta Ave Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Hillside Elementary School Schools
203 N Platt Ave Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Eagle Point High School Schools
806 6th Ave Gold Hill JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Hanby Middle School Schools
1500 2nd Ave Gold Hill JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Patrick Elementary School Schools
655 Hueners Ln Jacksonville JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Jacksonville Elementary School Schools
215 N Rose St Phoenix JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Phoenix Elementary School Schools
745 N Rose St Phoenix JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Phoenix High School Schools
102 Christian Ave Talent JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Talent Middle School Schools
307 W Wagner Ave Talent JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Talent Elementary School Schools
37 Schoolhouse Lane Shady Cove JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Shady Cove School Schools
655 N 3rd St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Crater Renaissance Academy Schools
655 N 3rd St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Crater School of Business Innovation & Science Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Cantilever Hwy 063 at MP 8.32 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Cantilever Barnett Road at MP 0.00 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Cantilever Hwy 001 at MP 27.20 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Sign Cantilever Bridge Garfield Ave. at MP 2.40 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
3070 Ross Ln Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Madrone Trail Public Charter School Schools
300 Ash St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Central Point SD 6 Schools
100 Walker Ave Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M John Muir Elementary School Schools
885 Siskiyou Blvd Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Ashland SD 5 Schools
129 N Platt Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M URCEO-Upper Rogue Center for Educational Opportunities Schools
391 Lake Creek Loop Rd Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Lake Creek Learning Center Schools
106 Rose St Phoenix JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Armadillo Technical Institute Schools
401 W 4th St Phoenix JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Phoenix-Talent SD 4 Schools
160 Mill Creek Dr Prospect JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Prospect SD 59 Schools
2830 Maple Ct White City JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Table Rock Elementary School Schools
720 Laurel Ave Butte Falls JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Butte Falls SD 91 Schools
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
11 N Royal Ave Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Eagle Point SD 9 Schools
1497 East Main St Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Willow Wind Community Learning Center Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H Monotube Sign Cantilever Hwy 063 at MP 8.73 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
411 W 2nd St Phoenix JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Discovery Corner Schools
Not Applicable MEDFORD Jackson 2013 Oregon Dept. of Transportation, Technical Services Branch, Bridges Section (ODOT) M22 L H N PHOENIX RD OVER LARSON CREEK AT MP 1.36 Transportation Corridors - Stream Crossing - Perennial
695 Mistletoe Rd Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Lithia Springs School Schools
Not applicable MEDFORD JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H BOISE-MEDFORD COMPLEX Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable MEDFORD JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H BOISE-MEDFORD COMPLEX Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable MEDFORD JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H BOISE-MEDFORD COMPLEX Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable Medford Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Medford Others (List)
14611 Hwy 62 Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Shady Point SDA School Schools
631 Clay St Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Siskiyou School, The Schools
Off Biddle Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Medford Jackson County Airport UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
42 Alta Vista Rd Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M St. John Lutheran School Schools
9335 Takilma Rd Cave Junction JOSEPHINE 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Dome School Schools
4300 Holland Loop Rd Cave Junction JOSEPHINE 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Madrone Adventist Elementary School Schools
Off Biddle Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Medford Jackson County Airport UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Off Biddle Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R01 H M Medford Jackson County Airport Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area
507 SOUTH FRONT CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M H & R Block Income Tax School, Central Point Schools
6061 CRATER LAKE HIGHWAY CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M IITR Truck School Schools
7588 CRATER LAKE HWY WHITE CITY JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Liberty Tax School White City - #4924 Schools
Off Hammrick Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C06 M M LTM Inc. Cement/Concrete Plants
Off Hammrick Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L LTM Inc. UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Off Hammrick Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L LTM Inc. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Off Rogue Valley Blvd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Farwest Steel Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Off Rogue Valley Blvd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Farwest Steel UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Off Rogue Valley Blvd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C26 H H Sierra Pine Medite Division Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills
401 WILLIAMSON WAY ASHLAND JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M United Bicycle Institute - Ashland Schools
280 E. HERSEY ST ASHLAND JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Ashland Institute of Massage Schools
2425 SISKIYOU BLVD ASHLAND JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Imani Institute of Cosmetology Schools
Off Rogue Valley Blvd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M28 H M Sierra Pine Medite Division UST - Status Unknown
Off Sage Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Industrial Park Miscellaneous Manufacturing
7800 Pacific Ave White City JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Rogue Community College Schools
1250 Siskiyou Blvd Ashland JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Southern Oregon University Schools
655 N 3rd St Central Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Crater Academy of Health & Public Services Schools
140 E Main Street Eagle Point JACKSON 06/02/2015 OR Dept. of Human Services - Office of Forecasting, Research, and Analysis (via OGDC (DHS/OHA - 2015) R15 L M Crater Lake Charter Academy Schools
SEC 20, T32S, R3E N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H PROSPECT LANDFILL Municipal/Industrial Landfill
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H ASSOCIATED FRUIT CO. Composting Facilities
Off Willow Springs Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C60 M M Erickson Air Crane Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Not Transportation Related
4761 SOUTH STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H SOUTH STAGE LANDFILL, INC. Municipal/Industrial Landfill
535 INDUSTRIAL CIRCLE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R19 H H MATT GARRIS WASTE OIL RECOVERY, INC. Municipal Transfer/Material Recovery/Exporter
2685 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H MEDITE - MEDFORD DIVISION Municipal/Industrial Landfill
3000 N. VALLEY VIEW RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H VALLEY VIEW LANDFILL, INC. Municipal/Industrial Landfill
3000 N. VALLEY VIEW RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R19 H H VALLEY VIEW LANDFILL, INC. Municipal Transfer/Material Recovery/Exporter
8425 AGATE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H BURRILL LUMBER LANDFILL Municipal/Industrial Landfill
6260 DRY CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H OAK LEAF ENTERPRISES COMPOST FACILITY Composting Facilities
6260 DRY CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H OAK LEAF ENTERPRISES COMPOST FACILITY Composting Facilities
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD Rogue River JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H LOUISIANA-PACIFIC CORPORATION Municipal/Industrial Landfill
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD Rogue River JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H LOUISIANA-PACIFIC CORPORATION Municipal/Industrial Landfill
8001 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R19 H H ROGUE TRANSFER & RECYCLING, LLC Municipal Transfer/Material Recovery/Exporter
Off Willow Springs Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M01 M M Erickson Air Crane Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
1 SPORTS PARK N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H JACKSON COUNTY SPORTS PARK Municipal/Industrial Landfill
4480 ROYALCREST ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H BEAR CREEK ORCHARDS, INC. Composting Facilities
6260 DRY CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H DRY CREEK LANDFILL, INC. Municipal/Industrial Landfill
6260 DRY CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H DRY CREEK LANDFILL, INC. Composting Facilities
18460 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H ROGUE WONDER FARM Composting Facilities
18460 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H ROGUE WONDER FARM Composting Facilities
SEC11,T35S,R02E N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H BUTTE FALLS LANDFILL Municipal/Industrial Landfill
1.3 MI NW INTRSCTN KIRTLAND/TABLEROCK N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H ROTO-ROOTER SEPTAGE TRANSFER STATION Municipal/Industrial Landfill
SEC18&19,T36S,R01W N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H KEN DENMAN WILDLIFE MGMT. AREA Municipal/Industrial Landfill
SEC14,T37S,R02W N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H DONNA SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SITE Municipal/Industrial Landfill
9934 MODOC ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H MODOC ORCHARD Composting Facilities
9934 MODOC ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H MODOC ORCHARD Composting Facilities
PO BOX 2803 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) C14 H H BURNS TIRE RECYCLING, INC. Waste tire carrier/storage
41 E DUTTON RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) C14 H H RICHARD R. WILSON TRUCKING Waste tire carrier/storage
NEAR BUCK POINT ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H JACKSON CREEK LUST SITE Municipal/Industrial Landfill
Off Willow Springs Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Erickson Air Crane UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
8087 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H HILTON FUEL & SUPPLY COMPANY Composting Facilities
8087 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) M05 M H HILTON FUEL & SUPPLY COMPANY Composting Facilities
3880 KIRTLAND ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H BLACKWELL ROAD SITE Municipal/Industrial Landfill
3033 KIRTLAND RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H Municipal/Industrial Landfill
2645 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) C14 H H WHITE CITY RECYCLING Waste tire carrier/storage
WEST MAIN ST. TO STEWART AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H LOZIER LANE IMPROVEMENTS Municipal/Industrial Landfill
528 LINN ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H GREB PIT Municipal/Industrial Landfill
8400 AGATE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Solid Waster Management System (DEQ\SWMS) R10 H H TERRAMAI Municipal/Industrial Landfill
1071 West Jackson Road Ashland, Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 L L Village at Valley View Memory Care Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
300 W. Valley View Rd Talent Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 L L Former Wal-Mart Store #2069 Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
1235 N. Mountain Avenue Ashland Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Ashland Acres Mobile Estates Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Off Willow Springs Rd Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Erickson Air Crane UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
OR 62, 29 mi NE of Medford Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M OP&R - Casey State Recreational Site Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
1679 Rogue River Hwy Gold Hill Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Cypress Grove RV Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
19000 Caves Highway Cave Junction Josephine 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Oregon Caves National Monument (USDI-NPS) Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Idyllwood Drive Eagle Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Jackson County SD - Warehouse Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
12665 OR-62 Eagle Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Jackson County SD - Transportation Building Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
745 N ROSE ST Phoenix Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M Phoenix-Talent Schools Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
11663 Agate Road Eagle Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Pheasant Brook at Eagle Point Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
6100 Colver Road Talent Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Laidlaw Transit Facility Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
310 Granite Street Ashland Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 L L City of Ashland - Park Shop Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
Elk Creek Dam Trail Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M US Army Corps of Engineers Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
OR 62, 9 mi N of Medford Medford Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M OP& R - Tou Velle State RS Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
Orchard Home Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Bob Sullivan Auto Repair Auto - Repair Shops
N of "A" from Pioneer to 8th Ashland Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Union Pacific Railroad -Rail Yard Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
7049 Highway 140 Eagle Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Medford Oaks RV Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Adjacent To Hwy No. 62 Near City Prospect Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Prospect RV Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
591 Elk Creek Road Trail Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Elk Trail School Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Orchard Home Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C14 H H Scrap Yard Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards
100 Cole M. Rivers Drive Trail Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M Lost Creek Lake - US Army Corps of Engineers Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
120 Mill Creek Prospect Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M ODOT -  Prospect Maint. Station Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
81 Williams Lane Shady Cove Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M U.S. Postal Service, Shady Cove Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
2019 Rogue River Highway Gold Hill Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Drifters Mobile Home Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
2100 Newland Rd Central Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 L L Southern Oregon Rock Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
3850 Fern Valley Road Phoenix Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 L L Exit 24 Storage Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
6901 Old Stage Road Central Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Nestled in Hills MHP Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
414 East Pine Street Central Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 L L B & R Tax Service Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
6471 Crater Lake Hwy Central Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 L L L and L Sheet Metal Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
Orchard Home/Archer Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H New Construction Construction/Demolition Area
31725 Hwy 97 N, suite B Chiloquin Klamath 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Jeld-Wen Door Systems   @ Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
391 Lake Creek Loop Road Eagle Creek Clackamas 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Jackson County SD - Lake Creek Learning Center Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
1405 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Georgia Pacific Resins (dba Dyno Polymers Inc) Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
Parsons Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C04 H M Macs Batteries of Medford Auto - Repair Shops
7638 Pacific Avenue White City Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M10 H M Vickers Industrial/Commercial Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps - Class V UICs
122 2nd Phoenix Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M City of Phoenix Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
3792 N River Rd Gold Hill Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M59 M M OP&R - Valley of the Rogue State Park Stormwater Wastewater Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
Mt. Ashland Ski Area - Rogue R Natnl Forest Ashland Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M Ski Ashland Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
PO Box 1145 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Table Rock Site Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
35251 Hwy 62 Trail Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M31 H M OP&R - Stewart State Park Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
15 West Vilas Road Central Point Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Injection Control database (DEQ\UIC) M60 L L Former White's Midway Service Other Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs
PO Box 1145 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Gebhard Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1145 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Hansen Site Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 1145 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Kendall Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
5143 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L US WEST COMMUNICATIONS, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Parker Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
336 MANZANITA ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L U S WEST COMMUNICATIONS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M White Site Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1510 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CHEVRON USA INC SS 98337 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Mace Bar Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
7600 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CHEVRON U.S.A. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
200 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSON COUNTY ROADS AND PARKS SVCS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
50 6TH ST Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L U S WEST ASHLAND CO  (010376) UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2380 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ARCO Products Co 4479 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2500 HWY 66 Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CHEVRON USA INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
4655 TABLE ROCK RD N/A N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L VIKING FREIGHT INC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Modoc Road Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Jacksonville Pit No. 3 Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
316 S FRONT ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L GRANGE COOPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Modoc Rock Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Whetstone Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Kirtland Road Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Meridian Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
301 VALLEYVIEW RD W Talent JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ARCO PRODUCTS CO FAC 5959 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
19000 CAVES HIGHWAY N/A JOSEPHINE 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L USDOI; NATIONAL PARK SERVICE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2490 ASHLAND BLVD Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L A-TECH BP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3730 FERN VALLEY ROAD Phoenix JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L PETRO:LUBE #24 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Black Rock Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1125 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L EQUILON ENTERPRISES LLC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Miller Ranch Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
6779 CRATER LAKE HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L COLVIN OIL (MEDFORD #6) UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
4865 HWY 234 N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L RAINEY, MICHAEL L. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
5746 CRATER LAKE AVE N/A N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L HAYS OIL CARDLOCK #1 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Jacksonville Pit No. 1 Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
7640 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L PANOCO, INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Mary Darling Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C63 H H Old Ideal Quarry Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Hi Banks Rock Products Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
13325 ANTIOCH RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SWEET'S GENERAL STORE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Parker South Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
2651 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CASCADE GORGE STORE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
150 LOWE RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BILL TERPENING INC - ASHLAND UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2094 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BILL TERPENING, INC - WHITE CITY UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
MT ASHLAND - 8 MILES S OF ASHLAND Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L KTVL-TV TRANSMITTER SITE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
9625 OLD STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L DARDANELLE SERVICE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2185 GRIFFIN CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L STAGE STOP STORE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
10668 HWY 62 Eagle Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L EAGLE POINT AM/PM UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2371 ASHLAND STREET N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASHLAND MOBIL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
120 MILL CREEK DR N/A N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L OR STATE HWY 3-8 PROSPECT UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
326 BROAD ST Butte Falls JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BUTTE FALLS SERVICE STATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
461 VALLEY VIEW RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ROGUE VALLEY STATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 4430 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Boise Cascade Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
460 VALLEY VIEW ROAD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L VALLEY VIEW EXXON UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
21882 HWY 62 Shady Cove JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SHADY COVE BP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 550 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Medite Corporation Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
PO Box 597 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C18 H H Nash Pit Mining Activities - Active - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
PO Box 8363 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Stanley Cook Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
1515 SISKIYOU BLVD Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASHLAND SHELL STATION UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
16 N FRONT ST Central Point N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L BI-MOR STATIONS #7 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
60 SHAMROCK LANE N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L HAYS OIL CARDLOCK #2 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
24231 HWY 62 N/A N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L TRAIL MARKET UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
21 TALENT AVE Talent JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L TALENT GAS-4-LESS #9400 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
PO Box 999 Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C69 L M Charter First Mortgage, Inc. Mining Activities - Inactive - sand/gravel/rock/soil
Posse Ln Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M All-Star Towing Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
945 N 5TH ST Jacksonville N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSONVILLE TEXACO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Posse Ln. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C15 H H Profile Grinding Machine Shops
5600 BUTTE FALL HWY N/A N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L MIDWAY COUNTRY STORE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
90 N MOUNTAIN AVE N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASHLAND SERVICE CENTER UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
26876 HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SUNSET ON THE ROGUE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
21825 HWY 62 Shady Cove JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SHADY COVE 76 INC. UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
540 MILL CREEK N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L PROSPECT VILLAGE SERVICE CENTER UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Posse Ln. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Profile Grinding Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
RIVERSIDE & MCANDREWS - SE CORNER Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L CITY OF MEDFORD - RIVERSIDE/MCANDREWS UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Ross Ln and Stonefield Way Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H NW Meadows Subdivision Construction/Demolition Area
449 E MAIN ST Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L WSCO PETROLEUM CORP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Rossanley Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Lectra Coat Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
Rossanley and Ross Ln. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M32 M H Hampton Place and Candlewood PUD Construction/Demolition Area
1065 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CENTRAL POINT BP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Decommissioned UST UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Minuteman Press Photo Processing/Printing
5595 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L JACKSON CNTY DPW, PHOENIX TALENT SHOP UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C07 H H T&A Supply Co Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C65 H H Pacific Chemtech Miscellaneous Manufacturing
404 2ND AVE Gold Hill N/A 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L GOLD HILL TEXACO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2495 Ashland Street Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASHLAND TEXACO UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
21222 HWY 62 Shady Cove JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SHADY COVE CHEVRON UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1590 E PINE ST Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L PILOT TRAVEL CENTERS LLC UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3082 SAMIKE DR N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ARCO AM/PM UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Davis Finish Products Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Ekerson Roofing UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
1003 MEDFORD SHOPPING CENTER N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SAFEWAY GASOLINE UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
2402 West Main Street N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
280 MAPLE STREET Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L ASHLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
382 Wightman Street Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L SOUTHERN OREGON UNIVERSITY UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
105 North Oregon Street Jacksonville JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L QWEST - JACKSONVILLE CO (R00289) UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Rossanley Dr. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Morton Milling UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
RT. 1, MISSION HWY (NEAR DELMARTER'S) Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PATRICIA FLETCHER UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Runs through Drinking Water Source Area Medford Jackson 1/20/2017 8:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M52 L L Crooked Creek Ponds/Streams/Wetlands
Runs Through DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
730 EAST MAIN ST. Phoenix JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L CIRCLE K GAS UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
501 E MAIN ST Rogue River JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L LIL UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
1115 ANTHONY WAY N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L WHITE CITY CARDLOCK UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
3075 HAMRICK RD Central Point JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L COSTCO GASOLINE # 1287 UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
102 S PACIFIC HWY Talent Jackson 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Underground Storage Tank Program (DEQ\UST) M27 L L UNDEFINED UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active  (may also have decommissioned tanks on site)
Not applicable SHADY COVE JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H SHADY COVE STP Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H MEDFORD RWRF Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable CENTRAL POINT JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H MEDFORD RWRF Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable BUTTE FALLS JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H BUTTE FALLS STP Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
S 1/2 SEC 34 & 35 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD VORTAC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Not applicable ASHLAND JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H ASHLAND STP Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable TRAIL JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H COUNTRY VIEW MOBILE HOME ESTATES Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable ASHLAND JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H VALLEY VIEW LANDFILL Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
Not applicable ASHLAND JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H VALLEY VIEW LANDFILL Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
S 1/2 SEC 34 & 35 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD VORTAC UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M28 H M Bigelow UST - Status Unknown
Not applicable GOLD HILL JACKSON 2009 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality SIS Outfall location data (DEQ/WQ SIS) R20 M H GOLD HILL STP Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
SW HOUSTON LAKE RD. Portland Crook 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H PROJECT TRIBUTARY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Alco Contractors Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
801 AVENUE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CROMAN CORPORATION LOGGING DIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
8399 14TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H CASCADE WOOD PRODUCTS, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
1977 HWY 99 N N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H BUTLER FORD INC Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2872 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H TUCKER SNO-CAT CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C25 H H Timber Products Plywood Wood Preserving/Treating
1109 COURT ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CSC, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
7893 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H ALLWEATHER WOOD TREATERS Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BEAR CREEK OPERATIONS INC DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2518 S PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L BEAR CREEK OPERATIONS INC Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
3959 HAMRICK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L H LTM, INCORPORATED Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
7975 11TH ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L H U.S. FOREST INDUSTRIES, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
1155 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
25 E. McAndrews N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H TIMBER PRODUCTS CO Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
25 E. McAndrews N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H TIMBER PRODUCTS CO DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
12451 MODOC RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H PACIFIC PAVING, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
12451 MODOC RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H PACIFIC PAVING, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2350 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H BIOMASS ONE LP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2350 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BIOMASS ONE LP DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2350 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L BIOMASS ONE LP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
1795 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
8124 PACIFIC AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
3750 KIRTLAND ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H ROGUE AGGREGATES, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C10 H M Gordon Trucking Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals
930 ANTELOPE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BETTENDORF ENTERPRISES, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
4761 SOUTH STAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SOUTH STAGE LANDFILL, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
6422 BLACKWELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROCK N READY MIX DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1200 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CERTAINTEED CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
200 COLE M RIVERS DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L H ODFW COLE M RIVERS FISH HATCHERY Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
3000 N. VALLEY VIEW RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H VALLEY VIEW LANDFILL, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
7260 BLACKWELL RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H CRATER SAND & GRAVEL, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
4865 HWY 234 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H RAINEY, MICHAEL L. Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L PACIFICORP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L PACIFICORP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
800 HAMMEL RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M BASHORE, DAVID Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
MT ASHLAND SKI AREA, ROGUE R NATL FOREST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M MT. ASHLAND ASSOCIATION Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
1550 AVE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H TIMBER PRODUCTS CO. LIMITED PARTNERSHIP DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
300 WEST ANTELOPE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ALSTOM T & D INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
OLD PAC HWY/.3 M NE I-5/MT ASHLAND INTCH N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M BERGQUIST, DONNA Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
8301 TABLE ROCK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
8301 TABLE ROCK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MEDFORD WATER COMMISSION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
14745 HWY 234 Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L GOLD HILL, CITY OF Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD Rogue River JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H LOUISIANA-PACIFIC CORPORATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
5205 N ROGUE RIVER RD Rogue River JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L H LOUISIANA-PACIFIC CORPORATION Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2405 BROPHY ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L PACIFICORP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L PACIFICORP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
PROSPECT N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L PACIFICORP Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L L ASHLAND, CITY OF Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
5505 Hwy 66 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H JACKSON COUNTY PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
2 MILES SOUTH OF CITY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H OREGON PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
KIRTLAND RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H BEAR CREEK VALLEY SANITARY AUTHORITY Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
35251 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H OREGON PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
14235 TABLE ROCK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H CENTRAL POINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 6 Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
ADJACENT TO HWY NO. 62 NEAR CITY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M ANDRESEN, DONALD W. Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
641 LINN ROAD Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SOUTHERN OREGON ROCK LLC DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
12665 HIGHWAY 62 Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H JACKSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT #9 Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
403 DEAD INDIAN MEMORIAL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ASHLAND, CITY OF DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
OFF I-5 AT EXIT 45A N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M COMBS, CLIFF & DIANE Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
5630 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H TIMBER PRODUCTS TRUCKING DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
PAIR-A-DICE RNCH RD, 3/4 MI N OF MORTON N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H JACKSON COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS AND PARKS DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1506 Antelope Rd Jackson 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H DIRKSEN, LARRY W., LINDA J. & DAN Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
2325 MERRY LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H F. V. MARTIN TRUCKING CO. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
2325 MERRY LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H F. V. MARTIN TRUCKING CO. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M26 L L Gordon Trucking UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
PARADISE RANCH RD/WELLS PIT/HILL/HWY 238 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H HUGHES BROS. CONSTRUCTION CO. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
7701 11TH STREET N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H VALLEY SLURRY SEAL COMPANY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1235 N. MOUNTAIN AVENUE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M OGDEN, WALTER Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
NEAR TRAIL, OREGON N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
8001 TABLE ROCK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROGUE TRANSFER & RECYCLING, LLC DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
51 MILL CREEK DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M ELLIS, JOHN G. Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
2019 ROGUE RIVER HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M SARGENT, WAYNE Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
2651 MILL CREEK DR N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M CASCADE GORGE STORE Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M27 L L Gordon Trucking UST - Upgraded and/or Registered - Active
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Precision Door Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
24904 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M BROWN, KENNETH AND SHARON Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
WILLOW CREEK OFF OLD STAGE RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H WILLOW CREEK AGGREGATE, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
18881 HIGHWAY 62 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M TRAIL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
Sage Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M24 L L Precision Door UST - Decommissioned - Inactive
391 LAKE CREEK LOOP ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.9-EAGLE POINT SCHOOL DISTRICT Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
6260 DRY CREEK ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DRY CREEK LANDFILL, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2625 AVENUE G N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SCHNITZER STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
14484 AVALON ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M WISSENBECK, DAVID RAY Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
COLVER RD/HARTLEY RD/1 MILE S OF PHOENIX N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H SABROSO COMPANY Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
7049 HIGHWAY 140 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M WATERHOUSE ENTERPRISES, INC. Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
5410 MCLAUGHLIN DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M CHAVEZ, ANTONIO Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
1122 SUNCREST ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H PASCHAL WINERY, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
5315 MCLAUGHLIN DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M OROZCO, FRANCISCO & MARIA Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
7 MILES SE OF BUTTE FALLS N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H JACKSON COUNTY PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
42 BALL RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H FAHEY, PAT Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
11663 AGATE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M PHEASANT BROOK LLC Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
124 S. FOOTHILL ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H FOOTHILL WINERY AT HILLCREST ORCHARD, LLC Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
6901 OLD STAGE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M NESTLED IN HILLS MOBILE HOME PARK Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
12297 BLACKWELL RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M FERRIS, KENNETH JAY Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
5500 HWY 140 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROGUE AGGREGATE - 1990 DIESEL RELEASE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
SE CORNER OF N BARTLETT ST AND E 4TH ST Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PARKING LOT ON TL 4700 UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1100 KIRTLAND RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
SE CORNER RIVERSIDE & MCANDREWS Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L LAVIA PROPERTY UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1.3 MI NW INTRSCTN KIRTLAND/TABLEROCK N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M ROTO-ROOTER SEPTAGE TRANSFER STATION Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
58 N RIVER RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H DEL RIO VINEYARDS LLC Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
8422 HIGH BANKS RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H HI BANKS ROCK PRODUCTS, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BOISE CASCADE WHITE CITY OFFICE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
7890 AGATE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 L H BOISE CASCADE WHITE CITY OFFICE Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
SE Portion of DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M High Density Housing Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER AREA Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ASHLAND, CITY OF DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
3285 N PACIFIC HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H BOISE CASCADE - MEDFORD DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2309 SAGE RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H G.I. TRUCKING COMPANY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
HASKELL ST Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H TWIN CREEKS CROSSING/THE NORTH VILLAGE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
960 2ND AVENUE N Gold Hill JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MIRAGE VILLA ESTATES DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2000 N PHOENIX RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M ROGUE VALLEY MANOR Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
OFF WEST FORK TRAIL CREEK RD. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CABIN CANYON DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
SIDNEY WAY Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROCKLAND PLACE PUD PHASES 1,2,&3 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER AREA Phoenix JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROGUE VALLEY SEWER SERVICES MS4 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
24TH ST/ AVENUE C N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H AUBURN ESTATES SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
South East of intake Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M50 H H Medford and Surrounding Communities Others (List)
2095 ROGUE RIVER HWY/ N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M ATKINS, CHARLES M. Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
217 N ROSS LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SCHATZ PROPERTY - HAJC DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
7130 CRATER LAKE HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H WHITE CITY METALS & SUPPLY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
INT. OF GARFIELD RD AND CENTER DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROUGH GRADING TAX LOT 100 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1930 PAIR-A-DICE RANCH ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H JACKSONVILLE PIT NO. 1 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
246 RIDGE RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M DENISON LEE Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
596 HELMAN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M JULIE NORMAN Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
3508 BRITT AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
1014 OLD STAGE ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H VAUGHN'S FARM & ORCHARD Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
289 LIBERTY ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M HAGEN, BRADLEY Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
195 SHERMAN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M SAM WHITRIDGE Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
117 HELMAN ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M PHYLLIS NORRIS Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
798 OAK ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M RISA E BUCK Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
955 DEAD INDIAN MEMORIAL ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H BELLEFIORE WINERY, LLC Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
South East of intake Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R09 M M Medford and Surrounding Communities Housing - High Density - > 1 House/0.5 Acres
South of Bellinger Lane Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
2646 W MAIN ST N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H WEST MAIN ESTATES DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
743 SKOOKUM LN N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M BRIAN WILKERSON Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
1391 EBERGREEN LANE Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M DEBRA SWARZMAN Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
South of Well Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
South Stage Road Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A07 M H Grazing Animals Grazing Animals - > 5 Large Animals or Equivalent/Acre
Southwest of Well Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A52 M H Irrigation Canal Irrigation Canal/Pond
NORTH PHOENIX ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H STONEGATE ESTATES PHASE 5 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
3919 AVE. H / 3757 AVE. H N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H LISK ESTATES PHASE 2 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
SPRINGBROOK ROAD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H KENNEDY PARK DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
3791 ROGUE RIVER HWY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database R20 M H WAYNE BUMA Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations
1730 THOMAS ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ANJOU VIEW SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
FORD DRIVE & CHELTENHAM WAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DELTA ESTAES PHASE 1 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
813 LEONARD ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M TABITHA VINER Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
CEDRIC COURT LOTS 58-74 N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SIENNA HILLS PHASE 2 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
MAPLE PARK DR & KAITLIN LANE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ROSS LANE SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
131 TERRACE ST Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M KAREN GROVE & JAY ACH Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
699 ASHLAND CREEK DR Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M KATHERINE MORSE Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
STEWART AND COLUMBUS Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L THOMAS P KIRPATRICK UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
STEWART AVENUE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H MOUNTAIN VISTA DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Stowe Ave Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Fosters Wholesale IWP Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
CAMPBELL RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H 2HAWK WINERY, PROCESSING FACILITY DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
2763 RILEY ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H EAGLE POINT NATIONAL CEMETERY, EXPANSION 603CM3012 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
RILEY ROAD Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H EAGLE CREST OVERLOOK DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
WEST MAIN ST. TO STEWART AVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H LOZIER LANE IMPROVEMENTS DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Stowe Ave. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C21 H H Valley Web Printing Photo Processing/Printing
W NEVADA ST & HELMEN ST. N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H VERDE VILLAGE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
7111 BLACKWELL ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H COMBINED TANSPORT LOGISTICS GROUP, INC. DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
SUNLEAF - LONE OAK DR Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H SUMMERFIELD SUBDIVISION PHASES 9 & 10 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Sunset Drive Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R18 H H Sub Station Utility Stations - Maintenance/Transformer Storage (inc. Hydroelectric Power Equip.)
Sunset Drive Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R54 M M Aboveground Storage Tank Aboveground Storage Tanks - Residential
Sunset Drive Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Home Machine Shop Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
3075 HAMRICK ROAD Central Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H COSTCO WHOLESALE - CENTRAL POINT DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
5842 MCLOUGHLIN DRIVE N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H EAGLE POINT SOLAR FARM DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
SW CORNER OF 6TH & RIVERSIDE Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L PARKING GARAGE PROJECT UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
1900 N PACIFIC HIGHWAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H NORTHGATE OFFICE PARK DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
Syringa Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M08 H H Home Machine Shop Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equip Maintenance
10175 WHEELER ROAD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H DOGS FOR THE DEAF DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
T27S, R1W, SEC 6, TL 2500 Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI-NFA) C59 L L MEDCO ROAD FORMER ORCHARD Known Contamination listed as NFA (Sites/Plumes/Spills from ECSI)
T37S/R1W/S18DB Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Environmental Cleanup Site Inventory (DEQ\ECSI) C58 H H NORTHMONT SUBDIVISION Known Contamination Sites/Plumes/Spills (ECSI)
55 EMIGRANT CREEK RD N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H WETLAND MITIGATION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
KINGS HIGHWAY N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H FRANKLIN PLACE DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
STEVENS RD Eagle Point JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H IDLEWOOD SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
DIAMOND STREET & LILLIAN STREET N/A JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H KING ARTHUR VILLAGE, PHASES 1 AND 2 DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
TAX LOT 38-1-W5-600 (VACANT) Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L WESTERN BANK ORCHARD UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
GOLD TERRACE DRIVE Jacksonville JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H GOLD TERRACE HEIGHTS DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1193 ASHLAND MINE RD Ashland JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M50 M M COOK, ALAN Graywater reuse/disposal or Industrial reuse
Throughout Drinking Water Source Area Medford Jackson 1/20/2017 8:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M09 L L Rural homes with septic systems Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A04 M H Irrigated Crops Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
19000 CAVES HIGHWAY N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M31 H M USDOI; NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Domestic Sewage Treatment with On-Site System/ Large Capacity Septic Systems Serving > 20
654 KENDALL RD. N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H GERBER, TED & MERIDETH Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
TRS - 39S 7W 36 LOT 500 N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H CARLONS GRAVEL PIT DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
4210 HOLLAND LOOP RD N/A JOSEPHINE 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M62 H H BRIDGEVIEW VINEYARDS, INC. Industrial  or Process Wastewater - WPCF and NPDES/ Lagoons and Liquid Waste
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
HARRISON STREET AND 3RD STREET Carlton Yamhill 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ADELAIDE SUBDIVISION DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
1195 Oak St. Ashland JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H ASHLAND, CITY OF Sewage Treatment Plants
23611 HWY 62 N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H EATINGER, AL Sewage Treatment Plants
2177 Second Ave N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H GOLD HILL, CITY OF Sewage Treatment Plants
ROGUE RIVER DRIVE N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H SHADY COVE, CITY OF Sewage Treatment Plants
FALLS RD Butte Falls JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H BUTTE FALLS STP Sewage Treatment Plants
1100 KIRTLAND RD N/A JACKSON 11/1/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Waste Water Treatment Plants (DEQ\WWTP-SIS) R20 M H Sewage Treatment Plants
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
1654 Ashland St Ashland Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Ashland Southside Cleaners Dry Cleaners
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
2030 Antelope Rd White City Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Towne & Country Cleaners and Laundry Dry Cleaners
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
40 E Pine Street Central Point Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Central Point Cleaners Dry Cleaners
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) M09 L L Rural Homes Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Throughout Western portion of DWPA Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) A05 L L Non-Irrigated Crops Crops - Nonirrigated - Christmas Trees, Grains, Grass Seeds, Hay, Pasture
VARIOUS STREETS THROUGHOUT MEDFORD Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Water Quality SIS database M57 M H ALDYL A REPLACEMENT PROJECT - MEDFORD EAST DEQ Permitted Stormwater Discharges (NPDES or WPCF)
W McAndrews Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C17 H H Irongate Ornamental Ironworks Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication
W McAndrews Rd. Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C12 M M Rogue Pacific Lumber Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores
WEST MAIN STREET Medford JACKSON 10/31/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality - Leaking Underground Storage Tank database (DEQ\LUST-NFA) M26 L L MEDFORD HOTEL UST - Confirmed Leaking but listed as NFA - DEQ LUST List
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Whittle Pit Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
15 S Pioneer St Ashland Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Oregon Shakespeare Festival Dry Cleaners
507 S Front St Central Point Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Laundry The Dry Cleaners
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
151 N Pioneer St Ashland Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Towne & Country Cleaners & Laundry Dry Cleaners
1465 Siskiyou Blvd Ashland Jackson 8/27/2018 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Dry Cleaner Database (DEQ/DC) C08 H M Weldon's Cleaners Dry Cleaners
Shady Cove Jackson 5/31/2017 7:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M09 L L Rural homes with septic systems in DWSA Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems < 1/Acre
Jackson County Shady Cove Jackson County 5/31/2017 7:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M56 M H Evergreen Drive Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
throughout DWSA Shady Cove Jackson 5/31/2017 7:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) R52 M H Rural land with potential for development; current practices unknown Future Land Development - Residential
North side of RV Park Shady Cove Jackson 1/20/2017 8:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M31 H M Septic systems Large Capacity Septic Systems -Class V UIC (serves >20)
Close proximity to Shady Trails RV Park restrooms Shady Cove Jackson 1/20/2017 8:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M01 M M AST for propane Above Ground Storage Tanks-Excluding Water Tanks and Residential ASTs
Medford Jackson 1/11/2018 OR Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Mineral Information layer for Oregon( DOGAMI/MILO) C64 M M Tru-Mix Construction Company Mining Activities - Inactive - other than  sand/gravel/rock/soil
Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) R17 H M Sewer Lines Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS
Medford Jackson 2005 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Source Water Assessment database (DEQ/OHA SWA 2000 - 2005) C61 M M City of Medford Dept. of Public Works Maintenance Shop/Equipment Storage - Transportation Related
Ashland Jackson 6/20/2017 12:17:31 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) R11 M M YMCA Park Fields Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas
N/A N/A Jackson 6/20/2017 6:25:49 PM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) A04 M* H Vineyard Crops - Irrigated - Berries, Hops, Mint, Orchards, Vineyards/Nurseries, Green Houses, Vegetables, etc.
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bowen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Grayback Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kane Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bowen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Grayback Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hopkins Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Horn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hukill Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kane Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kenutchen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Payne Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bowen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kane Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hopkins Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Horn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Cascade Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Grayback Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hopkins Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Horn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hukill Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hukill Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kenutchen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Reese Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Whetstone Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Anderson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Alder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Althouse Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Antelope Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Flat Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Page Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sams Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ward Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Althouse Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Page Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kenutchen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bowen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Grayback Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hopkins Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Horn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hukill Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kane Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Reese Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Grayback Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kenutchen Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Neil Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Payne Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Alder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Althouse Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bitter Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Brush Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Button Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Coleman Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Democrat Gulch Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Illinois River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elkhorn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Flat Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Long Gulch Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Neil Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sams Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sugarpine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Swanson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Timber Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wall Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Alder Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Brush Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Button Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elkhorn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Flat Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Long Gulch Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sams Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sardine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Swanson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Timber Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ward Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Stage L.F. Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Cascade Canal Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Ben Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Flat Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Minnehaha Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dry Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Crooked Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dunn Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hawk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Mule Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Unnamed Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment  (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Coleman Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Neil Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Payne Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Antelope Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Coleman Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lone Pine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Neil Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Nichols Branch Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Reese Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Salt Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Coleman Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Crooked Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lazy Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Payne Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lazy Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Abbott Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Althouse Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Antelope Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Birdseye Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bitter Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Burnt Canyon Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Butler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Carter Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Clark Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Coleman Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Conde Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dead Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Dog Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Doubleday Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H East Fork Illinois River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Flat Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Foster Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Gaerky Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Galls Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Hukill Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackass Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lazy Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Meyer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Neil Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Payne Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sugarpine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Tyler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Walker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Branch Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Muir Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Woodruff Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Unnamed Stream Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Althouse Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bitter Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Kane Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Sucker Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Tyler Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Ashland Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Bear Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Big Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Elk Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Indian Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Larson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lick Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lone Pine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Reese Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Wagner Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Jackson Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H West Fork Trail Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Griffin Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lone Pine Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H North Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Rogue River Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Deer Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lake Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Soda Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H South Fork Little Butte Creek Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable 03/14/2016 US Geological Survey Railway GIS layer (via OR-IRIS) (USGS/RR - 2009) M19 M H Cental Oregon & Pacific Railroad, Inc. Transportation - Railroads
Not applicable Not applicable 03/14/2016 US Geological Survey Railway GIS layer (via OR-IRIS) (USGS/RR - 2009) M19 M H WCTU Railway LLC (White City Terminals & Utilites) Transportation - Railroads
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H I-5 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H I-5 OR-99 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-140 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-227 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-230 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-234 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-238 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-273 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-46 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-62 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-66 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-99 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H OR-99 OR-234 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not Applicable 2008 Integrated Transportation Information System (ITIS) database, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT - 2008) M18 M H US-199 Transportation - Freeways/State Highways
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Agate Reservoir Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Agate Reservoir Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Agate Reservoir Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Fish Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Willow Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Emigrant Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Lost Creek Lake Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Reeder Reservoir Surface Water on 303d list
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 10/31/2014 OR Dept. of Environmental Quality Water Quality Assessment (DEQ/WQ) M54 L H Whetstone Pond Surface Water on 303d list
Medford Jackson 1/20/2017 8:00:00 AM OR Dept. of Environmental Quality and OR Health Authority Updated Source Water Assessment (DEQ\OHA-USWA 2016-2019) M56 M H Dark Hollow Road Transportation Corridors - High Use Roads/Streets
Not applicable Central Point Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Central Point Others (List)
Not applicable Ashland Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Ashland Others (List)
Not applicable Shady Cove Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Shady Cove Others (List)
Not applicable Cave Junction Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Cave Junction Others (List)
Not applicable Talent Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Talent Others (List)
Not applicable Eagle Point Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Eagle Point Others (List)
Not applicable Phoenix Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Phoenix Others (List)
Not applicable Jacksonville Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Jacksonville Others (List)
Not applicable Rogue River Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Rogue River Others (List)
Not applicable Gold Hill Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Gold Hill Others (List)
Not applicable Butte Falls Not applicable 2009 ODOT - Oregon City Limits - 2009 M50 M L Butte Falls Others (List)
Not applicable Not applicable Jackson 12/26/18 Oregon Health Authority \ HAB Advisories M63 L H Willow Lake Cyanobacteria (Harmful Algal) Bloom Advisory
Not applicable Not applicable Jackson 12/26/18 Oregon Health Authority \ HAB Advisories M63 L H Lost Creek Lake Cyanobacteria (Harmful Algal) Bloom Advisory
Not applicable Not applicable Jackson 12/26/18 Oregon Health Authority \ HAB Advisories M63 L H Fish Lake Cyanobacteria (Harmful Algal) Bloom Advisory
Not applicable Not applicable Jackson 12/26/18 Oregon Health Authority \ HAB Advisories M63 L H Whetstone Pond Cyanobacteria (Harmful Algal) Bloom Advisory
Not applicable Not applicable Jackson 12/26/18 Oregon Health Authority \ HAB Advisories M63 L H Jackson Creek Cyanobacteria (Harmful Algal) Bloom Advisory
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H RED CONE COMPLEX Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H RED CONE Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H LITTLE BUTTE Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H RED CONE COMPLEX Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H TRAIL Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H NORTH RIVER ROAD Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H UMPQUA COMPLEX Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H National Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Rogue River Drive Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Camp Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H National Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H 790 Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H DEER RIDGE Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H BURNT PEAK Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Worthington Road Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Address City County RET_DATE Data_Sourc PCSCode GWRisk SWRisk Common_nm PCSType
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H LONESOME COMPLEX Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H WILD RIVERS COMPLEX Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H National Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H DOUBLEDAY Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Beaver Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H ABCD JULY AUGUST Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Bybee Creek Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Cleveland Ridge Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H National Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Whiskey Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H National Creek Complex Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Hope Mountain Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Flounce Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Caves Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Spruce Lake Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H North Pelican Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Blanket Creek Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H TL PUP 316 Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H SHERWOOD Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Broken Lookout Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Creedence Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H BURNT PEAK Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H Nugget Butte Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H SISKIYOU Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/19/18 Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination Group (GeoMAC\Fire Perimeters) A15 L H BLACKWELL Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Watershed Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H North Top Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Bulll Gap Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Round Top Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Junction Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Union Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Snow Shoe Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Sunshine Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Miles Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Natchez Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Abbott Prairie Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Atlantic Avenue Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Green Top Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 12/26/18 Oregon Department of Forestry \ Fires Database A15 L H Cleveland #3 Recent Burn Areas - < 10 yrs























APPENDIX I. Windshield Survey Database 
Inspection Worksheet Results
Facility Name Address Phone Number Receiving Waterbody Inspector Date Time Activity at Site Visual Sheen Spilled Materials Erosion Bulk Storage
Automania Car Sales (Moved) 1455 Rogue River Highway/895 SE Gladiola (541) 479-8888 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:00 Residential N/A N/A No Yes
Big Sam's Auto Repair (Closed) Highway 99 N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:05 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
Brakes Plus 1499 Rogue River Highway (541) 474-0307 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:06 Auto Repair No No No Yes
Caveman RV 1182/1190 Rogue River Highway (541) 476-1253 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:24 RV Sales/Service N/A N/A No Yes
Clovercrest Service Center (now NAPA Auto) 2600 Cloverlawn Drive (541) 955-9541 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:32 Auto Repair No No No Yes
Fruitdale Elementary School 1560 Bill Baker Way (541) 476-2276 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:22 School No No Yes Yes
Grants Pass Irrigation District (GPID) Easement 2202 Haviland Drive (541) 476-2582 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:44 Irrigation Canal No No Yes No
Heating Oil Tank 1560 Hamilton Lane N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:17 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
Heating Oil Tank 1980 Rogue River Highway N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:10 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
High Density Housing - Developed 1560 Hamilton Lane N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:15 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
High Density Housing - Developed SE Mystic Drive N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:20 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
Jerry's Appliance and Repair (Closed) 1077 Rogue River Highway N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 11:47 Could Not Verify N/A N/A Yes Yes
Muffler King (Closed)/A1 Exterminators (Moved) 1492 Rogue River Highway (541) 472-1094 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:15 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
New Construction Site 2263 Haviland Drive N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:51 Active Construction Site No No Yes Yes
Panoramic Estates - Developed Panoramic Loop N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:38 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
Parkdale Subdivision - Developed South end of Parkdale Drive N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 11:42 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
Powell Distributing (now Timber Mountain Construction, Inc.) 1919/1935 Rogue River Highway (541) 956-8700 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 13:02 Storage N/A N/A Yes Yes
Swiss Metric 1610 Parkdale Drive (541) 476-1771 Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 11:37 Warehouse No No No No
Willow Development - Developed 2221 Haviland Drive N/A Fruitdale Creek AS 12/17/2018 12:40 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cabinet Crafters 1584 SE N Street (541) 474-5063 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:11 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
Clearwater Co-op (Closed?) 1130 SE Gladiola Drive N/A Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:32 Could Not Verify No No No Yes
Edgewater Christian Fellowship - Developed 101 Assembly Circle (541) 474-7172 Jones Creek AS 12/28/2018 13:15 Fully Developed N/A N/A N/A N/A
Ferguson Fabrication (now Warehouse Rebuilders) 959/961 SE Gladiola Drive (541) 476-1593 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:19 Storage N/A N/A Yes Yes
Gary Peterson 910 SE M Street (541) 479-2981 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 11:30 Office/Warehouse/Storage N/A N/A Yes Yes
Gladiola Campus 1137 SE Gladiola Drive (541) 474-5790 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:35 School No No No No
Grants Pass Equipment Rentals (now Southern Oregon Tire) 851 SE Milbank Road (541) 955-4444 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 11:41 Auto Repair No No Yes Yes
Grants Pass School District 7 1053 SE Gladiola Drive (541) 474-5785 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:25 Bus Yard No No No Yes
Indian Creek Auto Dismantlers 1098 SE M Street (541) 479-7203 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:06 Salvage Yard N/A N/A N/A Yes
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 345 NE Agness Avenue (541) 474-3149 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 13:12 Warehouse N/A N/A No Yes
Oregon Swiss Precision (now Caveman Fence) 1080 SE M Street (541) 474-0302 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 11:48 Office/Warehouse/Storage No No Yes Yes
Riverside Elementary School 1200 SE Harvey Drive (541) 474-5780 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:43 School No No No No
Roger Hansen (Closed) 450 Ament Road N/A Jones Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:57 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
RV Marble/Castle Marble and Granite, LLC 2375 Foothill Boulevard (541) 476-3343 Jones Creek AS 12/28/2018 13:01 Warehouse No No No Yes
Schnitzer Steel/Edmond Corporation (Moved) 605 NE Agness Avenue/2625 Avenue G, White City, OR 97503 (541) 826-5758 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 13:20 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
Spalding and Son 2345 SE N Street/2251 NE Spalding Avenue (541) 476-4448 Jones Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:55 Warehouse/Storage N/A N/A N/A Yes
Timber Products Company 1090 SE M Street (541) 479-6822 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 11:56 Factory/Warehouse/Storage Yes No Yes Yes
Umpqua Dairy Products Company 1686 SE N Street (541) 479-6832 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 12:15 Warehouse N/A N/A No N/A
Warehouse Rebuilders (Moved) 961 SE N Street/961 SE Gladiola Drive (541) 476-1593 Skunk Creek AS 12/28/2018 11:35 Could Not Verify N/A N/A N/A N/A
Inspection Worksheet Results
Loading/Unloading Covered? Raw Materials Excavation Vehicle Maintenance Gas, Oil, and Grease Chemical Storage Erosion and Sediment Control Features Functioning? Stormdrains/Catchment Basins Functioning? Wash and Drainage Areas Plumbing Stormwater Discharge BMPs
No N/A No No Yes N/A N/A No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
No N/A Yes No Yes Yes N/A No N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A No No
No N/A Yes No Yes N/A N/A No N/A Yes No N/A N/A No No
No N/A N/A No Yes Yes Yes No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
No N/A N/A No No No No No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No Yes
No N/A No No No No No No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
No N/A No Yes No N/A N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A No Yes
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
No N/A Yes Yes No No No No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Yes Yes Yes No No N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A No No
Yes Yes N/A No No No No No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Yes Yes N/A No N/A N/A N/A No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Yes Yes Yes No N/A N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A No No
Yes Yes Yes No Yes N/A N/A Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A N/A No Yes
No N/A No No No N/A N/A No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No Yes
Yes Yes Yes No Yes N/A N/A No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No No
Yes Yes Yes No Yes N/A N/A No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A Yes N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No N/A
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No N/A
Yes Yes Yes No No N/A N/A No N/A No N/A N/A N/A No No
No N/A No No No N/A N/A No N/A Yes Yes N/A N/A No Yes
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Yes Yes N/A No No N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Yes Yes Yes N/A No N/A N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No No
Yes Yes Yes No N/A N/A N/A No N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A No Yes
Yes Yes Yes No No N/A N/A No N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A No No
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Inspection Worksheet Results
Functioning? Stormwater Controls Observed SWPCP Spill Prevention and Response Plan Employees Aware? Photo # PCS Code PCS Recommendation
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4488 - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A Catch Basin and Dumpster/Equipment Cover N/A N/A N/A 4489, 4490 C04, C07 BMP12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 30-34, 36-41, 49-51.
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4505, 4506, 4507 C04, C10, C12 BMP12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 30-41, 49, 51.
N/A Dumpster/Equipment Cover and Drum/Container Containment N/A N/A N/A 4492, 4493 C04 BMP13, 20, 22, 23, 30-34, 36, 38, 39, 40, 49, 51. 
Yes Oil/Water Separator, Dumpster/Equipment Cover, and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4491 C20, M28, R15 BMP3, 9, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26-29, 31, 36, 37, 40, 41, 46-49, 51-53. 
N/A Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4494, 4495, 4497 C07 BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
Yes Catch Basin, On-Site Bio-Swale, and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4483, 4484, 4485, 4486, 4487 C15 BMP12, 22, 23, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51.
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4498, 4499 - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4500, 4501, 4502 M23, M62 BMP2, 13, 24, 31, 49.
N/A Catch Basin N/A N/A N/A 4482 C07 BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4527 C14, R10 BMP12, 13, 17-20, 22-24, 28, 30-34, 37, 39-41, 49-51.
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A Catch Basin N/A N/A N/A 4524, 4525 C07, C17 BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 30-34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
Yes Catch Basin and Dumpster/Equipment Cover N/A N/A N/A 4509, 4510, 4511, 4513 C06, C07 BMP11-13, 20, 22, 23, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51.  
Yes Dumpster/Equipment Cover and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4528, 4529 R15 BMP3, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26-29, 36, 37, 40, 41, 46-48, 51-53. 
N/A Catch Basin, Dumpster/Equipment Cover, and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4514 C04, C61 (for SO Tire) BMP12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 30-34, 36-41, 49, 51. 
N/A Dumpster/Equipment Cover and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4526 C07, M27, R15 BMP3, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 46-48, 49-53. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4522 C61 BMP12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 30-34, 36-41, 49, 51.
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4537 C07, M26 BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
N/A Dumpster/Equipment Cover N/A N/A N/A 4515, 4516, 4517, 4518 C12, C67 (for Caveman Fence) BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 36, 40, 49, 51
Yes Catch Basin, Oil/Water Separator, and Vegetated Buffer Zone N/A N/A N/A 4530, 4531 M26, R15 BMP3, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26-29, 31, 36, 37, 40, 41, 46-49, 51-53. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A Drum and Container Containment N/A N/A N/A 4536 C65 BMP9, 10, 12, 13, 22-24, 27, 28, 30-37, 39, 41, 49-51.
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
N/A Dumpster/Equipment Cover N/A N/A N/A 4532, 4533, 4534, 4535 C07, C26, C58, C60, M26, M28 BMP2, 9, 10, 12, 13, 20, 22-24, 27, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 39-41, 49-51. 
N/A Catch Basin and Oil/Water Separator N/A N/A N/A 4519, 4520, 4521 C07, C26 BMP9, 10, 12, 13, 22, 23, 27, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4523 C07, C67 BMP12, 13, 22, 23, 30-32, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 49-51. 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - -
